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JOIDIJ" BURGESS 
TEE GROI"PrH .Al'l"D DEVELOPr.'.1ENT OF IwJETI'HODISl\i llJ CUII!BRIA 
This thesis examines the proposition that all religious influence 
in Cumbria has been \'Teak and that l·1ethodism ''las only partly an 
exception to this rule. The role and strength of the Church of 
~ngland, the Protestant Dissenters and the Roman Catholics from the 
17th century to the 19th century is investigated in order to intro-
duce the rise and progress of Methodism to 1830. It is argued that 
I•'!ethodism developed out of the extraordinary economic and social 
development in the county in the t\'ro periods 1800 to 1830 and 1860 
to 1880, and because of the influx of outside Methodists who made 
limited impact on native Cumbrians. Ho\'Tever as economic decline set 
in after 1900 l\1ethodism lost its dynamism and commenced its protracted 
contraction of resources in chapels, membership numbers and circuit 
importance \'lhich so depended upon the increase in population brought 
about during the two periods. The major secessions of the ',iesleyan 
ftssociation in 1836 and the 1-lesleyan Reformers in 1850 are explored, 
as is subsequent history of the Uesleyans into the 20th century and 
of their splinter Connexions who became the United Nethodist Free 
Churches. The second largest Connexion, the Primitive f.J:ethodists, 
are described in their progress in the county and the issue of the 
ministry receives prominence in this section, and in the concluding 
chapter concerning the 1932 I1lethodist Union in Cumbria. Tuo major 
Appendices present a detailed survey of leading f!iethodist laymen 
and ministers in the Primitive, Uesleyan and United l•~ethodist ranks 
in the county, and the significance of religious census material as 
indicative of the popular support for the Jl!ethodists amongst the 
population. Three shorter Appendices deal vri th the peculiar case of 
M:ethodism on Alston Moor, and the rreak presence of Methodism in 
Dumfries, and of the Bible Christian Connexion in the county. The 
final Appendix explores the changes in membership in a detailed 
analysis of one circuit, charting the causes and significance of 
these annual developments. 'l'he sources and bibliography bring 
together all knmm primary material relating to Cumbria.n r.1ethodism. 
The Grovrth and Development of 
Methodism in Cumbria. 
Thesis submitted to the 
University of Durham 
for the 
Degree of Master of Letters 
by John_ Burgess MA 1979• 
The copyright of this thesis rests with the author. 
No quotation from it should be published without 
his prior written ronsent and information derived 
from it should be acknowledged. 
PREFACE 
This thesis charts the rise and progess of the several Methodist 
Connexions in Cumbria during the 18th, 19th and early 20th centuries. 
It breaks new ground in that apart from a few localised attempts no 
serious research ha·a been carried out on the subject, and bearing in 
mind the plethora of books and theses on aspects of Cumbrian history 
and life the Methodist omission is a strange anomally. Much of 
I 
circuit and society life was and is mundane and placid, so that 
inevitably attention has been focused on the more noteworthy parts of 
Methodist history: the Association and Reform issues in Uesleyanism, 
the stresses and strains and tensions withintPrimitive Methodism, and 
experiences p~culiar to County Methodism. With a virtually unexplored 
field, the thesis could not dwell on individual circuits or societies 
unless these v1ere illustrative of general themes, whilst the magnitude 
of the task left many avenues untapped: chapel building and Methodist 
architecture, the schools and multifarious chapel social activities to 
mention a few. Ruthless editing was needed in order to keep the sea 
of facts and details at bay and distant from the analytical study of 
the success and failure of the Methodists. Rather than lapse into a 
hagiographical narrative of the advances of the Connexions a critical 
and at times calculatedly cruel stance had to be adopted when dealing 
with circuit history. 
The need to preserve uncluttered the themes of the thesis led to 
the present unusual design where the main thesis is smaller than the 
combined Appendices and Sources. The main body deals with the actual 
rise and progress of the Methodist movement and leaves to a 
substantial appendix. the wealth of biographical material unearthed 
over the years, and :t·ef~rcae:e to this should be made concerning names 
f. 
of charact~rs in the text. To preiJent it thus allm'l's the thesis to 
be clear and concise and avoids an excess of complex-footnotes which 
would detract from the work and confuse readers whilst contributing 
little of benefit. The second appendix deals with the several 
religious censuses in detail, whilst their general summary and findings 
are incorporated into the main text. To at tempt to place 30 pages 
of e~ra statistics into the reduced main body of the work would 
unnecessarily complicate it. The peculiarities of the presence of 
the Bible Christians likewise requires a short Appendix, as do the 
II 
strange cases of Dumfries and Alston, both part of Cumbrian Methodism 
and yet both quite distinct in their subsequent Methodist history. 
The 6th and final Appendix concerns the study of membership changes 
and influence vrithin one circuit which 1wuld once again detract from 
the themes of the thesis because of its detailed tables and statistical 
approach. 
The thesis was born out of the wealth of circuit records which 
until recently were hidden away in a diversity of centres, and there 
must be hundreds of ledgers and minute books still to come to light. 
However a good start has been made, and it was felt necessary to 
include details of all these manuscript sources ~ the Sources and 
Bibliography. This is almost of thesis length itself because of the 
amount of primary information not previously used or ~iwcovered. With 
a view to stimulating and fostering more Methodist studies in the 
county, copious details are given throughout the text for further 
advanced studies, whilst the Sources bring together all known material 
relating to Cumbrian Methodism. As a pioneer thesis it was believ.ed 
vital that this material together \'lith locations be placed on display. 
To simplify and to prevent repetition, the place of publication 
of books and articles are given only in the bibliography unless of 
particular importance; page numbers for the county ne>'rspapers have not 
been given since material relating to Methodism (and it exists in huge 
quantities) is always to be found on the Editorial page (if comment 
~t. 
or news) or on the one letter p~ in each volume. The amount of 
printed material on Cumbrian Methodism apart from that in newspapers 
is slim, but hopefully the new Wesley Historical Society Branch in 
the county will remedy this by bringing to light further sources. 
Manuscripts and other sources of county significance are underlined 
throughout the thesis because of their considerable contribution1. 
None of the thesis has appeared in print except for the 
follouing: 
Appendix E, Methodism in Dumfries (Dumfries and Galloway 
Natural History and Antiquarian Society) p.441 in this thesis. 
John Uesley in C.'umbria, publication of the \lesley Historical 
Society (Cumbrian :Branch) 1979, pp.62, 73, 74 in this thesis. 
..L..L..L 
Frimitive l\Iethodism in Barrow-in-Furness, Journal Number 5 
and 6 of the lfesley Historical Society ( Cumbrian Branch) 1979, 
p.222 in this thesis. 
It is hoped that a book ,.,ill follow· the thesis in due course. 
Unless specifically stated, all .rork is that of the .A,uthor's and 
has been done solely for this thesis. 
AcknovTledgements are due to the many Cumbrians and Methodists 
too numerous to personally name who provided all manner of material 
and hospitality. 'l'hanks must go to the staff of the John Rylands 
Library, particularly to Nr. D. Riley, and to Rev. J. C. Bovmer 
and his staff at the former !liethodist Archives and Research Centre 
in City Road. !liT. Bruce Jones and the staff of the Record Offices 
.LV 
in Carlisle, Kendal and Barrm-1 ,!L-h.P spent many hours over the years in 
aiding the vTOrk and particular help was received from David Bm-1cock, 
Frederick Brmm, Jeremy GodvTin, Oswald Lawrence, Patrick R::1dcliffe 
and Evelyn Uatson. The painstaking 1wrk of these Cumbrian archivists 
has ensured an excellent supply of circuit sources for future students 
of I•iethodist history. Thanks are due to the County Library service, 
particularly the Tullie House staff in Carlisle vTho frequently 
discovered ( ''~i th me) ne,·T and extraordinary facts about the county in 
our search for newspapers, books, periodicals and theses, and in the 
process all benefitted. Florence Alves finally t~mphed over my 
handwriting and idiosyncracies to produce an excellent tYJ>escript. 
Professor U. R. Hard remained an inspired and inspiring supervisor, 
able to find the time to advise over important and trifling matters 
alike. Finally, my vTife endured this thesis for years, providing 
support and commonsense advice w·hen needed, contributing a first-
class map, and a patient understanding of the '·rork involved. 
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TABLE .1 
Formation of Circuits: 
Wesleyan: 
\1hi tehaven 
Carlisle 
Brough 
Kendal 
Alston 
Ulverston 
Uigton 
Penrith 
Brampton 
Cockermouth 
Keswick 
Uorkington 
Kirkoswald 
Sedbergh 
Barrow 
l.larYJlort 
Amble side 
rallom 
and 
lip69 
1801 
1803 (Appleby head of circuit 1825/77 ,_ 
Kirkby Stephen 1877 on). 
1805 
1808 
1810 (Mission 1805). 
1818 
1824 (1806/18 out of Brough, reunited 1818/24). 
1836 
1854 (Out of Uorkington and Uigton). 
1865 {1840/54 out of Hhitehaven; reunited 1854/65). 
11871. 
1871 (Formerly under Hawes and Kendel; reunited 
to Kendal_ 1900). 
1871 
1876 (Out of Uigton; reunited 1900). 
1878 (Out of Kendal; reunited 1900). 
1892 
1Jhi tehaven District Formed 1798 
Replaced by Carlisle in 1805 
A..J..J.. 
TABLE 1 
Primitives: 
Carlisle 1823 
Alston. 1835 
Uhi tehaven• 1840 
Brough 1849 
Kendal. 1857 
Naryport 1862: 
Barrou 1866 
Penrith 1876 
Uigton'. 1883 
i"lorkington 1884 
Cockermouth 1893 
Dalton: and 
Mil lorn. 1894 
B~R!!l:P:bant 1906 
Under Sunderland District until 1886 formation· of Carlisle and 
llliitehaven District; Barrow and Dalton under Liverpoo~. 
.h..L.U. 
il'TTRODUCTION 
Gumbria is that region of northwest England covering the former 
counties of Cumberland and i'festmorla.nd, the districts Cartmel and 
Furness prior to 1974 belonging to Lancashire, and the Sedbergh area 
previously part of Yorkshire. It covers approximately 1.6 million 
acres, and the Alston locality apart, forms a geographical unity, 
having natural boundaries on - all si.des - the Pennines in the east 
'· the frontier with Scotland in the north, _. the Solway to the ·west, 
and Morecambe Bay to the south. The long coastal plain provides 
sharp contrast to the mountainous interior in the Lake District 
' before the Pennine range once more joins the county to the inl·and 
areas after a leap across the Eden and Lune valleys. As a political 
frontier it rarely enjoyed peace until after 17 45, remaining isolated 
from London and dependent on its own resources at all times. The 
tardy and erratic settlement pattern bears witness to the natural 
obstacles provided in the region to human habitation,. and though the 
past 200 years of people have found the county beautiful, the previous 
33 centuries found Cumbria experiencing hardship and privatioru. Little 
is lrnown about the early history of man in the county and only with 
the surge of economic development during the middle ages - iron making, 
the woodland crafts, mining - did Cumbria come into the national 
stage (-vrars apart). In the general increase in population and the 
twin revolutions of industry and agriculture, Cumbria lias slow to 
respond, but with the cessation of hostilities vrith Scotland, and the 
"discovery" of the Lakes, in the later 18th century the modern 
invasion of the area began. Allied to this 1·1as the growth of not 
only the woodland crafts but of quarrying and mining as the natural 
resources of the area were plundered. The commencing of major roads 
into Cumbria and 80 years later the first raihrays, ensured a speed-
ing up of the pace of change, and by the 1860s Carlisle had risen to 
imp9rtance as service, communications and market centre. Though the 
old mining centre of Whitehaven, a supplier of coal for the Irish 
trade since the 17th century and a major port in the early 18th 
century, lost its dominance, the!r·e grew up new mining villages, new 
ports and Workington, a large industrial town based on iron and 
steel, in West Cumberland during the mid and later 19th century with 
the county's largest concentration of people. At the same time, the 
development of Barrow, the second to-vm of the county, as a ship-
building and industrial centre in the far south, and the iron mining 
3. 
in r!lillom, gave brief economic growth to an area not usually 
associated with industry. The county remained predominantly rural, 
with market tovms and large villages placed at regular intervals, 
around the central Lake mountain core. By the turn of the century, 
economic stagnation was taking a grip on. an industrial economy based 
on. old and declining tra&es, and with no alternative employment 
availal:U.e the depression of the 1920s crippled. the l-rest and south 
Which to this day have an air of decay. Carlisle and much of Cumbria 
were not damagingly affected but it was evident that new diversified 
industrial concerns were required, particulaxly because of the absolute 
refusal of Cumbrians to leav.e their county in search of work. Cumbria 
remains to this day split between the industrial and services centres 
of Carlisle, ~est Cumberland and Barrow; the congested tourist centre 
where the sheep farmers manage to maintain a presence in the Lakes; 
and the outer ring of the circle, the large area of good farming land 
and small market towns, of which Kendal is the largest •. 
In a harsh environment the inhabitants were tough, uncommunicative 
and independent, minding their own business and brooking no inter-
ference from outsiders. This state of affairs was modified with the 
onslaught of tourism and immigrant workers from all over the British 
Is-les, though the native Cumbrians stayed aloof from the colonies of 
Staffordshire, Manx, Cornish, Irish, Scottish, Durham and other 
newcomers, and integration was slow. As far as religion was 
concerned, the Roman Catholic Church's presence has been measured in 
its provision of the rites of passage - baptism, marriage and funeral 
and particularly its economic importance via the influence of the 
monasteries. \'lith their passing, and the arrival of the Church of 
England,. Cumbrians paid little heed and organised religion played 
little part in their day to day life. Attendance at Church was 
sporadic because of the inadequacies of church and priestly provision 
in areas of wild country and few inhabitants whilst the towns 
fostered early Dissent, though often amongst newcomers brought by 
opportunities of trade and commerce. The Cumbrians were impervious 
to the efforts of the various denominations, for their approach to 
life was a severely practical one in which religion offered little 
inducement for participation. More than a suspicion of paganism 
lingered in the fells and dales of the county and rebuffed an 
imposed and alien Christian tradition, just as the natives ignored 
secular authority. The achievement of the Methodists, limited as 
it \'Tas yet more successful in producing a spirit alive to religious 
expression than other denominations, was due to their beliefs 
brought in: to the county by outsiders who settled as workers and 
at length were able to recruit from amongst Cumbrian stock. It 
was nonetheless true that the Cumbrians' attachment to religion was 
tenuous and frequently non-existent from the earliest times into 
the 20th century. Against this background of indifference struggled 
the several denominations:: the Church of England, Roman Catholics, 
Protestant Dissenters, and the Methodists. ~hi~st the others occupy 
a role in this book, the l'TOrk gives the centre of the stage to the 
development and grol'rth of Methodism in Ctl.mbria. 
CHAPTER ONE 
THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
The Church of England 
The Church of England has figured prominently in studies of 
History : -•liiaiiln.iy _- because of its impact and influence in the South 
and Midlands of England rather than in the }l.orth. The neglect, 
inefficiency and incompetence of the Church has received attention 
from both those who wish to uphold this blackened picture and more 
recently from those eager to show that the Church was nowhere near 
6~ 
as 'useless" as previous decades of scholars had maintained, certainly 
during the period 1700 to 1830 when the Church's fortunes were 
nationally at their lowest ebb (1). The Church reflected the society 
which bred it, and society received in exchange the Church it 
deserved, as has always been the case. The tr~atic changes of the 
population and industrial and agricultural revolutions in the later 
18th century and early 19th century presented such difficulties that 
society endured successive crises, as did the Church, and out of the 
ohallenges arose the methodists, and later a reformed Church too (2). 
It has often been stated that the weakness and abuses of Anglicanism 
brought about strong Dissent, but this. is questianable, since in 
Cumbria where Anglicanism was weakest, Dissent only grew significantly 
1. A. Uarne, Church and Society in the 18th Century, 1969, ch.lf 
A. Armstrong, The Church of England, the Methodists and Society, 
1969, ch.l. 
2. A. D. Gilbert, Religion and Society in Industrial England -
Church, Chapel and Social Change, 1740/1914. 1976 p.68. 
in the mid 17th century l'Then the Church was supposed to be strongez:~ More-
over during the 18th century decline of 1\nglica.nism, Dissent too 
deteriorated in its fortunes until the rise of a new Dissent based on 
Uesley and his Methodists (3). 
To a great measure the Church functioned satisfactorily in the 
southern part of England, near oentral authority, a wealthy and 
civilised area with a majority of the clergy, rich livings and strong 
local government. However, with the rise of urban industrial and 
mining centres in the Midlands and particularly the North, Anglican 
manpower and resources took decades to channel away from their 
centuries old homes and into newly developing areas (and to some 
extent never caught up with the changes until it was too late), with 
the result that the huge parishes, in area and population, of the 
Worth all to._of.ten ':Cul.··nd.shed .clear evidence of a- Christian wilder-
n~ss . (4). The Re~igious Census of 1851 merely af!_i!med what many (rr "· ,~ •• , 
suspected - the failure of the Church in tol'ms, and in the north and 
Midlands (5). The report of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners in 
1835 revealed half of clergy not resident in their parishes, and 83% 
of these were pluralists, often of 3 or more livings. Only 42% of 
clergy could be discovered to be living in their parish. To the 
10,553 beneficed clergy had to be added 4,250 curates who stood as 
helpers and replacements for clergy, but 753 parishes had no curate 
or incumbent. The average stipend was £285 for incumbents, £81 for 
curates, and hundreds of curates lived on starvation wages. Only 
2~500: livings were under clerical control, 1,100 being in the hands 
of the Crown, the large majority in 1~ control (6~. The distribution 
3. c. K. Francis-Brown, History of the English Clergy 1800/1900, 
1953s H. !11. Brown, Methodism and the Church of England in Cornwall, 
London University Ph.D, 1946· 
4• Gilbert, as in no.2, P•99· 
5· &ppendix:B on the Religious Census and Cumbria. 
6. Gilbert, as in no.2, p.lOOJ 
Francis-Brown, as iG no.3, ch.2. 
Armstrong, as in no.l, p.l29, 
of wealth reflected the north/south division, the more northerly 
the diocese the poorer it was, though every diocese had some rich 
livings. The Church was so closely tied to the la.ndo-vmers and the 
government that its clergy provided hundreds of magistrates, 30% 
of all clergy being Justices by the 1830s (7) dependent on landowners 
and government control~ In much of the North the Church could expect 
little in the way of help from these two sources. 
If the Church in the south was incapable or unwilling to 
. reform· and modernise, then there vras no chance that this uould 
happen in the ~orth, and especially not in Cumbria, that most 
neglected outpost on the English borders and in some w~s never fully 
assimilated into the mainstream of English life: until the 19th 
century. The county was divided into the Chester Deaneries in the 
south and west, into the little Diocese of Carlisle in the east and 
north, and there were no changes in ecclesiastical machinery or 
attitudes on a large scale from the 12th century until 1856 when 
Cumbria became the new Diocese of Carlisle (8). The 2 Bishops 
controlled 50 livings, the Dean and Chapter 29, the Lowthers 36 
(lincluding most of the richest) and the rest were under lay control, 
by the early 19th century (9). The Lowthers were distinguished in 
Cumbrian landowning circles by being the richest and most powerful, 
and the most successful in keeping Dissent weak in their territory 
(except the western mining parishes), the nearest equivalent of the 
ability of landowners and clergy to control religion in the country-
side. Unfortunately for the Church, there were only a handful of 
such magnates; in Cumbria large &ando-.;-mers were rare, and with the 
rise of industrial areas in the north, south and west, during the 
later 18th century and 19th century, there uas scant opportunity for 
Church authorities to be influential. 
7. H. B. Brolm, as in no.3, p •. 33 and P·55· 
8. R. s. Ferguson, Diocesan History of Carlisle 1889, p.191. 
9· R. s. Ferguson, as in no 8, p.l37. 
8. 
The Church of England failed to operate successfully in Cumbria 
in any period of its history, and though it may not have been any 
worse in its inadequacies than in most parts of England, in Cumbria 
it perpetuated the inability of organised religion to cope with the 
situation. The Church had always played some part in community life 
but usually only directly affected the Cumbrian at baptism, marriage 
and death. The majority of people never attended communion, regarded 
as the test of membership of the Church, and, split as the diocese 
was between the Chester Deaneries of Kendal, Furness and Copeland 
under Chester Diocese, and the small diocese of Carlisle, the area 
felt little of the ~glican influence experienced by more southerly 
counties. Life continued alongside the Church and the two did not 
usually meet in the life of an average Cumbrian during any epoch. 
If religious life is judged by the influence of the Church, and measured 
by the numbers who attended it, then in Cumbria religious life was 
always at a low ebb and the differences betlreen centuries were just a 
question of the degree of weakness of Church in the county, and never 
one of its strengths. 
During the i:Sth and 18th centurd:es the wealmess of the Anglicans 
I 
' in a stable society was the opportunity of the early Dissenters, though 
notably only the Quakers capitalised on this, and then solely locally 
and never in an organised fashion. Few Cumbrians took the conscious 
and deliberate decision to go to a Dissenting chapel after the 
failure of the Establishment, and even into the 19th century only the 
Methodists showed an ability to minister to the large percentage of 
folk who never attended a religious service. Uhen population '\'ras in 
flux in the industrial changes of the 19th century the Anglicans 
failed to do much to keep pace with change, hence the success of the 
Methodists in the mining and industrial villages of the west and south, 
bereft of Anglican presence. Only in the later 19th century was there 
in CUmbria a sense of a religious awakening amongst the Anglicans, 
though this situation encouraged indifference, not Dissent. 
The government of the country considered Cumbria only as a 
bastion against the Scots, and then limited concern to Carlisle (which 
as 1745 showed was. insufficient for an emergency) (10). The 
attitude of the Bishops appointed to the Diocese of Carlisle was 
that Rose Castle, their palace near Dalston, was fit for a country 
holiday of 3 or 4 weeks per year but for nothing else. As one of 
the three poorest dioceses, Carlisle was attractive to those men seek-
to use it as a stepping stone to greater things, and interest in the 
county from the Bishops 1 point of viel-1 scarcely occurred. Immediately 
after the Restoration in 1660 Sterne took scant notice of his See in 
the 4 years before being translated to York, and his successor at 
Carlisle, Rainbow, spent more time disputing v1ith Sterne over 
liability for repairs to Rose Castle than he did on the diocese. 
Like other 17th and 18th century Bishops, these men ~ad to spend most 
of their year in London and the House of Lords, their appointments 
being by politics and influence, and the price their support of the 
government in office ( 11). Uilliam Nicolson, like his predecessor 
Smith a Cumbrian, was the first Bishop to win any praise for his work 
in the county during the early 18th century. He was son of the vicar 
at Great Orton, related to many of the gentry of the county, and a 
highly educated and skilled administrator and cleric (12). His 
Primary Visitation in 1702 provided a great eye~opener to himself, 
to the authorities at that time and to historians since, and 
Nicolson spared no pains in hunting down malefactors who incurred his 
wrath. He revealed an appalling state of affairs; churches and 
parsonages commonly non-existent ar ruined, neglectful clergy and 
rectors, pluralistic and absentee clergy, all manner of scandals 
concerning incumbents and parishes, and a general indifference amongst 
Cumbrians to the Church. He even discovered clergy locking him out 
of their churches so that he would not discover the chaos and messes 
inside them, and v1as not sure of the boundaries of his Diocese with 
Durham in the east. 45 years later there had not been significant 
changes despite his efforts and those of his successors, with only 
10. c. M. L. Bouch, Prelates and People of the Lake Counties 1948, 
p.319; R. s. Ferguson, Diocesan History of Carlisle. 
11. c. M. L. Bouch, as in no.lO,pp.269 to 300. 
12. c. l\1. L. Bouch, as in no.lO, p.3<Dl. 
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the scandals being reduced in number ( 13) and whatever may have been 
written about the period from an Anglican point of view, Cumbria 
stands with the t-rorst of the country's Sees in its .Anglican neglect. 
Nicolson, himself, was involved in long and violent dispute, as 
were most 18th century Bishops, and only just managed to overcome the 
combined opposition of Dr. Todd and Dean Atterbury in order to 
re-assert his power in the Cathedral Chapter along with his right of 
Visitation (14). After Nicolson and until the later 19th century, 
each Bishop showed "nothing except the most per:f'\£nctory interest in 
the Diocese" (15). Venables was the first to station his family at 
Rose Castle in the 1790s, though he rarely managed to leave London 
t·Tith its government duties and social pleasures. Until 1856 
Goodenough and then Percy successfUlly prevented change in the 
Diocese and discouraged ideas of an Evangelical Revival by froWning 
11. 
on the work of men like Fawcett and ~.Iilner in Carlisle. The few 
zealous or reforming clergy in those years l'Tere soundly kept in their 
p~aee; it says. much for Percy, one of the richest men in the Kingdom, 
son of the Dulce of Northumberland, and taking scarcely 5% of his annual 
income from the See of Carlisle, that he spent ~40,000 on making Rose 
Castle fit for his monthly holiday each summer rrhilst at the sameJ;time 
ti'inning respect amongst some Cumbrians for becoming an expert on 
horses and rac:ing. It was he uho prevented the plans to unite 
Cumbria in the one diocese worked out in 1836. from being implemented 
until his death 20 years later (16). 
The Chester Deaneries, of Kendal, Furness and Copeland, were the 
forgotten outposts of the huge unwieldy diocese of Chester until their 
13. Miscellany Accounts of the Diocese of Carlisle, by William 
Nicolson:, Bishop of Carlisle, 1703, with additions by Chancellor 
\-laugh,, 1747• (Ed. R. s. Ferguson,. lf/>77•) Manuscript in CRO. 
14. Bouch,, as in no.lO, p.296. 
15. Bouch,, as in no.JJO, p.368. 
16. Bouch,. as in no.lO, p.382. 
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1856 und.on with Carlisle. They covered half' of' the county, ,.,.ere 
under the Archdeaconry of' Richmond, and were ignored by successive 
Bishops and Archdeacons. Poor roads and a lack of' suitable accommo-
dation were insuperable problems to the Bishops and their of'f'icials, 
so that the state of' ignorance concerning the area in the diocesan 
hierarchy was astounding,allJd;asJl.att.e as the 1830s one Bishop was 
startled to realise the extent of' his See and to discover that no 
survey had been carried out in the 3 Deaneries a>ince 1778. This 
Latter investigation by Porteous, superseded that of' Gastrell in the 
1720s and was used as the sole basis f'or knovrledge of' the Deaneries. 
The Bishops were like those of Carlisle, political appointees, and 
spent most of' the 18th and early 19th centuries taking part in bitter 
battles betvreen Tory and Uhig. These disputes were especially f'ierce 
in Cheshire and South Lancashire, so that there l'Tas little time and 
energy to spare f'or the area north of' Preston ( 17). lihat alarmed 
Bishops Porteous and Gastrell was the apparent breakdown in relations 
between clergy and their parishes and the lack of' clerical inf'luence 
across great tracts of the county. The clergy were criticised by 
Porteous f'or being too worl~ and selfish in their roles, and directed 
that they should encourage the participation of' lay people in church 
aff'airs since there was general indif'ference towards the Anglican 
Establishment. The condition of' the Deaneries did not improve over 
the period 1700 to 1830, and once it was taken as certain that the 
three would be absorbed by Carlisle when Percy died all interest in the 
Deaneries ceased. 
On the creation of' the new diocese in 1856 and the doubling of' 
parishes and clergy f'rom 130 and more to over 250, Villiers, 
Ua1degrave and Goodwin spent the next 40 years trying to sort out 
the problems inherited by the new See (18). Parsonage and church 
1.7 ., John· A.ddy, Tm:>18th Century Bishops of' Chester and Their 
Diocese, Leeds University Ph.D. 1972. pp.21, 27 to 30,: 43, 123. 
18. Bouch, as in no.10, p.420. 
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rebuilding and provision were for the first time catered for, livings 
were eventually brought up nearer to the national average, and the 
two halves 1-rere forced to co-operate. Until 1886 the two halves 
worked separately and refused to integrate, but there were major 
boundary changes in that year, a Furness Archdeaconry was created, 
and 19 Rural. Deans appointed in order to enforce integration of sorts 
and to co-ordinate one diocesan effort (19). Harvey Goodwin found 
that the rumours and stories of the inability of the Church to fUnction 
in Cumbria were not exaggerated, and when he came north in the 1870s 
he discovered the clergy split into a number of warring factions (20). 
Laymen took little part in church life, there l"Tere shortages of 
trained and graduate clergy, and able men avoided the diocese. The 
Deaneries retained their stubborn independence and landolmers and 
leading parishioners encouraged this state of affairs, since it aided 
their desire to control the livings. At his Primary Visitation in 
1872 he startled the diocese by suggesting to the Cathedral clergy 
that they might consider doing some work for their stipends by 
taking on a parish, for he felt that here, as elsewhere, the Chapter 
exhibited all the old abuses which were by then dying out through the 
rest of the county. He attempted to attract able clergy north, and 
promoted church schools in every l-Tillage in order to counter what he 
considered to be the bad influence of }issent. He encouraged 
Anglican rivalry of Dissent, particularly the Methodists, and exhorted 
clergy to mission Irish quarters against the priests ~d O~ders. 
With 340 church schools he .couid not rely on~ the Rural Deans and he 
appointed his own lay inspectors to do the job properly. He took 
laymen into partnership, recruited them into every organisation of 
the Ohurch and diocese, and initiated the trappings of the modern 
diocese - conferences, committees, newsletters, meetings and the like. 
It came as a shock to many incumbents when their Bishop announced 
that the day of the part-time parson 1fa.a:.; over (21). 
19. H. D. Raw.nsley, Harvey Goodwin, Bishop of Carlisle 1896J 
Bouch,, as in no.lO, p.433. 
20. Rawnsley, as in no 19, p.l49· 
21. Rawnsley, as in no 19, p.l75· 
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Central to discussion of the role of the Church must be the 
issue of poverty. Cumbria was one of the poorest regions of England 
into the 20th century, of this there can be little doubt, and so 
clerical and church poverty ·was a natural corollary to this. (22) To 
some extent the cry of poverty was used to justify abuses in the 
diocese amongst the clergy - for instance pluralism, where an 
incumbent could not live off one stipend but needed two or even three 
but the proof of relative poverty exists in indisputable form. There 
were some rich livings, particularly those attached to the Dean and 
Chapter and Archdeaconry, though these too were poor compared with 
other diocese~,but the majority of parish clergy received such small 
stipends that the Ecclesiastical Commissioners in 1835 found Carlisle 
to be one of the three poorest dioceses,the others being Durham and 
Chester (23). Chester uas divided into the l'l'ell-off south and the 
poor north where livings were on a par with those of Carlisle. 
Curates for the absentee and pluralist clergy were usually wretchedly 
paid, and Nicolson 132 years previously had been appalled at the 
extent of poverty amongst curates and some incumbents. (24). The 
average stipend in the diocese of Carlisle was £175 in 1835, compared 
to the national average of £285; by 1856 the nevr diocese had 118 
clergymen paid £85 per annum or less, under one third of the national 
average of 30 years previously. (25). Improvements brought the 
average to £238 by 1889 but this was ·\'Tell below the national average • 
Able Cumbrians left the county for the South; able outsiders could 
only be attracted into the county with difficulty. It says much 
for the salaries of teachers at that time that they were often 
desperate to enter Holy Orders, being only maDched by the desperate 
attempts of successive Eishops to prevent them. 
22. See Table 2, f'. IS 
23. See Table 3, f. l<f 
24. See Table 2 and miscellany Accounts throughout • 
25. See Table 3, p I f. 
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TABLE 2 
Value of~·-Livin~s: 18th Centur;r {1130s) furness 1 CoJ2eland and 
Kendal Deaneries. 
Value £ Rectory/ Pe!12etual Parochial Other Total 
Vicar~e Curacies ChaJ2elries ChaJ2elries 
0/5 0 l 10 6 17; 
5/10 l 8 20 10 39 
10/20 4 2 2 l 9 
20/30 4 l l 0 6 
30/40 3 0 l 0 4 
40/50 5 0 0 0 5 
50/75 6 0 2 0 8 
75/100 l 0 0 0 l 
100/200 2... _]:_ 0 0 .3... 
Total_ 27 13 36 17 93 
(Based on returns made to the Commissioners of Queen Anne's Bounty: 
56 of 93 livings were worth less than £10 per annum). 
Source& C. r.1. L. Bouch, Prelates and People p.333 
16. 
TABLE 2 
Value of livin~s of Carlisle Diocesan Cler~: based on the returns 
of Commissioners of Queen's Anne Bounty 1707/1739· 
Value £ Rectories/ Pe!J2etual ChaJ2elries Total 
Vicarages Curacies 
0/5 0 4 5 9 
5/10 4 8 11 23 
10/20 6 3 4 13 
20/30 5 8 4 17 
30/40 10 0 0 10 
40/50 12 0 0 12 
50/75 20 0 0 20 
75/100 13 0 0 13 
100/120 4 0 0 4 
125/150 4 0 0 4 
150/1:15 4 0 0 4 
lJ80 l!. 0 0 1 
300 1 0 0 1 
Total. 84 23 24 131. 
Note: Archdeacon held Great Salkeld worth £70 and Greystoke, £300; 
3 Carlisle prebends held ones worth £123, £120 and £240 respectively. 
Source: C. r.1. L. Bouch, Prelates and People p.319, 360, 361 
TABLE 2 
Stipends of Curates circa 1790 in Carlisle Dioceses 
Stipend £ Curates Receivins: 
20 1 
25 1 
30 3 
40 4 
50 1 
63 1 
The last time a curate received £20 was in 1800; new curates by 
1815 received about £30 per annum, rising to £60; however the 
curate at Bowness got £120 per annum, the Borrowdale one £30 per 
annum in 1814; (c. m. L. Bouch, Prelates·~alfd:_People p. 378) 
Source: C. 1.1. L. Bouch, Prelates and People, p.375. 
Absentee Clergy's Pay to their Curates circa 1780& 
Value of Living 
Stipend to Curate 
280 
36 
270 170 80 60 
30 20 16 15 
Sources John Addy,Two 18th Century Bishops of Chester and 
Their Diocese, p.70. 
17. 
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TABLE 3 
Re;Eort of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners 1835: 
Sti;Eend £ p.a. Carlisle Chester Total 
Livings Deaneries 
Under £50 4 6 10 
50/75 23 30 53 
75/100 25 33 58 
100/150 25 23 48 
150/200 18 1 25 
200/300 15 1 22 
300/400 10 2 1~ 
500/600 4 2 6 
600/700 2 0 2 
900/1000 1 1 1 
1000/1100 0 1 1 
Total 127 112 239 
Bishop paid £4,500 per annum: 25 livings augmented in Diocese 1841/44· 
216 under £285 = 9~% of total livings. 
Aver~e Sti;eenda 
For England and "\'Jf.!:les £285 
Carlisle Diocese £175 c: 61% of average national stipend 
York Diocese £242 = 85% of average national stipend 
St. David 1 s Diocese £.137 = 48% of average national stipend 
Sodor &.Man Diocese £157 = 557~ of average national stipend 
No other Diocese out of 26 had average stipend '\forth less than £250 pa. 
Chester Diocese had above the national average due to the many 
wealthy livings in the southern half of the diocese, south Lancashire 
and Cheshire. 
Source: c. 111. L. Bouch, Prelates and People, P·;}B0/382. I' • I • 
TAffiLE 3 
The New Diocese 1856: 
ll livings were worth less than £50 per annum, a fUrther 9 under 
£60, 7 under £70, 26 under £80, 21 under £90, and 35 under £100 
per annumf a total of 118 clergy with an average stipend of £83 
per annum, or less than one third of the national average 20 
years previously; (total livings= 260). 
Stipends of the Diocese, later 19th Century: 
1864: 94 livings under £100 per annum, 64 more under £150 per annum; 
Average stipend for Diocese: 1869 - £200 per annum 
1883 - £250 per annum 
1889 - £238 per annum 
Source: c. M. L. Bouch, Prelates and People, p.422/423, 437. 
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The basic fact of poverty was held accountable to a large extent 
for the several widespread abuses~of the day (the 18th and 19th 
centuries). Parsonages or vicarages lTere often ruinous or non-
existent, for instance in 1778 the investigation by Porteous revealed 
about half of the livings in the Deaneries had ruined or non~e:xi.istent 
houses. When the Ecclesiastical Commissioners reported in 1835 the 
propo\ion had increased to over half, and the situation seemed to be 
/ 
deteriorating throughout the county. Even the Bishops found Rose 
Castle a place to avoid except for a few weeks per year and regarded 
it as a holiday cottage until Percy's extensive alterations. The 
Dean in 1828 refused to visit the Diocese at any time because he 
alleged that no house northy of him could be found anyt"fhere in the 
county (26). The Church and Parsonage Building and Benefit Society 
was founded in the diocese in 1856 but despite its considerable :income, 
made no impression on the numbers of buildings requiring improvement 
until the early 1870s, when matters gradually improved. Unfortunately 
by that date the policy of pouring resources into vast country 
parsonages with 6 or 8 bedrooms had started, whilst other buildings 
which were needed were neglected. 
Poverty was held responsible for ~bsenteeism due to the lack of 
adequate housing; it was held responsible for pluralism too. Numerous 
acts of Parliament dealt with the problems of absenteeism and 
pluralism, and laid down clear cut rules for the toleration of both 
these features of 18th and 19th century Anglican life. Legislation 
and rules were blatantly ignored by most clergy, from the Bishops 
down to the curates. Both abuses might be damaging, and it all 
depended on the circumstances, but combined with other factors - for 
instance a large parish and population - . . Dissent might be encourage<DJ.. 
Nicolson:, Waugh and others were surprised that Dissent was not 
stronger in places where the incumbent held three livings or had been 
26., Francis Brown, History of the English Clergy,, 
John Addy~o 18th Century Bishops of Chester and their Diocese, 
p.67,69,149• C. M. L. Bouch, Prelates and People, 1.381,435· 
absent 40 years, to take just two examples; but by itself, one of 
these abuses did not determine the success of Dissent (27). 
Absentee and pluralist clergy were common, and as late as 1856 4~fo 
of Curnbrian livings were held in plurality (28). Bishop Percy held 
21. 
5 very lucrati~e livings at one time; John Waugh, Archdeacon and 
Chancellor and an excellent parson, held 4, and it was accepted as 
normal that incumbents (who were supposed to pay for ctirates in their 
stead) might live for 30 years in the Isle of lUght or Dublin and 
never come to their livings. The impotence of ecclesiastical 
machinery to counter abuses, and the unwillingness to do so, meant 
that Cumbrian clergy, as elsewhere, usually did what they liked. 
Nothing in Cumbrian Diocesan life was unheard of in other 
dioceses, but the combination of the sum totals of the Church's 
inadequacies proved disastrous to its influence and authority. Neither 
did the regular scandals over the centuries improve the image of the 
Church. Scandals involving clergy l-rere similar to those anywhere to 
be found in the country, ranging from the permanent one of the Dean 
and Chapter neglecting their responsibilities to Hodgson of 
Attnathwaite who kept a jnlblic house as l-rell as being curate in the 
early 18th century and who defied attempts over the years to oust him 
from one or the other (29). Eccentrics like Jefferson of Cockermouth., 
incumbent for 63 years, who thundered against what he considered to 
be the prevalent vices of his parishioners from his pulpit shortly 
before succumbing (aged 89) to cold caught wooing a girl of 20 in1 
1768 were to be tolerated and probably caused little damage to the 
Church; more serious, certainly in the case of Cockermouth, was the 
27. See the chapter on the Dissenters for their relative strengths 
and "1"7eaknesses. 
28. C. M. 1. Bouch,: Prelates and People, P,l\368, 380. 
29. l\Iiscellany Accounts under each Living; C. I1I. L. Bouch, 
Prelates and People,pp.265,381; B. Nightingale, The Ejected of 
Cumberland and Uestmorland 1911, furnishes vast details on most 
parishes for the period 1640 to 1730, e.g.pp.609, 681. 
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ability of ormers of the living preventing a successor being 
appointed from 1768 to 1795 eo that they might enjoy the tithes and 
stipend themselves. In spite of savage attacks on them, the Lowthers 
weathered this and other ecclesiastical involvements with hardly a 
shiver·.- The Bishop of Chester was unable to persuade the Lowthers to 
do anything at all in the matter until they were ready. By the 
Victorian period the reputation -that Cumbrian clergy had for drunken-
ness was less deserved than before, but the vicar of Ambleside was 
deprived of his living for habitual drunkenness and refused to give 
up the parsonage, so that the new man, plus family, had to find 
rented rooms. The areat Orton incumbent lost his living for simony 
andt there were occasional cases of immorality amongst the clergy, 
but these may not have been as harmful as the less publicised attempts 
of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners and their allies' failure to 
reform the Cathedral Chapter (30). 
To some extent it was just as well that Cumbrian clergy were 
left to their own devices in parochial matters bearing in mind the 
state of the Dean and Chapter and the Bishops. The Dean and Chapter, 
composed of 4 C~ons and 20 or so minor C~ons and officials of 
little importance, had been fair game for attacks by those wishing to 
expose the state of the Church at its most vulnerable; the Chapter 
was a bastion of pluralism, absenteeism, neglect and incompetence and 
contained more Anglican abuses than a score of parishes. It epitomised 
what was worst in the Church; the Dean and 4 C~ons held 3 or 4 
~ f livings each, sometime as many as 25 between them, at all times rom 
the 18th into the later_· 19th century. They rarely took part in 
Cathedral or parish activities and spent most of- their year as 
absentees in the south of England, in spite of criticism on all sides 
by the 1820s (31). They shared out the profits from the extensive 
30. c. 1.'11. L. Bouch, ~relates and People,pp. 390,424, 421. 
31. c. l\i. L. Bouch, as in no.30 above, p.382J The county press 
made much of the activities of the Anglican clergy throughout the 19th 
century, the radical press dwelling on the exposures of the abuses, 
the Tory press on bolstering a failing Church against the depredations 
of Dissenters and Liberals. Reams of detailed comment were passed 
· 11 the deeds and mis-deeds 
on the subject of the Church, and espec~a Y on 
of the cathedral clergy' - e.g. Carlisle Journal 1833, l\Iarch 16th. 
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lands of the Cathedral and by the 1830s received vastly inflated 
incomes from tithe commutations. The Ecclesiastical Commissioners 
shorred how 10 poor curates in Chapter appointments earned less than 
~2,000 between them in 1855, though their livings gave a net income 
of £10,000 to the Dean and Chapter. (32). Bishop Percy success-
fully prevented attempts to establish some con-trol over Cathedral lands 
and livings and on the income of "the Canj-ons and Dean, but after his 
death the fight· _ was inevitably lost by the time Goodwin 
arrived in 1872; ironically, the initial act of the Bcclesiastical 
Commissioners once they gained control of Cathedral moneys in 1856 
was to .:¢crea.e~e. greatly all stipends, which were below those 
nationally acceptable for Can~ons, "''Thilst not cutting land and tithe 
profits. The Dean and Chapter were reviled in the county's press 
and received. extensive coverage throughout the 19th century. It "''ras 
unfortunate for the ne"''r Dean in 1858 that when he tried to make the 
~recentor, Livingstone, provide the music that the Dean wished to 
have, he l'ras defeated in a famous court case and found himself liable 
for considerable costs (33). In the same year the new Bishop called 
for all Christians to unite with the Church of England to counter 
the alleged 90% of Cumbrians 1'1'ho did not attend any place of worship; 
the Editor of the Carlisle Journal could not resist the point that 
the Dean and Chapter were prime examples of nhy people did not go 
to Church (34). Bearing in mind the condition of the Church in the 
18th and 19th centuries, there can be no doubt that at that time, 
and both before and later, the Established Church did not command the 
loyalty of more than a very small proportion of Cumbrians. 
Attendance at Holy Communion has been considered the true test 
of Anglican adherence. If this is the case, then the Church had few 
supporters in Cumbria. Evidence suggests that communion "\'rae rare at 
most churches during the 18th century, commonly 2 or 4 times per year, 
32. Carlisle Journal, 1855 July 15th. 
33. Carlisle Journal throughout 1858. 
34. Carlisle Journal April 16th, 1858. 
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and that Cumbrians would only attend if there l"Tas a sermon to 
justify their journey (35)· On the other hand, the rarity of communion 
encouraged others to make a special effort to attend, and they 
neglected other services without it. The frequency uith which 
communion was held varied with the parish and incumbent, but succesive 
Bishops held its infrequency as partly to blame for the indifference 
of Cumbrians towards Church services, and after 1856 much attention 
was paid to enforcing communion more than monthly and the great 
festivals. As late as 1872 47 parish• churches gave communion 
quarterly or less, though within 30 years the situation changed radi-
cally as Goodwin enforced it monthly in every church (36). The 
Chester Deaneries had infrequent communion too, and in for instance 
Kendal parish there was some confusion between the vicar and his 
d!i>zen curates spread across a. hug'e area, as to the holding of communion 
in their chapels which resulted in many parishioners being deprived 
of the opportunity to attend commumaon more than annually. 
The 1789 Visitation returns for the Deaneries illustrate the lack 
of people at communion services. In Furness 17 parishes gave returns 
of about 10,500 population, between 700 and 850 attended communion 
or 6.6% to Sfo of the inhabitants. At Easter the Returns were 
incon·olusive, with only two being made ~ increasing attendants by 
2 , or 3 times. In Kendal, 14 parishes with 16,100 population 
averaged 460 to 540 communicants, or 2.7% to 3.~ of the population, 
which doubled to between 4·8% and 5.2% at Easter when more could be 
expected to attend. The 30 Returns for Copeland gave 3.1% to 5.9% 
~ttending out of 37,000 po~lation, depending, of course, on the 
day, according to the incumbents. The one Easter return put the 
figures at about 6% or three times the normal number., Fbr the three 
Deaneries, between 4-1% and 5·Cf!fo of the population might be expected 
to attend a normal communion service, with between 10.6% and 12.1% 
at Easter (though this was based on only 10 returns as against 61 
for the usual services). Noticeable amongst the. figures were the 
35. See Table 4 p~25;J.ohn Addy/!!.9l8th Century Bishops of Chester 
and Their Diocese. p.l55· 
36. c. M. L. Bouch, Prelates and People, p.439. 
TABLE 4 
Diocese of Chester 1789 Visitation Returnsz Copeland Deanery. 
Communion Attendances 1789: 
Living Population CollliJIWl ion. fg of Communion 
Attendants Po:eulation XmasLEaster 
Arlecdon 300 30/50 10/17 
Bootle 600 
St. Bridget (400?) 30 
Brigham 1,345 20 1!5 
Cockermouth 3,430 60/70 1!7/2 200 ( 5.8) 
Embleton (350?:) 30 
Lorton 500 30 6 
Setmurthy 10/12 
:ll1ussar 320 
Buttermere 80 14 17-5 
Wythop 160 23/26 14/16 
St. Bees 20 60/160 
.. villages. 
Eskdale 300 50/100 17/33 
Ennerdale 340 40/50 12/15 
Lowesl-Iat er 385 50 13 
Wasdale Head 40 20 50 
St. Nicholas (Uh.) 15,000 ) 
Holy Trinity (Yh.) as above 30/300) 0.4/4 
Corney 200 
Dean (Pardshaw") 785 40/50 5/6 
Distington 760 20/30 2.6/4 
Drigg 300 50 7-7 
Egremont 1,500 50/150 3/10 
Harrington 1,306 20/40 1.5/3 
Haile 170 20 11.7 
St. John Beckermet ( 300?) 30 10 
Irton 350 (unites with Drigg) 
Lampl ugh 350 
1\'lillom 805 30/220 3.7/27 
Thwaites (500?) 100 
Ulpha 265 48/70 18/26 
.:::o., 
'!'ABLE 4 
Diocese of Chester 1789 Visitation Returns: Copeland Deanery 
Communion Attendances 1789: 
Living Pom!lation Communion 1L2! Communion 
Attendants Po~lation XmasLEaster 
lVluncaster 410 70/80 17/19.5 
Ponsonby 220 
Uaberthwaite 220 30/40 13.6/18 
rlhitbeck 225 
Whicham 110 60/120 35/70 
Workington 4,250 80/100 1.8/2.3 
Clifton 500 
27. 
TABLE 4 
Diocese of Chester Visitation Returns 1789: Kendal Deanery 
Communion Attendances 1789: 
Living PoJ2ulat ion Communion L9.! Communion 
Attendanfs PoJ2!!lat ion YunasLEaster 
Beet ham 1,822 25 1.4 50 (2.7) 
Uitherslack 300 15 (5) 
Burton in Kendal 1,150 10 1 30 (2.5) 
Preston Patrick 290 
Grasmere 1,000 30/50 3/5 60/80 (6/8) 
Ambleside 125 
Lazagda:J,e 170 
meversham 3,000 40/80 1.3/2.6 
Crosscrak.e 
Crosthwaite 550 
Kendal very large 100 Less than 2% 
(5,000) 14 
villages+ 
Torm 
Burnes ide 500 ~ 40 (8) 
Crook 220 16 (7) 
Grayrigg 650 
Hugill 250 20 8 
Helsington 125 
K;entmere 200 20/30 10/15 
Nat land 240 
Longsleddale 230 40 (17) 
New Hutton 400 
Old Hutton 450 40 9 
Selside 275 45 16 
Staveley 1,000 20 2 
Underbarrow (150?) 8/12 
Uinster 80 15 19 
Silverdale 200 
Uindermere 1,750 plus 60 less than 3'/o 
part Ambleside 
r.L'routbeck 365 30 8 
28. 
TABLE 4 
Diocese of Chester Visitation Returns 1789& Deanery of Furness 
Communion Attendances 1789: 
Living Population Communion ~ Communion 
Attendants Po;eulation Easter 
Aldingham 2,400 50 2 
Dendron 
Cartmel 1,000 40 4 130 (13) 
Flookburgh 1,000 60/90 6/9 
Lindale 350 30 8.6 
Finsthwaite 140 18/20 13 
Rusland 135 12}"20 9/15 
Dalt0Dl 
Ireleth 80 30 37 
Walney 200 30/40 15/20 
Hawkshead 1,500 50/60 3/4 
Satterthwaite 300 
Field Broughton 225 
Broughton 1,500 150/200 10/13 4/500 (27/;3j) 
~ioodland 65 30 46 
Pennington 300 25 8 
l3lal·Tith 160 40 25 
Coniston 415 50 12 
Lowick 330 50/70 15/21 
rrorver 300 (12 miles to parish church) 
Urswick 615 30/50 5/8 
Deanery ~ of Po;e!!lat ion at % of Po;e!!lation at 
Communion Easter Comrnuihl.on 
Copeland 3.1 to 5·9 5·8 
Kendal 2.7 to 3.2 4.8 to 5·2 
Furness 6.6 to 8.0 21.2 to 25.2 (only 2 
returns) 
Total for Deaneries: 4.1 to 5·7 (61 returns) 10~6 to 12.1 (only 
10 returns) 
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number of populous parishes vlith tiny numbers attending communion, 
whereas the smaller the population an83 area of the parish the larger 
the percentage attendance. Whitehaven and Kendal had large 
populations but few attenders, i'fhereas Ireleth and Lowick had: a high 
a~tendance, despite distance problems. The classic oase of Anglican 
incompetence must remain Cockermouth, where the incumbency lay 
vacant for 27 years and local neighbouring clergy had to officiate; 
they could expect 60 to 70 at communion out of a population of 3,500. 
In nearly all cases of loi·T attendances in large populations came a 
complaint too that "poor people" rrould never attend church. The 
attitude of the Church towards attendance at Communion in this county 
might be summarised in the case of Carlisle Cathedral, when Dean 
Tait found 10 at his first communion there in 1849,. and when he 
broached the subject with the Chapter lvas brusquely informed that it 
was not the clergy's task to encourage the common people to attend 
services (37). 
As regards attenders at services on census Sunday, March 1851, 
the Anglicans had the immense advantage of 161 churches in Cumberland, 
78 in l"Testmorland and 43 in the Ulverston and Sedbergh sections of 
Cumbria, far more than any other sect and as many as all Dissent 
combined {38). Being the only place of worship in some areas had 
distinct advantages, though the Anglicans could only be called 
"Successful" in the rural areas of Cumbria and not in the towns or 
industrial and mining areas. Ui th the renewed expansion of 
Wesleyanism and the flowering of the Primitives, the Anglican 
dominance i·ras greatly reduced from the 1860s to the 1900s with the 
growth of population in the west and south. Dissent was not hindered 
by badly sited churches or an inconvenient and inflexible parochial 
system, and in these growth areas had the upper hand. Nonetheless 
37.. c. Ivi. L. Bouch, as in no.36, p.382. 
38., See Appendix B. 
the immensely superior resources of the Church ensured that in any 
war of attrition they would be victors against the puny strength of 
Dissent. There were without question several ways in which the 
Church involved itself in, or perhaps interfered with, the life of 
the Cumbrian, apart from its essential three services of baptism, 
marriage and death; Church Rates, Tithes and Education. Cumbrians 
might avoid Anglican se~ices, and clearly did so, but these three 
themes involved and unsettled many who otherwise cheerfUlly ignored 
the Establishment. 
30. 
Though many titheol-mers were laymen, it was against the Church 
E!lld clergy that criticism uas levied and on whom all the odium fell 
over the collection of the hated tithes (39). Most people liable in 
the countryside to pay tithes would oppose."thl3ir collection or make 
things difficult for the tithe o\-mer, so that some sort of compromise 
over them was necessary and often entered into before 'l'ithe 
Commutation - that is, reduced to a fixed cash payment - became general 
in the 1830s· and 1840s in the county (which process greatly benefitted 
many clergy). Something not so easily solved was that of Church 
Rates, for where individuals, particularly Quakers, ran into savage 
persecution over tithes, rates encouraged revolt in an entire parish 
against the clergy, which became part of the general assault on the 
Church from the 1830s onwards. That Church Rates were at best hard 
to collect is strongly suggested by the neglected state of church 
fabric in the 18th century, l-Ti th churchl-rardens unwilling to prejudice 
their future relations with their neighbours by imposing a 
compulsory rate. It was c~on for churchwardens to colledt the 
bare necessity for maintaining church fabric;,, and no more. 1Then 
the clergy and churchl-rardens attempted to levy a compulsory rate, 
and there existed many Dissenters, (especially Quakers) and hostility 
tol-rards the clergy over other matters, then head on clashes were 
inevitable a.nd such matters l'l'ere bitterly contested. To1ms like 
Cockermout};l, Kendal, 1-Torkington and Carlisle furnished nota~le rates 
39. E. J. Evans, A History of the Tithe System in England 
1690/1850. Uarl-rick University Ph.D 1970. 
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battles in the early and mid 19th century with those against a 
compulsory rate generally winning (40). 5'uch l'Tas this example that 
a majority of parishes by t~e 1830s levied a reduced voluntary rate 
which avoided trouble. If this "i'Tas insufficiehrt it was considered 
unfortunate but no other rate was attempted. It was too, common for 
outlying areas of a parish, with their own chapel or too distant 
from the parish church to be able to use it regularly, to defeat 
repeated attempts to raise a rate for spending on the church. This 
happened on a number of occasions at Kendal and the result was that by 
1850 the church was unsafe and had to be closed. Cumbri.ans opposed 
church rates and tithes partly because they did net like supporting 
an alien church, partly because they did not like paying out money, 
with the result that by the early 19th century both methods of rais-
ing money were in-operative in large tracts of the county (41). 
Education had long been considered the preserve of the Church 
but in a county of dispersed and small population like Cumbria 
attendance at other schools was inevitable, and there were as many 
non-Anglican schools as there l"Tere Establishment ones. In the areas 
of industrialisation and mining development after mid 18th century 
Anglican schools ware inadequate and badly sited, and with the rise 
of Sunday Schools a majority of Cumbrian children attended non-
Anglican places. The Anglican schools reflected the inadequacies and 
corruptions of the clergy and Bishops, and into the 1850s education 
in the county under Anglican aus.pices was in a sorry state (42). 
Efficient schools were rare, and Nicolson's criticisms of 1703 ''i'ere 
40. ·carlisle Journal gives full details suitably embellished with 
diatribes against the Church; for the Cockermouth business see 1834 
April 5th, for Carlisle 1834 April 19th, for Kendal 1846 December 3rd, 
for \"Tarkington 1860 March 16th; the Church Rate battles, of course, 
regularly cropped up in the same places and took months each year 
to sort out. 
41. C. 111. L. Bouch, Prelates and People, p.432. 
42. Returns to the Bishop of Carlisle on the state of education: 
throughout the Diocese 1854, Carlisle RO. 
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applicable to 1854 in the diocese of Carlisle. Masters 'iTere badly 
trained and poorly paid, schools still housed in pathetic buildings, 
or ih"the nave or choir of the parish church with subsequent 
vandalism, decayed school rolls with the rise of rival Dissenting 
British schools, often pro~!ed by industrialists or those not happy 
with Church schools (of w~m there were nearly 300 at that time in 
the c~ty). Clashes bet.,.reen master or vicar and governors or 
parents l·rere frequent, and there were perennial contentions over 
endowments and duties (43). The village schools of the Anglicans 
held the field in much of the county, but in the north and west the 
largest and reputedly the best schools vrere those of the factory 
owners like Dixons in Carlisle with 300 children, far bigger than 
most Anglican ones. By that time too the Dissenters had their ow.n 
British schools of repute - for instance the excellent llesleyan day 
school at Penrith which overshado'ired the local grammar school through-
out its existence. Later on there 'iTere to be large Uesleyan schools 
in Ulverston and Barrow ( 44). The Church schools were so inadequate 
,, 
that even Anglicans like the Lawsons-'' of Braytoht supported Dissenting 
or British schools and incurred the wrath of local incumbents. Though 
there was an Anglican school in almost every centre in the county they 
were considered inferior to the fewer but larger British schools or 
the many financed by townsfolk of note. The Cumbrians too rejected 
the ~uroh in its role as educator, and willingly sent children miles 
to a better schooi, or used none at all. 
The Church of England was not central to the lives of most 
Cumbria.ns at all times during its history, being for the most part 
irrelevant to the daily struggles of the people except for the basic 
rites of passage through life. In Cumbria the Church exhibited all 
those faults, shortcomings and abuses characteristic of the national 
picture, but where there may have been a time else'irhere ;-rhen the Church 
43. For example, the fight between the vicar of Crosthwaite and 
the t~~stees of the Grammar School in the mid 19th century received 
fUll treatment in the press. 
Penrith. Uesleyan Day School see Carlisle R.O. FCM/3/1/84 to 
87; this was the smallest of the 3 Cumbrian liesleyan day schools, 
but probably the most proseprous with an excellent reputation. 
did function effectively, in Cumbria the Church merely carried on 
the general failure of the various organised religions. Bearing 
in mind the state of the Diocese of Carlisle and of the Chester 
Deaneries, that Dissent should grow here was not surprising. Old 
Dissent, prior to the coming of the Methodists, was very limited in 
its impact to towns and certain areas where special factors 
influenced its spread, and all other Dissent combined never carried 
the numbers and influence which came to be held by the Methodists 
of the 19th century. Organised religion, even I·1ethodism, successful 
by Cumbrian terms, was very much alien to native Cumbrians and 
belonged to outsiders, or to those Cumbrians uprooted in the rapidly 
developing industrial and mining centres of the county. A study of 
Old Dissent - the Independents, Presbyterians, Roman Catholics, 
Baptists, Quakers - plus the two small sects; the Salvation A:rmy 
and the Brethren, is necessary in order to compare and to contrast 
them with the Methodists. 
33. 
CHAPTER Tl·l G1 
THE DISSENTERS 
35· 
The Dissenters 
Old Dissent, as opposed to the newer Nonconformists the 
Methodists, had some impact. on Cumbria in the 17th and 18th 
centuries, but only in the case of the Quakers vras there a 
significant presence of one denomination until the arrival of the 
Irish Roman Catholics in the 19th century. A 1reak Church of England 
did not necessarily offer considerable opportunities to other 
denominations, for af'ter centuries of official neglect of the county 
by Church and State, an indifference to and independence of religion 
was bred in Cumbrian rural and urban society which perpetuated into 
the 20th century. Dissent, Quakerism apart, was brought in. 
and fostered by outsiders, not native Cumbrians, so that the desire 
of the natives to revolt against authority symbolised by Church and 
local Justices (and others in authority) lias not strongly developed 
due to the existence of little basis for either Church or e;overnment 
control in the region. In other nards, there 1·ras relatively little 
for Cumbrians to revolt against and they were left to their o'm 
devices. Life was ah1ays hard a11.d often a desperate struggle, and 
issues of religion were not relevant to this survival. The failure 
of the Church, except locally, uas similar to the failure of the 
Dissenters. In the 19th century the expansion of I.~ethodism and of 
Catholicism nas not a reversal of this situation, but a response to 
major population and economic changes promising success for certain 
denominations only, and amongst the migrants. 
jb •. 
'i'he streng·th of D. s t · t · · h L sen· vras J.n cer aJ.n parJ.s es considerable, yet 
in others there 1·rere no Dissenters. In the 18th century there 1rere 
about 600 Independents and Presbyterians, 200 Roman Catholics, 100 
Bantists but 1,500 l.lualcers, in the Chester Deaneries, plus a further 
60 Baptists, 200 noman Catholics, 3,000 Presbyterians and Independents 
and 2,200 Quakers in the diocese of Carlisle ( l). This vrould give 
about •7)b or &j~ of the population as Dissenters, uhich is roubhly equal 
to the a,verage nwnber of communicant members of the Church of 
Ene;land at that time (2). However, 457~ of parishes held over 85;~ of 
Dissenters, and a significant 25% hold 75';; of Dissenters. The 
Border uith Scotland vras heavily Presbyterian, the other strongholds 
being mixtures of Presbyterian and Independents in tmms uhere 
"Ejected Clergy" had been active, and where sizeable Scottish 
communities existed. 'l'he other Dissenters vrere feu in number apart 
from the large Qurucer presence in towns and along the neglected 
Sohray plain. 
Once the parishes uith least or no Dissent are compared to those 
vri th most, it becomes apparent why Dissent (;Telf in some places and 
not in others. Parishes uith strong Dissenting communities uere 
usually large, over 15,000 acres and up to 50,000, vrith laree 
populations of mrer 1,000 and often over 4,000 and uith several tmm-
ships or centres of population avray from the influence of the main 
centre. The landovmers were frequently independent farmers or enjoyed 
secure tenure, and if there uas one laree landormer the Howards or 
Grahams were likely to be there. 'l'here uas an excellent chance that 
the incumbent had been involved in trouble with the parishioners, or 
some of them, or vn.1.s absentee, pluralist or involved in scandal. 
1. Chester Record Office, Visitation Returns 1789 EDV 7/2/166 to 313; 
I•iiscellany Accounts of the Diocese of Carlisle by Uilliam Nicholson, 
Bishop of Carlisle, 1703 l·rith ao.clitions by Chancellow ~Jaugh, 1747· 
Car·lisle RO. 
2. See earlier on the sup_;ort for the imglican Church, table 4· 
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Hegligent lay rectors and rujned church or parsonage would. accompany 
frequently this state of af:Lairs. '.!Jhese feL1tures of' po.rish life Here 
to be commonly found in tovms, dovm the Sohray, inland to Caldbeck 
and. Crosthw·aite, the borderland behreen Engli:1Dd and Scotland, and 
betueen Chester and Carlisle dioceses (3). 
The other side of the picture shows that Dissent uas Heakest 
norr.tally where parishes 1·:rere small in area or population, uhere there 
was the strong presence of one landowner, particularly the Lmvther 
family and their various allies, (the l'.1usgraves, the Bishop, Dean 
and Chi:1pt er) , and vrhere there r:rere fei-I out -t m-mships avray from the 
main centre of population. Scattered and dispersed settlements 
like1-rise did not encourage Dissent. The area of Inglewood, a..nd the 
Eden Valley uer·e noteworthy for their lack of l}issent. In the 
Carlisle diocese, then, Dissent 1-rould tend to be w-eaker uhere clergy 
uere resident or active and where they l;ere in partnership with la.nd-
ouners in running the pc.1.rish, aJ.1.d this 1\'as particularly the case 
vrhere a lando1mer could control several adjoining parishes, and the 
appointments to livings. 
i.~aturally this was not a hard aJ.1d fast rule and Dissent might be 
found in parishes with one landm-mer and an excellent vicn.r, just as 
it might be absent from one uhere the church uas ruined and an 
incumbent absent. As a rule the issue of population -vras most 
important, and in to1ms there 1ms no chance of preventing Dissent. 
Larc;e parishes too militated against clerical influence, whilst 
absentee lando1·mers mie;ht encourac;e Dissent by their absence, or their 
agent might actively persecute. 'l'he poverty of livings useo_ so 
often as aJ.1. excuse for Anglican incom~etence, did not mean a cleric 
was unvorthy of his post, and the poorest men miGht vrell strike so 
good a relationship 1·ri th their humble parishioners that Church 
influence uas boosted_ rather than reduced. Scandals and abuses might 
alienate folK from the Church, but did not necessarily allow an 
e.pening for Dissent since the parishioners might be turned against 
all organised religion. Centres of population mray from the ma:in 
3. See 'l'able 5· p.38. 
Dissent in the Diocese of Carlisle 1747 
Living Area (acres) Population (1747) Presbyteriant: Quaker ... Roman Catholict. Baptist: 
-
H~on 7,650 735 10 5 0 0 
Denton 5,390 250 15 0 0 0 
Farlam 5,680 275 20 0 0 0 
Westward 13,120 775 0 25 0 0 
Thursby 3,190 405 0 0 0 0 
Sebergham 5,890 555 5 20 1 0 
Sower by 7,905 800 10 20 10 0 ~ Great Orton 4,630 335 12 38 0 0 Grinsdale 719 110 0 5 0 0 
Rockoliffe 2,441 615 100 0 0 0 
Burgh-by-Sands 5,421 960 0 140 0 0 
Dalston 12,413 1,100 2 1 1 0 
Kirkbampton 3,681 485 10 15 0 0 
Bowne sa 11,500 775 0 10 0 0 
Kirkbride 1,750 275 5 20 0 0 
Aikton 5,270 740 0 20 0 0 
Soaleby 3,590 450 10 60 0 0 
Beaumont 1,429 85 5 5 0 0 
Wigton 11,800 2,400 0 315 0 0 
Holme Cul. tram 24,920 2,375 20 150 0 20 
Bromfield 12,850 1,535 20 85 0 5 
w 
OJ 
. 
Living Area {acres) Population (1747) Presbyterian Quaker Roman Catholic~. Baptist.; 
-
Uldale 2,510 215 0 10 0 0 
Bassenthwai.te 6,930 305 0 0 0 0 
Isel 6,760 370 5 10 0 5 
Bridekirk 9,270 1,140 0 0 0 0 
Camerton 2,880 500 75 15 20 0 
Flimby 1,620 400 55 5 5 0 
Dearham 3,870 630 0 5 0 5 
Crosscanonby 2,400 320 0 20 0 0 
Gil crux 1, 750 155 0 0 0 0 ~ Plum bland 2,970 195 15 5 0 0 Torpenhow 9,670 870 40 5 0 0 
Ire by ~320 355 0 10 5 0 
Bolton 8,760 775 35 65 0 0 
Hesket 14,492 1,345 30 0 10 0 \ 
Cal.dbeclc 24,280 1,215 0 145 0 0 
Crosthwaite 58,330 2,780 100 2i) 0 0 
As pat ria 8,610 742 190 20 0 0 
All Hal.lows 1,920 160 0 10 5 0 
st. Marys Carlisle 1,850 135 70 0 0 
St. Cuthbert a Carlisle 1,455 45 50 0 0 
Stanwix 5,535 830 35 40 0 0 
Crosby-on-Eden 2,269 300 0 30 0 0 
Kirklin ton 11,290 1,580 30 160 0 0 VJ 
Castle Carroclc 3,640 205 30 0 0 0 \.0 . 
Living Area( acres) Population (1747) Presbyterian Quaker Roman Catholic Baptist .. r 
-
Cumwhitton 5,670 400 10 5 10 0 
Cumrew 2,760 205 0 0 0 0 
Wetheral 11,426 eeo 20 40 50 0 
Warwick 1,e46 205 0 20 15 0 
Irthington 7,100 730 10 40 0 0 
Walton 4,150 300 10 5 0 15 
Stapleton 13,980 420 30 eo 0 0 
Lanercost 36,510 1,480 75 10 10 10 
Bewcastle 26,640 1,200 0 5 0 0 ~ Brampton 16,970 1 '1eO 260 5 10 0 Kirkandrews-on-Esk 21,630 1,564 620 0 0 0 
Arthuret 17,390 294 10 15 5 0 
Hutton 2,300 310 1 0 2 0 
Greystoke 50,000 1, 735 eo 75 5 0 
Dacre 6,234 755 15 20 1 0 
Barton 35,312 164 5 15 0 0 
Salkeld 3,635 275 35 0 0 0 
Addingham 5,453 640 20 0 0 0 
Melmerby 1,650 250 5 0 0 0 
Renwick 4,220 200 15 0 0 0 
Croglin 5,534 175 15 0 0 0 
Kirkoswald e,501 7e5 155 0 0 0 
Lazonby 9,602 575 20 0 0 0 
~ 
0 
. 
Living Area( acres) Population (1747) Presbyterian Quaker Roman Catholics BaptistL 
- -
Ainstable 4,200 490 25 0 0 0 
Skelton 6,335 575 10 5 0 0 
Newton 2,400 275 0 10 0 0 
Penrith 6,519 3,000 58 31 2 0 
Shap 27,770 910 0 15 0 0 
Bampton 10,390 140 0 0 1 0 
Askham 4,377 405 0 0 0 0 
Lowther 3,520 360 0 5 0 0 
Clifton 1,520 210 0 25 0 0 ~ Brougham 900 140 0 0 0 0 La.ngwathby 1,397 180 5 0 0 0 
Ousby 1,539 225 0 0 0 0 
Newbiggin 1,184 155 5 0 10 0 
Kirkland 6,361 725 0 0 0 0 
Edenb.all 3,354 175 0 0 0 0 
Appleby 21,000 830 0 0 0 0 
Kirkby Stephen 27,921 3,035 20 20 15 0 
Cliburn 1,360 150 2 0 0 0 
Crosby Ravensworth 15,024 790 0 0 0 0 
Morland 15,260 1,355 5 30 0 0 
Kirkby Thore 11,030 730 20 0 10 0 
Ormes ide 2,430 135 0 0 0 0 
..j:::. ,_, 
. 
Living Area (acre) Population (1747) Presbyterians Quakers Roman Catholics :Saptist1. 
- -
Crosby Garrett 243 45 0 0 0 
Ravenstonedale 18,450 1,125 275 0 0 0 
Orton 24,430 1,800 20 5 0 0 
As by 8,395 410 10 0 0 0 
Musgrave 4,080 190 0 0 0 0 
Warcop 10.020 585 10 0 0 0 
:Srough-under-
Stainmore 24,517 1,050 0 0 0 0 
Dufton 18,129 300 0 0 0 0 
Source: Miscellany Accounts of Bishop Nicolson and Archdeacon Waugh, 1703 and 1747, Carlisle Record Office. 
Note: Number of Dissenters was given in either "families" or "individuals"; where 11 families11 were given 
these have been altered to "individuals" based on 5 per family, which agrees with Waugh's estimates where 
both families and individuals were given. 
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parish community uere notoriously given to Dissent and this could be 
an important factor in the spread of Nonconformity (4). The Border 
parishes suffered because their population found it more convenient 
to cross to Scotland f'or services rather than travel further into 
~'ngland, and hence nere labelled 11Presbyterian 11 in large numbers. 
Decayed centres of population, again liable to be full of Dissent, 
in Cumbria possessed fair numbers of Quakers - for instance at 
Hmrkshead - but the settlement pattern too encouraged this proliferation 
of Quaker families. Uhen ~iss enters were actively persecuted over 
tithes and church rates this did not necessarily discourage or 
encourage Dissent and did not directly affect its grov;rth or decrease. 
Anglican neglect did not encourage Dissent, rather it fac il it at ed its 
spread once Quaker or Presbyterian preacher had offered sufficient 
inducement to people to support them. Centuries of indifference to 
religion of any form was not to be overcome by Dissent unless there 
1·rere major changes in the situation, and the r . .iethodists above all 
-vrere to benefit, not 11 0ld Dissent 11 • 
Prior to the Reformation the Roman Catholic church had made 
little impact on the region though its several monasteries lTere 
powerful economic and social influences and inevitably involved 
with Cumbrian folk. The county vras ignored by the government apart from 
the problem of Borcter security, and priests and churches figured 
but little in day to day life. 'rhe natural inoliriation of the 
Cumbrians, their in-built independence, did not embrace religion at 
all deeply, and despite the 11JITorthern Rising11 of 156-9 and other 
troubles, feu Cumbrians apart from the nobility and their immediate 
entourage ''lere at all bothered about the passing of Rome or of the 
monasteries. Noble households remained Catholic - notably the Hm-rards 
and the Stricklands -but by the l(OOs scarcely 80 to 100 families 
were le~t in Roman ranks in the county, and these few Here centred on 
the nobilie households or in a handful of tmms. Unlike North 
Lancashire, it 1·;as not a centre of recusancy, and by the 1790s there 
4. See A. Everitt, 'l'he Pattern of Rural Dissent, 1972, for· a 
detailed analysis of reasons for the grouth of Dissent. 
TABLE 6 
Roman Catholics in the Chester Deaneries: 
Place Families 
:Burton1 5 
Heversham 7 
Kendal "many pap~sts of all ranks" 
Grayrigg 3 
Helsington 1 "rich man" 
Burnes ide 4 
Nel-T Hutton1 1 
Dalton 3 
Cockermouth 1 
Whitehaven "many" 
v1 orkingt on 2 
Source& 1789 Diocese of Chester Visitation Returns: EDV/7/2/166 
to 254· CRO 
Roman Catholics by Diocese: 
1767 
1780 
Carlisle 
173 
128 
Chester 
25,,139 
27,288 
Source: Addy, page 233. 
London York Sodor. & 1\Ian Englana & 
Wales Total 
1,230 
13,379 
6,589 
6,708 
67,000 
69,.000 
vrere about 300 to 400 people of the Catholic~ faith in the whole 
county (5). During the early 1800s the first major change in 
Catholic fortunes occurred with the initial influx of Irish Roman 
Catholics via Hhitehaven to the mining areas and to the textile 
c"entres of Carlisle and Uigton. During the 1840s this trend 
accelerated and new· immigrants settled where their coui!lttrymen were 
already established. Priests and the various Orders, first on the 
scene in the 1830s, worked 1ii th increasing resources from that date 
and by 1860 there I·Tere considerable Irish communities in West 
Cumberland, Higton and Carlisle, and w·ithin a further 10 years in 
Barrm·r and r.Iillom ( 6). It was ac;cepted at that time that there were 
few if any native Cumbrian Catholics in those areas, and the Irish 
were almost the sole converts for the priests eager not to lose their 
fellm-T countrymen. The Cumbrians themselves did not approve of the 
"clannishness" of the Irish who gathered in l~rge numbers in !3-
feli industrial and mining centres, creating notorious reputations 
for drunkenness and vice as 1·1ell as their "popish" beliefs. These 
encouraged. the attempts by the Protestants to counter 11 priestcraft" 
and Catholicism with miss·ions, but largely to no avail and. the Irish 
remained. confined to their ovm. quarters and their o1rn rel~gion, apart 
from the roving bands vrho came across e~ch summer for harvesting and 
crop gathering and who continued to tramp across the county into this 
century. That the Catholics continued to increase adherents was 
partly due to the success of their o1m missions amongst families of 
Irish descent who had earlier left their church, and. this sect had 
particular success at a time when the Pr9testant churches 1-rere 
experiencing setbacks in recruiting members or hearers. 
'rhe Protestant Dissenters enjoyed considerably more success 
amongst native Cumbrians than did the Catholics, but once more on a 
5. John Addy, T1-ro 18th Century Bishops of Chester and 'rheir 
Diocese, Leeds Ph.D 1972 p.233 ; rhscellany Accounts througho-qt. 
6. J.D. Marshall, The Economic and Social History of the Furness 
Area, 1955; T. U. Carrick, History of Uigton, 1949• 
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most limited scale. One of the first in the county were the :Baptists,. 
by the 1650s scattered in little societies and encouraged by the 
Commonwealth toleration. Yet at the same time a tiny number of people 
were involved - perhaps 80 to 100 at anyone time in the course of 
the 18th century and scarcely noticed by the authorities (7). 'llith 
the influx of mining and quarrying 1wrkers in the 1820s and 1830s in 
Furness (notably Coniston and Duddon localities) the :Baptists formed 
several further societies and a handful of meeting houses, but the 
task of attracting native Cumbrians to any denomination can be 
illustrated by the experiences of the Carlisle :Baptists Society: 
this had to be founded and refounded four times because it kept dying 
out with its members' deaths or removals. The relatively strong 
J'.laryport society uas only established because of the numer·ous Scot!Dh 
Baptists families resident there for trade in the 18th century ( 8). 
The nevr societies at lhllom and Barro1-1 depended on outsiders too, 
and the county's 18 or so societies in 1851 contained runongst them 
the poorest paid ministers and least successful of all the 
major denominations. 
The only sect 1-rhich in its time enjoyed widespread and fervent 
support in Cumbria during the 17th century was the Quakers. Cumbrians 
took George F'ox. to their hearts and a strong Quaker presence vras 
maintained into the 19th century. Enduring great privations and 
persecution here as everY'~here else in England the Quakers recruited 
liberally during the 1650s amongst the villagers and a number of 
7. B. Nightingale, The Ejected of 1662 in Cumberland and 
Hestmorland, 1911. See p.746,:pp.1257 onwards; 
See Table 6. 
8. u. VThitley, The Baptists of North Uest England, l913.pp.l63, 
t<~' 
pp.ll9 7 pp.334,pp.336,pp.357,pp.338 etc. Little~note happened in 
Cumbria compared to the rest of the north-l·Test; 
H. and 111. Jackson, History of li.iaryport, 1958 ph.l7 K. Young, 
Chapel, 1972 p.l66; IU. Butler, Scroggs Baptist Chapel, Trah.-sactions 
GHA.AS 1932, Vol. 32, NSpp.63/67 • 
famous Quaker nClJ!les cropped up in the national history of the 
church (9). 
A number of things about the Quakers appealed to Cumbrians 
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1·1here other denominations dli..d not. It w~s a cheap church ui th no 
ministry to support and employed most thrifty buildings and 
furnishings - and expense 1·ras ever close to the hearts of the 
Cumbrians • rl'heir ideas encouraged the independence 'I'Thich Cumbrians 
traditionally enjoyed from the secular and ecclesiastical authorities 
and emphasised their belief that a Cumbrian could. usually do vrhat he 
liked. liT eglectcd by all authority, the Curnbrians of the mid and 
later 17th century saw no reason not to espouse a relie;ion uhich 
alarmed the Establishment and posed threats to contemporary society. 
'l'he small farmers and skilled workers savr no need to view the.mselves 
as inferior to those of higher station and enjoyed a religion uhich 
reduced all to the same level and allOi'l'ed 
thought and deed. 
equality of 
There is no doubt that the neglect of the Church of England was 
the opportunity of the Quakers, and they recruited. amongst that small 
but important minority of people who needed a religion but not a 
Church. It is significant that the Quakers recruited some·I'There in the 
region of 800 families into their ranks in the later 17th century, 
and by the 1740s there uere estimated_ to have been about.400 families 
in Carlisle diocese and 250 in the Chester Deaneries vrho uere 
still Quakers. Their numbers •·~ore concentrated in Lonsdale and 
Furness, particularly around Kendal and its villages, along the 
Sohray Coast and inland to Cockermouth. I~~any i·Tere involved in farm-
ing, but there 1rex·e a number of prominent businessmen 
amongst them - ironmasters in Furness, textile employers in the 
north. 'l'he Church and secular authorities sparecl no pa.ins in hunting 
them C..mm but the task except locally {for instance in Grasmere 
9. Rise and Progress of Quakerism in Cumberland, CRO (Rise and 
progress of the 'l'ruth) uritten by early 18th century Friends in the 
county. 
TABlE 1 
Baptists in the Diocese of Carlisle 1747• 
Place Families 
Dearham l 
Halton 3 
Lanercost 2 
Holme Cul tram 4 
Bromfield l 
Isel l 
Source: r.Iiscellany Accounts, 1903 by Bishop Nicolson, uith 
additions by Archdeacon l1augh 17 47. 
Baptists in the (,'hester Deaneries 17~. 
Place Families 
Flook burgh 
Satterthw·aite 
To rver 
ulpha 
Distington 
Lonick 
Rusland 
HmTkshead 
Hhitehaven 
l (5 people) 
l 
2 (plus meeting house) 
3 
4 ("diminished considerably") 
6 (20 people) 
l 
10 ( 11i th Hr. J)awson as preacher) 
11 a number" 
Source: Chester RO BDV 7/2/166 to 313 
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TABlE 8 
Quak:ers in the Chester ::Jeane:cies 1789. 
Place 
Uitherslack 
But-ton 
Preston Patrick 
Heversham 
Kendal 
Burnes ide 
Crook 
Crayrigg 
Hugill 
Helsington 
New Hutton 
Staveley 
Underbarrou 
Silverdale 
Alclingham 
Eavrkshead 
Satterthuai te 
Brigham 
Cockermouth 
Embleton 
Lorton 
Setr.mrthy 
Hussar 
1rni tehaven 
Dean 
Dis t ine;t on 
Lampl ugh 
Clifton 
Uorkington 
Ulverston 
Families 
l 
6 
26 + meeting house 
6 
"many" (25?) 
4 
8 + meeting house 
11 several11 + meeting house 
l 11 much declined11 
l 
l 
l 
l 
11 a good many11 
2 
15 + meeting house 
10 
33 + 2 meeting houses 11 much lessened11 
25 + meeting houses 11 static11 
6 
l 
3 
10 
11 many11 
8 + meeting house 11 increasing11 
2 
2 
l 
4 
15 (an estimate) 
Source: Chester RO ~DV 7/2/166-313. Visitation Heturnn 1789. 
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where the F'lem:ings determ:inodly rooted them out), 1·ms daunt:ing and 
persecution alone could not stem Quaker numbers (10). 
'l,he Quakers Here deeply :involved i..Yl local politics during the 
period 1800 to 1835 and vri th the Unitarians attacked the Tories and 
the Church particularly :in Kendal. \/ho..t 1-iTecked their numbers 
1·ras the Beacon i te controversy of 1835 Hhen a local man, Isaac 
Crm·rdson, published a book encouraging Qua.k:crs to a more active 
evangelical role; because a majority of rank and file members op12osed 
this move? the 8 leading Kendal families jo:ined other churches 
(including the Church of England :in Kendal t) and others created the 
first Br·ethren society in the tmm. In the rest of Cumbria this 
dispute cut numbers and. other Brethren societies uere formed. 
lihilst the Quakers provided formidable opposition to the Church. 
of England they did. not mc:.terialise as the great force Hhich might 
have been expected. :in the county. rl1hey liere too disorganised and 
piecemeal in their 1-wrk of missioning and consolidation to become a 
major denomination. rrhe circur:~stances 1·ihich gave rise to their grouth 
uere not those which stimulated T:iethodism into action; ho1-rever 
relations beti·reen Quakers and Ilethodists Here from the outset most 
cordial and harmonious. 'l'he Ine;hami tes and early 'i1osleyans enjoyed 
Quaker hospitality; Ul verst on l.,n.J.akers loaned. money and gave help for 
the first T.Iethodist chapel and E~ijah Dixon, a Quaker cottonsp:inner, 
became a trustee and official. At Havrkshead, a place not kind to 
Lethodism, the so calleduUnion Chapel" of the 1860s i·ras scene of the 
unit:ing of Quaker and Uesleyans in services and Horship, whilst 
Sedbergh and lllii tehaven furnish details of co-operation on a large 
scale. Gosforth society exhibited the same blend of Quaker and 
10. Nightingale, pp. 681, pp. 7 46, pp. 547 ,pp.609 and thr·oughout the 
book, 1-rhich deals in detail 1ri th persecution of Quakers, but also 
makes the point that Quakers did much to brint; about their ovm 
persecution. Puritan clergy freq_uently 1)ersecuted Quakers more 
sava.gely than did the .Anglicans; 11. C. Braitlnrai te, 'J.lhe Second 
Period. of Quakerism, l9l9,pp.l00 on; S. Brmm, T.~iddle Class 
:Ueadership In Kendal, Lancaster lVIA 1971. Histories of each tmm 
or district give sections to the Quakers of the locality. 
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Uesleyan, both complementing the othei;:wi th the society in its 
difficult da.ys l'Then Fiethodists nere emigrating :for 1:ork being 
maintained by Quaker officials >·rho had dual membership in 
kethodism (ll). The Primitives of the 1820s · d Q; k ·d enJoye ua er a1 , 
:for instance at t.larv-n_ ort and_ :o· ent. mhe Qual t k v~ r , cers mus ran as success-
ful by Cumbrian standards and influenced a w·ide sector of the county 
in the period 1650 to 1700, decreasingly thereafter. By the time of 
the 1851 Heligious Census their numbers Here tiny and they were 
considered like the Baptists a ,rarity. 
The English Presbyterian societies originated in the "Ejected 
clergy" of 1662 1-rho lost their Anglican livings because of their 
Puritan vim-rs and their beliefs on the rule of Presbytries·..: ruther 
than the hierarchy of the Church of England ( 12) • In Cum.bria they 
enjoyed some success amongst the natives, based intially on the 
parishes of the 11 ejected'' men, but never attained the influence and 
numerical strength that they did in Northumberland, the other Border 
county uith Scotland. 'l'his must be partly accounted for in the 
refusal of Cunbrians to be involved in m1y church, whatever its 
organisation or form of government. Due to their proximity to 
Scotland, the Cumbrian Presbyterians took their pastors lar[;ely :from 
Scott:Lsh universities and remained untainted by the Unitarian divisions 
of the 18th century, save :for Kendal. The idea of a Presbytei·ian 
form of government Has impossible to effect ~n the huge area covered 
by a score or so of societies, and meetings betueen pastors took 
months of organisation and could not be on a regular basis. To all 
intents and purposes the Presbyterians of Cumbria remained very much 
Independents. 'l'he early societies contained both Congregational or 
ll. Centenary Brochures for Gosforth and Rmrkshead Chapels, 196.3 
and 197:4; U. n. Patterson, Horthern Primitive I.:;ethodism, notes 
Quakers and Primitives often combining; so do other histories of the 
county, e.g. J. F. CurHen, lCirkbie~ Kendal. 1900. 
12. Nightingale, '.L'he Ejected of 1662, gives copious detail on the 
pe.rishes and their clergy throughout the period 1640 to 17 30 • 
Nightingale counted 27 ejected. clergy in 1662, though half left 
their posts before the actual ejection of 1662. 
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Independent groups and those uho maintained :f'resbyterian beliefs 
' 1-rith splits betuoen the 2 rare until the la.te 18th century and early 
19th century. The issues at stake - the uish of the Presbyterians 
to have ruling elders and their refusal to t~ce :p&rt in the active 
mission HOl'k vrhich the, Congreg~tional element uished to embrace 
created secessions, •·rith the weaker section leaving to set up a 
separate denomination. Local assemblies or 11 :presbytries11 did not 
work and the 2 denominations looked similar to 
outsio.ers. 'l'he authorities recorded great Presbyterian strength 
along the Borcler :parishes, "1\ith hundred of families :preferring to 
cross the Border in order to attend Scottisb.services rather than 
Anglican ones. Numbers were mustered where Presbyterian or 
Puritan gentry had fostered the sect, as in Ravenstoneclale unclcr the 
Uhartons and in the :parishes vrhere ejected clergy took charge of 
early societies w.1.d ma.de a nc..Jne for themselves as at Bram:pton and 
KirkosVTald. There uere estimated to be over 600 families of 
Presbyterians in Carlisle diocese in the mid 18th century 1-1i th a 
further 150 or more in the Chester Deaneries. Uith the continued 
strength of the Scottish element in every society major communities 
grew up along the main trade routes - for instance dmm the present 
A6, 1·rith Scottish Presbyterian societies at Carlisle, Penri th and 
Kendal along the way; and d01-m the Uest coast for the Scottish 
merchants. 'l'he rejuvenated :&lglish Presbyterianism of the 19th 
century •·ras forced to concentrate its attentions on the ncH areas of' 
South and \;est Cumbria. 'l'r1e Presbyterians had closerlinks Hi th the 
Iiethodists and .dnglicans than did other .Jissenters and. uere 
regarded as on a par 1·rith t.1ethodists by the Church of England, both 
being considered a,s uayuard Anglicans capable of merging with the 
Church against the hard line element of Dissenters, and each 
reclaimable for the Establishment. nonetheless the 
Presbyterians remained a much vreaker church than the I1ethod.ists or 
even the Independents ( 13). 
13. See Table 5; 'l1he Transactions of the c-1-U .. i\.S contain a number 
of e;u·ticles on l':ccsbyterianism in Cumbria, incJ.u0ing: J. H. Colligan, 
Penruddock Presbyterian Looting House, HS, Vol 5 l905pp.l50/l7l; and 
H. Penfold, Barly Brampton Presbyterianism, HS, Vol. 13 l903p:P• 94/125 • 
TABLE 9 
Presbyterian and Indepen.2:ents_~_n the Chester Deaner~es_l7~· 
Presbyterians Independents 
Places Families Place Families 
Cockermouth 120 pe6ple "of both groups _ivith 2 meeting houses" 
Heversham 
Nat land 
Rusland 
'l'orver 
Arlecdon 
Embleton 
Lorton 
Uhitehaven 
Muncaster 
Uorkington 
Clifton 
a few· = meeting 
l 
l 
l 
2 
3 
l 
3 
12 
house 
9 = meeting house; 
" in decline" 
Bootle 8 + meeting house 
Source: Chester RO EDV 7/2/166-131. Visitation Returns. 
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IJ.'he Cong:r-egationalists or Independents 1-rere at f'irst pa,rt of the 
small Dissenting cor.1munities of' the mid 17th century and hard to 
distinguish ( 14). Until the 18th century and longer the Old 
Dissenters hal)Pily shared. meeting houses and pastors. Cockermouth 
uitnessed the first Independent secession in 1764, follolTed shortly 
by those of a like mind out of the l'resbyteri2.n . turned Unitarian 
cornmuni ty in Kendal. Around 1818 the Uhi tehaven seceders 1..mi ted ui th 
tho 2 small Countess of Huntingdon's Connexton societies to establish 
2 Independent societies uhich only took the name Congregational in 
1872. Even after the exertions of Uhitridge and a few other out-
standing mtnisters in the early 19th century, the Cumbrian societtes 
could not be described_ as ''flourishing" and centrally orgD..nised aid was 
ahrays ueak even o;-;rhen available ( 15). B;}' the 1851 census they had 
more societies than other Dissenters except for the :r.Iethodists, but 
these uore small in the main and reliant on a handful of well-off 
people to pay their ministers. 'rhey remained people of independent 
mind and freelJ entered into the attacks on the Anglicans and '.i'ories 
of the 1830s and 1840s, and interfered in 1lesleyan affairs during 
1835 and 1850, making the latter 1·rary of thetr behaviour. 
Their main strength lay in the old. Quaker strongholds of ihcton ,, 
Carlisle, Cockermouth, Kendal and east l;·estmorland, and their form of 
1-rorship and church e;overnment attracted a 
in rn.any ways akin to the Quakers. 
type of .Ctl.mbrian 
The peculiarities of Cum brian religious history ·axe l·rell 
portrayed in the appearance of the Unitarians in just 2 places, one 
enduring, the other temporary. During the 1760s the Kendal 
Presbyterians follm-red most of their more southerly kin and turned " 
Unitarian, the most 1·realthy and numer·ically strongest of all the 
14. Nightingale :W•l4 on. His introduction illustrates the thin 
line dividing the 2 sects for many years. 
15. For the 'I'Wrk of Uhi tridge family see: D. Hay, History of 
\lhitehaven, p.l07; and Journal of 1lliS Cumbrian Branch, No.3, "'i'he 
Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion", JP• 7/9, April 1978; 
DKK, Reminiscences of People and Places 60 years Ago, l890p:>.9l 
and 100; J. li'. Currren, Kirkbie KendalpP.83 on and C. Nicholson 
1ULnals of Kendal, 1861 p.l62. 
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Cumbrian Presbyterian societies and this 1·ras considered the reason 
for the lack of interest amongst Unitarianism in the county• s 
societies: they 1·rere so poor and small, their pastors so indifferent 
and cut off from 11 Civilisation11 , that Unitarianisl!l could obtain no 
hearing or hold· (16). The Kendal Unitarians enjoyed their exclusive-
ness, amongst a g-roup of t01m shopkeepers and merchants, and led by their 
Pastor Hawkes effected sustained and vicious ~ttacks on the Tories and 
Anglicans of the locality.· His notoriety occasioned a 
serious dispute over the original enc!.ouments of the P:t'esbyterians of 
the 17th century "\-Then the neu Scott ish Presbyterians society took 
them to court and lost. 11The infidel Uni tarians 11 Here not well 
liked and remained the most 11 f'oreign 11 of the sects here (17). 
AinS1wrth, a mill 01-mer on Cleator Eoor, 1-ras a Unitarian and invited 
w-orkers to attend in his mill services led by Lancashire Unitar-ians 
during the 1850s. There uere some early attenclers but the society died 
out quickly, leaving ju.st Kendal to represent the denomination (18). 
During the 19th century 2 smaller denominations had sorne .effect 
on the couillty, particularly 1·rith their success amongst dissastified 
r.iethoclists: the Salvation Ar-my and the Brethren. The Army arrived 
in Cumbria during the ·Hinter of 1879/80 and made an immediate impact 
in the press and on the public who had not uitnessed the like since 
the early days of the Primitives. Du.rine the ear-ly 1880s there Has 
recruitment to Army ranks from amongst both Primitives and Uesleyans, 
1-rho helped organise the missions and provided helpers and :preachers (19). 
16. Nightingalep_p.l290 on; F. Nicholson, Kendal Unitarian Chapel 
and its H.egisters, 'l'rans C\"JAAS, 1905 NS, Vol 5pp.l72/l8l; 
:SainesJ ''Lancashire11 lists 25 Unitarian chapels in and around 
r.1anchester alone, 1829; J. ]'. Cun·ren, Kj.rkbie Kendal, p.305. 
17. ~festmorland Gazette 14 .• 3.1835 and Kendal Lercury 19.3.1835. 
18 ,. c · Cleat or and Cleat or I·i.oor, Past and Present, 1916 • v. a:.tn e , _ 
p p. 306 omrarcls. 
19. Journal Ho.l. I1.Larch 1977 of the lffi5 Curnbrian :Branch, 11 an 
eccentric local pi·eacher", for the start of the Army in Penri th 
by rebel Uesleyans. 
There were loud complaints from the Cumbriru1 circuits 
' in the uest where thare uas much feelinG at that time 
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particularly 
against a paid ministry, and oYer one hundred members and off'icials 
from the Primitives entered Salvation ranks. lTot surprisingly, 
after initial welcome f'or the Army's 1vork the circuits 1-rere alarmed 
at their mm losses and exhibited great hostility by doing 
their utmost to hinder Army uork (20). 'l'he old style fervency of 
the early ·.iesleyans and Primitives, and used by the ~cluakers of the 
l650c, retained its attraction for some G'umbrians P.ut the successes 
of the I'u:my 1-rere the losses of the other :Jissen t ers rather than 
benefits to .a 1...-ider Christianity by :ceaching unchurched groups. 'l'his 
vras likeuise true of the Brethren, whose successes uere at the 
expense of other denominco,tions, particularly the ~'u:.:kers and 
I.iethodists. A number of Quaker societies died out or uere absorbed 
by Brethren in the later 19th ccntu:cy·, particulccrly in '.lest 
Cumberland and around Kendal. '!'hey offered, tbrough several guises, 
a church ui thout a ministry and at very lou cost, and one lacking the 
enthusiasm of the I.~ethodists; serious losses from amongst the 
Primitives lrere once r.10re re::_!ol·ted in the nest, though every circuit 
u<:w to some extent affected - for instru1ce Penrith iJJ. tho 1880s (21). 
Old Dissent affected onl~/ a small proportion of Cumbrians 
throuchout the l[th to 20th centuries, and only with the cominc; of 
Lethodisrn 1~as there to be an epoch of Nonconformist expansion. 
The 1829 "B.eturn of Sectaries" (22) for "Lancashire Harth of the 
Sands" portra~'S dramet ically the sparseness of Dissent and of Methodism 
in particular in that r·egion, and not until the ral!id ch<.'Xl[;88 of the 
1860s and later 1-ms Dissent to experience sustained growth .. 
20. Records of 1Thitehaven end Uic;ton Primitive l-1ethodist Circuits, 
particularly the Quarterly I·=oeting Linutes, circa 1879 to 1890. 
21. The QuarteEl:L_I.Ieetipgs of' Pen:t'ith l'rimitive and '.;esleyan 
Gethodists for the period 1880 to 1888. 
\ 
22. See '!'able 1Q, p.58. 
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throughout the COWl:ty. I-lethodism in 1829 Has tied to parts of 
the north, cast and west of the cmmty, but it he.d already exhibited 
the d;ynamic grouth never chara.cteristic of Old Dissent, and it had. 
been called into e~~istence by neu fc:wtors 11hich had at that time 
little influence on the spread. of other sects. 0:-::cept in a feu 
centres in Cumbria, Old Dissent uas to 11eaken or at best hold its 
mm, 1-rhereas Lethodism was to become the most active and influential 
county denomination over the course of the 19th century. 
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TABlE 10 
1829 Return of Sectaries for "Lancashire Horth of the Sands". 
Tmmshipjp arish Denomination 1~dul t I-~emporsh ip Chapel 
'rorver Baptist 7 Yes 
Staveley (tuaker 1 
Lowick Roman Catholic 1 
Baptist 14 
Kirkby Ireleth Baptist 
Egton and l'f e 1-rl and r.:tethodists 9 
Baptist 12 Yes 
Hollier Rome..n. Catholic 1 
Burblethuaite Quaker 0 Yes 
Havrkshead Quaker 6 Yes 
Baptists 6 Yes 
Dalton Uesleyan 24 Yes 
Colton Baptists 1 
Allith1·raite Quaker 22 Yes 
Note: The strength of Dissent in Lancaster, an old port and trading 
centre similar in mo.ny ways to lfhi tehaven where there Has too a strong 
Dissenting presence. 
Lancaster E,oman::Catholic 800 Yes 
Quaker 250 Yes 
Uesleyan 600 Yes 
Congs. 500 Yes 
:Baptists 60 Yes 
P:cesbyts. 70 Yes 
Primitives 60 Yes 
Indep. Jo.!eths. 160 Yes 
Source: Lancashire RO QDV 9.1 to 245· 
Note: Omission of Ulverston. A majority of to1mshi:Ds he.d no Dissenters. 
Ulverston had Lethodists 
Quakers 
Independ.ents 
Roman Catholics 
50 people 
35 people 
45 people 
50 people 
(estimates) 
CHAPTER THREE 
THE GROi~TH OF l/ESLEYAN NETHODISl\1 TO 1830 
The Gro"'-rth of Wesleyan Methodism to 1830 
The starting point for Cumbrian Methodism must be the pioneer 
work of·John Uesley in his 26 visits to the county. What he found 
here mwces by any standards illuminating reading, being a commentary 
on the state of the county at that date and on its particular 
problems of remoteness and poverty which had bedevilled successive 
denominations and made the region so impervious to organised 
religion. 
John Wesley travelled thousands of miles across Britain, and a 
goodly number of these were across Cumbria during his visits to 
the county between 17 48 and 1790, usually in transit to Scotland or 
Ireland rather than to visit the count;v •. His favourite place 
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was Uhitehaven, to ·lthich tO\m and surrounding area he devoted most of 
his time, particularly since his trips there were necessary in order 
to take, passage for Ireland and the Isle of r11an. Bad weather and 
infrequent sailings meant he had time to spare, and typically he 
used it to good advantage by promoting Methodism. It remained too 
the only place where his work li'as 
during his lifetime. 
effective within the county 
Wesley faced various hazards on his journeys - too much rain, 
appalling winds (especially the Helm wind of the Fellside and 
Alston) driving snow and intense cold, even intense heat once, not 
' . 
to mention the poor roads, normally just tracks, the lack of guides 
and hostility to strangers. exhibited by many Curnbrians. He came 
between March and October each year to avoid the worst vagaries of 
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~he climate, often had other preachers for company, yet could make 
little impression on Cumbrians. The indifference of the Cumbrian to 
religion had been evident from the days of the monasteries, vli th 
successive denominations finding small favour at any t:ll'lfl oMethodism 
was. no exception during the 18th century, and though Hesley initiated 
some of the work he relied heavily on the 1-rork of a handful of 
devoted preachers and local men of influence to establish permanent 
causes. Though by the 1770s he could guarantee a large audience due 
to his fame and influence, he was alv~ays in a rush, alv1ays eager to 
get on and get out of the county, not having time for areas with a 
small scattered population in uhich it was sometimes difficult to 
raise a congregation to make his efforts i·rorthwhile. Only at 
Uhi tehaven and to a lesser extent at Carlisle did he concentrate 
endeavours, though his "Journal" and "Letters" bring to~life the 
early days of the Nethodists. 
John \lesley first set foot in Cumbria in 17 48 when he preached 
at Nenthead and at Alston to "a quiet, staring people", "little 
concerned" with 1-rhat he said:;:. the only noteworthy happening being the 
printing of the follovTing declaration against "imposters"; 
"I found it absolutely necessary to publish the follovring 
advertisement: Uhereas one Thomas Moor, alias Smith, has lately 
appeared in Cumberland and other parts of England, preaching (as he 
calls it) in a clergyman's habit, and then collecting money of his 
hearers: This is to certify whom it may concern that the said l'lloor 
is no clerg~nan, but a cheat and imposter; and that no preacher in 
connection with me either direc.tly or indirectly asks for money for 
anyone. John Uesley" • .( l) • 
1. 'l1he 26 journies through Cumbria were in the following years, 
and at the follm-ring references, volume and page in the Journal, 
(with occasional additional information in his Letters). 
After this brief introduction to one part of the county he 1-ras 
at llhitehaven in 1749 preaching to "a multitude of people" and he 
wanmly appreciated the enthusiasm of the mining population at 
Honsingham and the Ginns. He had come at the invitation of two 
preachers and >·rrote: 
1. Continued 
1.748 vol.3 p.364 1767 vo1.5 p.20]!. 
].749 Vol.3 P•430. (3/18) 1.768 vo1.5 p.254 (5/188) 
:1:151. vol.3 p.52]_ 1770 vo1.5 p.361 
1752 vo1.4. p.29 1772 vol.-5 P·452 
1752 vol.4 p .• 37 1774 voih.6 p.l8 
1.753 vol. 4 p •. 60 1776 vol.6 p.l04 
1157 vo1.4 p.215 1777 vol.6 p.150 
1759 vo1.4 p.312 (3/119,_. 4/56) 1780 vol.6 p.276 
1.761. vo1.4 p.447 (4/164) 1781 vol.6 p318 
1764 vo1.5 p.78 1781 vol.6 p.322 
1765 vo1.5 p.llO 1784 vol.6 P•497 
1.765 vo1.5 p.l39 1788 vol.7 p.l61 
1766 vo1.5 pl72 1790 vol.8 p.68 
1.938 Edition of The Journal of the Rev. John Uesley, edited by 
N. Curnock in 8 volumes; Letters of John \lesley, 8 volumes 
edited by J. Telford, 1931 Edition. 
See: J. Burgess, Methodism in Hhitehaven, 1749-1820. (lTR§ Cumbria 
Branch); J. Burgess, John Wesley and Cumbria, 1919· (UHS Cumbria 
Branch). 
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"Reflecting on the manner. of God's 1Wrking here, I could not 
but make the following remark: the work in Uhitehaven resembles that 
at Athlone more than does any other which I ~ave seen in England. It 
runs l'l"i th a swift and wide stream; but it does not go deep. A 
considerable part of the town seems moved, but extremely f~w ar.e 
awake; and scarce thr.ee have found a sense of the pardoning love of 
God, from the time of the first preaching to this day". 
Joseph Cownley had invited him to visit the town, enthusing over 
the revival of religion and end to sin, crime, drink, swear-
ing and the like due to the Methodist work. There was . some 
trouble2 
"One evening, when Perronet preached in my absence [a preacher 
lfho accompanied him on the Di.ourney] , a.:-:orowd of sailors procured a 
fiddle and made an ~tempt to interrupt; but they met ldth small 
encouragement. A company of colliers turned upon them, broke their 
fiddle in pieces, and used those of them they could overtake so 
roughly that they have not made their appearance since. Sir James 
Lowther, [the ilt·r.iendly Baronet, not the next Sir. James, who hated 
Methodis~J, likewise, sent and took down the names of the chief 
rioters ••• ". 
Later that year there were over. 200 members in the town 
society though the congregations numbered many hundreds. Hhilst 
crossing in 1751 from Ambleside to Whitehaven Wesley experienced 
bad weather. and was thankful to survive it; he and his compa.il.ions 
found the society increased to 240, only one of whom missed class 
since the members lier.e unusually devoteQ. to their meetings. Preach-
ing at Clifton and Cockermouth on his way to Gamblesby, Harts ide and 
the Nor.th East he encountered problems with the accommodation of the 
multitude who @arne to hear him. Coming in 1752 to Penritli and then 
to the other Clifton, just to the south, it was there that he 
described in famous words the response of his hearers: 
"I addressed a civil people who looked just as if I had been 
talking Greekn. 
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Better times were ahead at Cockermouth, Lorton, l·Jhitehaven, 
Oldfield Brow and as far south as Drigg where he visited a Mr. 
Blencowe since his ship's sailing l·Tas delayed. His congregation was 
serious but "! fear they understand very little of what they heard". 
Later in that year he was unable to find a ship at Chester and 
travelled to Whitehaven uhere due to confusion between himself and 2 
ship's masters he was delayed, but passed the time profitably preach-
ing and meeting members. 
At Kendal in 1753 l'Jesley preached to an uncouth assemblage in 
rooms previously occupied by the Inghamite society, and despite 
savage vreather made it to the Salutation Inn as Ambleside where he 
was pleased to find the landlord was a Nethodist. At Uhi tehaven 
"the love of many was waxed cold". He passed the following remark 
on the members: 
"But surely here, above any place in England, 'God hath chosen 
the poor of this world". In comparison of these, the society at 
Newcastle are rich and elegant people. It is enough that they are 
1 rich in faith 1 , and in the 1 Labour of love 1 11 • (Most members were 
miners, seamen and fishermen, though a few were better off). After 
the usual work in and around Cockermouth · andnClifton he rode to 
Bowness, crossed the sands of the Solway and reached Dumfries. 
On his brief visit in 1757 Wesley uent from Kendal to Ambleside, 
Keswick, and on to Branthwaite, Cockermouth and, inevitably, 
Uhitehaven before leaving the county via Wigton "a neat well built 
town", and on across the Sol1-ray to Scotland. It was his 1759 entry 
into the county from the south via the Sands crossing rlhich was one 
of his famous adventures; not only was it a hazardous trip over from 
Rest Bank to Ulverston, Flookburgh, l·1illom and Kirkby Ireleth via 
the estuaries, but guides proved impossible to gain and the local 
inhabitants deliberately misled the travellers in order to prote~ 
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their smuggling trade and to prevent outsiders from viewing their 
activities•This did not please Uesley, who reckoned that the longer 
route to Ambleside and Keswick was always cheaper and quicker, as well 
as safsr.,·and away from ':!the generation of' liars" who inhabited the 
~l4rness area. After this he was wall satisfied with preaching at 
Lorton, the Ginns, Whitehaven and Uigton, and later in that year 
wrote to Matthew Loues, preacher in charge, and the stewards with 
advice on ho"tr to stop the disputes which had broken out in Whitehaven 
as to the correctness of allowing 2 local men named Bron~rigg and 
Hodgson to preach. 
The route which Wesley followed in 1761 has never been ascertained 
with accuracy but may well have been to Ambleside, the Langdales, 
over Urynose and down Hard Knott to the west. Successful at 
Branthwaite and \forkington, 1iesley 1 s preaching at Lorton elicited: 
"Who would imagine that Deism should find its way into the heart 
of' these enormous mountains? Yet it is so. Yea, and one who once 
knew the love of God is a strenuous advocate f'or it". 
And of' Uhitehaven society: 
"As the people of' Whitehaven are usually full of' zeal, right 
or wrong, I this evening showed them the nature of Christian zeal. 
Perhaps now some of' them may distinguish the flame of' love from a 
flame kindled in hell" •. 
At '!;ligton he commenced preaching to a '\'roman, two boys and three 
girls, but within minutes: 
"lie had most of the to'Wll. I was a good deal moved at the 
exquisite self-sufficiency which was visible in the countenance, air 
and whole department of' a considerable part of them. This constrained 
me to use a very uncommon plainness of' speech. They bore it well. 
Uho knows but some may profit?". 
Passing through Carlisle in 1764 Wesley found no Methodist 
society, and on reaching l1hitehaven a depressing sight met him: 
"What has continually hurt these poor people is offence. I 
found the society now all in confusion because a woman had scolded 
rrith her neighbour, and another stole a 2d. loaf. I talked largely 
with those vrho had been most offended; and they stood reproved. The 
want of field preaching has been one cause of deadness hare. I do 
not find any great increase in the work of God without it. If aver 
·this is laid aside, I expect the whole lWrk will gradually die away". 
He travelled on to Kesvrick and Kendal, where: 
"A few years ago the fields were white for the harvest; but the 
poor people have been harrassed by Seceders and disputers of every 
kind, that they are dry and dead as stones; yet I think some of them 
felt the povrer of God this evening" • 
Wesley stayed with his old friends the Gilberts at Kendal in 
1765 and was cheered by their taking charge of the society in the 
town. Later that year he uas briefly in T:Thi t ehaven and Car 1 isle 
after landing from Ireland, llhilst in June 1766 he and Duncan Wright 
crossed the Solway to Skinburnass before arriving at Whitehaven and 
interviewing every society member; from there to Penrith and Apple~y, 
described as "a county town worthy of Ireland, containing at least 5 
and 20 houses". He declined to preach there and passed on to the 
Jobnsons of Brough, where he also declined to preach since there was 
not time to raise a large congregation. 1767 saw a further brief 
trip from Kendal to Keswick, Cockermouth and Uhitehaven to find a 
ship, but bad weather prevented sailing so he rode on tm Dumfries 
and Port Patrick a.YJ.d sailed. from there - alvrays a restless man in a 
dreadful hurry. 
Having passed some pleasant time with the Gilberts, by April 
1768 at Chester, Uesley travelled on to Kendal where: 
"Seceders and mongrel !Jlethodiete have eo surfeited the people 
here that there is small prospect of doing good; hence I once more 
'c.ast my bread upon the waters' and. left the vrork to God". 
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The travellers went on to Ambleside, Keswick and Cockermouth where 
they intended to rest but found no accommodation or congregation due 
to the excitement of a parliamentary election, so having dried out 
they moved on to ilhitehaven. The sight of Joseph Guildford's 
revival in lihitehaven gladdened the tired preachers, and he preached 
at Caldbeck to a very serious congregation, many of them Qurucers, 
before passing over the Sohray to Scotland. Later that year he was 
briefly at Brough where he spent the time seeing to backsliders and 
putting the fear of God into them. 
Great things were hoped of Uhitehaven once i"t was made a circuit 
in 1769, but when Wesley returned in 1770 the preachers were having 
problems over money and over supplying all the attention to societies 
that was required. Uithout asking Wesley Carlisle society had 
announced he would preach and the preacher had to travel there 
specially for this service, which did not please him. He found 15 
members in the city, spent the night at Houghton, and preached there 
and at Carlisle before moving on to Longtmm where he preached in the 
open. Continued Whitehaven problems of maintaining discipline over 
members led Wesley to write to the stewards and preachers indicating 
that all members shou~d attend the Church of England and that none 
should attend Dissenting services - "let all that were of the Church 
keep to the Church"; to have truck with the Dissenters l'Tas a sure 
recipe for disaster, he believed. 
Passing through Ambleside and Keswick l'Tithout comment in 1172 
Wesley enjoyed services in and around Cockermouth before passing on 
to the Carlisle society uhere he preached outside the city walls and 
spent the night in a cottage at West Linton. His trip in 1774 
through the same places l"ras passed over with scarcely a comment, 
whilst 1776 repeated hie attentions to Cockermouth, Whitehaven, Wigton 
and Carlisle and scarcely an~rhere else - the only note he made was 
on the increasing trade and industry of the area since he first came 
there in the 1740s. 
The Isle of Man received its first visit from Wesley in 1777 
when he sailed from vlhitehaven. During 1780 he had a more detailed 
account of his work in Cumbria, coming from Barnard Castle dol'rn to 
Weardale where the enthusiasm and fervour of the miners impressed 
him. Over Hartside and down to Gamblesby he remarked: 
~t Gamblesby] " ••• a large congregation of rich and poor. The 
chief.man of the town was formerly a local preacher, but now keeps 
his carriage. Has he increased in holiness as well as in wealth? 
If not, he has made a poor exchange". 
At Penrith he commenced preaching to a packed room but moved 
outside and restarted when the crowd overflowed; a cancelled sailing 
to the Isle of Man meant he had time to meet a local celebrity, a 
Methodist negress living in the town, and preached in a new venue in 
Cockermouth- "the Town Hall", more comfortable than the Castle Yard. 
He then moved on to Carlisle, where he likewise. preached in the tOl-m 
hall, and crossed to Nerrcastle. 
May 1781 found vlesley coming from Lancashire to Ambleside, and 
on to Whitehaven where "intense heat" drove away some of the multitude 
who heard him preach in the market place. Two weeks were then spent 
in the Isle of r-ian, and on his return \"lesley was invited to preach in 
a meeting house owned by a Mr. Lowthian of Cockermouth, l'rhich was very 
acceptable to the Methodists since it held more people than did the 
town hall. Wesley visited a Mr. Uhite's house at Tallentire and 
preached there, showing the wondering villagers what a Methodist 
looked like before passing on to Carlisle where he preach~4 in the 
jown hall, and then on to Newcastle. 
After years of saying nothing about the area from Kendal to 
Ambleside Wesley noted that he stayed at the Salutation in that town 
in 1784, and it was there that he both preached to a large throng and 
heard the story of the Jacobite prisoner who escaped from Carlisle 
Castle in 1745 after a miraculous dream told where the key to his cell 
might be found. He stayed as usual with Thomas Hodgson of l"lhitehaven, 
and was pleased to reports 
"The society is united in love, not oonformed to the world, but 
labouring to experience the full image of God, wherein they were 
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created. The house lias filled in the evening, and much more the next, 
when we ha.d the church ministers, and most of the gentry in the town; 
but they behaved 'tri th as much decency as if they had been colliers ••• •r 
I 
'l'he Carlisle society was unable to hire anywhere better and had to 
use their own meeting house for his visit. 
In spite of advancing years John Uesley continued to exhibit 
startling vigour; in May 1786 he came from Barnard Castle to Appleby, 
preached, rode to Brough and retu1~ed to Appleby, passed on to Penrith 
for the night and preached again. He shocked the society there by 
being able to fall asleep virtually at will for as long as he wished, 
l"rhich refreshed him. He rose at 3.15 a.m. was in Carlisle for an 
"early breakfast", and at Moffat for supper. From Kendal to Keswick 
and on to Whitehaven in 1788 on his penultimate visit, the society· 
was delighted to receive him, but the old campaigner was depressed 
by the observation that in the 40 years since he had started to come 
to the port not one of the original members of society was left 
alive - he almost felt as though he was from a different time and 
age. At Carlisle he found the ple~sant new meeting house completed 
but already too small for existing congregations, so great was its 
popularity. The society as elsewhere in the county, was !:'.we~l:;Ul'ld.ted", 
and he passed on to Dumfries. There he preached in one of the most 
bizarre of the Methodists• meeting houses, and expressed his conoeiTl 
over the future of Methodism here as elsewhere in Scotland. 
1790 was the last time Wesley came to Cumbria; he only preached 
in Carlisle on his way to Newcastle, remarking that a "small handful 
of people" had stood firm against a group of troublemakers 1·rhose 
influence had been destroyed, and the future was bright for the 
society in the city. John Wesley died the following year, having 
made his 26 visits to Cumbrian soil, and having encouraged the 
revival of religion in the county. The main work of consolidation 
was left to his lieutenants on the spot. 
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During Uesley's lifetime the only Oumbrian establishment of 
l'.Iethodism was in and around \lli.i tehaven, >'lith a handful of societies 
across the county and a promising beginning at Carlisle • 
. Elsewhere the J'J1ethodists were unknown or could be counted on one 
hand. Christopher Hopper, Thomas Olivers and a number of other 
preachers of repute had been vTorking in Hest Cumberland rTi th 
satisfactory results. Hopper was there several times from the 
north-east, including 1750 and 1752 when he found large audiences 
most hospitable to himself and his wife (2). Olivers had a rougher 
reception and witnessed a near riot against his vrork five years later 
as he hurriedly passed on to London ... ( 3). Due to the stretching of 
Haw·orth' s resources and the expense involved, Whitehaven vras. 
established as a circuit in; 1769 after the fine revival work of 
Joseph Guildford the previous year. r.lembership at that time was only 
115 in Uhitehaven >'lith societies of less than 20 at Cockermouth, 
"!-Tarkington, Branthwai te, Caldbeck, Brackenhill, Uigton and Lorton: 
a total of 191 (4). The Methodist successes had been amongst the 
miners of the area but >·Tell before Hesley' s death ''respectable'' families 
vrere attending services and enrolling in society. The Dickinsons, 
managing partners of Seaton irom works· and with other business 
interests, helped finance the impecunious circuit and Robert 
Dickinson kept circuit accounts and ledgers in fine copperplate 
writing into the 19th century. Under his management the preachers 
were able to uork many of the villages but not usually vri th lasting 
results unless important local people could be attracted to 
attendances at services and then into membership. The 1fhi tehaven 
society contributed over a third of circuit income into the 1800'-s_ 
\·Then Carlisle became a circuit and by which time 
Brampton vras being missioned from "\'lhitehaven. 
2. Ed. T. Jackson:, Lives of the Early Methodist Preachers, 
6 vols, 1871: vol.l!. p.200. 
3. Arm. Mag. 1779 p.l39. 
4. J. u. Laycock, Methodist Heroes of the Great Haworth Round, 
1734/84. 1909 p.285. 
5. Cash Book of the Nethodists, Uhitehaven. 
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Disaster struck the circuit 1·1hen in 1791 mining subsidence 
reduced the chapel and 40 neighbouring cottages to rubble; its 
continued existence as a circuit 1-1as due to the 1wrk of James 
Hogarth, a factory mmer in the town who gave his newly built 
chapel to the r~~ethodists, plus substantial amounts of money and t'\'TO 
manses. He had upset the Lowthers by his business success, so that when 
they prevented the Bishop of Chester from consecrating his chapel 
he gave it to the Methodists 1-Those original 1761 edifice was a poor 
and plain place unfit (it •·ras generally agreed) to house an 
aspiring sect (6). Hogarth's continued support promoted the work of 
the circuit and congregations continued to be large. An out-
standing product of Nethodism in the 1780s was John Braithi-Taite 
who entered the ministry in 1790 and married llogafth's niece and 
heir in. 1795· In spite of its apparent success, Uhitehaven .1\Iethodism 
in the period 1790 to 1820 was positively puny in its achievements 
compared with other circuits Bristol, Ne'\'rcastle, the larger to'\'ms, 
and Braithwaite, 1iho travelled all over the Kingdom, unfavourably 
compared C.'umbrian I.'.iethodism with circuits- further afield (7). 
In the early 19th century the Hhitehaven circuit prospered 
as population increased and membership grew into the late 1820s 
as first Carlisle, then Wigton, were taken off Uhitehaven•s hands. 
l-Jith small groups of devoted '\'rorkers like Uilliam Gladders and John 
Laybourn ( 8) scattered throughout the villages and tol'ms, I1iethodism 
was ready for the opportunity of expansion shortly to be offered. 
The new migrants provided good converts, most of them employed in the 
iron or mining industries, and folloi'Ting the examples of their employers 
like the Brook banks and Dickinsons. Uorkington society commenced 
in 1771 and was able in this slow but certain "ray to graduate 
from rooms via cottages, to a little chapel in Tiffen Lane by 1791. 
6 •. Ues. r:ieth. Mag. 1819 p.7; D. Ray, History of UhitehaveB-, 1966. 
7. R. Dickins.on, Life of the Rev. John Braith1·raite, 1825; 
Hes. illeth. Mag. 1826 p.14. 
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Its early Sunday school in the 1880s helped train Hodgson Casson 
1'l"ho cwne on plan in 1810 and became a brilliantly successful 
revivalist throughout the county after 1815 ( 9). 1\. mru1. of extreme 
eccentricity like Casson did more to· attract a mass audience to 
services than even Wesley's fame in this county, and because of his 
lvork hethodism received a great boost forvrard particularly in 
Kendal and Brough circuits. Back in Uest Cumberland the early 
Cockermouth society, like Uorkington and Uhitehaven, attracted 
working men of skilled trade status as vrell as miners; many of these 
rrorkers travelled around the villages and took their religion uith 
them. One of their number, cooper George Robinson, bought old 
maltkins and converted them into the first chapel for the bargain 
price of rqo in 1797. The early Methodists were economical and 
thrifty, and men of an independ.ent frame of mind, :in the mould of the 
Quakers of the mid 17th century (10). 
Strangely, the only Lake District success until the coming of 
the railways in the 1840s was at Keswick, due entirely to 
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work there by Penrith saddler Robert Gates in the 1800s, and nothing 
to do vrith the Uest 6umberland efforts which were spreading north-
east to Carlisle and not inland. Gates recruited pencil manufacturer 
Robert Coupland and Featherstonehaugh Alexander, both men of property, 
and without their aid no advance there 1-rould have occurred. Uigton 
took charge of Kesl'l"ick from 1818 to 1854 but was itself a ueak cause, 
employing one minister after independence from Uhitehaven and a lay 
agent expected to tramp the fells from Ireby to Bothel and down to 
Kesvrick itself each vreek (11). 
9· A. Steele, Christianity in Earnest as Exemplified in the Life 
and Labours of the Hev. Hodgson Casson, 1851; C. Gough, "Vlest 
Cumberland riietropolis"; 1-Iethodist Recorder 16.8.1900; Sunday School 
Jubilee, 1860/L910. 
10. E. Griffin, Hatchers of a Beacon, 1954. 
11. F'. Benjamin and 0. A. f·iattheus, Facet of Life in Kesl'l"ick, 1975·; 
Chapel Accounts, 1814/29; A. Humphries, A \fide Cumberland Circuit.; 
Nethodist Recorder, 12.4.1903. 
There was a small number of Methodists in the two Countess of 
Huntingdon's Connexion societies at Bootle and Whitehaven, both 
created by the l'TOrk of Joseph lihitridge. Selina, Countess of 
Huntingdon, had been one of the few aristocratic admirers of the 
methodists and she created her O't'l'll small connexion of Calvinistic 
Methodists which possessed 64 chapels and societies by the 1780s, 
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After her death it was unable to continue as a separate denomd.-
nation and many of the societies merged with the Congregational Union 
in the early 19th century. 
Whitridge came from Bootle, made his fortune in London 
and joined the Countess's connexion before returning home. By 1779 
he had a society of 30 members and a chapel, as the rector wrote: 
"the chapel was built, it is said, by Lady Huntingdon's f'b.anatioal (sic) 
society; who took pains to pervert the whole parish to their idle 
notions - which cost the lawful minister much trouble - but who now 
hopes their turbulent spirit is cooling". ( 12). The comment was at 
the 1789 Visitation of the Bishop of Chester, by which date 8 of the 
120 families of the parish were in the society. The Bootle society 
missioned lThitehaven in 1783 and established a cause which was 
prosperous enough in 1793 to open "the Providence", Duke Street 
Chapel. Thomas Cook was the successful pastor to bot~ societies 
until he removed in 1819, when the two merged with the secdders from 
the Presbyterian chapel to become Independents at both societies ( 13) •. 
By the end of the 18th century Methodism was a religion for few 
Cumbrians, the expansion being delayed by lack of suitable officials 
12. Visitation Returns, 1789. Chester Record Office, EDV, 7/12/166 .• 
13. Mannix and \ihellan, Directory of Cumberland and \iestmorland, 1841. 
pp.315,pp.385; D. Hay, History of Uhitehaven, 1966; Journal No •. 3 of 
\fHS Cumbrian Branch, The Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion in 
Cumbria, April 1978,pp.7/9· 
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and local preachers. The Bishop's Visitation returns for West and 
South Cumbria noted the weakness of the societies in 1789. Naturally 
many 1-iethodists at that date also attended the Church and would not 
be classed as "Dissai:l.ters", and this must have been the case since 
the only societies noted "'·rere in Uhi tehaven, Ul verst on, Embleton 
(l·rith "a few members"), 3 families in Lorton and 18 in ilorkington, and 
thus omitting mention of the Cockermouth society and 
others. (14). Nonetheless, though the returns ignored the existence 
of the :f.1ethodists in places, the societies and their activities can-
not have been very noticeable or worthy of remark, and this w~s for 
instance true of Ulverston. There may have been Methodists in that 
town in the 1770s but its formation cannot have been much prior to 
1780 when Dales circuit preachers attracted small numbers to 
services (15)• With members scattered:thro~ghout the Furness villages, 
the Methodists did little beyond occasional preaching in most places 
until the famous work of Hodgson Casson in 1817 which really brought 
in the people to hear his words. He was there only on loan from 
Kendal, and it was 
like the Ashburners 
with the conversion of prominent families -
that a stable ' : fl1ethodist presence was 
established. This was a far cry from the great expansion to 
be experienced in the south of the county in the 1860s. 
Ulverston was in the 1800s a mission from Kendal, itself a new 
circuit benefitting from Casson's work. It had been 
graced with \"lesley's attention in the 1760s but the society 
died out and l'Tas refounded by Brunskill only in 1787 and placed 
under Lancaster for sometime (16). The Lancaster preachers walked 
14.. Table 10. p. 58. 
15.. Early Methodism in Furness, G. ~T. Bancroft Judge, lTH8 Procs. 
vol. 27 1949; Neville Street Jubilee, Ulverston, 1901/51, H. Birkett, 
Ulverstofu Methodism, series of 10 articles by W. G. Atkinson in the 
Barrow News, 1925/26, though only 9 rrere completed. 
16. Journal l'l"o~.;2 of the vJHS CUmbrian Branch, July 1977, Chancellor 
Burnah'd Stephen Brunskill,pp.ll/14., Bunting Transcripts, s. Ashton 
to J. Bunting, 4.11.1800. 
bet1-reen their base and Kendal but I•;lethodism remained weak in 
Westmorland except in the fells of the east. There the 1-lesleyan 
preachers capitalised on the pioneer work of Ingham and his 
supporters. 
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Benjamin Ingham, once a close friend of the 'Hesleys, allied 
closely v1ith the Moravians in Yorkshire during the 17 40s, and foW}ded 
religious societies_ along the lines of John l~esley. llhen 
Edward Simpson of Hownthwaite in lfestmorland invited him to preach 
there in 1748 he already had 50 societies 1'fith 2,000 members, and 
OYer the next 10 years he and his preachers created societies in 
Cumbria at Kendal, Grayrigg, Uarcop, Kirkby Lonsdale, Kirkby Stephen, 
Asby, Gaisfill, Dent, Sedbergh, Gayle and Crosby Garrett whilst 
missioning as far as Penrith and Crook (17). Leading preachers like 
Grimshaw of Hal'rorth and Uhitefield helped Ingham in the 1750s in the 
county, though the recruitment of local officials to run the societies 
spread the 1wrk on a firmer foundation - the Allans, the Battys, the 
Brunskills, Hunters and Faradays (18). 
There was oppdlsition. from the start to the Inghamites: mob 
attacks, as at Kirkby Lonsdale in 1750, and Beetham vrhere the preacher 
was throl'm into the river, and refusals to bury Inghamite children or 
to give access to the Church and its rituals since Ingham broke with 
the Church of England (unlike Wesley) (19). Uith the existence of 
these Nethodist type societies and the travelling preachers, Uesley 
steered clear of this area until the 1760s 1'1hen the Inghamites were 
wrecked. Allen and Batty were sent to find out about the ideas of 
the Scottish Glassi tes (or Sandemanian.s) and on their return Allen 
demanded immediate radical changes vThicBh Ingham refused. In 1 ?61 
17. R. \i. 'l'hompson, Benjamin InJ~ham, 'l'he Yorkshire Evangelist, 
and the Inghamites. 19581 
18. J. F. Riley, 'l'he Hammer and The Anvil: a background to Ihchael 
Faraday, 1958' D. F. Clarke, Benjamin Ingham, Leeds University 
N •. Phil 1971. 
19. Lonsdale Y~agaz·ine, vol.l. 1820 p.34?· 
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Allen seceded with 80 societies and 3,000 members, leaving only 13 
societies with 300 members loyal to Ingham. One of these was at 
Kendal \'There the society had Pear '.Pree Barn as its home since 1756 
and became lmol'm as "Calvinistic :Methodists11 , the leaders being 
Thomas Rowlandson until 1797 and later Christopher Batty and William 
Wilson (20). The majority of the hundreds of Inghamite members in 
Cumbria did not b.ecome Allen supporters, but instead invited Wesley's 
preachers from the dales,and allowedan entry for :Methodists who formed 
societies amongst them. Ingham failed to organise and to control the 
membership, unlike Uesley who maintained a strict oversight of all 
aspects of the work at all times. The former Inghamite mem9ers 
provided preaching centres and hospitality for the Wesleyans of the 
1760s onwards, the Brunskills of Orton, Win:ton and Longmarton being 
particularly helpful (21). Non.etheless groundwork remained to be 
done when Brough beoame head of the new circuit covering from east 
of Kendal to north of Penrith inL 1803. 
George Smith was the first minister to the new Brough circuit 
in 1803 and found that many places still had no members (22), so that 
his work was much in the pioneer spirit of the 18th century. 
The circuit was so poor that when he rented a house for £3 per annum 
for his new \'rife he had to beg not only for the rent, but also for 
old furniture to fit it out. The societies at that date were: Brough, 
Appleby,; Bolton, Gamblesby, Stainmore, Dufton, Morland, Renwick, 
Bleatarn, Longmarton, Little Strickland, Skerwith, "Gudenhill", 
Kirkby Thora, Penrith, Gaisgill Row (23). He established a Kirkby 
Stephen society which John Cleasby later took over and found 
Kirkoswald 11 & small market town 1-1here the people on my first preach-
ing in the market place, appeared rude and uncultured, lik'e savages 
in the wilderness11 • He was able to take a new building supposed 
20. Annals of Kendal, c. Nicholson, 1861 p.l64f Thompson and 
Clarke as above. 
21. A;p;pendi:xt A. 
22. Ues. :Math. Nag. 1833 p.73· 
23. Brough C~rcuit Accounts 1803/22. Kendal RO \'IDFC Ml. 
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to be a theatre for services and later reported 
favourably on the society formed. At Shap he deliberately provoked 
men taking part in racing, fighting and baiting in order to make his 
presence felt, and managed at the cost of abuse and threats to start 
preaching. :By 1804 Kirkby Stephen was on plan, aud by 1806 
Keswick, Ravenstonedale, Asby, ~larcop, Temple So>q-erby, Penruddock, 
Murton and Woodhouse. The Circuit was very poor, with :Brough raising 
£6 to £8 per annum and Penrith half of that during 1805 for circuit 
funds. The instability of many of the societies is shown by 
Appleby's repeatedly disappearing and re-appearing in the accounts. 
A society often depended on a single man or family here as elsewhere 
into the 19th century in Cumbria and their death or removal could 
mean disaster f~r the early Methodists. 
Although Smith and others brought preaching across the area the 
mission work lias still not complete by 1814, a significant date for 
the :Brough and Penrith circuit because of the death of William Va.rty. 
Va.rty had been the promoter of Methodism in Penrith after being 
converted to it when on business in Yorkshire in 1776 (24). He 
found 4 or 5 Methodists meeting for pr~er back in Penrith and 
provided them with rooms in Crown Terrace. As property and business 
owner, Varty was just the person to put r.Iethodism on its feet and 
because of his work Penrith became independent from :Brough between 
1806 and 1818. When Varty died he left his sons to help Methodism, 
but neither of them was interested. They did, houever, give the 
Sandgate chapel site and £200 for the building of a ohapel, opened 
in 1815 and the first major CUmbrian chapel for the Connexion. In 
the longrun it marked the symbolic turning point for the I~ethodists 
by being a huge building and a most impressive monument. Later it 
gave the sect a boost in morale and in membership and attracted large 
congregations because of its dignity and imposing presence. On the 
other hand it marked too the commencement of the obsession of the 
Methodists with building huge and expensive chapels (which, of course, 
characterised all denominations at sometime) and saddled the new 
circuit with a debt for 45 years which forced the circuit to 
24. The Christian Patriarch: The Life of Mr. Robert Gate, 
GGS Thomas, 1869. 
merge with Brough from 1818 to 1824 because it could not afford a 
minister and a chapel of these proportions. The little and economical 
chapels of the fells ide villages - Gamblesby, Ren1·rick - were far more 
practical in their Wf!Y but the town Methodists -rrere determined to 
show their rising affluence and prominence. The chapel symbolised 
the aspirations of the Yesleyans and their determination to become 
the major Dissenting sect, coming as it did at a time when many 
!Hethodists were being weaned off the Church of England and into the 
Connexion alone. 
In the anti-clockwise movement of this chapter, from West to 
South to ~ast and finally to North, Carlisle comes at the conclusion 
of t~e rise of methodism in this early period to 1830. It was by 
Cumbrian terms a new society, started by a Longtown man in 1767 amidst 
fierce persecution (25). The society of a dozen managed to rent a 
bam in Abbey Street in 1769 when under 1Th.i tehaven, but_ progressed to 
a little chapel in Fisher Street in 1785. As their congregations 
increased, so the society expanded the building in 1795, but by the 
1800s conditions were becoming cramped and when Penrith opened their 
new chapel Carlisle looked askance at their own little home. By that 
date they had over 500 members in what was the cotinty' s 
leading circuit, and a chapel to seat 1,100 was built in Fisher Street 
in 1817. It heralded near:)..y 2 further decades of Uesleyan expansion 
and the establishment of Carlisle as head of the new District as 
successor to Whiteha~en. 
By the time of the Association secessions in 1835 Cumbrian 
lJesleyanism had advanced from being a small obscure sect ui th few 
members,occasionally large congregations, a fen eccentric well known 
personalities, and poky little rooms, into a confident, numerous body 
with preachers, both itinerant and local, ubiquitous across most of 
Cumbria and preaching not only in the opah air but in grandiose 
expensive chapels. They had become a successful denomination. The 
causes of this sudden explosive achievement were unique in raethodism. 
25, Carlisle Journal 1842 Feb. 26th; '"las. I.!eth. ~iag. 1826 P•96; 
Appendi:xl: A• p_. 298 Robert Bell. 
?8 •. 
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Methodism in the period ending 1831 grew to have over 5,000 
members in Cumbria which represented just over 2% of the populatioru. 
(26). New factors encouraged this startling change in the fortunes of 
the denomination which did not have much in common with the older 
Dissent (27). 
Between 1801 and 1831 Cumberland's population expanded by 45%, 
the rest of Cumbria's by a third, and it was in these conditions of 
population and industrial expansion that Methodism flourished. The 
arrival of large scale cotton enterprises to Carlislru and \'ligton in 
the third quarter of the 18th century, and its continued expansion 
into the 1830s, encouraged large numbers of immigrants from the 
surrounding area. \'lith this upsetting of the traditional patterns 
of rural life dominated by the clergy of the village, new allegiances 
were sought by the uprooted thousands and the Methodists eagerly 
offered them a "home". The warm, friendly, spontaneous atmosphere 
of the Methodists provided a clan structure in each village and to~m 
unlike anything produced by other denominations, so that any person: 
moving from one place to a foreign one could rely on help from the 
local J.1ethodist society who in turn would do their best to look after 
one of their o~m. There is no doubt that Methodists were at the time 
aware of great changes in society and population increases and 
reacted to these stimuli with active mission work the like of which 
no other denomination was able to provide on such scale. Members 
moving from place to place for work would be glad to have their 
Methodist connections, and in turn this spread Connexional activity 
to nel-r areas - for instance, the mining willages of the west. 
In conditions of change the Methodists prospered, using their 
small societies to recruit from amongst the migrants and attracting 
thousands to their open air and chapel work. The migrants responded 
enthusiastically to this friendship and membership swelled. Later on 
26. Table lO, p.58. 
27. See chapter on "The Dissenters", p.34. 
conditions of declining population were to hamstring the Methodists 
and to cripple their activities, but that 1-1as in the later 19th 
century and until the 1830s the 1-Iesleyans believed themselves capable 
of scaling the heights. 
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Initially the Uesleyans relied on the work of local and itinerant 
preacherg in whipping up enthusiasm and on the chance conversion of 
a leading local man or family in order to establish their work 
permanently. Thus safely ensconced in a locality, the little cells 
of members could await population explosion and then take advantage 
of it; should it not occuit' the.· society remained small. The arrival 
of itinerant workers, for example from the North East for minework, 
spread the denomination well, for such men lived for months in one 
place and then in another, taking Methodism with them and starting 
new causes wherever they could (hence the success of Gladders). It 
was uhfortunate tha~ after the days of expansion had passed, the 
Uesleyans found themselves struggling to make ends meet and imprisoned 
in vast debts due to overbuilding during the halcyon days. 
In this setting of expanding economy and population, the 
existence of rival denominations did not pose too great a threat to 
the Wesleyans and later the Primitives. Larger centres like Carlisle 
or Penrith could support a number of churches without some losing 
out, though in villages rivalry could seriously affect one or other 
denomination. Normally the Uesleyans and the Primitives were the 
only denominations sufficiently organised to encounter the situation 
vrith success into the 1830s, though an active preacher like Uhitridge 
of Carlisle in the 1800s who led Independent missions could make the 
most of his opportunities. 
The Established Church provided instances of opposition to and 
persecution of Methodists throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, but 
this did not materially affect the spread of Methodism whose successes 
\·Tere independent of other denominations. The Anglicans tended to be 
aloof or disdainful of the v1esleyans, with the loss of evangelically 
minded laymen throughout the county from Anglican into Wesleyan ranks 
over the early 19th century not producing links between the two. 
Although Wesleyans continued for a time.to attend the Anglican 
services those converted to active and zealous religion by the wortts 
of evangelical clergy like Milner and Frawcett in the 1800s in 
Carlisle found the rest of the Establishment wanting, and ended up 
swelling the Uesleyan societies. Where popuwations were increasing 
rapidly the clergy took no great interest in the work of the 
Methodists until the reactions of the Warrenite secessions. 
Areas of Methodist growth in this period experienced the large 
rise in po~lation and economic development already discussed. This 
l'Tas true of Carlisle and Wigton; Whitehaven had had its first major 
growth in the early days of John Wesley with the rise of its port 
and subsequent economic and mining growth. It l·ras not only the "\'Tork 
of Wesley which led to Whitehaven becoming the early Cumbrian 
Methodist centre. On the other hand iiorkington the booming iron and 
steel port of the 1870s and 1880s experienced little change in 
population or econom~c stimulus from 1790 and 1830, hence its tardy 
Methodist development. The circuit originally embracing Brough, 
Kirkby Stephen, Appleby and Penrith was at first successful because 
the preachers could count on the neglected Inghamite societies of the 
1760s, though population too rras rapidly rising and the Methodists 
exhibited their extraordinary ability to take over an entire village 
in the fellside communities. This was done by attracting leading 
members of the locality into services, and recruiting from their 
numbers which in turn led their social inferiors to follow suit -
as in Kirkby Thore and Bolton. The area covered by Brough circuit 
became with Carlisle and Whitehaven the leading Wesleyan centres of 
the county, and these three suffered most in the 1835 storms. 
Throughout the remainder of Cumbria the Wesleyans established 
small causes and awaited similar changes which had benefitted 
Carlisle and i'lhitehaven. The Lakes remained impervious until the 
arrival of the railways in the 1860s gave new opportugitieu on a 
limited scale to Keswick and Ambles ide. Othervrise the Methodists 
remained very weak in the Lakes proper. In the ~outh of the county 
around Sedbergh, Kendal and Ulverston there were little societies 
spread across a vast area but not especially successful until the 
sudden immense impetus of Barrow and Millom's development based on 
railways, iron, steel and shipbuilding. Until that l·ratershed of the 
1860s the Uesleyans maintained a discreet but restricted presence. 
Methodist heroics until 1835 w·ere confined to Carlisle, Whitehaven 
en. 
and Appleby circuits and it was to be their devastation in 1836 and 
~ain to a certain extent in 1850 which threw the 1860s boom years 
into such relief elsewhere in Cumbria. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE 1835 ASSOCIATION AND 
1850 REFORN ISSUES 
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The vlarreni te Secession and the Growth of the \"Iesleyan Association. 
Methodism underwent a massive increase in membership in the period 
1790 to 1830, and at the same time such expansion brought with it a 
multitude of problems. With a membership of 200,000 and more it was 
impossible to keep every member, society and official strictly within• 
Methodist discipline and under control, particularly when there were 
over 1,200 ministers, some of whom were hard to control by the 
1830s (1). The financial and organisational aspects of the Connexion 
were a gigantic headache to the Conference and in particular to the 
ministers and the few laymen responsible for them•. With the Connexion 
relying heavily on the work of local preachers and leaders it was 
natural that the ministers:, always very heavily outnumbered by their 
lay helpers, should delegate responsibility and functions to laymen. 
With Connexional rules being at that time ill-defined and not vTholly 
formed, the opportunities for misinterpretation and bending rules 
existed on a wide scale (2). 
There were discontented members in every circuit, and the issue 
of finance was ever the key. Members did not like having to pay 
1. D. A .• Gowland, Methodist Secession and Social Conflict in South 
Lancashire, 1830/1857· Manchester University Ph. D 1966. Ch.l; 
D. A. Gowland's book based on his thesis vras published too late for 
inclusion in this chapter; R. Currie, Methodism Divided: a study in 
the sociology of ecumenicalism, 1966. p.30; J. C. Bowmer, Church and 
Ministry in Uesleyan Methodism, from the dea:th of John Uesley to the 
·death of Jabez Bunting 1791/1858. p.l30. Leeds University Ph. D 1966. 
Preference was given to J. C. Bowmer's Thesis rather than to his book 
which closely follovrs his work; see J. C. :Bowmer, Pastor and People, 
Epworth 1975. 
2. J. C. Bowmer, Church and Ministry in Wesleyan l\1ethodism, ch.4; 
J. H. s. Kent, The Age of Disunity, 1966, ch.3. 
towards the upkeep of ·the ministry when layman were ~arrying out 
virtually the same fUnctions at no cost. To raise funds for 
Connexional uses which might not benefit the home circuit did not 
appeal to many members, whilst the control of finance in the early 
19t~ century resided largely in the hands of ministers and a few 
wealthy laymen. lf.hen local preachers formed their own Friendly 
Society in the early 1830s, and the Local Preachers Mutual Aid 
Association in 1849,ministers regarded the actions as tantamount to 
defiance and an attempt to provide an alternative ministry ( 3). Lay 
officials found difficulty in trueing orders and in co-operating with 
outsiders, the ministers, some of whom 11ere most difficult to get on 
with. llhen Richard Hatson and others formulated the idea of the "High 
Pastoral Office" for Methodist preachers in order to raise the 
preachers out of the mass of Methodists and to endow them with special 
"Divine Calling" and ability, laymen, particularly officials, looked 
askance at the thin argument differentiating the ministers from the 
unpaid local preachers abd leaders who fulfilled a similar but unpaid 
role, and might justifiably be seen as more l·rorthy of Divine Calling 
than was the hired ministry (4). Sunday schools were frequently 
beyond the control of the ministers and suspected of being nests of 
discontent, with successive Conferences aDd ministrial hierarchies 
attempting to reduce their independence and power. It did not take 
a great deal of misunderstanding on one or both sides to have a 
situation where mutual hostility and suspicion broke out into 
secession and mass expulsion. 
The first major trouble occurred betrreen 1826 and 1829 at Leeds, 
3. R. Currie, Methodism Divided. p.52; 
D. A· Gowland, Methodist Secession and Social Conflict in South 
Lancashire, p.36. 
4. J. c. :Bowmer, Church and :Ministry in Uesleyan Methodism, ch.6; 
li. R. vJard, Early Victorian Methodism: The correspondence of Jabez 
Bunting 1830/1858. 1976. p.l7; 
J. H. s. Kent, The Age of Disunity, ch.2. 
the celebrated "Leeds Organ Case" (5). When the Brunswick chapel was 
opened there in 1825 there was no musical instrument in use for the 
singing congregation of between two and three thousand; the trustees 
accordingly in 1826 wished to install an organ, despite Conference 
rules at that time discouraging this. By a very small margin, the 
trustees decided to ask permission to instal . the organ, which 
immediately unsettled the circuit and its 6,ooo members. The circuit 
was divided into two in 1826 to make it more manageable, but straight 
away there had been suspicion th~t this rTas a prelude to increased 
ministerial control over the reduced number of officials. Thomas 
Stanley, the Chairman of the District and Circuit Superintendent, and 
a man of balanced and wise judgement, was asked about the matter and 
announced that no organ ought to be installed unless a majority of the 
Leader~~ Meeting agreed to it. Despite this advice, and the lmown 
opposition from the large majority of leaders and local preachers, the 
trustees, by 8 votes to 6 with 1 neutral, solicited subscriptions for 
the scheme after being advised by Richard Uatson, John Stephens and 
other leading ministers in early 1827 that their superintendent and 
the other lay officials had no say in the matter. In the subsequent 
District Meeting (which was supposed in Connexional uaw to have 
complete control in the matter of· an organ) p~rmission to instal the 
organ was decisively refused, by 13 votes to 7. 
By design or oversight appeal to Conference rTas allowed. 'l'here 
was a failure in communications betueen the Conference and its leading 
lights, and the lay officials of Leeds, and when a Special Distric.t 
5· J. c. Bm'll!ler, Church and Ministry in Uesleyan methodism, ch.8; 
U. R. Uard, The Early Correspondence of Jabez Bunting, 1820/1829. 
1972. pp.l56 to 192 - the issue dominates much of the book.; 
J. Hughes, The Story of the Leeds Non-Conformists, Vol.35, part 4 
pp.81/87 December 1965; Vol.35, part 5w.122/124 l\1arch 1966; 
Vo1.37, part 5]P.l33/138 March 1970; Vol.39, part 3JP•73/76 
October 1973. 
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Meeting was called to consider the matter the circuit was amazed. 
It was tragic for later events that the ranks of both trustees and 
leaders/local preachers had skilled and determined characters, and 
secret meetings with a view to undermining their opponents were being 
organised by the beginning of 1827. Each used the Organ Case as an 
excuse for their attacks on the other. With conflicting interpretations 
of imprecise laws, trouble was soon on the way with the Special 
District Meeting in December 1827; the various rebels had organised 
themselves into groups outside of circuit control, and broke as many 
Connexional rules as did their opponents. who summoned leading men 
from Conference to deal vrith the situation. The decision to allow the 
organ, given by Conference in 1827, was reaffirmed and rebels against 
this decision were suspended. Jabez Bunting and his allies maintained 
that the rebels were determined to flout Conference's laws and 
authority, and secession was inevitable by 1828. Thus came into 
being the "Leeds Non-Conformists" denomination which in 1835 joined 
with the rJesleyan Association after the Uarrenite Secession. About 
3,_000 members of the Wesleyan circuit withdrew in this "pioneer 
secession", an example to the later mucg more serious divisions of 
1835 and 1850 (6). 
Issues raised in the "Leeds Non-Conformists" dispute re-occurred 
in 1834, the occasion being the decision by Conference to establish 
a Theological Institute to train ministers: the power of the ministry 
and especially of Conference; financial strains and worries; the 
apparent lack of power amongst circuit members and officials; the 
formidable presence of Jabez Bunting and his supporters. Coupled 
with the increasing size of membership and the scope for defying 
Connexional rules offered to both ministers and laymen, the 
Theological Institute offered unparalleled opportunity for each side 
to assail the other. 
The idea of such an Institute had long been considered desirable 
6. J. Hughes, The Story of the Leeds Non-Conformists. 
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by a major part of the Connexion, but the early 1830s witnessed the 
first chance to do so when finances permitted (7). Conference dis-
cussed the matter at length and a committee was established to see to 
the matter and to report back to Conference in due course. One of 
the members of the Committee was Samuel l'larreh, an expert on Methodist 
law and superintendent of a Manchester circuit. Initially he sup-
ported the scheme, but suddenly in 1834 came out strongly against it, 
partly it vTas assumed because he discovered Bunting was to be offered 
the Presidency of the Institute and not he himself. People concerned 
that the Institute would sacrifice piety and evangelism to education 
and intellectual attainment, and the less principled who viewed it as 
an ideal place to produce generations of ministers under Bunting's 
oversight (and who in turn would support his plans and ideas) seized 
upon 'Harren's disaffection and Uarren beoa.me something of a pawn in 
the hands of less scrupulous men (8). 
Warren was suspended for his attacks on Conference and other 
ministers during 1834 and took the matter to court to decide whether 
or not the superintendent of a circuit, or the Conference, was 
supreme in the circuit or in a given chapel. After muc~ discussion. 
the Conferenoe triumphed and Warren lost any legal claims he might 
have had to stay as minister in Manchester. 'l'he matter took a more 
serious turn ui th the discovery that rules to give laymen more say in, 
Connexional activities, dating from 1796, had never been placed in 
the official minutes, which alarmed considerable numbers of members. 
A revolt of laymen in Manchester, spurred on by the wi'±tings and 
7• K. B. Ga,rlick, The Uesleyan Theological Institution, vol. 39, 
part 4B?•l04/112 February 1974• \'lHS Broca; 
R. Lowery,_ The Uesleyan Theological Institution, voib.39, part 5 
pp.l28/136 June 1974• HHS Procsl. 
8. J. c. Bowmer, Church and Ministry in Uesleyan Methodism, ch.9; 
u. n. Uard, Early Victorian Methodism, the Warrenite issue and 
l;Tesleyan Association take up much of the book' 
D. ·A. GovTla.nd, l\iethodist Secession and Social Conflict in South 
Lancashire,pp.25/74; 
J. H. s. Kent, Methodism Divided, vol.37, part 1 p.l7/19 February 1969 
EHS Procs.-
speeches of ministers not easily controlled by Bunting and eager to 
see_ him reduced in pol"rer, cre€lted the "Grand Central Association" 
during the autumn of 1834 and demanded changes inside Conference. 
The Assoc.iat ion, encouraged by Everett, Bromley, Beaumont and other 
rebel preachers, demanded: 
1. A revision of the power of the so-called "Special 
District Meeting", which Bunting had put to good 
effect at Leeds. 
2. The opening of Conference proceedings to the public·. 
3. A revision of the rules of Conference dating from 
1769 which they believed required updating, and 
regarded the participation of laymen in the 
proceedings of Conference and the Connexion. 
4. Lay representatives to Conference and virtual 
self-government for each circuit (a later demand) (9). 
Subject to mounting pressure, the Conference of 1835 refused to 
listen to the Association's words and demands and declared it illegal. 
The Association held its own Conference, and secession, or expulsion:, 
created the Hesleyan Association denomination, with strongest support 
in Lancashire, though with much throughout the country. 
Methodists with a score to settle against the ministry or more 
especially against Bunting, swelled the Association ranks, 
immediately presenting a great threat to the security of a Conference 
ruled by a few men amongst whom Bunting was outstanding. He had 
become so major a force in creating the bureaucracy which by the 1830s 
ran Methodism, that any attack on Conference had to be directed at 
9· D.., A. Gol-rland, 1<1ethodist Secession and Social Conflic.t in 
South Lancashire. pp.32 •. 
him'. as the architect responsible for the desigin (10). Laymen with a 
swelling tide of grievances against the Conference and ministry 
organised the thousands of new members unaccust.omed to unquestionably 
~cepting the discipline demanded via class and chapel and 
furnished large audiences (at least initially) for the seceders. 
Ministers were divided amongst themselves; some did nothing, others 
anticipated trouble and acted too hastily by expelling all rebels, 
imagined or real, and others attempted a middle course of doing little 
unless they had to. Both ministers and the Association ~rare split 
in their leadership and a good deal of confusion characterised the 
affair. At the end of it, many moderates who had left the Wesleyans 
returned to the fold, whilst the extremists did battle amongst them-
selves. In part the revolt was due to antagonism between the well-
off members tween in partnership by the Conference on one hand, against 
the small business~en and craftsmen in declining trades or industries 
on the other, a situatioru exaeerbated in some circuits with the 
removal of" the wealthy out of certain societies, leaving them 
destitute of social leaders and prone to overtures from rebellious 
factions (11). 
The Wesleyan Association proved to be traditionalist Methodists· 
opposed to the growth of Uesleyanisrn into a Church movement in which 
evangelism and conservatism were replaced by bureaucratic rule, 
fixed forms of service and ministerial control based on the theory of 
llpastoral supremacy11 • Circuits felt they were fighting "ministerial 
tyranny" in the name of circuit freedom, though this reduced them to 
10. J. H. s. Kent, The Age of Disunity,pp.l03/126, ch.4e 
U. R. Uard, Early Victorian Methodism, introduction; 
u. R. Ward, The Early Correspondence of Jabez Bunting, introduction, 
11., U. R. Uard, The Early Correspondence of Jabez Bunting, 
pp.5., introduction; 
D. A. Gowland, Methodist Se.cession and Social Conflict in South 
Lancashire,pp.82. 
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the role of Independent congregations unwilling to pay for a 
Conne::tional system which they at times needed. many of the 
Association l'rere small businessmen and the self-employed not used to 
taking orders from people they were actually paying to do a job, hence 
the clash in a power struggle (12). ~he Theological Institute issue 
was merely a -part- of the wider issue of who controlled I.Iethodism. 
In Cumbria the troubles surrounding the Leeds Organ Case of the 
1820s did little to ruffle the calm in the county, where membership 
was on the increase and l'Ti th it the wealth of the members although it 
remained a difficult place for·ministers to work. The only note-
worthy trouble was at ~fuitehaven, but this proved to be a storm in a 
teacup and \-ras tackled skillfully by the circuit superintendent. On 
the other hand, in 1835 the Harren affair and formation of the 
Association scored notable successes at \fhitehaven, Carlisle and 
Appleby, three of the strongest circuits, Themes such as the issue 
of paying for the ministry, relations between circuit officials and 
preachers, the relative freedom enjoyed by evangelically-minded leaders 
and local preachers because in such a county the ministers could not 
even attempt to supervise all their ·Nork, contained seeds for discord. 
Given the impetus and occasion of the Theological Institute Affair, 
the existenoe of discontented members and officials, and a few stub-
born and determined ministers, dispute was inevitable. It was for-
tunate for Uesleyanism that it was at that time still weak and 
undeveloped in most of the county, l'rhich encouraged the limitation 
of the dispute to the fe\'1 strong circuits; and that only after the 
development of the railways and industries of the mid 19th century 
rras there a general immigration of population_ to the uest and south 
of the county, amongst whom the Wesleyans of the 1850s and 1860s were 
able to make good the losses of 1835 and 1850. 
12. D. -4. Gowland, Methodist Secession and Social Conflict in 
South Lancashire, pp.63/74• 
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Uith the Leeds Organ Case in progress the tThitehaven dissident 
Uesleyans in 1827 carried out what they believed to be a most radical 
acj;: the removal of a "Crown", apparently "a part of the mourning 
furniture" in the Mount Pleasant Chapel placed there by the trustees, 
who had not consulted the congregation about the matter (as indeed 
they did not have to do). Local newspapers made great play of the so-
called 11 Crolm Aff'air11 as example to the public hol-T 11 a religious sect 
based on freedom" could become the "plaything11 of radicals. :iariously 
described as "a crime" and a "petty act of vandalism" the removal of 
the crown occasioned open criticism of the trustees ahd accusations 
that they did not control chapel affairs in a proper manner. A 
number of correspondents entered the fray, many with a determination 
to sow discord in methodist ranks by demanding the trustees prevent 
radical local preachers from preaching in the chapel, whilst exerting 
oontrol over hearers and their activities within the society. Not 
only were these correspondents seen by informed members of the society 
and of the public to be caus:i.tlg trouble, but their ignorance ·of 
Methodist laws· and procedure was revealed in their letters; for 
example it was held by one that the trustees ran Methodism and were 
the most pouerful men in it. The ministers took the side of the 
trustees in fending off' trouble and trying to allay fears of a 
secession but entered surprisingly little into the correspondence. 
Sensible men stated that a "few well known firebrands" were finding 
it such hard work stirring up the Methodists in order to effect a 
"Leeds-type secession" that this was the only thing to which they could re-
sort. In the end nothing came of the matter, though it uas stated that 
the two "tradesmen and officials" involved had apologised for their 
actions and that an attempt to subvert members by the "Ranters11 had 
been defeated (li3). 
13. Cumberland Pacquet 1827: January 9th, January 30th, 
February 6th, February 13th, February 20th and February 27th 
by which time the Editor closed the matter since the readers 
l·Tere "bored". 
The people involved in the "Crown Af'fair" reappeared uith a 
vengeanc.e and in better organised and supported form in 1835, after 
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2 years of building up strength. By early 1833 there l-Tere grave 
deficiencies in circuit income because the Uhitehaven tmm society 
refUsed to continue to pay the board and lodging of the two ministers 
who gave their attention increasingly to newer societies, especially 
Workington (14). Ill-will between the country and the town grew, so 
difficult had it become to pay ministers, that the only solution, to 
divide the circuit, was agreed to in March 1834 by 17 votes to 4· 
This l-Tould have made Uorkington and its environs a separate circuit 
and no strain on Whitehaven's wesources. The plan fell down and back-
fired on the preachers when attempts to make vfuitehaven pay £19 and 
l'Torkington only £6 of current circuit debts 1-ras refused by Uhitehaven 
Society and scarcely a penny raised. By then the town classes numbered 
20 with 4 being under ministers, and any idea or prospect of 
ministerial control of either the classes or the 16 leaders vanished. 
As the Uarrenite controversy gre1-1 Richard Gordon, soon to lead the 
local Association men, was one of two chairmen at 13 hours of meet-
ings of representatives from disgruntled circuits in the Manchester 
Baptist Chapel in September 1834 (15). Later that autumn a document 
outlining Association proposals was printed and circulated amongst 
classes in Whitehaven, requiring members to give no cash to the 
ministers or Conference, and demanding the authority and power of the 
ministers be reduced (16). \llien faced by the preachers, the officials 
concerned refused to S(;)Cede ,continued to work amongst societies for 
agitation, and seriously impaired circu~t organisation. By January 
1835 £21 in back salaries was owing to two preachers, by December 
1835 £42 to three men, and the debts continued high - by 1838 circuit 
income was half that it had been in 1833 and it took a further ten 
years for it to recover fully. The preachers there until summer 1835 
14. lfhitehaven Circuit Accounts 1833/63. 
15. ~Ihitehaven Herald, 1834 September 30th. 
A. \iatmough. The Uesleyan Law of Expulsion and its Enforcement • 16. 
1836 llhi t ehaven. 
did nothing beyond warning dissidents, but the arrival of Abraham 
Hatmough set the seal on the fate of the circuit and made widespread 
secession inevitable. 
Uatmough discovered that the previous superintendent, Hudson, 
had done his best to keep the circuit in one piece but had had little 
success. Many Methodists had become involved in the virulent attacks 
then in progress emanating from the Presbyterians, Quakers and 
Congregationalists in Whitehaven, a real stronghold: like Kendal of 
Dissent. At least one mass meeting had been held in Michael Street 
Wesleyan Chapel, with Hudson as chairman, in the hope of containing 
the rebels. Hudson refused to continue the meeting because of its 
violent attacks on the Church, Tories and Conference, and l·ras replaGed 
as chairman amidst a near riot (17). The society 1-1as split betl'reen 
the regels led by Gordon "~>rho "l·rished tot'froroughly involve himself in 
political and anti-clerical agitation, and those friends of the 
Anglican establishment led by copperas manufacturer Joseph Dutton 
of Harrington. Hudson's junior man at Cockermouth, James Kendall, was 
a keen Church supporter and had several confrontations with the numerous 
officials Hhom he described as "real Dissenters" as opposed to those 
peaceful vJesleyans adhering to Church and State ( 18). The issue of 
the lheological lnstitute was just the excuse that the Dissenters 
required for the happenings of late 1835· 
l·larren tra.ille to spur on his supporters when he spoke in Michael 
Street and the Duke Street Congregational Chapel before going 
south with "replenished funds" raised in the tmm (19). When Squance, 
Lusher and other Uesleya.n preachers and laymen unwisely agreed· to 
17. ~lliitehaven Herald, March 4th 1834· 
18.. Brmting Transcripts, J. Kendal to J. Brmting, 2nd June 1835· 
19., Cumberland Pacguet, September 15th 1835· 
a public deba~e in the chapel, they were subject to merciless boos, 
noises, missiles and jeering, actually having their clothes ripped 
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in the ensuing debacle despite their ~ensible words. About half of 
the audience were Uesleyans, many concerned about the agitation and 
eager to have it sorted out~ many of these departed when the 
Association's uncouth element took over the "entertainment". 
Popularising the dispute did the Association little positive good and 
alienated many lfesleyans. 
By September secession and expulsion were inevitable and fierce 
attacks were made by each side on the other. "A Methodist but no 
Warrenite" scathingly attacked the way in which "indifferent cobblers 
and tailors" took up the position of preacher and harangued the 
societies of the area, trying to draw people to their banner and hop-
ing to flourish by doing ma;Klimum damage to the Uesleyans (20). The 
Association leaders meantime worked amongst the classes and scored 
notahle successes in Uhitehaven. Their leadecs•.came from the l'rhole 
circuit gut were concentrated in that town, led by Richard Gordon, a 
hardware merchant and shopkeeper, number 9 of 40 local preachers on 
plan, and member of society for at least 20 years. It was Gordon 
who had been superintendent of the Bund~ school in the early 1820s 
where he made brilliant speeches and a lasting impression on both 
pupils and teachers before disgracing himself by irregular attendance 
and by delegating his tasks to others (21). 
The first to feel the wrath of Watmough was ~'lilliam BaisbJDown, 
a town shoemaker of substance and number 11 on plan and likewise a 
Uesleyan of longstanding (22). Joseph Sherwen, number 12 on plan, 
with John Faulkes and Robert \iilson rebel trustees of the town 
chapel were able to control the chapel, as they did for some months. 
These three were criticised for their relative calm admist the 1827 
panic and exacted nice revenge by preventing others from becoming 
trustees. Joseph Casson, tailor, shoemaker Richard Allason and 
brewer John Harrison suffered the sarcastic comments of their 
2m. Cumberland Pacquet, September 15th 1835· 
2~ Sunday School Teachers Meeting r.Iinute Book 1818/1821. 
22. lies. Assoc. ]l.lag. 1845 p.465. 
opponents. other Association men were Joseph Nicholson, number 40 
on plan, and a grocer, John Hogg, Uilliam Anderson, Joseph R~, 
Allen Graham and Thomas Stephenson. Their opponent uas Abraham 
Uatmough. 
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~fatmough was a veteran preacher, tough, independent and the one 
man who kept the Uhitehaven circuit in existence, though it could ge 
argued that his severity of action made the secession far worse than 
a gentler approach might have done. Later on he was to be involved 
in further serious secessions in LongtoP.:." and Todmorden in the 1850s, 
and at all times remained self-assured and dogmatic. 
On arrival Uatmough,aware of the trouble in progress, determined 
to do nothing except watch the protagonists and speak to them when-
ever possible. This entailed accosting them at every turn, visiting 
their homes, shops and places of vrork, . generally becoming a 
nuisance and being banned from their properties. By late August 
Uatmough was convinced they were determined not to secede, to damage 
Uesleyanism as much as possible from within, and to create an unwork-
able rump of societies remaining properly Uesleyan. llith this 
conviction he determined to expel them (23). They had "calu~iated 
the 1-rhole body of our preachers as tyrants, and the system of 
Iilethodism itself as tyranny, popery and everything else that l·ras 
abominable and not fit to be endured". 
After being manhandled at a planned service in l•1ichael Street 
and seeing local members flee the ensuing chaos, he finally and 
publicly warned the Association members he would call them before a 
leaders meeting to ansl-rer charges. if they persisted.He acted when he found 
out that 12 town classes were channelling their money into the 
Association, and that all were having Association publications read 
out in meetings, the sight of loyal members having their 
money refused was too mucJ;l for him. Uith what he described as 
"poison and gangrene" spreading daily, he called 12 leaders to 
attend a leaders meeting in order to expel them. 
the 
23. A. Uatmough 1 s article to the "Illuminator" No.22, November 
1835. pp.342/348. 
Uhen they met on September 14th all 12 were accused of:· 
1. l•lembership of the Association. 
2. Opposing the discipline of the Connexion of 
rThich they were members. 
3. Aiding and abetting the Association in its aims 
l'l'hich were directly opposed to 1'-Iethodism. 
He determined there was to be no trial; ~f they admitted any 
of the three they were guilty, if they did not they must be guilty, 
and thus expulsion was obligatory. The meeting was also attended by 
the seven remaining chapel trustees, some of them eeing Association 
members. Of the four trustees not members of the Association, two 
1-rere loyal to Hatmough, tuo were neutral, with three leaders loyal 
and one neutral. Everyone expected a resounding Association victory 
with maximum pub~icity. 
Uatmough read the charges and names of the accused 12 (one li'as 
absent on business), addressed the four other leaders and told them he 
relied on their judgement, and asked Uilliam Baisbrown if he were 
guilty of all or any of the three charges. Baisbrown was instructed 
by Gordon not to reply; all 11 similarly refused to reply but demanded 
the issue and charges be fully discussed; Uatmough refused to allow 
this, pronounced that all 11 were guilty as charged due to their 
silence, read a closing prayer, stood up and left with the lo~al men! 
and two assistant preachers, braving the dismayed, ~strated and 
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&1gry mob of Association supporters all the way home. Thwarted of victory 
the Association party dispersed. 
Uatmough was soon away at a District meeting, but on his return 
had only on~· doubt to bother him: should he have fo'Wl.d the men 
guilty? Three of the four loyaL leaders said he had no choice but to 
expel all 12 and that he acted properly and correctly, not according 
to law but in order to give the circuit any chance of survival. 
Watmough then called loyal men to the depleted quarterly and local 
preacher meetings, ignored complaints about his tyranny, and 
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pronounced the 12 leaders expelled. Complaints about this were vociferous 
and membership was drast ic.ally reduced. There was no doubt 
that Uatmougb. acted illegally, as he admitted to the loyal men, but 
he was convinced it was the only way to preserve any of the circuit 
for Methodism as he interpreted it, and believed no other course of 
action lay open. A formidable opponent, Watmough refused to deal 
more gently with the rebels; if he had done so, the secession might 
not have been eo disastrous, with the town's membership being reduced 
from 360 to 120,_ the circuit's from 1,000 to 600. 
Despite the expulsion, the 12 leaders continued to disrupt 
Methodism; they monopolised r<!ichael Street vestry, interrupted services·, 
took trust i'unds and seat rents, announced from the chapel pulpit 
after pil.anned services, and issued their own tickets and took in their 
own cash. Confusion in the circuit was immense, and Uatmough was 
pOlierless to exert control over the majority of the tmm classes 
which acted as they wished. The Association issued its own plan, 
held its own lovefeasts and meetings, and arranged for their o~m men 
to preach whenever a Wesleyan who was not a minister or trustee was 
planned. They held that a trustee t:lould plan anyone he liked in a 
chapel since each trust and society was independent of ministerial or 
connexional controiL. Uatmougb., by October 1835 irritated and 
appalled at what was going on, had a showdown over this. 
On October 11th the Association displaced the appointed man at 
Egremont; the chapel keeper, alarmed for his job, locked the build-
ing, and the door withstood the attempts by the Association to break 
in. On the 18th they again dispLaced the planned man ; Uatmough. 
gave instructions for the chapel to be kept permanently locked unless 
he arrived, which he did the next weekend. 
Richard Gordon, "one of the most turbulent men" of the circuit 
led a party to take the chapel by storm, and broke in by smashing the 
vestry window and forcing the locked door. He preached, had his 
dinner in the pulpit in order to keep his place, and then commenced an 
afte:moon sermon to about 40 people. 1-Jatmough heard of this, 
hastily arrived, consulted a trustee, obtained the chapel deeds, and 
took a place in the back row. After a while he could stand the 
proceedings no longer, and incensed by Gordon's actions rushed to 
the pulpit and demanded he leave it. Both men appealed to the 
congregation, each stated he •·ras the owner and the other a usurper, 
but Uatmough brandished the Deeds. Gordon refused to leave, tried to 
give out and sing a hymn, and a tussle between the two over the hymn 
book and bible in Gordon's hands ensued, uith Gordon losing. Uatmough 
preached to the decreasing number of Uesleyans but increasing number 
of the curious, and refUted Gordon's statement of his illegal 
expulsion of the 12 leaders, of his "tyrann;r and of his vrork for the 
"corrupt Conference". 
The fight became public gossip and did both sides harm. Gordon 
. . 
naturally wrote disparagingly of 1-Jatmough under the newspaper heading 
"Proceedings at Egremont 11 : outrageous conduct of the superintendent 
minister", alleging Watmough used physical force to stop the truth, 
uttered vile slanders and oaths, and had ruined r;Iethodism by his 
11 despotism"and unpopularity. He excused his entry into the chapel by 
saying as trustee it was his property, that Uatmough provided 
insufficient services and that he, Gordon, wished to cater for the 
needs of the society. '··l01 Association men signed the statement by 
Gordon (24). 
It was simple to refute Gordon, and Uatmough came out of the 
affray the victor; 11 the reverend Richard Gordon and company: the 
brutal conduct of the Radicals at r.iichael Street" gloried in the 
expulsion of the 12 men and of Uatmough at Bgremont (25). "A 
Uesleyan Methodist" asked pertinent questions: who owns chapels on 
the Model Deeda, the Connexion and ministers, or the trustees, and 
who has a right to appoint preachers? Had the Association acted as 
Christians in their conduct? And it was pointed out that forced 
entry 'tras illegal, but the 10 men had not agreed liho had perpetrated 
this. Watmough found the Gordon statement e~sier to refUte: he and 
the Association had broken Connexional rules repeatedly, could only 
expect expulsion, and his 10 witnesses uere not at Egremont on that 
24. Cumberland Pacquet 1835 December 22nd. 
I 
Cumberland Pacquet 1835 December 15th. 
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day - they were disrupting their own chapel services throughout the 
circuit (26). Other correspondents ~pad at the appointment of 
unsuitable men like Gordon to be officials, and at the Hesleyans, 
"Tat ling Dissenters, Reverends and would-be Reverends" ( 27). 
Uatmough brought out a lengthy pamphlet in an effort to finish 
off the Association campaign in early 1836 (28). It listed and 
explained the actions of the Association and their continued trouble 
making, aiming to illustrate how the preachers and the Connexional 
laws had not altered, and that the Association deliberately 
refused to honour their obligation to resign if they disagreed with 
either. \'Jatmough justified his actions, admitted ·nothing that might 
prejudice his case, and continued in order to show ordinary members 
how what he did was correct. 
Uatmough stuck to the line of argument familiar throughout the 
county wherever preachers were faced with recalcitrant opposition: 
the preachers had a duty to protect their circuits, which in effect 
gave them "carte blanche" to deal with those regarded as malefactors 
and bad influence. An array of legal authorities l'rere called on to 
support his ideas that since the Associatiom men had indulged in 
activities to harm the Connexion, they forfeited any right to be 
heard or to be tried. Uatmough had in fact given them their chance 
but they had not taken it. It was impossible to his mind to allow 
the Association to dispense with laws they did not like when they 
claimed protection from others. The accused 12 leaders could not 
possibly sit as judges or jury to their Ol'~ charges, and their 
guilt had to be established by these leaders not charged_with 
sentence passed by the minister. 
The Uesleyan lal'rs on expulsion and diseipline were given in full 
and a dozen authorities quoted as to their excellence. Uhatever 
26. Cumberland Pacquet 1835 December 29th. 
27. Cumberland Pacquet 1835 December 15th, and 1836 January 5th. 
28. A. Uatmough, l·Jesleyan Lali" of Expulsion and its Enforcement 1836 
100. 
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Uatmough had done .(he admitted to no bending or contravening of 
the la~;·rs) had been · in order to preserve the circuit, to defeat 
"evil men" who broke Wesleyan laws and then complained at their 
"sentences", and to maintain the authority of Conference. To many 
Watmough had appeared to act as judge, jury and executioner, and the 
trouble continued. 
llhen the i·lhitehaven Herald launched several attacks on the 
Wesleyans for supporting the Church and Tories against Dissenters and 
Reform, Hatmough was obliged to defend his name (29). He stated that 
not all Uesleyans were Tories, but that all true Uesleyans kept out 
of politics and did not mix them uith religion, unlike the Association. 
and other denominations. He took the opportunity to reply to other 
suggestions made in the press and in some churches that he refused to 
take Association children into the circuit Sunday schoo~s, and that 
he encouraged Uesleyans to oppose the work of the Association. He 
maintained any child was welcome to circuit schools, that they vrere 
not to be held responsible for the "immoral actions" of their parents, 
and that all good ·vresleyans had a duty to turn against their friends 
in the Association since they had become immoral and sinful in their 
Association activities. Bearing in mind he had expelled or forced to 
resign some of the leading townsfolk, Uatmough scathingly attacked 
those who preferred l>Tealth and the Association to Christianity and 
poverty, taking the chance to state that wealth appeared to have 
corrupted many of the tol>m~ leading churchgoers of several dehomin-
ationsi, so he was glad to have few weal thy folk in his chapel • 
The much reduced quarterly meeting unanimously invited Hatmough 
for a further year, which he accepted, as did one of his two junior 
men (30). Attempts to cause secession at I>laryport failed due to 
loyal officials, (31) but circuit finances, especially collections 
provided a lively correspondence in the press. The Uesleyan 
supporters, led by "A Uesleyan of Hensingham" replied to "AB, a 
Congregationalist", and described the Association. members as 
29. Cumberland Pacquet 1836 f<larch 1st. 
30. Cumberland Pacquet 1836 April 5th. 
31. Cumberland Pacquet 1836 r:iay 1 ?th. 
"scoundrels, wastrels, the effluvia of the Church of England and of 
Hesleyanism", maintaining that the Uesleyan societies were bound to 
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do better now they were "cleansed", that respectable ·folk would now 
attend chapels with no radicals in the congregation, and advised AB 
to mind his business and to "reform his orm dingy crew" ( 32). others 
'\'Tere eager to support the Wesleyan alliance with the Church and Tories 
and praised the stand of the ministers against the radicals, an 
"unprece.dented c.oali tion of hostile forces" defeated by the "pure 
religion" of the Wesleyans (33). 
The Catherine Street Association chapel uas shortly opened and 
coincided with continued attacks on Uatmough, well able to defend 
himself ~d to denigrate his enemies (34). By November 1836 the 
Editor l·ras bored '\'7i th the tedium of the whole issue which weekly 
occupied the letters columns, and Hatmough had the last word (35). He 
thanked the Pacquet and his supporters for their help in the cause of 
"true Christian order" and the maintenance of organised religion 
against "riotous assemblies of radical Associationists", feeling that 
such a "cleansing" was justified by the rosy future. 
The Association circuit meantime occupied itself with active 
work against the Church hand in hand with other Dissenters, drawing 
up a petition against Church Rates and allegedly enticing passers-by 
into the chapel to sign it along with hundreds of forged names (36). 
vfhen the secession had burnt itself out despite sniping by 
both sides the Anglicans and Tories were 
pleased to see the Connexion without its radical membership even 
though that meant most of the tmm memberswith hundreds by theru in 
32. Cumberland Pacg,uet 1846 June 28th and July 5th. 
33. Cumberland Pacg,uet 1836 July 5th. 
34. Cumberland Pacg,uet 1836 September 27th. 
35. Cumberland Pacquet 1836 October 11th, 25th and November 8th. 
36. Cumberland Pacg,uet 1837 April 5th. 
the opposed Dissenting camp. IJ.'he Pacquet was full of letters and 
editorials praising the Yesleyans, of which the following was 
typical: (37). 
"The Uesleyan Methodists seem gradually to have arisen above 
the foul calumny and abuse which were so plentifully heaped upon 
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them some 2 or 3 years ago, by a party of disaffected and interested 
men, and we are glad to hear that, within the circuit of the labours 
of the Uesleyan preachers in the neighbourhood of Uhitehaven, success 
seem to attend their exertions; and it cannot be otherrrise so long as 
they tread in the footsteps of1Uleirvenerable founder - John Uesley". 
This all seemed very encouraging, but for Watmough, once the 
smoke had lifted, the damage was appalling and in places irreparable. 
There were two societies wrecked by the affair 7 Egremont and 
1lhitehaven, and neither society recovered former prosperity or numbers 
of members. lfith 400 lost members, damage vras savage, the Primitives 
had been encouraged to pick up disillusioned members, and finances 
were in a dreadful state. Gilgarron society was placed under 
Distington, and \hndscale lost, though these were minor problems 
compared to Whitehaven. In the town the trustees were in disarray; 
one was in Liverpool, one had resigned and left the Connexion, four 
joined the Association and only three were loyal. Tuo of the three 
loyal men objected to releasing the rebels from their duties and 
responsiblities and \'Tatmough' s plan for a nevr trust collapsed in 
1836. The Association had used the chapel l'Thenever they liked since 
the rebel; trustees held the deeds ahd allowed them to. The tuo sets 
of men refused to even meet to consider their position, and all 
pocketed seat and other funds whenever they could. Uatmough l'ras 
driven to distraction by the loyal men refusing to give in to free-
ing the others and to perhaps facing legal costs for a new trust. The 
seven active trustees could not agree on whom to appoint to a nel'r 
trust, affairs seemed destined to fall into the hands of just two or 
three men uhatever happened, and no circuit members uere '-rilling to 
involve themselves with the "notorious" torm chapel (38). Chapel 
debts were £600 but the place was north £2,000, and there vrere 
37.. Cumberland Pacquet 1837 November 28th. 
38. Bunting Transcriptl.l~, A. Uatmough to JJL Bunting 27th January,, 
1837 and reply from J. Bunting t·o A. Uatmough in March, 1837. 
possible legal complications if a nel'r trust were dra1-m up since the 
first deeds of 1780 were not properly enrolled in Chru1cery. To some 
extent too Uatmough uas seeking justification for his hard line uith 
the rebels, and sought the ad:gice of Jabez Bunting in the trying of 
rebel trustees. Watmough maintained that rebel trustees could not 
sit in judgement on others, and that the past framers of Connexional 
laws had never conceived of a si-tuation in which a majority of 
officials would be non-Methodists and rebels. This was his justifi~ 
cation for his actions, hence his own interpretation of l'That he held 
the Connexional rules to say. Bunting uas in agreement. 
vllien Watmough left in the summer of 1837 he left a statement of 
circuit affairs in the circuit schedule for his successor, and out-
lined the problems likely to bese~ the preachers concerning trusts, 
income and officials (39). He named the 11 traitorous11 rebels, and the 
few loyal men - Philip Crane, lfilliam Uilson and others, but left his 
successor to ''find out from experience!',"the problems in detail11 • 
Whitehaven circuit, from being the pride and joy of the District in 
the 18th century and early 19th century, nas a wasteland for years 
to come, and as late as 1874 the ministers could not vrork out 1·rho the 
chapel trustees 1"i'ere or vrhat state trust finances uere in; circuit 
development passed to the new areas of llorkington, I:Iaryport and the 
mining districts, and away from the to-wn. 
Carlisle circuit like Uhitehaven had gro·wn rapidly in the 1820s 
from 500 to nearly 800 ~;!}embers, mainly in the city society. As vrith 
lThitehaven society, the events of 1835 were to destroy the \Iesleyans 
in the city and to set back llesleyanism for 40 years, a situation 
worsened by the renewed conflict and secession of 1850. As elsewhere 
in the county the Wesleyans, before the secession developed, con-
tained a group dissatisfied vrith the "alliance" between Church and 
Tories and the Wesleyan Conference; some of the rebels came from a 
Dissenting background (Quakers, Presbyterian and Congregational) ru1d 
39. Uhitehaven Circuit Schedule 1837; \"Jhitehaven Circuit 
Schedule 1874• C P.o F9f'\. 
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1·rere involved in politics in the city which immediately put them at 
odds with the preachers. Uhilst the rebels complained about the way 
the Methodists behaved towards the clergy, and criticised the 
Theological Institute and its creators, many supported the close 
.Anglicam links and defended the f·Iethodists against attacks on their 
preachers for their supposed ignorance and humble origins (40). The 
Tory press changed over the period 1833 to 1835 from ignoring or 
satirising the Conference to acknowledging them ''friends to Anglicanism;• 
whilst the Liberal press, describing the pre~chers and the Conference 
as: "the embodiment of religious freedom and liberality", changed to 
describing them as "tyrants" over the same months (41). Ironically, 
"Edenensis", a stalwart defender of the Dissenters, remarked that the 
decision to open the Institute would be the occasion of a great step 
for'\·rard in the Connexion, with better trained and qualified ministers 
the pride and joy of their circuits; within months Carlisle society 
was reduced from 450 to 150 members by the action of the preachers (42). 
Rumours about the machinations and intrigues of Bunting and the 
preachers filtered through the Carlisle classes throughout mid 1834, 
unsettling membership and providing an early crisis for Thomas Dunn, 
an experienced minister and like \iatmough of Uhitehaven, a man not 
likely to brook opposition or to stop short of mass expulsion of 
suspected opponents. Dunn later in life found favour with the 
Stationing Committee when landing the imposing post of minister to 
the l'loodhouse Grove School, but in 1834 he was in the thick of the 
secession troubles and was alarmed to find respected leaders and 
local preachers inciting classes to revolt. At the September quarterly 
meeting certain resolutions were put forward by the rebels for 
discussiDg. These ·were:-
40. Carlisle Journal 1833 September 7th, October 26th, 
1834 January 25th and August 30th. 
41. Carlisle Journal and Carlisle Patriot over the period 1834/35· 
42· Carlisle Journal 1834 l'vlaroh 1st, in reply to attacks by 
the Carlisle Patriot of February 1834· 
1. That Conference ought to have asked the opinion 
of all quarterly meetings before agreeing to a 
Theological Institute. 
2. That the committee set up to investigate the 
matter had acted in a deceitful and illegal uay. 
3. That Conference expected circuits to foot the 
bill for something which they did not want and 
had not been consulted about. 
4. That a few rich laymen and the Conference had 
secretly acted in the worst interests and 
detriment of the Connexion. 
5. That Warren ought to be openly praised for 
exposing nefarious practices at work within 
Conference (43). 
Dunn played for time and agreed to discuss these issues in the 
January meeting if the proposers would 1-1i"thdraw the motions in order 
to allow an opportunity to donsider them in detail. In fact Dunn then 
1'rrote to Bunting for advice and was told to stand firm and if 
necessary to act fearlessly and independently, and to expel all 
troublemakers in order to preserve the circuit. He gave this message 
to other county preachers, though until this became known in 
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December 1834 he '\'Tas well regarded in the circuit and assured that the 
Association attacks l-Tere not on him but on Bunting and Conference (44). 
Uhen his true opinion became known, battle lines were drawn and 
backing dOlm was impossible. 
Sensible men counselled moderation to both sides, but by 
Christmas the rebels '\-Iere in' a strong position in control of a 
number of societies and in no mood to compromise 1'rith Dwm, armed 
43. Carlisle Journal 1834 October 6th. 
44• Carlisle Journal 1834 December 13th and November 15th. 
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with Bunting's words.. Attempts to persuade both sides to do ubattle 
with Satan11 rather than to dissipate their energies in a trial of 
strength which could only harm Christianity were fruitless (45). 
At the January 1835 leaders meeting in Fisher Street Chapel most 
of the congregation refused to leave after the end of the service so 
the proceedings had to be carried on in the centre of the chapel with 
Dunn turning off all but two candles on his table in order to black 
out the audience. Dunn produced letters he had sent to leader 
T. J. Cox, calling him to attend the leaders meeting in order to 
answer three charges 
1. Cox had written to societies and visited them 
in order to stir them up into opposition to 
Conference and the preachers, encouraging them 
to join the Association. 
2. Cox had brought forward anti-l\1ethodisticai. 
resolutions at the September quarterly meeting 
subversive to Methodism, and against the 
repeated pleas and warnings from Dunn. 
3. Cox had called for Dunn to vacate the chair to 
someone else and tried to effect it in order 
to control the meeting, and to dictate its 
business and decisions. 
Dunn then read a letter from Cox to a society calling upon 
them to join the Association and to oppose the preachers; he asked 
Cox if he had "Titten it, but Cox refused to answer until he was 
properly charged with an offenoe to which he could reply. Cox 
declared the three items were not charges of themselves and that 
there was nothing "Trong with the three. Other leaders supported his 
views, but' Dunn declared that . Cox had admitted writing the 
letters and the charges and that he was thus guilty of grave 
offences ( 46) • 
45· Carlisle Patriot 1834 December 13th. 
46. Carlisle Journal 1835 January 31st. 
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John, Lovrthian, a leading member of the circuit, quieted the 
moise of dispute when he announced that ~he uhole affair was a 
charade since what Cox had written and done w~s believed by all the 
leaders in the city, and that if Dunn was going to expel Cox he might 
as nell expel all leaders and most members. Dunn retorted that he 
would proceed as he liked and would try and expel whom he liked, and 
continued to read for some minutes the laws governing Methodist 
discipline and expulsion from society; he ignored interruptions and 
pronounced that Cox admitted being a member of the Association and 
writing letters and that all three charges were thus proven. 
This occasioned uproar. Cox demanded he be tried by the leaders 
as a leader, received the support of all leaders, and sent Dunn'mad 
with rage~ There followed two hours of further arsument with each 
leader in turn,' 'Vying with nmn\ in their speeches. 
deal of abuse, threats and slander on both sides. 
There was a good 
Edward Harrison (47) 
exclaimed "This is downright Popery", a viel-r shared by all the speakers 
save Dunn (there were no other preachers in attendance), and when Cox 
described preachers like Dunn:. as men of "humble origins" determined 
to enslave gentlemen of good class and leQXning, as well as making 
disparaging comments about D.mnhimself, 'Dunn neE!rly threw a fit•l The 
idea of preachers possessing Divine Powers above that possessed by 
ordinary local preachers and leaders was ridiculed, as was the whole 
idea of the "pastoral office" in Methodism. Edward James and Mitford 
Atkinson were the only leaders to stand up and support Dunn out of 18 
in attendance (48). 
l-lhen Cox persevered with the not ion that Dunn had broken every 
Connexional law as regarded trials and discipline, Dunn said a 
prayer9~ann~unced the meeting closed and prepared to depart from his 
fiery ordeal in front of many of the society. Shaw of Cummersdale, 
47. Ues. Assoc. Nag. 1850 p.346. 
48. See Appendix A. 
Lowthian of Carlton and l\lorgan of Cumwhinton told Dunn never to come 
to their preaching places again and that doors uould be locked against 
him, and shortly afterwards Dalston society wrote to Dunn telling him 
never to set foot there again since there would be no congregation 
for such a "tyrant" and "Papist". 
As for Dunn he 1-rent array and started crossing off names from 
class books, starting with the leaders. He found some supporters 
though: 
"Sir, in an article in the Journal last week, Mr. D.mn, Wesleyan 
!'llinister of this city, is dragged before the public and described as 
a monster and a madman. That article has inspired a large proportion 
of the Methodists of this circuit with extreme disgust. They are not 
surprised the writer should withold his name. An expression of their 
sentiments, relative to his extraordinary production, will probably 
in a few days time be before the public" (49). 
The Editor of the Journal replied that only the facts "~<Tare 
reported, that these had been checked amongst the protagonists and 
duly reported - only their interpretation was left to the public. 
The Association leaders lost no time in argument but commenced 
organising a strong and effective opposition. As well as Cox, the 
most fervent rebel, Harrison and Lowthian, the main leaders uere 
John Carrick, James Hogg, Uilliam Randleson and Edward Ro_bson. 
Carrick was of a textile manufacturing family, affluent, well known, 
and Quaker until he joined the Uesleyans in 1800 when ·uorkers per-
suaded him to attend services. (50). Hogg had been a Presbyterian in 
Scaleby, joined the Uesleyans, used his home for services, and then 
believed the preachers to have too much power and supported the 
Association. Carrick was not keen on a strong ministry, or ·eager 
for "preachers" at all, uhilst Hogg leaned ·towards a system ·where 
elders or leaders ran each society or chapel (51). RandleRon was a 
49· Carlisle Journal 1835 February 7th. 
50. Ues. Assoc. 'Mag. 1853 p.309. 
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gTocer: im Botcb.ergate, born at Uarwick Bridge and being converted 
to religion by the leading Independent minister, llhitridge, before 
passing to the l1esleyans. He too disliked the seemingly great po"''rer 
of the preachers and leaned towards Independency for each society. (52) 
Dunn was badly mauled in the press a number of times, being 
variously described as "monster", "tyrant", "despot" and "Jesuit", 
and being accused of acting as judge, jury and executioner in expell-
ing between 4 and 500 members of society merely by crossing off their 
names if they did not agree to his and the Conference's authority and 
diso"'med the Association. (53). This may have been an overestimate 
but not by too many. The Association men quickly mustered their ranks, 
gave out instructions, held meetings at uhich only those with valid 
membership tickets could attend, and kept out the "rabble" so often 
attracted by meetings. They started their own preaching plan, took 
collections, recruited new Association classes and started to encourage 
complete circuit disaffection towards Uesleyanism and Dunn. 
IUnn was faced ui th circuit revel t. t-Therever he went people 
jeered and booed him, followed menacingly, lurked round places he 
stopped at, locked chapels against him or refused to allou hearers to 
attend by blocking the door~ and he could not visit most of the 
societies for fear of violence (54). A document signed by 22 leaders 
had been circulated asking all to cease to give money or hospitality 
to him, and the Association had written to his previous circuits in 
order to dig up some error or indiscretion in~.hiS'1past: life "'ihich they 
might use against him. Dunn believed that he had acted completely 
legally in expelling one 11 evil and immoral man11 , Cox, in order to 
protect the circuit and its members from "corruption and infection11 , 
and in doing this duty he had been exposed to unaccountable 
vilification of his character and the complete opposition of the 
societies. He believed that Cox: and a few other"malign spirits'b.ad 
52. I·Jes. Assoc. 1\.i:ag.. 1854 P• 533 • 
53. Carlisle Journal 1835 February 14th. 
54· Carlisle Journal 1835 February 21st. 
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whipped up the gullible and easily led members and forced them to 
revolt against "the good preachers". He had not allowed Cox to speak 
or to have a full trial since he knew the preachers v1ere no match for 
the strength of the Association, and that he would have lost any such 
trial of strength at a Leaders' meeting where the Association 
dominated "against all common sense and reason". Cox had done the 
rounds of every society from llrampton to Uarwick and Dalston in order 
to further his cause, addressing letters to dozens of members and 
posting them from all over the circuit in order to cause confusion by 
their postmark. Dunn concluded in one letter: 
"I stand or fall by this great principle, that a Christian church 
must have and use discip:t.ine. llhat I am suffering is for the rThole 
fJiethodist Horld; is on behalf of those very persons who are labouring 
to destroy my character and my ministerial existence; is in order to 
rescue this society from the dictation of a faction, and to place it 
under the canopy and safeguard of its principlel" 
It v1as to little avail, and the secession got under way. 
The "Grand Central Association" sent a strong deputation to the 
city in :t-1arch 1835, and packed out the meeting in Fisher Street. The 
preachers had threatened those trustees vlho allowed the chapel to be 
used for this purpose with a law suit, but they took legal ady:tee, 
paid for out of trust funds, and decided they were protected. A 
solicitor and three ministers from Conference arrived to attend the 
meeting and sat throughout taking notes and names (55) • 
Lm·Tthian chaired the meeting and maintained he and the others 
were merely wishing to reform Methodism from inside it, and listed 
the tyrannical acts of Bunting and his party throughout the past 20 
years, giving the Leeds Organ Case in detail and especially attacking 
the links between the Church of England and Tories, and the 
Conference. Misappropriation of funds was another of his fortes, and 
finally he lashed the preachers for the 'l'heological Institute. 
55· Carlisle Patriot 1835 March 27th; Carlisle Journal 1835 
tilarch 28th. 
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Cox called for an end to legislation against th~ power of 
circuits in order to limit Conference's authority. Barnes of Liverpool 
and Greenhalgh of Manchester described their ovm experiences in 
Lancashire and how they wished to unite all those members "scattered 
so carelessly and immorally" by the preachers. Carrick was delighted 
to hear so loud applause for his part in "bringing down the preachers" 
and an Association committee of Cox, Carrick, Louthian and Robson was 
formed, and a petition sent to Conference demanded redress. 
This and later meetings attracted many non-Methodists and led to 
rowdy behaviour on a large scale, rrhich did no good to either ifesleyan 
or Association cause: some even believed that: 
"The meeting illustrates a striking example of the evils of 
dissent from a legitimate establishment, and furnishes the strongest 
practicial proofs of the mischiefs inherent in the VOLUNTARY 
PRINCIPLE". (56). 
There remained considerable confusion in Methodist and non-
Methodist rankh throughout 1835 as to the state of the circuit, with 
many not avrare that they had been expelled, others believing that they 
had been, and the disruption of services endemic. In May 1835 it l·ras 
reported: 
"A temporary vrooden building, calculated to seat 700 persons, is 
now being erected in Lowther Street in this city, for the accommodation 
of those who refuse to submit to be foxed by ~~. Dunn. If similarly 
energetic steps be taken by the justly disconcerted of this body 
throughout the kingdom, then ~~. Jabez Bunting will very soon find 
himself at the head of a church without hearers, and guardian of a 
treasury which does not possess a dottl at his disposal. In this way 
only can arbitrary men be brought to their senses" • (57) • 
56. Carlisle Patriot March 27th 1835· 
57• Carlisle Journal 1835 May 23rd. 
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The building was opened by Dr. l/arren in July and Cox, leading 
the numerous speakers, concentrated on the positive achievements of 
the Association in organising itself, and on the chaos and confusion 
in Uesleyan ranks. There was a belief that the Association vras too 
much concerned with recruiting ·the "rabble" of the city into their 
ranks to the detriment of religion and the increase of :t.-orrdyism and 
Vulgarity, but Cox at least appeared pleased at his popular success. 
(58). Prior to the new building, the Town Hall had been used for 
services, with overspill ones in the old lJesleyan chapel in l!,isher 
Street, lately occupied by the friendly Baptists. The Sunday school 
was held in rooms loaned by a IIIr. Sawyer. The success of the 
Association amongst children was great in this city as in the rest of 
the country, rrith demands for a day school being thwarted by 
lack of funds and teachers. Nearly 300 pupils were at the 
central chapel, with 120 at Cumwhinton, 90 in Dalston, 55 in Stanwix:, 
70 at Belle Vue and 986 in the circuit. 1Jhen Dixons. the millowners 
threw a party for the massed Sunday schools of' the town in 1836, 670 
pilpils ~attended, with only 106 Uesleyans. The combined Anglicans 
alone outshone the Association with 880 pupils, the third school 
being that of the Independents l·rith 230 (59). 
The 'rabernacle, a new permanent building in Lowther Steeet rras 
opened in September 1836 with long speeches about the vrork of the 
Association in making a permanent ciroui t out of the Uesleyan debacle • 
(60). The original schism had occurred, it was stated, because of 
"several tyrannical and absurd resolutions and acts of Conference", 
but the Association 1-ras confidently expected to supplant the 1-Jesleyan 
as the main Ill.ethodist church due to its vigour and energy, a.nd because 
it was •!rounded on more rational and liberal principles" than its 
rival. After the "monstrous attempts to ride roughshod" over them 
58. Carlisle Journal 1835 July 4th and 8th, 1836 May 14th. 
59.. Carlisle Journal 1836 October 22nd; Ues. Assoc. Mag. 1847 p.48. 
60. Carlisle Journal 1836 September lOth. 
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the rebels had "coped magnificently" and would before Jl.ong make a 
major contribution to the life of the city and county. The future was 
guaranteed because of the vast promise of the 1,000 strong Sunday 
schools, and the continuing work of members amongst the poorer parts 
of the city where the Wesleyans had ceased to function. ':Phe public 
was urged to give.generously to these missions and to help defray the 
cost of the Tabernacle, a huge building built on the shares principle 
and a''heavy but necessary"burden on the Association. 
Though the fUture of the Association was not to be bright the 
damage done to the Uesleyans was severe. Hundreds of members were 
lost as 1·ras the prospect of recruiting replacements; finances were 
depleted and money could scarcely be raised from even the lpy?l 
minority. Dunn was unable to split the moder~te men from the radical 
Association ones, to the circuit's coat, and numbers 'l'rere never again 
to be the same until 50 years later when the circuit missioned the new 
expanding suburbs of the to"Wll. The re-occurrence of secession in 
1850 provided more lasting damage though only the city society was 
involved. When Samuel Uilde took over from Dunn he noted the vrrecked 
appearance of the circuit which he stated ""Vras the worst in the 
countryl £3,000 was owed on the chapel, many trustees had resigned or 
joined the Association and spent trust funds on Association ventures, 
and a new trust was creating problems in finding men willing to act. 
He believed he had tripled city society membership, but this was a 
complete mistake and few had come back from the rebel ranks. Like the 
Whitehaven preachers he believed that more respectable and Church 
people would attend \·fesleyan services because of funn' s purges in 
getting rid of "troublemakers and radicals", and the circuit could 
only benefit from the secession in the long run. Wilde alleged that 
the Association were in a bad \·ray regarding their huge d-ebts on the 
Tabernacle and disagreements amongst themsel vee, though this uas a 
loa~ed comment and as elsewhere in his letter he painted a rosy 
picture of his o"~ work in resurrecting the almost defunct circuit (61). 
His successor Hugh Beech was not to know that he too 1·ras to suffer 
secession 13 years later. Beech noted the continuing hostility to 
preachers, the impossibility of finding hospitality in the countryside, 
61. Bunting Transcripts. s. liilde to J. Bunting, 9th February 1937' 
30th May 1937 and 8th July 1937. 
and the poor state of circuit and chapel finances. He admitted 
disliking being sent to Carlisle but natur~lly felt gratified by 
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so greatly increasing membership and congregations. Like Uilde he 
grossly exaggerated since neither man increased membership by more 
than 40 to 50 in the circuit. Beech too noted the numbers of ex-
Anglicans attending the chapems of the circuit, and felt that this 
foretold great things for the circuit uhich would "blossom as the 
rose11 (62). Beech said that the Associatioii.l men were desperate to 
clear their debts and to return to the fold, though again this was 
"trumpet blo"'·ring" and not justified by the facts; no'i' was it the case 
that the Uesleyans vrere recovering. In early 1842 a friendly report 
on the \'fesleyans noted that the circuit had not recovered from the 
blow, and that income was "''fell below pre-1835 years and debts remained 
unpaid. The writer noted how controversy and disputes had ruined the 
circuit and sought public support in helping the circuit to recover 
its previous leading role amongst city denominations (63). 
One sidelight of the whole affair vras the way the Primitives 
were affected by the widespread Uesleyan unrest in 1835 and in 1850, 
primarily in Carlisle. The Primitives had only been in the county 
since 1822 and "''l'ere a small mainly poor denomination which could not 
afford to be involved in other denominationS! disputes since it had 
enough of its o"'-m. To some extent dissatisfied Wesleyans left to join 
the Primitives and 1835 was a year of advance for them county wide. 
Uesleyans in Appleby, \'Tigton, Carlisle, Uorkington and Kendal are all 
recorded as having joined the Primitives due to the troubles of 1835 
and to a lesser extent 1850, and included well established Uesleyan 
officials like the Golightlys of Uorking'ton ( 64). It vras no 
62. Bugting Transcripts. H. Beech to J. Bunting 22nd :May 1838. 
63. Carlisle Journal 26th February 1842. 
64. Prim. Meth. f\Iag. 1844 p.78,~ 1855 p.388, 1858 p.507, 
1854 p.455, 1860 p.656, 1848 p.265. 
coincidence that a Primitive advance and great expansion was 
signalled in 1835 and 1836 with first assaults on Appleby, 
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amongst Uesleyans, and remarkable successes at Bothel and 
Maryport (65). In general Uesleyan problems usually brought members 
into the Primitive fo~d, though the exception of Carlisle proved very 
damaging to the c'ounty' s Primitives. 
Carlisle Hesleyans did indeed join the Primitives, but the 
Association seceders of 1835 worked on the Primitive society in the 
city and broke it up. Reports tn 1833 and 1834 suggested the city 
Primitives t:.o be doing "1-Tell, (66) but during 1836 the minister reported: 
"the Association Methodists in this city have used their influence to 
unsettle, divide and plunder our society; strongly soliciting both our 
officials and our members to unite with them. They have hunted us as 
partridge are hunted on the mountains and have too far succeeded" (67). 
John North, the preacher in charge, was ill, depressed, had two 
children die during the dispute, and proved incapable of leadership; 
he took the haunting memory of the ~isasters here to his grave (68). 
James Jackson and other Primitives left the society and took half of 
the membership with them as well as destroying the fairly good 
congregations (69). The city society ceased to function, the remaining 
members were at loggerheads and the circuit appeared ready to disappea.r 
a.w_idst the successes of the Association likevrise wrecking the 
Uesleyans. The society survived and recovered in the 1840s, but once 
more suffered in the 1850 Uesleyads secession uhen their ovm ... cou,~e­
gation. and membership had moved to rooms, sold their old Uillm·rholme 
chapel and uere awaiting the finishing of the new Cecil Street one. 
Between late 1849 and 1851 they lost 50 of their 100 members, half of 
their officials and most of the congregation, many of whom went to 
65. Prim. r.Ieth. Mag. 1860 p.613. 
66. Prim. !11eth. fila$. 1833 p.121. 
67. Prim. l\1eth. Mag. 1836 p. 311. 
68. Prim. Math. Mag. 1873 p.613. 
69. Prim. llleth. Ma~. 1871 p.105. 
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thQ Association/Reformers' services. The two secessions greatly 
harmed the Primitives in Carlisle, though else1·rhere Wesleyan troubles 
sent members scurrying into the relatively peaceful Primitive 
societies (70). 
Af'ter the work of the Inghami tes, the Sandemanians and Stephen 
Brunskill the Kendal il1~thodists were looked after by Lancaster until 
becoming a circuit in 1805. The Methodists found it hard to gain a 
strong foothold in the to1m because of the strength of the existing 
Dissenters who \'Tere involved in bitter s.truggles against the Tories 
and .Anglicans. This struggle came to a head in the 1830s and both 
sides attempted to recruit the Uesleyans for their o\'m cause. 
Despite these overtures the ·\"lesleyans even in 1835 were able to 
steer a middle course and remained aloof from both Anglican/Tory 
party and that of the political Radicals, led by the "infidel 
Unitarians and Quakers" (71). Like the new Presbyterian society in 
the town, the Uesleyans 1-fere wooed by the Anglicans for the first time, 
and when some disaffection occurred in Wesleyan ranks the Connexion 
found the Establishment delighted to support the Methodist Conference 
and ministers against the rebels who joined the Association (72). The 
circuit strenuously denied links with the Dissenters and Radicals 
throughout the 1830s and whilst supported by the Anglicans and Tories, 
avoided more than a nodding acquaintance 1-fi th them ( 73). 
Circuit affairs remained calm during 1835 with the few. 
Association members largely rebuffed in their ·,.rork, for instance at 
Kirkby Lonsdale 1-fhere leader Isaac: "Hilson gave them short shrift 
beGause of their close links ·Hith the political Radicals of the tovm (74). 
70. J. Haukins, 11 0' er Hill and Dale and By The Solway Shore", 
District History, 1906; Carlisle Circuit Quarterly I·1inutes 1823/1853· 
CRO FC1.ii/l/l/l. 
71. DKK, People and Places in Kendal 60 Years Ago; J. F. Cur•·ren, 
Kirkbie Kendal; Uestmorland Gazette 31st January and 24th May 1828. 
72. Westmorland Gar&ette Jrme 27th 1835. 
73. Uestmorland Gaz.ette 1836 January 23rd and December 3rd; 
Kendal. Mercury, 1835 November 21st. 
74. Ues. Fieth. Nag. 1837 p.878. 
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In Kendal, Jonathan Younghusba.nd and his wife led a small band into 
the Association camp and an ex-minister, Thomas Graham, held meet-
ings for a 1-1hile ( 75) • The group held services in the Mechani~s 
Institute before George Roginson, a member of the Inghamite, 
"Calvinistic Illethodist" society in Kendal gave them hospitality in· 
his grocery business (76). The Association petitioned Conferenoe 
during 1836 to have the superintendent Clayton removed, but a far 
larger petition asked for his restationing the~e. Clayton deliber-
ately refused to do battle uith the Association, maintaining a calm 
dignity and keeping the circuit functioning as usual. The 
Association, strongly influenced by Jonathan Banks, a local business-
man and former Uesleyan, and by the Rev. Haukes, the Unitarian 
minister and leader of the "Uorking !'lien 1 s Radical Party", joined in 
the political conflict and immediately alienated most Uesleyans. 
Robinson and other Dissenters directed the Association society, but 
it \-las out on a limb, the nearest support being in the Appleby circuit, 
and there was no Association aid to be had (77). Some of the 
Association oame from Dissenting backgrounds - the Younghusba.nds 1·rere 
both from Independent families - and readily merged with the 
Dissenters so that the Association society disappeared. Some joined 
Robinson and the Inghamites, and shortly \-Tere recruited into his new 
religious society or "conventicle" with ex-Quakers and Unitarians 
(this later became the Brethren), others entering the ranks of the 
Independent society. 
Though Carlisle, Appleby, Uhi tehaven and Kendal suff'ered in the 
troubles of 1835 the issue upset the whole of \'Jesleyan l\lethodism and 
was felt, for example, in Wigton circuit. It was at this time that 
the Primitives were missioning the area from Uigton to Kesuick, and 
75. Ues. Assoc. Mag. 1840 p.85' Bunting '.Pra.nscripts, 
B. Clayton to J. Bunting, 9th I•larch 1836. 
76. DKK, p.84J Kirkbie Kendal p.34, p.86. 
77. Hestmorland Gazette 1836 April 16th and February 25th 1837 ; 
DKK, p.90. 
several Uesleyans gave them a w·elcome and formed the first classes. 
Trouble was stirred up in the circuit by rebel Hesleyans from Carlisle, 
but was rebuffed by leaders like James Corson and James Cowen (7~). 
Nonetheless the circuit "l·ras W1Settled and was in the doldrums for years 
afterwards. Samuel Hilde, reporting on the state of the District in 
1838 to Jabez Bunting, 1-rrote that ~hgton uas "extremely lm-111 , that he 
did not know why this uas, and that with its large population it ought 
to have been in a good condition (79). At that year's District Meet-
ing it was agreed to remove the j~Jior minister from Kes"l'rick, then 
under Uigton to liorkington vrhere he with another minister would run 
the new circuit to be carved out of Uhitehaven. This would leave 
Uigton a single ministerial station but it deserved no better fate 
bearing in min~. its condition. The Keswick man had little to do, where-
as at ~iorkington "he will be surrounded by plenty of uork, and do 
something uorth living for". From this one might preceive problems at 
Keswick. 'rhis vTas a small society permanently shuttled from the care 
of one circuit to another - at times under Barnard Castle, Penrith, 
Wigton, Uhi tehaven a.nd Cockermouth. In 1838 there 1·ras only one other 
society near it uith just 5 members. It was at this time that the 
Primitives made their first permanent gains in that area · in. part 
due to the rlesleya.n decline and removal of the minister. There were 
strained relations between the Keswick officials and the ministers of 
the circuit: t'he Rev. Philip Hardcastle had come from Penrith in 1833, 
but during 1835 he found the Keswick officials refusing to take 
collections during services - so he took them himself. It rras then 
too that Local Preachers defeated a move by one minister to obtain a 
pony for his mm use - they wondered how he dare expect them to pay 
for a horse for him when they had to do just as much walking for no 
payment and 
places (80). 
78. See Appendix.A. 
they tended to be planned at remote preaching 
79. Bunting Transcripts. H. Beech to J. Bunting, 22nd I:Iay 1838. 
80. See Appendix A, under Tyson and John Rigg, molecatcher. 
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Covering an area long associated uith the Inghamites a.nd the 
early l.:iethodists, Appleby was the 1·rorst affected of the three circuits 
to experience secession in 1835. l\linisters appointed to it could not 
cope with the small dispersed societies and centres of Appleby, 
Kirkby Stephen and Brough, and oversight of all the societies was at 
best poor, with local leaders taking pastoral charge of members and 
resenting the occasional appearance of preachers with little time to 
spare. It resembled at times a score of Independent societies, and 
surprised even the experienced Abel Dernaley who had to try to help 
the circuit survive after ructions during the summer of 1835. 
Dernaley estimated that 70 members had left the classes by autumn 
J.836, 60 going to the Association, the rest split betvreen Primitives 
and other denominations. In this he 1-1as wrong, the real figure being 
at least 120 or a third of the circuit membership (81). Appleby had 
been reduced from 22 to 8 members and reaped the reward for building 
a chapel costing £1,200 when only l~fo of the cost had been raised at 
the opening. There was no trust income: 4 trustees turned· "radical", 
the remaining 10 men being poor, dead or emigrated. The 
seceders took with them the majority of hearers and held services in 
houses until Lord Lonsdale granted them a site for a chapel after the 
Earl of Thanet had refused them one (82). 
The Appleby trustees, like those for the rest of the circuit, 
were divided betueen Association and loyal Uesleyans. John Dent, 
described as "presiding elder and superintendent" of Bolton was the 
chief Association leader, along with his brother, Uillia:m, who was 
shortly killed in an accident (83). The huge Dent family were the 
major financial backers of the Association along with the Crosbys. 
81. Bunting r.Pranscripts, A Dernaley to J. Bunting 30th September, 
1836 and J. Bunting to A. Dernaley, 29th October, 1836. 
82. Carlisle Journal, October lst 1836. 
83. Appleby Circuit Schedule 1837. KRO UDFC/"f.n. 
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John Dent abandoned the Church of England in 1817 in order to devote 
himself to the l-Jesleyans ( 84). He l·ras at once isolated amongst so 
many Anglican gentry who detested Dissent and also anyone with tfuig 
beliefs in politics - l·rhich the Dents were. He built Bolton chapel 
for the circuit and during the troubles of the 1830s used his home 
for services and for planning the campaign to disrupt the Uesleyans. 
His wife uas Agnes Crosby and her marriage cemented a close friend-
ship between the two families l'Thich resulted in each throwing in their 
lot l·rith the Association. Agnes had not been happy at leaving the 
Connexion but decided to do so because the family sho1·red itself in her 
mind to be high principled and to be taking its rightf'u:h place as 
leaders of the new denomination (85). It was she who showed great 
concern for the poor of the Uesleyans, later of the Association, 
providing food and clothing in hard times for those attending 
Association services. 
It had been John Dent ~rho in 1823 was responsible for securing 
the site for the Appleby Wesleyan chapel off the Vicar of Appleby, 
Heelis, but a breach over political involvement and ministerial 
authority led him to his decision to secede. It was his several 
relations, farmers and landowners, who continued to support the 
Association in the Bolton area. 
The Crosby family of Kirkby Thora took the society into the 
Association camp just as the Dents controlled Bolton and more. John 
Crosby of Pouis House was a leading layman and close friend 
of the Dents; ironically his younger son, John, was to enter the 
ministry, but his other sons Samuel and James continued first the 
\'fesleyan, then the Association work (86). Unforttmately James' son 
Uilliam ,.,-as drowned in the Eden when only 23, robming the circuit of 
a much needed local preacher (87)• Whig in politics the Dents 
84. United ~lath. Free Church Nag. 1871 P• 794· 
85. United l·ieth. Free Church l.\lag. 1867 P•45· 
86. United 1.\Ieth. Free Church J.1ag. 1875 p.306. 
87. lTes. Assoc. M~· 1849 p.83. 
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combined l·Ti th the Crosbys and into the 1880s helped the Association 
make ends meet (88). 
~ost active amongst the Wesleyan rebels was Joseph Craig, a 
small farmer near Appleby, lTho from being a skilful and attractive 
local :preacher, turned into a scorpion-like opponent of the ministers. 
Not only that but he led Association views on :politics by being a 
strong Radical, influenced many to actively oppose the very strong Tory 
influei:rce in the area, and worked to undermmne the dominance of the 
Church of England and the landowners. It was he who mobilised the 
Crosbys to build a British school in the tovm, and who taught there 
for years; it was he 1·rho championed Temperance in its early days and 
who linked together uhene:iter possible assaults on the to 
him inseparable topics of Clergy, Tories, Drink and Landollners ( 89). 
· His brother Michael, though not outspoken, :paid for Murton chapel and 
backed the circuit (9~). 
To the detriment of the Association, three leadihg men left the 
area: 'l'homas \lorthington to Liverpool, Thomas Dixon to Canada, and 
George l\Iiddleton to Stockton; Ihddleton 1 s father !John lived in 
Brough, having been the first \·lesleyan in the tOlm (born in 1762) and 
delighted to raise whatever money he could for the Connexion until 
:persuaded by his son to join the Association (91). Dixon's brother 
Charles continued the_fr.ay in Appleby, helped by Henry Thornborrol-T 
of Peasela.nds. Thornborrow too had been an eminent local Uesleyan 
since the early 19th century, using his considerable wealth to help 
the Connexion and becoming noted for his :philanthropy ( 92). It l·Tas a 
:pity that he like John Middleton was seriously ill in 18.36 and for 
some years aftenrards, 1Uld was only able to give money to the circuit 
and not his active help. 
88. lies. Assoc. M~. 1851 p.l02; United Math. Free Church l.\lag. 
i866 :p.l94· 
89. Wes. Assoc. l\iag. 185.3 p.592. 
90. Ues. Assoc. Iolag. 1842 p.11· 
91. Ues. Assoc. Nag. 1847 p.274· 
92. l"Tes. Assoc. ~lag. 1846 p.525· 
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Despite attempts to boost the confidence of the loyal men and of 
the preachers the situation was grave. Dernaley and his fellow 
worker William Sugden had to give up their income in order to keep 
the circuit solvent, and only the devoted work of the Grahams of 
Brough and the Cleasbys of Smardale Hall raised enough money to cover 
expenses in 1836 and 1837 (93); 
"The following have ranged themselves under the banner of the 
self-styled, agitating, • GRiiND CENTRAL UESLEYAN ASSOCIA'l'ION •, and are 
carrying out its principles by •stopping the supplies of every kind', 
and commencing hostilities of the most decided character to the great 
annoyance and discouragement of their more peaceful Brethren". 
rr•hese were men like George Uilson, the Thompsons of Long It1arton, 
the Gibsons of Kirkby Stephen and others; the problem was that these 
were poor men unable to combat the loss of wealth in the secession, 
and the "hostilities" ruined the circuit. 
An Association preacher was early om the scene by summer 1836 and 
helping the seceding members to formant disharmony throughout the 
area. Where the disgruntled vrere strong, secessions uere disastrous. 
At Kirkby Thora John Crosby had built the chapel in 1818, given it to 
the Connexion, but then extended it 19 years later and this had not 
been legally transferred. His heir, James, claimed the extension as 
his property (quite correctly) and the older part as his because of 
unpaid debts amounting to about £60 being Ol'l"ed him. 21 of the 28 
members joined with the Crosbys and left the circuit, with the 
Association man holding alternative services 1fith planned loyal 
Methodists in the same chapel. There was only one surviving trustee, 
but he was too old to act and though loyal could not prevent Crosby 
and his family taking charge of the chapel whose deeds were lost. 
The Dent family dominated Bolton area, had built the chapel, and 
had claimed it as theirs due to outstanding debts. They then 
memorialised Conference about taking charge and settling the debts, 
but Conference instructed the preachers and District chairman to keep 
93. Appleby Circuit Schedule 1837. KRO UDFC/IU. 
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hold of it for the Connexion. Dernaley had done this but despite 
regular services, not one person ever attended. Crosby continued to 
attack both Conference and the preachers. meanwhile at l·'iurton three 
trustees demanded to be released from their posts or threatened to 
sell the chapel which only had a £60 debt on it. 
Bunting advised Dernaley to replace the l\lurton trustees, a 
simple task, but strongly criticised the circuit for allowing Appleby 
to take on such debts - "lfere the people mad ••• ? 11 (94) and advised 
legal advice be taken regarding it and Kirkby There, though Bolton 
ought to be given up if no new· society could be raised. 
The Association men found the going tough, and some early 
societies disappeared - as at Peaselands, Brampton and Penrith. The 
main centres in the 1830s were Appleby, Bolton, Kirkby There, I-iurton, 
Warcop, Penrith and Brough, with 10 to 36 members. Despite using 
Kirkby 1rhore chapel regularly, it was finally lost after a 16 year 
court case in 1852 to the Wesleyans (95), and when the senior Crosby 
died in 1861 it 1-ras discovered that for 20 years he had been 
insolvent and an immense debtor ( 96). 1i'he Association proved largely 
negative, able to destroy and to hamper the Uesleyans but unable to 
flourish in its own right, and after a number of members returned to 
the fold in the late 1830s there were attempts to secede by some 
members based in Appleby back into the Hesleyan circuit uhich ruined 
the tovm society (97). The Crosby and Dent families only just 
managed to prop up failing fortunes and the deaths of Craig, Yeats 
and 11nthony Dent in 1852 sapped the circuit 1 s liveliness and 
energy (98). 
94•. Bunting rl'ranscripts. J. Bunting to A. Demnaley 29th October 1836. 
95· Appleby Association and United r.:iethodist Circuit Quarterly 
I-linutes 1836 to 1852, 1852 to 1880 give all the details for a 
moribund circuit. KRO 1-f[lJ!'C/Iill. 
96. Carlisle Journal throughout 1861. 
91· Ues. Assoc. mag. 1843 p.125. 
98. \'les. Assoc. Mag. 1852 p.592. 
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If affairs went badly for the Association, they were worse for 
the Uesleyans for 20 years after the event. Christopher Newton and 
Peter Prescott, the ministers there in 1855, were so concerned by the 
gravity of the situation that they produced and circulated 
a document called "A Pastoral Address to Uesleyan l\!ethodist Societj.es 
In The Appleby Circuit 1855" (99) which explored tP.e problems which 
beset the circuit and detailed ways in which matters might be 
improvedl The document was first read and discussed at the quarterly 
meeting in February, and so impressed were the gathered brethren that 
they raised enough to print it. 
The two men noted the problems caused by having no head society 
of wealth or large membership - "ours is a circuit without a head" -
and how this dissipatedand wasted the "scarce and precious" ministerial 
time available. Despite the settling of the Kirkby Thora chapel case 
there was still no new trust, one surviving elderly trustee, and if he 
died then a new legal battle would ensue. Brough trust was dead and 
the matter about to come to court with consequent delays, frustrations 
and costs because of the tardiness and lassitude of the circuit. 
Uarcop and Milburn chapels had no trust at all, and at the former only 
devious and determined efforts had led to the eviction of a 11detestabl.e11 
'Teetotal Sunday school and the commencement of a "decent Christian" 
school. Few l'TOuld take seats or even attend Appleby services due to 
the chronic debts and embarrassing circumstances facing the depleted 
trust, and all these things were welling up into a new resentment 
against the preachers who 1-rere the least to blame for it all, the two 
men alleged. 
In considering the circuit's capabilities, the preachers made 
full play of there being plenty of "rich men", men who had "enough" 
to live on and who could afford to give more to the circuit; £120 
per annum '\'Tas given to foreign missions yet less than £100 1-ras raised 
for the ministry. Generous help by a few people would clear debts 
99. Rylands Library, Manchester; Appleby Circuit Schedules 1837/47 
KRO lmFC/M/2. Appleby never recovered and Brough and Kirkby 
Stephen replaced it as leading societies. 
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under l·Thich the circuit groaned, whilst lack of rivalry from all but 
the .An~licans in several villages "ought to guarantee" strong 
societies but this was not the case, and a 11 lukeuarmness" pervaded the 
religion of each society. The future could be bright with continued 
. ' 
mineral exploitation and the proposed Brough and Appleby railuay 
connections to raise population and money. 
'.Phe preachers concentrated on inadequacies of the circuit which 
had bedevilled it since its formation, especially the dispersed 
societies, wasting of time of travelling betlieen them, and perennial 
petty jealousies between societies about the amount of ministerial 
attention which each received. Farmers had horses, yet for their 
labours the ministers had to \'falk - "what a waste of time". All these 
factors were pertinent to the circuit of 1855 as they had been to that 
of 1835. 
As to solutions the preachers suggested one man work Appleby, 
the other Kirkby Stephen, as tl-To separate sectors, with enough money 
raised to pay for a third man to facilitate a general revival in moneY 
and membership. Chapel stewards had to keep money and accounts 
properly,trust~with no debts. must pay over their surplus to help those 
1-rhich had, one circuit steward in each sector had to control finances 
and regulate them properly, \'Tith only the "most Christian", astute and 
able of members appointed - in the past the job had gone to incompetent 
men since others refused what \·ras really "an honour". All leaders· and 
their funds ought to be strictly controlled, and all money passed 
over with accounts of money and membership at each quarterly meeting -
and the use of substitutes for meetings needed abolishing. Illembers 
were to be urged to attend class \i'eekly, to pay ld. per week without 
fail, to raise a special fund to pay off debts and to finance a third 
preacher and to do away with all Connexional aid. The taking of such 
aid made Appleby'a pauper circuit~ a disgrace the ministers con-
cluded, and its faults must be rectified at once. Ub.at was not pointed 
out was that the 1835 secession had taken all the wind out of the sails 
of the circuit and the life out of its membership. 
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The last issue l'l'hich divided l.'lesleyanism on a grand scale vras 
rooted in the same mutual fear and suspicion as previous disasters. 
The background to the years 1850/52 l'ras the "Fly Sheet Controversy", 
a series of 4 pamphlets published betl"reen 1846 and 1848 written, it 
was agreed. but never proved, by James Everett, a supernumary in 
Manchester (190). Everett had been retired for a number of years 
because of "ill-health", but energetically took part in circuit life 
and found himself able to pursue the career which most appea~ed to him, 
anonymous pamphleteering. Always an individual and never fully 
absorbed into the Association or Reform movement, he l'ras a strange 
mixture of motives for his attacks on Bunting and other ministers in 
The Fly Sheets (101). These were savage attacks in a scurrilous manner 
on the ministers who ran the Connexion from London, and on their 
control of the resources of the Connexion. Bunting it was said 't'las 
most wary of Everett's peculiarly scathing pen and had always left 
him alone apart from a spell vThen Everett vrorked at the Book Room and 
uncovered wh~t he believed to be the misappropriation of funds and the 
use of committees - for instance the Stationing Committee for ministers 
to govern the Connexion in the interests of the Bunting clique. 
Everett, ever a vindictive and abusive man, misinterpreted some of 
what he believed to be the evils of the Connexion, but his sorties 
against the London clique were uncomfortably near the mark and dis-
comfitted their victims so much that the Conference over-reacted and 
demanded all ministers sign a statement to say that they did not agree 
with the Flysheets. Instead of getting to the bottom of the matter 
by discovering the true author, or by completely ignoring the matter, 
the Conference suspended and then expelled the ministers who refused 
to be intimidated by Bunting's personal authority, becoming national 
heroes in the process. 
100. R. Currie, Methodism Divided, p.67 J U. R. l:lard, Early 
Victorian Methodism, p.61. 
101. D. A· Gowland, Methodist Secession and Social Conflict In 
South Lancashire, p.90. 
The many methodists chary of Bunting's personal dominance and 
not pleased to see the appearance of ministers who enthusiastically 
supported the ideals of their aging master as products of the 
Theological Institute, leapt into revolt and campaigned on behalf 
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of the expelled ministers, notably Everett, Dunn and Griffiths, for 
changes in Connexional Law (102). Dislike of the manner in which the 
Methodist ministry had courted the Church of England and the Tories 
throughout the 1830s and 1840s played into the hands of the Wesleyan 
Reformers, and an open split along political lines emerged more 
clearly than in 1835. The Association involved itself on a l"lide 
acale and found its flagging fortunes revitalised by the Reform 
agitation. Many of the Association had been Temperance advocates 
against the ruling of ministers and Conference and small issues of 
this nature snowballed into a fierce conflict once more for the con-
trol of 1-Iesleyanism (103). Every act of Bunting and his ministers 
was scrutinised - for instance the new Centenary Hall to house the 
l·iethodist Nissionary Society had let its cellars to a wine and spirit 
merchant, and this received condemnation (104). 
The so-called "Papal Aggression" of 1850 led to parallels 
between the Roman Catholic clergy and the Methodist ministry, and the 
whole Pastoral Office was once more subject to attack. As in 1835. 
other Dissenters eagerly joined in on the side of the Reformers against 
the Methodists, liThilst the .Anglicans largely joined against the 
Dissenters and tried to bolster the Conference. The ending of local 
initiative in Sunday and day schools during the 1840s encouraged 
criticism of the way Bunting had boosted central London control at 
102. J. C. Bowmer, Church and I·1inistry in Uesleyan Methodism, ch.lO; 
D. A. Gowland, Nethodist Secession and Social Conflict in South 
Lancashire, P•94, U. R. 1Iard, Early Victorian i.'lethodism,pp.376 to 
382. 
103. \·l. R. Hard, Early Victorian Methodism, p.l6 and introduction, 
J. tnC. Bowmer, Church and Ministry in \iesleyan r.Iethodism, ch.lO ·; 
D. A. Gorrland, r.Iethodist Secession and Social Conflict in ciouth 
Lancashire,pp.95/103, 436/450. 
104. D. A. Gowland, J.Iethodist Secession and Social Conflict in 
South Lancashire, p.l53; R. Currie, :fliethodism Divided, p.69. 
the expense of the provinces. Circuit ministers determined not to 
suffer the anguish of 1835 and considerably fortified.by the new 
zealous Theological Institute - produced preachers, entered with 
relish into the fray and expelled thousands of members across the 
country in violation of Connexional rules on the matter (105). This 
in turn strengthened the hands of men like Everett who then used 
this to gain further support from inside the Connexion. Moderate 
men, appalled at the expulsions, seceded or l·rere themselves expelled 
for objecting, and though many later retu1~ed, between 
1850 and 1852 towards 10e,ooo members Here lost to the Wesleyans. 
Around half joined the Reformers, who mainly elected to join 
the Association in 1856 to form the United Methodist Free Churches. 
The Wesleyan Connexion remained intact at the expense of 
sacrificing thousands of moderate men between 1850 and 1852, but 
ironically, later in the century greater lay participation was granted. 
The Uesleyans did not manage to recover their numbers nationally 
until the 1860s when growth and confidence returned and massive 
rebuilding sc~emes developed. The old impetus of concerted evangelism 
however was ended and not recommenced; the idea of the tlesleyans as 
a serious rival to the Anglicans, so possible in the 1820s, had gone 
uith their harmony in the secessions and expulsions, and the 
Connexion, though making little of the Association and Reform issues, 
was crippled in its recruiting drive between 1835 and 1860. Overall 
numbers thereafter increased but as a percentage of the growing 
population~ Uesleyanism declined, and was not a}l.ihe to repeat the 
successes of 1790 <to·. 1830 (106). 
The Reformers and the Association, movements founded on schism, 
did not have the energy or capacity •. · necessary for sustained 
105. J. C. Bowmer, Church and I:Iinistry in liesleyan Fiethodism, p.240; 
R. Currie, I.!ethodism Divided, p.74. 
106. A. D. Gilbert, Religion and Society in England: Church, 
Chapel and Social Change 1740/1914. 1976. pp.l53, 154, together 
ui th the Tables on l.lethod.ist Exp-a;l').sion • 
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evangelism, proving to have little appeal beyond the lower middle 
class sector and alien to the poorer classes as to the upper echelons 
amongst both of nhich sections of society the Uesleyans had much 
greater success. Condemned to a life of survival at their secession 
st.rength,both sought progress in unity but this progress. did not 
materialise •. Deprived of their reasons for being,opposition to the 
Wesleyan Connexional system and its development, the United Nethodists 
had limited appeal and narrow vision allied to none of the appeal of 
Primitive or Uesleyan I'o1ethodism (107). 
In the 1850 dispute in Cumbria the one serious secession took 
place in Carlisle circuit, nhich had not fully recovered from the 
damaging secession of 1835. The re-occurence of secession in the same 
place uas unusual and must be accounted for by several factors: the 
increased political agitation in the city and its environs after the 
failure of the Chartists, the recent work of the anti-Com Lavr 
League, and continued distressed state of the textile workers from 
Caldevrgate dmm the Caldew river to Dalston, plus the recent arrival 
of the first large number of Irish Roman Catholics and involvement of 
certain l;iethodists in Protestant campaigns against "Papal Aggression". 
During 1850 the city methodists experienced the divisions of classes 
into those deeply committed to active political and other agitation 
who sided with the Association, and those "'·rho remained aloof from 
more worldly and less religious involvement. The strong Association 
body in the city freely poached amongst the Uesleyans in the hope of 
destroying once and for all the city society. 
The superintendent minister was the kindly and elderly Hugh 
Beech 1·rho had seen Carlisle at its vrorst in the late 1830s when he 
reconstructed a city society destroyed by the Uarrenite controversy 
only to see it beset by secession in 1850. He came out of the fray 
107. D. A. G0Mland, Methodist Secession and Social Conflict in 
South Lancashire,pp. 77, 131, 233 to 479· 
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1·1ith colours intact because he refused to take issue with the 
Reformers at their own level, trying to act firmly, decisively but 
at all times properly, and carrying half the city membership 1·rith 
him. It lias his misfortune to meet a well organised and formidable 
array of Reformers (108). 
The leading Reformers consisted of William Parker, a leading 
city manufacturer and longtime lllethod.ist; James Nicholson whose two 
sons entered the Uesleya.n ministry; H. L. McCutcheon, a city iron-
monger; John Hargreaves, aged only 20, like the others a circuit 
official, partner to his father a clothing manufacturer, and the 
most active and virulent of the leaders; William Proctor, also an 
ironmonger, uho with J. S. Cooper, a retired army NCO, returned to 
the Uesleyans during the 1850s. Some of them were active in rebuffing 
the so-called 11Papal Aggression 11 of mid 1850 and l·rhen similarities 
between: the Uesleya.n Conference and the Jesuits were made at meet-
ings, Beech stoutly defended the Ues ley an name ( 109) • Both sides 
worked amongst the classes of the city society and things suddenly 
worsened in the autumn with a head on clash. 
The occasion was the first mass meeting of those wishing to 
consider 11 the present alc:.rming state of the Connexion, its cause,· 
progress and the duties and responsibilities of the Church in 
reference thereto11 • 11 Held at Mri Porter's schoolrooms11 on nest \-falls 
in November, the meeting found the Reformers in organised mood, each 
man taking a well thoughtout theme in turn from ·the platform. 
Parker took issue over the pm-1er of preachers and Conference, demand-
ing reform from within and an end to mass expulsions; Cooper asserte~ 
a failure of the ministry to be Christian, to obey laue which it had 
108. J. H. Beech, The Good Soldier, The Life, Labour and 
Character of the Rev. Hugh Beech, 1856. 
109. J. s. Richardson writing to a Carlisle Minister, 1st J.1ay, 
1918, inside pamphlet of J. Hargreaves; "I;Iethodism As It Is In 
Carlisle11 , see below and at Rylandsl 
Carlisle Journal 1850 22nd November. 
made, and pointedly remarked on Bunting and his clique; he concluded 
by demanding an end to a hired ministry and to the wora 11 Reverend", 
Nicholson expressed general agreement but uas not as radical as 
Cooper and he and Proctor called for a more democratic Eonference 
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and societies able to look after their O'\'m interests; McCutcheon 
called for a cessatiom of money being raised for the ministry until 
they fell into line with Reform demands, and Hargreaves de:sc..ribe:d the 
Reformers as freedom fighters like Knox and Luther in betl'reen getting 
in abuse against the ministry and its 11 abominable usurpation of 
circuit pow·er". Others mentioned the lack of Biblical support for 
the ministry's acts in attacking the Reformers, and had their penny 
worth of abuse against the preachers and Conference. It was decided 
to vrithold all money from the preachers, to demand reform from within 
Nethodism, and to enroll special classes of Reformers; the expelled 
ministers, Dunn, Everett and Griffiths were hardly mentioned (110). 
As the Reformers·mobilised, an attack on their activities was 
launched before the end of the year entitled "A Reply to the 
Wesleyan Reform Neeting on Uest l·Talls", and written by rJilliam Morley 
Punshon. Punshon had spent 1845/47 in Uhitehaven, 1847/49 in 
Carlisle as a probationer minister before being promoted to better 
things in Newcastle. He had been a great success in the county, and r:, 
later in life became President of both English and Canadian 
Conferences (111). Despite his biographer stating that Punshon did 
not like controversy, his attack on the Carlisle Reformers was full 
of evident relish of the task in hand. 
Punshon held that the 1850 secession was just the same as that 
of 1835, dedicated to destroying flesleyanism, at i·rhich it had 
conspicuously failed in 1835· As in 1835 a narrow clique was 
110. Carlisle Joun1al 1850 29th November. 
111. F. U. 1.1acDonald; The Life of tlilliam Elorley Punshon, 1888, 
pp.61/64; U. I<J. Punshon; "A Reply To The Uesleyan Reform Neeting 
Held On The Uest '~alls, Carlisle, 20/9/1850. 1850/IJ. (?) • 
trying to "lead gullible members" into destruction of the circuit 
' Carlisle Hesleyanism having eeemiilg~learned nothine; from 1835. Each 
Reformer in turn was lashed and "exposed" by Punshon. Parker, a 
talented and promising businessman and to1rm social leader had 
dissipated his talents in Reform by being led astray by scheming and 
corrupting men preying on his love of the limelight. Punshon 
countered the "tyrannical" comments about Uesleyanism by pointing out 
this could not be so of a freely joined denomination with no penalties 
to impose; more scathingly he noted that Parker's call to end 
ministerial extravagance was already keenly done in Carlisle vrher·e the 
quarterly meeting spared no pains in keeping preachers at starvation 
level. Punshoht believed laymen·~controlled all finance at all levels 
anyway and that ministerial pol-rer was small. 
Cooper was easily dismissed as "a radical in politics" as in 
religion who had been expelled in 1835, readmitted but clearly '·ranted 
another church altogether, and even fellow Reformers looked askance 
at his ideas on abolishing church government altogether. Cooper was 
demanding freedom yet once in authority would end the freedom of 
others, Punshon contended. 
Nicholson was harder to deal with since he had been a popular 
and highly successful and respected evangelist in the city, and 
Punshon could only regret that his talents l"rere being exploited by 
men like Cooper, rather than being employed in mission work where 
they properly belonged; the man was honest and devout and of 
unassailable character until his co-operation with the Reformers. 
Proctor, like Cooper an extreme Radical in politics, was con-
fusing politics il'lith religion and trying to involve Uesleyanism in 
the politics of the city, which received the violent condemnation of 
Punshon in every way. McCutcheon, possibly the man most disliked by 
Punshon, -yras described as the "horsefly" of society for 20 years and 
more, forever causing trouble and stirring up the riff-raff of the 
poorer quarters into his schemes to :head a ne1rr denomination. His 
vile abuse and accusations were to respectable folk anathema and 
ruined any chance of Reform success before they started, Punshon 
maintained. 
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Hargreaves, the most active reformer, received detailed 
treatment. As son of a former l-Thip manufacturer, sarcastic comments 
w.ere many, as were comments on his youth, youthful escapades whilst 
Punshon was stationed there, and personal comments about his lack 
of beard! 
In Punshon's general rebuff of Reform accusations, he made a 
lot of sense, but secession occurred because of extreme feelings on 
both sides, a determination not to give in, and a breakdmm in 
communication betHeen the trro sides. Pu.nshon marked out the follow-
ing to be the telling weakness of the reform ideas: 
1. You do not destroy an organisation because it has 
some faults; the Ref'oiiDersalleged they were trying 
to reform from within, but this was impossible in 
the manner of their approach. 
2. To suggest the preachers lfere alone guilty vras 
nonsense, for laymen created the system with 
preachers and all agreed to rrhat were unchanging , 
laws. 
3. Preachers swore allegiance to the laws and system 
of f·lethodism; if they rrent back on this they had 
to resign. Local preachers and leaders also 
took allegiance to 1·1ethodism, and Punshon 
believed they ha~ no other aourse than to resign 
if they disagreed with ·the Connexional laws. 
4. To starve the preachers uould achieve nothing 
except perhaps changes based on force ·and lies; 
no honourable man uould submit to agree to 
changes in which he did not believe at the 
point of a gun. 
5. r.Iost Carlisle Reformers were not evil or bad 
men, but misguided ones being used by a handful 
of individuals bent on destruction; the real 
battle was against the Devil and Sin, in which 
people should be empihoyed. Religion was needed 
by people as consolation in a wicked vrorld, and 
"Reform agitation" was "a foul and grevious sin 
against morality, against honour and against 
God". He agreed that Uesleyan rules at times 
required altering, but not by violent upheaval 
and by sullying pure religion by involvement in 
politics and making it a sort of popular 
entertainment. 
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Punshon tried to show up the Reform leaders and to split off 
from them sensible and moderate men, gut he stirred up a hornets' 
nest. Hargreaves corresponded with Bunting and other ministers, ~d 
newspapers supported the H.eformers against Punshon who received short 
shrift in a press 1·ri th whom he had previously been popular. Demands 
Here made for his expulsion once it w·as knmm he penned "the 
Cumberland Fly Sheet" (112). Punshon's inter:ference was widely 
resented in Carlisle where bld jealousies over his popularity with 
1wmen were- aroused, and his remarks about the characters and physical 
looks o:f the Reformers were not appreciated. Beech had been saying 
much the same things to his congregations, and Punshon 1 s glm·ring 
account of Beech's character and conduct, the ingratitude of many in 
the city l-Tho had sought and received his help over the years, did 
little to counter class meetings 1·rhere leaders assailed him and 
sermons which dvrelt on the merits of the local preacher and faults of 
Conference. 
During December 1850 a mass meeting vras held for Reform purposes 
in the Athenaeum Lecture Hall, but only with di:f:ficulty 1·1as a 
chairman procured, Dr. Robert Elliott, who re:fused absolutely to allow 
abuse and slander of Beech or other ministers, and received loud boos 
for his pains (113). Despite this control from the chair, Parker was 
able to liken Beech to the Pope, mentioning Beech :furtively going 
112. Bunting Transcripts, J. Hargreaves to Jl!. Bunting 29th 
December, 1851 and 8th January, 1852. 
113. Carlisle Journal, 13th December, 1850. Carlisle Patriot 
14th December, 1850. 
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from.place to place seeking to spy on the Reformers and to blacken 
their names, hoping to find weak links in their ranks and to thin 
their numbers before expelling them. Beech had indeed quietly seen 
most of the leading men, hoping to avoid the 1835 catastrophe, and 
he no doubt had read the detailed newspaper accounts of that affair. 
Uc.Cutcheon assailed the "overweening pretensions and priestly 
ambitions" of the preachers, and called for a union of the 1835 
Association and the Reformers. Hargreaves, smarting under Punshon's 
attack, painted himself as a 11virtuous victim of clerical despotism". 
Griffiths, one of the expelled ministers, recounted his case in 
glorious detail and dominated most of the 4 hour meeting, receiving 
much support from a Newc:'astle contingent of Reformers led by a !11r. 
Benson. 
There was no doubt in any mind that most of the audience were 
not Uesleya.ns but people looking forward to a free night out and the 
Reformers attracted many undesirable elements of the common folk. 
As one newspaper commented, had such proceedings been carried on in 
the street all would have been arrested as drunk and disorderly. 
Uhen Uingrave and Porter, the schoolmaster, both members of the 
Brethren, uere allm·red to speak, there was real danger of a riot, 
partly due to their length of speech, mainly because they counselled 
moderation and commonsense-whilst describ:irigthe proceedings as irrelevant 
to the cause of God. Wingrave particularly used the time to attack 
the Uesleyans and all other £hurches for the sins of sectarianism for 
rrhich they were now "paying the penal ty11 • Sectors of the audience 
had to be restrained, as did Wingrave. 
Howie of the city Association society, and David Rutherford the 
preacher, called for co-operation betrreen the two parties and 
offered all the help possible to disrupt Uesleyanism and to bring 
the preachers to heal at last. Close links '·rere forged between 
Association and Reformers, and this made secession and expulsion 
inevitable from that month. 
In the New Year Hargreaves brought out a pamphlet supporting 
Reform and shouing his correspondence '-Tith Beech over the previous 
autumn. Hargreaves had started to militate for Reform in September, 
and Beech hacl unofficially warned him that expulsion or repentance 
would be required. Beech rranted to face Hargreaves with Isaac 
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James, his loyal class leader, in attendance, but Hargreaves demanded 
his case be brought before a leaders' meeting where a majority ,10uld 
oppose Beech, who thus could not risk the humiliation and adverse 
publicity "''rhich came to rl'homas Dunn in the city at just such a meet-
ing 15 years previously. Beech quietly removed Hargreaves' name from 
the class roll in order not to provoke an open revolt; Hargreaves 
harangued Beech, James and the class at its next meeting, published a 
long attack on Beech supposedly based every inch of "bhe 1-ray on 
Biblical quotes, and simply moved to another more amenable class 
leader, intimating his desire to reform Methodism from 1·rithin and to 
avoid deserting Methodism just when it needed people like himself (114). 
He concluded with 11 an address to the local preachers, leaders and 
members of the society of people c_alled l\1ethodists11 , attacking Beech, 
giving vast detail on his own case, and attaching a letter from 
members who could vouch for Hargreaves' good character and work as 
local preacher. He uttered the famous words at the end, "No secessionl 
No surrenderl No suppliesl 11 , and noted the 11usurpage11 of _lay power 
by the ministry. 
Hargreaves stirred up a pamphlet response very quickly: 
11 Methodism in danger: an examination of the blow it has received in 
the pamphlet of John Hargreaves, Junior, by ONE OF US" (115). 
Anonymous, the author was never publically named,_ though it may have 
been Punshon again. It was easy to attack Hargreaves and the author 
did so with glee,_ concentrating on every grammatical and biblical 
error, every peculiarity of looks, dress, manner and speech to be 
found in the young Reformer. It was alleged that he "''ras made a 
local pre~cher in error by a. confusion of n~es, and that he would 
shortly have been expelled regardless of the Reform issue, 
since he refused to adhere to class leader or ministerial discipline 
and detested the ministry due to being th"''rarted in attempts to enter 
it. 
114. J. Hargreaves: "Methodism As It Is In Carlisle: the correspondence 
between Hugh Beech and J obn Hargreaves of the Carlisle Circuit'~ 
1851'. ( Rylands) • 
115. In Rylands. 
On the less subjective level, there vras support for the gentle 
unassuming approach of :Beech l·rho seemed to care only to preserve 
Methodism and its members rrithout involving himself in the Reform 
affair, and praise of his steadfast refusal to be humiliated by 
"rabid reformers". It was obvious that Hargreaves l'lanted publicity 
for his case and Reform and :Beech had driven him wild l·Tith anger by 
refusing to allow an opportunity. The concluding sentences called 
on loyal members to support r.J:ethodism against its enemies. 
The circuit was seriously affected, though :Beech kept dorm 
expulsions and gave most people a chance to remain in society. The 
runal societies 1vere little affected - they 1-rere too small and weak 
to furnish secession possibilities to the Reformers after the 1835 
affair - but the city society grievously suffered as scores of 
members joined the Association circuit and congregations plummetted. 
:By June 1851 Miss Parker of Uarwick and Isaac James uere keeping 
the ministers fed by 11 subscriptions to the special fund in aid of 
those ministers who are deprived of their salary by the wicked 
agitation of those uho have stopped the supplies11 (115). vfritten 
probably by :Beech, the entry continued: 11In the villages everything 
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is now on such a small scale that there is no regular steward appointed. 
The leader in the village is generally regarded as acting in this 
capacity". I·Iembership in the city classes was reduced from 238 in 
1850 to 166 by 1852, but it then continued to decline down to 102 
in 1856. The Methodists appeared unable to recruit new members to 
replace their high annual turnover rate, and the secession also robbed 
the circuit of hope of expansion for some years. Only with the start 
of the Caldevrgate mission in the 1860s was there a revival in the 
circuit's fortunes. 
The secession of 1850/51 to an extent benefitted the 
Association at a time when its fortunes were flagging, though some 
members rrent to other churches not because of conscience or 
principle, but through the continued disruption of the circuit, of 
115. Carlisle Circuit Schedule 1851, where also see membership 
returns. CRO Fillll/1/2 /? 0. 
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its classes, meetings, services and other functions. This 
unsettling influence was caused by the Reformers involving large 
numbers of non-Methodists just there for the enjoyment of the battle, 
and by the Association's continued involvement on the side of the 
Reformers. David Rutherford carried on a spirited correspondence in 
the Carlisle Journal and Carlisle Patriot on behalf of both 
seceders (117). He brought up the 1835 issues, the local secessions, 
and concentrated on the case of Dalston chapel where the Uesleyan 
society opened a fine new building paid for by themselves, uhich they 
were not alloued to take l"Tith them into the Association camp in 1835. 
Their leaders and members had been amongst the most active opponents 
of Dunn and other preachers in the 1830s, and had made the village 
a stronghold of the Association, including the entire congregation_: 
and Wesleyan membership - so much so that the Primitives could not 
maintain a presence and the Hesleyans could not raise a new class. 
Houever, the Uesleyans refused to give up the chapel and kept it 
until it became ruined by about 1850 and then sold it, making the 
Association build a nerT one. Besides expounding the Association 1 s 
point of view in the 1835 and 1850 troubles, Rutherford used the 
Dalston case to lash the Uesleyans. 
Several lTesleyans sprang to the circuit 1 s defence, notably 11 A 
Looker On 11 and Crankshau, one of the preachers, and in between 
explaining to the public about the righteousness of the Uesleyan 
preachers and Conference, personal attacks were made on the "tyranny• 
of Rutherford who acted"as though an Independent minister"with no 
checks on his authority, which actions he •-ras attacking in the Uesleya.n 
preachers. The ~ssociation was alleged to be full of bitter small 
minded men who could only thrive on the problems of others and 1-rho 
resented their o>m inadequacies and failures. The question was posed 
as to 1-1hat Rutherford would do if faced vri th a revolt like that of 
1835 and 1850 if it was not of his morn making. As regards Dalston, 
the chapel 1ms built for a loyal congregation and placed legally on 
the filodel Deed; it could not be given to"rebels~ Uhoever was 
believed by the readership, the chapel at Dalston vras opened in July 
117 C 1 - 1 Journal 1850 November 22nd, December 6th, • ar ~s e 
Carlisle Patriot 1850 November 23rd, November 30th,. December 21st, 
December 28th and January 4th 1851 by ~-rhich time the Editor was 
bored and frustrated by the interminable debate. 
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1851 uith the 6 lay trustees having equal power uith the members of 
society. Association involvement cost the Wesleyans more members 
in the same area, with greatly increased population, than it had had 
in 1831; the Uesleyana never recovered from the two blows. 
In lfest Cumbria there were losses but no major addition to the 
existing Association camps, and the losses may have been to 
Thomas Savage, lihitehaven minister Primitives and other churches. 
for the Wesleyans, did have to reply to publicised comments on the 
impending secession nationwide, and strenuously denied rumours of a 
local conflict in the circuit. He expressed surprise about a suggestion 
of impend:ing, trouble in Whitehaven, since not only was the society at 
peace after the 1835 happenings ( uhich he handled rather :bact fully 
so as not to arouse the Association folk) but the Uesleyans 1-rere the 
"friends of all men and the enemies of nonel' The Pacquet of the 
previous 1-reek had predicted "impending doom", but this was not to be 
believed, Savage stated. In fact he was right ( 118). 
The Herald gave good coverage to the Association, with 1,200 to 
its tea in the annual meeting, and favourably commented on the work 
at Egremont and Uhitehaven (119). In November 1851, after a 
relatively peaceful year, an article appeared entitled "Uesleyan 
Reform in Uhitehaven", '\'Thich put fonrard in detail the case of the 
expelled Wesleyan ministers, Everett, Dunn and Griffiths, and pointed 
out that the local Reformers vrere most respectable and true Uesleya.ns 
vrho campaigned quietly and discreetly for change. SUch men had no 
intention of causing a secession. Griffiths, the Rev. Keene and 
local preacher James Smith of \"Ihitehaven had spoken at Whitehaven in 
the Association chapel aided and abetted by the Associationists, and 
having tea in the Temperance Hall vri th a large audience composed of 
religious people with none of the chaos, confusion and rabble of the 
1835 dispute which had characterised Association meetings (120). 
118. Cumberland Pacquet 1850 January 22nd. 
119. UhHehaven Herald 1849 July 21st, 1851 January 4th. 
120 •. Hhitehaven Herald 1851 November 15th. 
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The issue of ileform was again explained. but not one reference to 
local matters 1-ras made. Griffiths was invited to speak elsewhere, 
and he had a good meeting in the Congregational chapel at Uorkington 
hosted by the minister there. James Smith again helped him, with 
liesleyan local preachers · Quirk, Dixon and Batey 1-lho added 
their voices to demands for ilesleyan Reform. The mainly Wesleyan 
audience did not respond at all enthusiastically to the call, it 1-ras 
stated ( 121). 
At the end of November passions were roused by the article 
"Uesleyan Reform- a Cumberland Fly Sheet", uhich described the 
"deadly assault" on the Carlisle Reformers byaforQJer minister there 
and in Uhitehaven, 1hlliam Norley Punshon, and the way the Revs. 
George Osborne and Hannah had steadfastly refused on behalf of 
Conf'erence, to take any action against Punshon for his 11Fly Sheet" 
which grossly slandered every Uesleyan Reform leader. John Hargreaves, 
theCarlisle Reform le~der, had kept up correspondence with the two 
Wesleyans concerning the matter and was furious at their refusal to 
take action. It was alleged that the printer, Stephen Kay of Preston, 
now regretted being roped into the business by Punshon and wished to 
withdraw his support from the venture since the facts cand statements 
were known by him to be false. The correspondence had been publis~ed 
in the Uesleyan Times "of last Monday", implicating "the once popular 
minister of 1fuitehaven and Carlisle" in the plot. 11 l"lhat will the fair 
sex of Uhitehaven, Cockermouth, l'Jorkington and Harrington and 
Carlisle think of the behaviour of their erstwhile great minister who 
attracted mass audiences; once they travelled hills and dales to hear 
him; doubtless Mission House clique uill rel:{ard him for his evil 
behaviours by promotion" (122). 
James Thompson of \·lhitehaven wrote attacking the Conference, 
Bunting and local ministers, alleging that by their illegal expulsions 
the local ministers 1·1ere ruining ~lesleyanism in llhitehaven just as 
12ll. \Thitehaven Herald 1851 November 15th. 
122. \fhitehaven Herald 1851 November 29th. 
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Uatmough had done in 1835. Despite the persecution, especially by 
Thomas Ballingall, the expelled llesleyans were still attending class 
and chapel and refusing to be cut off from the church they had done 
so much to help - they would not abandon it to its fate of being 
ruled by a clique led by ministers ( 123). It was impossible for 
Ballingall to ignore. He replied that every minister in the 
area adhered ntrictly to Uesleya.n rule and law, and that 'rhompson, "an 
unstable man'~ had been expelled as member and steward for his 
activities in trying to promote a schism by leading others into· the 
"wilderness of expulsion "uith him, lfhilst the ·majority ignored ·his 
moves. Just as an infected limb needed amputation, so did this· 
"infection" spread by Thompson (124). 'I'hompson declared his opposition 
to the priesthood of liesleyanism - it was he alleged a corrupt body 
with great pretensions, ridiculously inflated men from humble and 
obscure origins, trying to displace the true local leaders of 
Methodism, who made no such insane claims to divine leadership as the 
ministers did in their 11lust for power and authority:• Thompson, a 
shopkeeper and merchant of standing and wealth, showed 
extreme notions in his letters, though there was no denying that 
others supported him - for inst::nce Thomas Uhite, of Newcastle, late 
of Uhitehaven, who supported Thompson11 s attack on the ministry I·Thole-
heartedly. However, 11H of Carlisle" defended both Ballingall and 
the Carlisle superintendent, Hugh Beech, "battling" with scores of 
reformers who had by then destroyed the city society. "H" alleged 
the 11"1-ricked Reformers, were tryine; to copy in the expectation of niore 
success the notions of 1835 when wicked men had tried to gain 
more pouer because jealous of the success of the Godly and amiable 
ministry, the 11 true leaders of the Connexion11 '\'Tho maintained "peace by 
their wisdom~' It '1as impossible to justify the actions of the 
Reformers in disrupting peaceful Christian societies (125). 
123. lfhitehaven Herald 1851 Hovember 29th. 
124. tThiteha~n1Herald 1851. December 13th. 
125. Uhitehaven Herald 1851 December 13th. 
During 1852 the Herald launched a number of attacks on the doings 
of the Wesleyan Conference nationally and locally. The prime objects 
of attack were Bunting,, the minis·try and Ballingall, but their defenders 
adopted the fainiliar stance by accusing the Editor and his writers 
of blind prej~dice, of being radicals desirous of distunbing a peaceful 
religious and non-political body of men led by Godly and Christian 
ministers. The Editor felt that the point was proved by 
the refusal of most town Uesleyans to pay class mon.ey or 
other mon.ey .to the ministers, illustrating their good sense· (i26). 
Uilliam 'l'hornburn of Papcastle rightly pointed out that this vras not 
so, that there vras no secession, and that the few radicals had been 
soundly defeated in their attempts to cause major trouble&they had 
departed_ to join other churches vrhere they would be more 1·relcome 
until they caused more trouble there too. He ably defended Ballingall, 
ministers and Conference (127). A "local pr·eacher of Uorkington11 
replied to 'l'hornburn, and there was an exchange of increasingly 
acrimonious letters. The local preacher maintained that the lihole 
area from Cockermouth to Uhitehaven was "ripe for secession" and that 
this uould shortly come given a favourable moment and leader. The 
local preachers 1-rere still generally working as to plan, but they 
were refusing to give money to help support a hired ministry and were 
ready at a given signal to stop work as one man - · the ministry 
would realise the true value of their local, unpaid preachers so often 
11
exploited11 by the ministers. Should matters not improv-e very shortly, 
then trouble would ensue ( 128). The final uord in any of' the local 
papers concerning the matter was from Thornburn; the Pacquet ignored 
the matter generally, the Herald Editor said that people lrere getting 
bored and wondering vrhy it liaS going on for so long uith little 
happening. Thornburn defended ministry and Conference in one 
126. ~lliitehaven Herald 1852 August 7th, 21st, September 11th. 
127. Uhitehaven Herald 1852 Oc;tober 9th. 
128 .. \·Jhitehaven Herald 1852 October 16th. 
and a half columns, attacking local preachers who concurred with the 
correspondent, as ''mean and small men" jealous of the divine calling 
and response of the ministry who alone could guide and lead Methodism. 
Many of the locals, he continued, were jealous since they had not been 
found able, Godly, moral and Christian enough to join the ranks of 
the ministry (which in any case was paid little for its onerous 
duties) Hhich consisted of a fine body of' gentlemen in every uay, 
unworthy to be abused by the local preachers (129). The revolt was 
aborted and no serious damage suffered by the Uesleyans. 
lfhen trouble arose over the 1850 Reform Issue in Kendal it was 
not against the same background of' excitement as the Warrenite crisis, 
with no fervent attacks locally against the Established Church and no 
sinb~lar activity amongst the rest of' the Dissenters. Circuit 
ministers and officials in 1848 had printed "The llleans Of' A Revival 
of Religion" in order to revitalise the membership 1-Tith 12 detailed 
points to "1-l'hich all "1-l'ere expected to adhere in their daily life and 
devotions, and matters had improved (130). However, as part of' their 
natiomride campaign,_. the expelled ministers, Dunn and Griffiths, were 
in Kendal in the Spring of' 1850 to stir up support (131). No trustees 
or circuit officials could be found to give permission f'or Hesleyan 
premises to be used for the meeting, so that the Zion Independent 
minister uas pleased to offer the hospitality of his chapel. It was 
acknO"tiledged that most of' the audience uere not Hesleyans but people 
out to enjoy themselves, and a spirit of levity characterised the 
proceeedings. James Thompson of Wray chaired the meeting, which 
lasted~rom 6.30 p.m. to 11 p.m. with much cheering, applause and 
me~riment during and at the conclusion of the long speeches by the 
guests. The usual demands for an end to the "tyrannical povrer" of 
Bunting and his party were made, and resolutions unaminously passed 
to end "conf'erential powers", but not one mention of Kendal and its 
129. Uhitehaven Herald 1851 October 23rd. 
1~9. The Methodist .Archives, Rylands. 
131. Uestmorland Gazette 1850 I•1arch 2nd. 
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ministers was made. It uas a most entertaining but unimportant 
event, and few· Wesleyans were involved. r.rhere vras no secession and 
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little involvement of members in disturbande. llhen James Bromley, 
also in trouble with the Conference over his ministerial activities, 
visited Kendal later in the year, the Presbyterians and Independents 
hosted him and gave a tea for their audience (132). The same 
catalogue of Buntingi te and Conferential tyrannies was reproduced at 
great length, and it was stated that a broadsheet had been produced 
by local l'Tesleyans and their ministers which advertised a rival 
meeting on the same night where the "Rev. A. Arthur of' London vrould 
speak on the subject of Papal AggTession!'. It was a hoax:, effecte,<i 
the Reform supporters stated to reduce the large audience for 
Bromley and to cause confusion. The Uesleyans strenuously denied all 
involvement and refused to enter into correspondence over the issue, 
or over Reform (133). Reform died a death and the most interested 
people in Kendal were the Independent and Presbyterian membership, 
not the Uesleyans. 
Penrith suffered some trouble in 1850 though little in 1835. 
Financial matters were so bad by 1850 that a Special Finance Committee 
was established with the permanent task of balancing the accounts, 
though affairs remained bad for several years and stipends were 
reduced for the ministers by £5 per annum in June 1851. There was 
an awkward trio of ministers stationed there in the early 1850s, and 
even loyal men felt they were harming the circuit which had experienced 
no great unrest. Uhen there vras trouble at Askham Gate and Lovrthia.n, 
the two elder statesmen of the quarterly meeting, uere despatched to 
deal with it, and d.espi te having no luck in quelling rebellion there 
they at least avoided the threatened violence and abuse when the 
ministers visited the place. During 1852 the whole society was 
expelled for "its entire hostility to the Wesleyan cause" and "their 
utter uant of sympathy" with the circuit. Attempts to refound the 
society failed in 1853 but lrith the departure of the three ministers 
better times came to the circuit. Even so, a list of defaulters over 
class and other monies had to be drarm up and circulated in order to 
132. Hestmorland Gazette 1850 October 5th. 
133. Uestmorland Gaz-.ette 1850 November 30th. 
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shame recalcitrant members. The circuit had been unsettled by the 
doings in Carlisle, and by theattitude of the ministers 1-fho followed a 
hard line Hith societies usually behind in money and stirred up 
resentment where none had previously existed. T.hat the damage was 
confined to Askb.am and circuit finances says much for the good sense 
of the members there and the wise counsel of Gates, Lowthian etc. 
Irving summed it all up when he refused to penalise all ministers for 
the faults of the few, and threrr himself into his work as a local 
preacher and revivalist rather than into rebellion (134). 
Alston was notorious as a difficult circuit to work, and 
complaints from ministers stationed there, normally against their 
inclinations, li'ere loud and profuse. Members were miners or poor 
farmers famous for their independent spirit, and it seems surpr1s~g 
that in 1835 the Association lfesleyans who supported Warren made no 
impact and failed to try to establish societies in that area. T.heir 
attention was concentrated on more inviting Cumbrian circuits where 
they could reGTUit influential members to instigate secessions. On 
the other hand there were often disputes in the Alston circuit, for 
instance in the early 1800s and around 1820 >·Then resentment ago.inst 
ministers became open obstruction to ministerial control of societies 
and the finances of the circuit. Matters liere smoothed over, though 
the coming of the Primitives gave dissatisfied Uesleyans an opportunity 
to voice their d~sapproval and to promote a rival. and numerically 
stronger sect in the Dales:-. 
In . 1850 the Uesleyan Reformers made efforts to start a 
secession in the circuit. The Rev. Dunn, expelled Uesleya.n minister 
and co-leader of the Reformers, spoke at a meeting in March 1851 (135). 
, Local. preachers, Stephens and Benson, both from North East circuits, 
also made speeches supporting reform of \·i es leyanism. There was, 
134. Penri th Circuit Quarterly Minutes 1846 to 1878. ORO Far.rJ./3/1/l; 
See Appendix. A on Robert Gate and James Irving. 
135. Carlisle Journal 1851 l-1arch 21st. 
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of course, a packed house at this as at other similar me~tings, 
since it was free and just the place to go on a cold evening. It 
attracted a majority of non~Wesleyans just there for the entertain-
ment - pay days in the mines uere irregular and often months apart -
but they lowered the uhole tone of the supposedly religious meeting 
to the level of a music hall. The three speakers too concentrated 
on the troubles in the Newcastle area, which proved entertaining but 
can scarcely have geen appreciated by the insular Alston audience. 
No substantial local support was forthcoming, perhaps b.ecause as one 
new·spaper correspondent pointed out the Alston folla uere expected to 
pay for the privilege. There were membership losses, as in the early 
1820s and around 1835, but most went to the PrimHives and no 
secession reform groups were created. Some losses were due to 
folk despairing of the issues then afflicting lfesleyanism, and 11 HK11 
found to his surprise in 1900 a numger of families uho had left 
Methodism in Alston around 1850 for these reasons (136). They vrished 
to have a harmonious religion uithout strife, and had joined the 
Quakers; the members who had left Hesleyan 1·1ethodism l'Tith their 
families back in 1850 told HK that to join the Quakers was their way 
to secede from the strife-tom Hesleyans. "IlK" was much impressed. 
The revolts of 1835 and 1850 were serious for the county's 
circuits and ruined the previously promising prospects for the 
Methodists. To a large eKtent it was not the actual losses of 
membership which were so bad, though these in places were aluming, 
but the fact that future expansion vras seriously impaired1 finances 
ruined, circuit organisation completely disrupted and confidence 
destroyed. Out of a county membership of about 5,000 in 1835, towards 
1, 500 members l-Iere lost in 1835 when secession and expulsion vrere most 
serious; as regards the 1850 troubles, out of around 4, 500 members ~ .. 
136. 'l'he Highest I:larket Town in England - Alston, by HK 
Methodist Recorder, Uinter Number, 1900. 
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in the county, nearly 1,000 were lost. The 1835 Uarrenite issue hit 
hard App:L_eby, Uhitehaven and Carlisle, uith some repurcussion in 
other areas but only the three major secessions; 1850· found trouble 
centred on Carlisle but serious disturbance occurred in several other 
circuits vrith only the one secession. Each issue hit recruitment 
for years afterwards and in: terms of numbers it took nearly 40 years 
for membership to be made good. Despite renewed expansion af~er 1870, 
the earlier divisions made it impossible for Methodism to become the 
major denomination vrhich it l-Tould have been vrithout the revolts. 
That the secessions, disputes and expulsions happened at all is 
due to a combination of circumstances locally which required the spark 
of first the Uarrenite controversy, later the Reform and Fly Sheet 
business to ignite. 
Firstly, membership had greatly increased within the county (as 
nationally) betueen 1801 and 1831, particularly in the 1820s; in 
places like Carlisle and Whitehaven this led to the creation of huge 
central societies divided into 16 and more classes, whereas 20 years 
previously there had been 4 or 5· Leaders had to be recruited,. and 
were not always respectful of ministerial authority; with there being 
no general increase in the number of preachers per circuit over the 
same period, it was obvious that both leaders and their classes tended 
to be less under the. control and scrutiny of the preaahers and thus 
able to lead an independent existence until an awkward, authoritative 
or determined minister arrived to exert his control, or until the need 
for such control arose. Rapid recruitment meant that people of 
uidely differing ~oli tical views liere enrolled by leaders and by 
ministers who increasingly could not knol-T their members or control 
their views. In circuits like Appleby, uith a weak centre, ministers 
faced the opposite problem of many small societies uhich l-Tithout 
pastoral oversight became the preserve of leading members - like the 
Dents and Crosbys, liho were looked to by their members for leadership 
g9th in the chapel and in their daily lives. Many leaders had roots 
amongst the Presbyterian, Independent and Quaker communities of the 
county, . had no great respect fOr ministerial authority, and in a 
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conflict would be likely to challenge the authority of the preachers. 
The important Methodist families of the circuits - the Dents, Crosbys, 
Louthians, Carricks, allied in such disputes with energetic and 
educated men eager to likewise assert their independence of both 
Conference and preacher. 
A number of Association leaders lTere involved in Liberal politics, 
for instance in Kendal, Appleby and Hhitehaven, and came into conflict 
with the insistence of the preachers that they remain aloof to all 
intents and purposes. Coupled with this 1·ras a strong element of 
active dislike of the Church of Engila.nd and the Tories, >·ri th whom the 
Conference appeared to be forming a strong rapport and alliance in the 
1830s·; Methodists, often with family connections of Dissent over the 
generations, uho uere Liberal or Radical in politics, uould be eager 
to oppose the Church and Tories in the mid 1830s, in common vrith 
Quakers, Presbyterians, Independents and Unitarians throughout the 
couJ!L..iry at that time. It was no accident that Uesleyan troubles came 
to a head just as the anti-Anglican campaign uas reaching new heights. 
Rabid anti-Anglican feeling uas linked too uith the first effective 
stirrings of Temperance amongst some Association members, which piliayed 
its part in embittering relations bet"'·reen preachers and people. This 
latter uas particularly true of Appleby circuit, where Teetotal schools 
"\·rere started. 
In financial terms the Cumbrian circuits uere poor, wLi:th members 
in 1835. and later sensitive about the amount of money needed by the 
ministry and the Conference for uhatever cause. Both to1m and country 
members resented paying for anything beyond their ovm chapels, and 
much anti-ministerial feeling was based on the money issue throughout 
the county. Prior to 1835 evidence points to problems with raising 
money at all times, and a suggestion that money uas being wasted or 
misappropriated alarmed and annoyed a poor population; not only that, 
but for instance in Uhitehaven the original to1m society resented 
having to foot circuit debts and to pay for board ahd lodging of 
preachers when newer societies were allowed to escape more lightly. 
Uhichever society was at fault, money remained a fundamental note of 
discord between society, circuit and preacher and Connexion during 
the whole century, and leanings towards Independency (or to the 
abolition of a paid ministry) 1-rere at times strong. 
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The 1850 Reform retarded signs of Uesleyan advance, and as in 
1835 the issues were the same locally : the fear and dislike of 
preachers and of Conference, a blend of radical politics and dying 
Chartist sympathies in Carlisle, continued frustration over bad 
emploiYlJlent opportunities amongst the textile rrorkers, financial 
bitterness stirred up by Association men determined to w·reak nel'T 
havoc amongst the Uesleyans, and the Buntingite clique coming in for 
more stick (the latter always the l'ray to gain cheers). The streak of 
Independence remained strong amongst the Reformers, who throughout 
the county were absorbed by the Association within months., 
The preachers played key parts in these happenings. There rrere 
only 18 to 23 preachers for the whole county, so that close oversight 
of societies was impossible and some places might see a preacher only 
annually or quarterly. The preacher was a "foreigner" to be respected 
and listened to, but not necessarily to obey or to pay for. If a 
preacher sought to exert effective control, or had to do so; or if 
laymen asserted themselves against the preachers, then the preachers 
were bound to lose, or at best to win a pyrrhic victory. Hhere 
preachers tried to delay any sort of confrontation, to avoid it and to 
advocate ignoring national events, then provided local members were 
not especially aggressive in their demands, secession and expulsion 
were avoided. Thus in Kendal despite rumblings there rras no major 
trouble and everyone more or less played things do1m, though the threat 
was there and members vrere lost when other Dissenters involved them-
selves and endeavoured to drag the circuit into the attacks on the 
Church. In the nevrer lTest Cumberland societies, aro1.md Ulverston and 
the sibuth, there was little trouble on either occasion and ministers 
played a rraiting game, refusing to be involved in the argument. This 
'ti'as as true of 1835 as it was of 1850. Even where members were lost, 
as· at Alston in 1850, they did not set up a rival denomination and 
try to ruin the circuit, but quietly and sadly vrithdrew into 
Quakerism. 
Uhere a preacher was determined to be obeyed and viewed his task 
as· one of keeping the membership "free from infection", then losses 
were inevitable. Dunn in Carlisle and Uatmough in Whitehaven were 
obsessed with the idea of keeping the circuit classes free from the 
Association, expelled leading members, suffered consequent wide rang-
ing hostility, and lost hundreds through expulsion and secession. 
Uhere laymen were determined to exert themselves, then the same result 
1-ras achieved, as at Appleby in 1835 and Carlisle in 1850, regardless 
of the preach'ers • Dernaley and Beech 'Who were reasonable men 't'Tho tried 
unlike Dunn and llatmough to conciliate and to reason. All that 't'ras 
needed for the destruction of a circuit - -vrhich effectively happened 
to tuo once, and to one twice - was for discontent over money, 
preachers conduct towards officials, the actions of the Conference,_ 
politics and 'l'emperance, over views of the role of the ministry, 
relations with the Anglicans, the impossibility of controlling newly 
expanded societies and ones spread out across the county, to be forged 
together either by national events or by dogmatic and bigotted laymen 
or preachers, and the result was inevitable. The amazing thing was 
that the Hesleyans were able to recover at all after the bloodshed. 
The focal point provided by first 1-Jarren and then the call to 
reform -vras enough to encourage tp:e circuits to join in the call for 
changes. In this the personal element was important, the rift bet1·reen 
rival groups, as at IIhitehaven, where bad feeling existed in the 1820s 
between tiiO groups ultimately to take different sides ill 1835; one 
pro-Church, Conference and Tory, and the other pro-Dissent, Radicals 
and Reform. 1835 was an opportunity to settle old scores, to gain 
a victory denied earlier, to take advantage of increased membership 
and hearers in order to use this enlarged audience for one's views 
and to involve oneself in the great excitement of 1835 and 1850. 
Leading lscymen who recruited many new· members were able to take these 
with them into the Association and Reform ranks and the preachers 
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could not stop them. Uhat they also took was the ability of the 
Uesleyans to recruit, uhich was eventually more serious, but the 
Association and Reformers did not have the capacity to generate their 
olm missions and r~crui tment and could only prosper on the discomfiture 
of the \fesleyans, and not in their own right as a separate denomi-
nation. They were even reduced to poaching off the Primitives, at 
that date a small and very poor sect. 
Hesleyan membership and finance 1-1ere badly hit by the troubles 
of 1835 and 1850,, with the longer term effects being even more 
damaging. At Carlisle a huge tmm society was reduced from over 
500 to nearly 100, and rrhen Brampton struck out on its own in 1836 
as an independent circuit the reduced Carlisle portion proved unable 
to properly recover; when hit by the 1850 troubles the recovering 
city society w~s once @Ore reduced, and the inability of the few 
remaining members to recruit was marked into the 1860s. Uhitehaven, 
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the most prosperous county< circuit, experienced rapid grolrlh prior to 
1835, like Carlisle, and its tmm society was once again destroyed in 
1835. The tol'm classes never recovered their former level, and nor 
did the circuit; Horkington demanded independence and took with it the 
unaffected rural societies, but it proved unable to manage its olm 
affairs and membership dropped by three-quarters in just 11 years '\"Then 
the 1850 troubles, though not leading to a secession, caused - .~. 
losses. Appleby, the third circuit damaged seriously in 1835, was 
saved from the fate of the latter two by the growth of Brough and 
Kirkby Stephen sectors of the circuit, places stimulated by ne't·r 
economic development in the 1840s and untouched by the circuit troubles. 
'Dhey provided alternative growth points with their satellite villages, 
but even so in the 1850s experienced difficult years. 
Penrith was little affected by either the 1835 or 1850 issues 
yet it too suffered membership problems at that time, and illustrates 
the county-wide tensions of the period. \That it also illustrated was 
that a circuit unaffected by 1835 or 1850 could rapidly expand given 
favourable circumstances and did not have its recruiting machinery 
impaired except for a year or t1to; hence the.rapid gains of the 
early 1840s. It did. find members hard to recruit in the 1850s when 
there were particularly difficult ministers to contend with. 
The gains of the new Association circuits of 1835 and 1836 were 
small compared with the Wesleyan losses, Overall l,,oo members uere 
lost in Cumbria in the period 1835/37 and~VOO ~etween 1850 and 1856, 
when. the losses were continuing because the remaining members could 
not m~ce good the natural turnover of deaths, removals and back-
sliding. Of these, only agout 500 went to the Association in 1835, 
very few, certainly less than three figures in 1850. This means 
that the Association ~rare only able to take a quarter of the 
Uesleyans disaffected into their own camp vri thin the oounty, and the 
1850 Reform issues did not appreciably benefit the Association ·uher-
ever trouble occurred, even in Carlisle, the 1850 Reform centre. 
There -vras far more harm done to the Uesleyans than there "1-ras genefi t 
to the Association, particularly in the long term with both Wesleyan 
and Association unable to recruit in affected circuits, though the 
Uesleyans proved capable of significant expansion after 1860. 
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The importance of the ability of the methodists to recruit is 
highlighted by the details from Penri th, '1here over the period 1835 
to 1870 annual membership turnover was over 15%, sometimes as lou as 
5% but often above 15%· largely due to removals amongst single people 
seeking work (137), if a circuit could not recruit, then it could 
expect to lose 1~~ of its members each year. 
The table of membership around the time of the 1835 and 1850 
secessions demonstrates that even a peaceful circuit like Penrith 
in 1835 found recruitment difficult w-hilst there -vras strife in the 
District; and membership stagnated there. A loss of confidence, 
increased anxiety, a slight secession in 1850 caused circuit losses 
because of the inabi1i ty to recruit. This same situation damaged 
the ne-vr Uorkington circuit in the early 1850s and forced it to merge 
once more with Uhitehaven. 
137. Penrith Cireuit Schedules Fm{!/3/1/34, 35 and circuit accounts 
llA. 
TABLE 11 
Circuit and Society I11embership at the Time of the 1835 and 1850 
Secessions. 
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1831 1834 1835 1836 1837 1849 1850 1851 1852 1856 
Uesleyan 
Carlisle 
City 
785 560 450 340 341 291 245 169 
Uhitehaven 
Town 
Appleby 
Town 
Penrith 
Town· 
510 540 290 106 140 
827 983 705 624 656 
391 360 203 l02' 121 
~0 3~ 
40 38 8 9 10 
326 411 493 483 520 
99 120 150 151 ~60 
238 238 190 166 
353 330 325 331 
155 149 131 109 
524 510 509 438 
45 41 30 24 
769 111 111 122 
147 150 141 161 
102 
291 
11 
342: 
28 
659 
115 
Horkington 460 481 429 295 under 
Tm-m (created circuit in 1844 with 136 137 131 101 Ubi te-
569 members, 209 in the town) haven 
'J 8 The• Town had 60 members in 1 56. 
Ues1eyan Association 
Appleby 111 111 135 128 126 130 131 132 
Town 14 11 36 31 30 29 28 23 
Uhitehaven 
Town 
142 132* 130* 130* 141 
120 121* 100* 98* 99 
141 139 
94 89 
Carlisle 191 
140 
N.B: Gaps mean the Figure is not known. 
* indicates an estimate from sources. 
Sources used: Relevant Circuit Schedules, Accounts and J:.!inute Books. 
Returns made to Conference Here often inaccurate so that locally 
produced figures have been preferred. 
230 
190 
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The effect of the Reform split can be 1-1ell illustrated with the 
1851 Census of Religious Attendance >·rhich Has taken uhilst the Reform 
issue was in progress. Carlisle, the only place to endure secession 
at that time, v-ras badly hit in its congregations, as its attendances 
of only just over 1,000 :i.EUgnify~,'. The Association, of course, 
benefitted greatly and registered over 2,000 attenders at services in 
12 places of >·rorship in the district as against the Uesleyans1 5. In the 
general excitement of the Reform agitation it was only to be expected 
that not only members but hundreds of attenders uho Here not members, 
would abandon the Wesleyans for the Association services or leave 
Methodism altogether. 
In Appleby and Uhitehaven the Association attendances were doubt-
less swelled by the Reform troubles although with no major troug:t,:.a in 
either and no secession, the numbers of the disaffected v-rould be 
considerably less than in Carlisle. The Association's birth had 
destroyed entire Uesleyan societies in all three circuits, and 
particularly in Applebar and llhi tehaven each denomination had exclusive 
hold on particular villages - for instance the Association at Kirkby 
Thore so that there would be no Uesleyans to poach in any case in 
One point must be borne in mind, and that is that in the three 
circuits of Association presence, there >'lere 10 defective returns, or 
nearly half, and the small village societies would thus receive the 
average nationally for their denomination which >·rould certainly boost 
their figures unjustly. There is no doubt that had the census been 
held 2 years earlier or 2 years later, the Associ9ttion i-TOuld have a 
vastly reduced number of hearers, the Hesleyans many more. For·tunately, 
in Carlisle a small census of attendance "'ias taken on J.1ay 7th, 1848, 
and its returns make interesting reading when set against the earlier 
1851 figures. 
Uesleyan attendances at all services: 631 
Association 165 
Primitive 150 
Roman Catholic: 450 
(see Appendix B). 
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The census uas held by the Carlisle Journal in order to furnish 
facts with which to beat the Church of ~ngland; interestingly enough 
only Beswick,_ the Associatiom minister, violently objected to the 
result as a gross underestimate of his hearers uhich he put at 400 or 
more. The Editor replied that Beswick may well had had 400 at Sunday 
services on average, but on that particular Sunday the Journal's 
agents counted 165 (or about double the membership of the tovm' society). 
The great change in fortune in 1850 could not be more .clearly made. 
For the majority of circuits, suffering no secessions on a large 
scale despite grumblings and discontent, the 1851 census recorded 
\h 
their peaceful progress and that of the Primit~es, though the latter 
was still on a small scale. Both denominations benefitted within a 
decade from the development of Barrow and ll1illom, the expansion of 
Carlisle, and within 20 years from the rise of Uorkington, and numbers 
of members and hearers considerably increased. The same could not be 
c·laimed for the Association or Reformers. 
rl'ABLE 12 
1851 Religious Census: Attendances During the Reform Agitation. 
Uhitehaven Registration 
District 
Uesleyan 
Primitive 
Association 
Carlisle Registration 
District 
Uesleyan 
Primitive 
Association 
East Ua.rd (covers 
Appleby Circuit) 
Uesleyan 
Primitive 
Association 
Penrith Registration 
District 
llesleya.n 
Primitive 
Attendances 
1,815 
966 
908 
1,096 
4J.O 
2,158 
1,897 
818 
1,,145 
2,433 
375 
Places of Worship 
6 
4 
4 
5 
2 
12 
18 
14 
12 
30 
4 
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N .B. Penri th ~1as. the only one of these four relatively unaffected 
by the 1835 and 1850 dispute hence its large attendances; it 
had no large central society out of the control of the 
ministers, nor important families dominating societies, as 
in the others. 
For the full details see Appendix.B. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
THE UNITED METHODIST FREE CHURCHES 
The United r.Iethodist..:._~~..,]h~;t'Qllruu _____ -
rl'he immediate :problems of the Association in 1835 "I'Tere those of 
finance and accommodation for services. Both created lasting 
difficulties though the former :proved more serious, resulting in the 
bare existence of the 3 small, isolated circuits of Appleby, 
Uhitehaven and Carlisle. Initially the better-off members :provided 
income, but in a number of villages no host could be found and causes 
died out, as at Kirkby Stephen and Penrith. 'l'he clepo..rture out of the 
circuit or the cle~th of one member ruined a number of societies and 
robbed others of accommodation, so :precarious 1-ms the existence of 
the early circuits. 'l'he Bgremont members even had to take refuge in 
rooms by a :public house, which mortally offended the Temperance-
minded amongst them (l). 
The societies tendecl tm-rards Independency throughout their 
history, an.d at times strains get-ween members and ministers occasioned 
bitter disputes :particularly in the early years. Horsley, an 
Appleby man called on to take charge as :preacher there -vras not paid 
l. For all details of Appleby circuit see: Quarterly Meetings 
Ninutes 1836/52, 1852/80, 1896/1913 and 1926/33; see also Register 
Of I·1embers, 9 vols. 1840 to 1933 uhich gives the turnover in members 
in detail; and Circuit Plans 1888 to 1933. URO, Kendal, \lDFC/ra. 
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his expenses or salary and members 1·rere not \·Tilling to help him at 
all, so he took class and collection cash illegallyo l'fhcm this 
uas ascertained a sustained campaign to prevent first secession back 
to the 11esleyans '· and then attempts to get rid of a hired ministry 
Here only just defeated betueen 1838 and 1842 (2). The Uhitehaven 
minister scarcely surfaced in Egremont activities and a committee of 
6 men ruled the society until the members revolted, led by \hlliam 
Ireland, a former Congregational teacher, and placed the running of 
the chapel and society into the hands of all members (3). 'l'hat uas 
in 1846, and when Ireland 1-1rote briefly of' the history of the society 
over 40 years later, he noted with satisfaction hm,r the society 
embodied the best of the Independents 'system vri th the good traits of 
the Uesleyan Connexion. 
As far as chapel building vras concerned, the first grandiose 
schemes at Uhi tehaven and Carlisle led to financial embarrassment 
w·i th large debts exacerbated by the loss of' early prominent members 
by removal, death or disaffection. These 2 uere the largest and most 
expensive of the Association chapels and ha.d debts on them into the 
1860s, nhen a fevr members w·ere able to· pay off debts after revival 
work led to more stable finnnces. As Hith others, they vrere built 
by issuing shares to members but there vrere never enough takers, and 
squabbles about shares and building schemes themselves caused strife. 
At Egremont only half of the she.res could be sold~ so Isabella 
Dickinson took the remain:iJ.1.g half as an act of faith and charity. 
Elsevrhcre chapels uere small and very plain, built by the loyalty 
of one or tuo families and outstanding for their cheapness. 
2. Quar·terly I·leeting T·iinutes above. 
3. For Egremont see: LeadeTs and Church I.leeting I·lil1Utes, 1846 to 
1944; and Trustees f.~inutes, 1870 to 1944, \Jhi tehaven Lm-rther Street • 
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There uere 3 brief revivals in Cumbria amongst the former 
Associe.tion societies. Over the uinter of 1850/51 Reform troubles, 
especially in Carlisle, added notably to Association congregations 
and membership, and consequently benefitted finances. Even Appleby 
managed 40 and more nc-vr members. Over the uinter of 1859/60 and 
again 1860/61 all 3 circuits, by then United Lethodist Free Churches, 
benefitted (as did the Primitives), particul~rly in Uhitehaven \"There 
membership rose from 132 to 244 before falling m·Tay once more. 
Finally bet He en 1871 and 187 4 very good years 11ere enjoyed by all 3 
circuits, Hith debts paid off, members recruited, and chapels placed 
on the Connexional I-.lodel Deed after their shareholders had been 
repaid ( 4). 'l'hese 1:ere, of course, 3 extraordinary hc,ppenings break-
ing the otheruise unaltered circuit stagnation, with recruitment 
pitifully inadequate and only just at times covering deaths and 
removals. Thereafter, ne1-T members Her·e a most notable event and did 
not balance removals. 
In spite of containing PI'Ominent local figures amongct its 
members, the United Lethodist body was not a-ole to mission success-
fully amongst the Gumbrians even 1·rhen other Connexions did so. I.,any 
members Yere self-employed, skilled men in business, landmmers 3nd 
independent farmers, f.illd, for instance, in Appleby and :Jalston, it is 
striking hou mnny of the il.ssociat ion uere in t:nese categories. 'l'hey 
looke<1 to no other f..Toup for leadership 2.nd had no foTeat wish to 
mission the poorer people, even in llest L'umberland where most Cumbrians 
1-rere poor. }:lrimitives and ',ksleyans benefitted from tho larc;e scale 
immigration of the mid 19th century and missioned successfully, but 
the United Lethodists noticeable failed. to ort;anise anything more 
th3n the occasional mission. It ·in1s as t 1.wugh the Primitives 
4. Un. L\eth. P.. c. I.:iag. 1863 p.329 and p.738; 1860 p.l355 
andp.328. 
appealed to those 1-Tho Hished for colour, enthusiasm and fervour 
together vri th circuit and Dish·ict independence; the ~"fesleyans 
attracted those who preferred the closeness to the ~'inc;licans 1-Ti th a 
national church and linked stron;-ly in \'lith the Com1.exional 
dependency system; the United I.~ethodists had appeal only for those 
uho 1Wuld in earlier centuries have joined the Conr;regat:ionaists, 
and came into close rivalry 1-ri th the Independents of the county in 
the 19th century. 
IJ.'he notable United Lethodist successes 1·rere due to a handful of 
individuals: Arma:thwai te under the Bulmans., Longtmm because of the 
removal there of Association I·Iethodists for ;-rork; Parton, Bigrigg, 
St. Bees and Uorkington again because of r·emovals of existing 
members for ~~ork, and inviting Egremont and ~lhi tehaven preachers. 
'rhe failure to recruit doomed the circuits to longterm decline, 
uith none of the general success and achievements of the Primitives 
and 1lesleyans. 
Indicative of the protracted general decline of the United 
I.!ethodists is Appleby circuit. Removals 1-rere frequently blamed for 
misfortune in the circuit, and losses could be most damaging- 10 
local preachers in Association ranks left the circuit betHeen 1836 
and 1842 (5) - but the migration proved more telling in the last 30 
years of the century. During the 1870s there uere grumblings in 
circuit records about serious renovals depleting sunday schools and 
numbers of officials; the first facts relate to the period 1880 to 
1910 vrhen circuit sunday schools declined by half in the 30 years 
and alarmed the menbers. After decidinG to concentrate on making 
scholars into members, the Quarterly r.Ieeting Has distraught by the 
nei"TS of its loss of even this most basic membership pool. Circuit 
schedules for 1881 and 1919 (6) dramatically p:P~tray the fortunes 
5. Register ofl\iombers, as above l. 
6. Annual Schedule and Report 1919, and Special Schedule 1881; 
RO, Kendal. ·:D)FC/IH. 
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of the circuit; from nearly 800 attendonces at circuit services in 
1881, attendances 1·;ere reduced to 266 in 1919 1-rhereas membership 
slightly increased. 'rhe circuit liaS failing to attract non-members 
as hearers and its largest congregations had been drastically 
reduced. 'l'he decrease in numbers of local preachers on plan too 
sholTs the dif'ficul ties in providing preaching for all the chapel? 
from 25 in 1850, to 16 by 1910 and the situation deteriorating 
after then and until Union in 1932. Help had to be given by both 
Primitives and \Iesleyans, and at times by Independent preachers, to 
the United I.J:ethodists, and 1·Then Union came in 1932 the circuit 
accepted it with alacrity. In Carlisle in 1932 proposed 1.mion was 
agreed to uith the Primitives and 1-Iesleyans paying all costs 
involved in the first year, the United I.Iethodists being excused any 
expenses, so great was their decline since the early Victorian 
period. It uas for the United I•lethodists in Cumbria a.luays 11 the day 
of small things 11 • 
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TABlE 13 
Appleby Circuit 
1881 and 1919 circuit schedules compared: 
Societ;y: Date of Cha:eel Cd!S't Seats 
Appleby 1870 £800 200 
Colby 1874 £200 72 
I.IIaulds f.leaburn 1878 £245 100 
Iliurton 1841 5.'.100 82 
Uarcop 1844 £120 80 
Sandford 1848 £90 70 
:Salton 1818 Gift 140 
Kirkby 'l'hore 1851 £150 120 
As by 1859 £140 120 
984 
Number of Local Preachers on Plan:l850 = 25 
1888 20 
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Attendances J.{embershi}2 
1881 
223 
50 
93 
42 
72 
41 
90 
123 
.4Q_ 
774 
1919 1881 
46 
36 
46 
20 
0 
21 
33 
28 
36 Total 
266 140 
1910 16 
1932 10 
1919 
38 
14 
28 
10 
0 
8 
19 
15 
~ 
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CHAPTER SIX 
1-TESLEYAN ME'l'HODISN FROM THE 1850s 
llJTO THE EARLY 20th CENTURY 
Wesleyanism: after 1850 continued to expand generally throughout 
the county, vri th a notable increase in membership in the jiest and 
South of the county,; and a conspicuous lack of recruitment in 
societies devastated in 1835 and 1850, parti~ularly in Appleby and 
Whitehaven circuits. Continued expansion of population and wide-
spread migration into the county encouraged Uesleyan activities into 
the 1880s when there were setbacks in some circuits which though 
lifting, were renewed with crippling effect in the 1900s as industries 
and mining declined and the rural depression encouraged emigration (1). 
The aouth of Cumbria experienced immense changes with the rapid 
growth of iron and steel works and mining, plus allied industries and 
trades, betvreen 1860 and 1880, 1-rith new circuits at Millom and Barrow 
formed out of Ulverston. Millom scarcely rose above 200 members in 
6 societies, being unable to draw on a large population in its hinter-
land a.>1d desperately struggling for financial security, depending on. 
a few shopkeepers and based on migrants from outside of Cumbria. Its 
surrounding countryside was free from Methodism in spite of concerted 
efforts at larger centres like Broughton where after 16 years of 
stationing a minister permanently there, with the help of a wealthy 
businessman, N. Caine, the society numbered single figures (2). 
Uhat success l.'lillom enjoyed was amongst the shopkeepers and miners of 
the town, and amongst the bobbin and other mill 1-10rkers in the 
countryside, the rural workers being impervious to Nonconformity. 
1. J. Jewkes and A. Uinterbottom, An Industrial Survey of 
Cumberland and Furness, a Study of the Social Implications of 
Economic Dislocapion, 1933,pp.25, 62, 64, 124. 
2. Ulverston liesleyan Methodist Circuit Quarterly Neeting Minutes, 
1866 to 1903, BRO BDFC/r.lju. 
Barrow had a far larger population upon which to draw and the circuit 
recruited a number of prominent businessmen and merchants capable of 
financing enterprises such as the new chapels. In, the.-'boomtown 11 
conditions reminiscent of Uhitehaven and Carlisle in the 1820s and 
1830s, Uesleyanism did vrell, suffering later when depressions started. 
The circuit had the third day school in the county, in Dalton Road, 
commenced in 1867 and vrith 500 pupils at its peak in the 1870s (3). 
The school was never expanded and its buildings caused government 
inspectors to deal sternly with this aspect in their other;dse favour-
able reports. It was complained that attendance was at 80% per day 
of those on the register far too high for the few rooms and toilets 
available. '\ihen inspectors called, classes were often outside in 
order to minimise the problem, until the inspectorate grew wise to 
this ruse and called unannounced to find "appalling" toilet 
accommodation in 1893. The guarantors of the school funds refused 
to continue and the school closed in 1895 because of overcrowding and 
its loss of scholars to neuer and better sited town schools (4). 
Along with the boom of the town came a "i'l'ithdral-ral of those Methodists 
who had made money out of the to-vm to more salubrious quarters iij new 
suburbs like Abbey Road, or even like the Crossfields moving out to 
Ulverston and the Lakes. 
To the \!Vest, Whitehaven continued its importance as a circuit 
but based increasingly on the new mining and industrial development 
inlanlllL around Cleator llloor, with a number of strong village societies, 
and the old to1m one having few (but rich) members (5). The poorer 
members were to migrate out of the area in the early 20th century, but 
3. Ulverston Uesleyan Methodist Circuit Dalton Road, Day School, 
Managers 1 Ninute Books, 1871/1896; Correspondence regarding 
formation of the school 1867/72, BRO BDFC/f·1/l. 
4• Ulverston Wesleyan Methodist Circuit, Annual Reports of HMI on 
the Dalton Road Day Sch'cBol 1878/1894r and Trustees and Managers 1 
Minute Book 1885/1912. BRO BDFC/M/1. 
5. C. Caine, Cleator and Cleator Moor, Past and Present, 1916, gives 
detailed accounts on all denominations, industries and the life 
of the area; as does D. Hay, History .. of 1lhitehaven, 1966. 
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the rich moved inland to Keswick - the Randles and Ualker families 
were typical of the prosperous tlliitehaven members seeking a beautiful 
home away from their source of moneymaking and origins. This move 
took them into a new circuit, Keswick and Cockermouth, carved out of 
tlliitehaven and dependent on a small membership mainly in Cockermouth 
until the arrival of the Randles and Ualkers. Railway development 
signalled Kesvrick' s advance and placed it equal in membership and 
income to Cockermouth, with a few small societies in the Lake villages 
(6). Uhitehaven society illustrated its advance in wealth with its 
1873 chapel, costing £10,000, paid for by 300 people of vrhom 20 gave 
over £100 in gifts each, the Ualkers £1,000 and 6 others over £350 
each (7) ., After years of precarious existence, Uorkington established 
itself on a permanent basis in 1860 and membership expanded after the 
arrival of Cammell' s iron industry in 1883 ( 8). It liaS not coincidence 
that circuit prosperity, ho'irever shortlived, arrived with an influx of 
Methodists from the North-East and :f.1idlands as population soared. The 
circuit estimated that it needed 2 years of prosperity in order to 
raise funds for a new central chapel; in 1885, 2 years after the 
initial influx~ of members, a new town chapel was opened. It was 
typical of the industrial and trading development of Cumbria aa a 
whole that where the economy prospered, so generally did vlesleyanism. 
· :Maryport, another of l-lhitehaven' s protegees, never did well and was 
forced to unite with Wigton because its finances were so weak and it 
could scarcely affo~d one minister (9). The town was too near to 
\f.hitehaven and even under the influence of Wigton and Carlisle to 
6., 0. :r.l. Mattews and F. Benljamin, Facet of Life in Keswick: 
:f.1ethodism, 1975; for the extent of Cockermouth and Kes1-Tick' s societies 
and preaching see Local Preachers' Meeting Minute Book, 1854/1898, 
CRO FCM/6/11/4 
7. Whitehaven Wesleyan Methodist Circuit, List of gifts promised in 
1872 to the building of a new chapel. 
8. c. H. Gough, Uest Cumberland l·letropolis: ~Tarkington, Methodist 
Recorder, l6.8.1900J Workington Quarterly meeting r-1inute Book, 
1895/1913, ORO FCN/7/1/1.; and FCM/7/l/7, Circuit Preaching Plans. 
9. Marzyort and rligton Quarterly :Meeting Minute Book, 1895/1907. 
CRO Fa!ll/2/lA. 
properly develop and lost many of its functions as a town to those 
centres (10). Its economic and social stunting by prooc~mity to other 
larger tovms vTent hand in hand vrith its Methodist failure. Nearby 
Higton did not experience expansion in the tolm' s industries or those 
of the surrounding countryside and villages~ With population slowly 
increasing the Wesleyans found little scope and faced competition from 
8 other denominations in a town of 4,000 people (11). 
Though there rras a Methodist presence in most villages, the "day of 
small things" lasted permanently,. and the only considerable Nethodist 
growth was in the several places affected by mining development near 
Aspatria in the 1880s. 
To the east and Bouth Kendal tried to cope with the several 
hundred square miles under its boundaries, and was able to encourage 
Sedbergh and then Ambleside into circuit independence.although both had 
great difficulty in surviving and had to merge vri th Appleby and Kendal 
in 1900 to the satisfaction of none of the parties. Even. jettisoning 
Sedbergh and Ambleside as far flung and hard to maintain outposts, 
Kendal faced ructions vrith Kirkby Lonsdale on its circuit boundary 
and there were perennial disputes betvreen the two societies into the 
20th century (12). Kendal faced the prospect of a number of small 
but determined societies financed by the· town society yet demanding 
more than their share of ministerial attention and circuit resources, 
a policy disagreement which tested every Cumbrian circuit at some time. 
Its neighbour, Ulverston, after a quiet start as a circuit, enjoyed 
immense success as promoter of Barrm·r in the 1860s before it felt 
overstretched by the exertions, which extended from ·Arnside to :Millom, a 
long straggling area which g~ve ministers an impossible task for 
10. H. and M. Jackson, History of l\1aryport, 1960. 
11. A. Humphreys, A Uide Cumberland Circuit: Uigton, !Vlethodist 
Recorder, 12.11.1903. 
12. See belovr; Kendal Hesleyan Methodist Circuit, Quarterly 
Meeting Minute Book 1871/79, 1879/91, 1891/1901, 1901/1910. KRO. 
pastoral oversight. Like Penrith, Ulverston '\'ras a pleasant and 
prosperous market town, losing in industrial and population ad~ance 
to neighbours, but retaining its air of dignity and gentility and 
never subject to urgan stress on. any scale (13). Its societies did 
l'l'ell and benefitted from the Barrow men retiring to its locality. 
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Its day school experienced none of the overcrowding and financial 
harrassment of Barrow though with similar numbers of scholars, and its 
freedom from responsibility for Barrow allo'\'red the circuit to take 
advantage of new areas of expansion in the seaside villages, Grange, 
Arnside, and smaller villages. 
A new type of growth was heralded by the work of the United 
Methodists during the 1860s at the little seaside village of St. Bees 
(14)' the establishment of l\lethodism amongst the inhabitants of newly 
developing resorts. Though the \"Tesleyans from Whitehaven established 
a successful society at Seascale, and the Wigton members one at 
Silloth, the major resort advance of the Cumbrian Methodists was at 
Ulverston, where the twin tovms of Grange and Arnside proved so 
fertile for the Connexion in the last 20 years of the 19th century (15). 
Such places proved to be continuing sources of growth for the 
Vlesleyans into the 20th century and provided strong and stable 
communities of retired Methodists from all over the 
country. Arnside had had the services of a supernumary in 1881 when 
it was increasingly catering for holidaymakers of the better sort, and 
John Bamford, on sick leave from the ministry, retired there in 1883 
with his daughter. The latter opened Oakfield School for young 
ladies, vrhich became fashionable for some years with North-Western 
families, and which was run by her husband, Herbert Bamble{ an 
1independeilt minister but from a long line of i'Iesleyans) on strict 
13. U. G. Atkinson, Ulverston Methodism, Barrow News 12.12.1925 
omrards in 10 extracts; Neville Street, Ulverston Jubilee 1901/51. 
14. H. Birkett, St. Bees Centenary Brochure 1865/1965; Uhitehaven 
United Methodist Free Church Circuitj St. Bees Trust Ninutes and 
Accounts 1865/1956. 
15. H. Jackson, The South Coast of North England, The Ulverston 
Circuit; l\iethodist Recorder 17.11.1910; HB, After 100 Years, some 
account of l\lethodism in the Ulverston Circuit; Methodist Times 
13 •. 10.1910. 
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lllethodist lines. Uith the retirement of more preachers to there, and 
to Grange, the societies gre>·r to become very strong ones in the 
circuit, and remain so today. 
The Appleby, Brough and Kirkby Stephen circuit recovered from 
the 1835 Uarrenite secession with the coming of the railways and 
various mining and industrial concerns spread across the region in the 
1860s and 1870s, yet it remained (like all Cumbrian circuits!) a 
curious circuit split at times betvreen three main societies resolved 
only in the 20th century by naming it with all three. Railway build-
ing of all economic activities encouraged Methodist evangelism in the 
county throughout every circuit without e~eption, and railway workers 
formed considerable membership groups (16). Little villages like 
Tebay were given new prominence by the railways, and over 100 members 
were there in the Hesleyan society by the 1880s, many of them not 
local folk but nonetheless brought into society by the initiative of 
the local circuit. The impossibility of getting societies to co-
operate in joint ventures posed endless questions for the officials, 
and ministers ran into bother here (as elselihere in the District) as 
did the Primitive preachers, with dogmatic, simple and determined 
local opponents (17). 
Penrith, formed out of the latter circuit, and its co-partner 
along the Eden valley, Kirkoswald circuit, possessed a score of 
village chapels, strong fellside societies and the large llordsvrorth 
Street tovm society, and this advan.'ce encouraged Kirkos1vald to 
determine on independence at all costs. This left Penrith 1-Tith a 
scattered group of >·reakly causes to support, but more serdrausly pro-
vided no strong central society for the new circuit when it needed one 
in the later 19th century rural d.epression. The t01m day school had 
16. Kirkby Stephen, Appleby and. Brough Hesleyan Methodist Circuit, 
Quarterly Neeting Minutes Books, l869tll;\90, KRO UDFC/:rn; Circuit 
Schedule Book 1863/1878. 
17. Kirkby Stephen, Appleby and Brough Uesleyan Methodist Circuit, 
Quarterly Meeting Minutes Books, 3 vols, 1869/1931; and the Circuit 
Schedule Books, KRO ~JDFC/rn. The Primitives faced even more 
daunting obstacles to co-operation, see Brough Primitive Nethodist 
Circuit, Quarterly :Meeting Hinute Book 1845/52 and 1853/65, KRO ~IDFC/IIll. 
onLy 300, pupils but a fine reputation for quality, experiencing none 
of the embarrassments 1-rhich beset Barrow and most astutely managed 
by the Methodists until its absorption into the State system (18). 
The 30 or so Sunday schools possessed over 1,000 scholars and the 
Uesleyans had something of a monopoly of the best premises and most 
trained teachers (originally modelling their schools on those at 
vJhitehaven). rJhen the Uesleyans ~ent on their annual Sunday school 
treats, they took 1,000 of their Olin members and children plus up to 
500 from the other Dissenters of the town, such was their excellent 
management and organisation in all things (19). Their social life 
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of clubs, societies, lectures, teas, special events provided most of 
the entertainment for all non-public house attenders in the tovm and 
much of the surrounding countryside, proving quite as important in 
the Wesleyan success as did their religious services by the l900.r(20). 
The 43 Methodist chapels which occupied nearly every village in the 
area by the 1890s across Kirkoswald and Penrith were witnesses to 
the presence of the Wesleyans, just as their numerical strength 
illustrated their remarkable influence·. Both facets of circuit good 
health required careful organisational ability and adequate finance, 
provided by a ready supply of business and trading men in the tolm 
and helped by the money of several rich families, notably the Crones 
(21). With such influential backing, ·Hesleyan progress was assured. 
When in 1870 the nevr tovm chapel was being planned, the issue of 
architectural style w~s debated, many feeling that they had built 
wost of their chapels without skilled advice and ought not to waste 
the money in hiring an architE}ct. John Crone insisted, l-l"ith some 
backing, that one was employed (and a good one toot and offered to 
18. Penri th \-Jesleyan Methodist Circuit, Day School Managers l•1inute 
Book 1862/71, 1871/89. CRO FGr.1/3/l/84 and 85 amongst many other items. 
19. Penri th Wesleyan: l\1ethodist Circuit, Circuit Sunday School 
Schedules and Minute Books 1909/14, CRO FCM/3/l/68; the local press 
was full of the activities of the Sund~ schools. 
20. J. Burgess, Methodist• Social Life ill Penrith, 1975, deals with 
the clubs and social activities ib the Late Victorian period; See 
the Circuit Records for details too. 
21. See Appendix. A. 
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pay the complete bill himself. It 1-ras agreed to, and the chapel was 
opened in 187 3, just after that in 1·fhi tehaven but at a quarter less 
cost. The liesleyans had advanced to the stage ,.;here in Penri th circuit 
at least, status was needed and had to be maintained regardless of 
cost. An architect vras part of that status (22). 
Carlisle, head of the District throughout the 19th century and 
having the distinction of being the only circuit to be afflictereboth 
in 1835 and 1853, recovered gradually its selfconfidence and membership 
in the 1860s with continued expansion of its population and industries 
(23). The first signs were the mission to the poorer parts of the 
city, fo~lowed by others in more respectable and growing areas, and 
extensive work in the new suburbs of Currock, Upperby and Botchergate 
vrhich continued into the 20th century with the growth of strong out-
lying societies well away from the old Fisher Street centre. The 
circuit's city societies kept up the dying village causes with token 
help but concentrated efforts on their 01-m chapels, early accepting 
the inevitable denise of the village concerns unless they were 
absorbed by the expanding city. The circuit had its fair share of 
businessmen and middle class in its membership though other 
denominations ''~"ere strong in their rivalry, and the parish clergy of 
Stanwix, St. Cuthberts and the suburbs proved rather more active than 
did the Dean and Chapter. Hundreds of the "respectable" working 
classes joined the "\'lesleyan societies, but vrhereas the radical textile 
workers still inclined towards the Primitives or United Methodists, the 
"conservative" railway workers joined the Uesleya.ns. Carlisle was a 
major railway centre, the stations giving employment to many of the 
new residents, and the railvraymen joined the liesleyans ·in large 
numbers. To judge from existing trust records, membership rolls and 
registers listing occupations, the ~Jesleyans 1 largest employment 
group was amongst the railvra.y1-rorkers into the 20th century, followed 
22. Penri th "\'Jesleyan Methodist Circuit, U.ordsworth Street Trustees 
Book 1867/97, CRO FCM./3/1/75; and Building Committee Account and 
Minute Book, Wordsworth Street Chapel, CRO FCM/3/1/101. 
23. s. E. Howe, Aspects of the Industrial Geography of Carlisle; 
dissertation submitted for the degree of B.Sc. Department of 
Geography, Durhqm University 1971, which .charts the progress of the 
city. 
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by other skilled workers and self-employed men (24). The grov~h of 
strong new suburban societies created a conflict with the old but 
small Fisher Street cause wherein remained most of the circuit's 
wealth. The at times bitter dispute lasted some years into the 20th 
century and became enmeshed in the work of G. Bra.rnrell lllv-ens- (or Romany) 
in the 1920s, when it was resolved (25). The mission work of the 
1860s perpetuated into the 1920s, though surprisingly the Wesleyans 
failed to tackle that most prosperous suburb of the city, Stanwix. 
As the city continues to expand, against the Cumbrian trend, so does 
its number of Methodists. 
The growth of the vlesleyans throughout the county in the second 
half of the 19th century l'Tas most significant in the nel'r rising 
centres of Barrow, Millom and Uorkington, in the newly developing 
llest Cumberland villages, in the old established but thriving market, 
:industrial, communicajiions and administrative centre of Carlisle, 
and :in some specialised localities - notably seaside resorts, though 
on a small scale. There l'Tas no doubt that continued :increases in the 
population, expansion of the industries and the arrival of nel'T ones 
benefitted the Methodists and greatly augmented their numbers and 
income. Once more, hovrever, prosperity often carne from outsiders vrho 
were Methodists already, and not from the native Cumbrians, warely 
receptive to organised religion. An expanding rural economy might 
likerrise greatly benefit l\lethodism, as~in: Penrith and parts of other 
rural circuits. HO\.;ever, the going was harder for the Cofulexion, 
recruits fewer and advance more slol'rly gained. Largely rulr'al circuits 
experienced less growth except locally and vrere less prone to sudden 
changes in fortunes than more urban ones. Part of the pattern of 
cont:inuing growth from the foundations mainly laid prior to 1835 vras 
the use of missions especially to work amongst the social classes from 
amongst whom \-lesley had recruited, but who had somevrhere along the 
line ceased to be widely influenced by :Methodism. 
24., Carlisle llesleyan Circuit, I•linute Book for Trustees for 
Village Chapels, 1888/1911. CRO FCM/L/2/6, and virtually every 
other of the trust documents over the 19th century and early 20th 
c_entury. 
25. Central Hall Jubilee 1922/12. 
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There is no doubt that prior to the 1e51 Religious Census 
Cumbrian Wesleyans were aware of the lack of impact of religioru 
amongst the poorer folk, particularly the new and increasing number 
of ur~an inhabitants (26). During the 1840s Joseph Vipond, Thomas 
\'Jestmorland and Thomas Hodgson set up the Penri th Home l\lissionary 
Society in order to mobilise all the denominations of the town into 
concerted action amongst the man-churchgoers in the to~m, on an 
interdenominational basis, with enough funds to be raised and sub,.. 
scribed annually to pay for a lay agent Hho would encourage the poor 
to attend religious services, but with no stress upon particular 
denominations (27). To some extent the plan succeeded, but being 
formed by \'Jesleyans and financed by them, inevitably it was strongly 
biased to1mrds Methodism in spite of 1,000 broadsheets and hundreds 
of house calls being made on its behalf each year. About that time 
jioo the circuit 1-ms trying to work up enthusiasm amongst the fell 
farmers, their workers and the miners of Patterdale, Matterdale and 
Ullswater, and employed a Home Missionary there for several years l-Ti th 
good effect and a strong Patterdale society was established (28). The 
society -vras aware that past it at that time was a huge area Iii th fevr 
Methodists, and regarded themselves as on the frontier of religion 
and in 11 close confrontation" 1-Tith "the Povrers of Darkness" just across 
the hills into central Lakeland. Prayers 1-Tere given for future work 
-vrhich it vras hoped 1-rould embrace that region, previously denied 
HJiethodist solace". 
Penrith 1-Tas little affected by the ructions of 1850 or of 1835. 
In the South of .the county Ulverston, likewise little involved in the 
secessions conflict, eagerly anticipated the expansion of Barrow area 
with its mission in 1856 (29), the result being that as Barrow grew 
26. See Appendix B. 
21. Penri th Wesleyan !liethodist Circuit, Missionary Society Accounts 
1824/)8, 2 vols. CRO FCM/3/1/18 and 19; inside the volume:- is a copy 
of the broadsheets used to found the society. 
28. lfesleya.n Y..Iethodist Magazine 1848, p.648. 
29. U1verston vles1eya.n Nethodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting 
Minutes 1856/66. BRO BDFC/rllju • 
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the Uesleya.ns l·mre on the spot to advance l-Ti th a chapel in 1862 and 
a large day school in 1867 as part of its catering for the educational 
and. spiritual requirements of that''boom tol-m'' (30). In so uncertain. 
and unstable a situation the immigrants to Barrow benefitted from the 
circuits' activities - frequent teas and entertainments, services, 
social life, outings, schools, clothing clubs. In a totally different 
environment Henry :Marchba.nk, Ualter Briscombe and U. G. Beardmore from 
1862 onwards attempted to place Ambleside Home l\1ission on a sound 
footing, with very limited progress being made in that large Lakeland 
district (31). As a mission it was a costly failure for Kendal 
circuit to I'llll and it was made a circuit in 1878:· in, order to place 
its burden upon central resources. Unlike Barrow, solvent after being 
made a circuit in 1871 ,. Ambles ide did not attract weal thy people into 
its society ranks and lived a hand to mouth existence into the 20th 
century when it reunited l-Ti th Kendal for some years. 
The Barrm-1 and Ambleside missions l-rere attempts to start Methodist 
activities in an area, not missions to the poorer folk or to a 
particular class of society. In some ways they did particular work 
amongst the poor, particularly at Barrow with one mission worker not-
ing the withdrawal of the better off members into more salubrious 
suburbs by the 1870s (32). After Penrith's limited effort, Carlisle, 
recovering from 1850, established an important mission amongst the 
working classes in the 1860s solely in order to reach the "heathen 
poor" on behalf of the respectable city societies. 
1-Ji th the increasing numbers of folk living in the Calde,qgate 
slums, the city Uesleyans decided to try to counter the "effects of 
vice", ignorance and Roman Catholicism by concentrating mission l-rork, 
mainly using local preachers, in that quarter (33). The only previous 
3m. Barrow Uesleya.la!. Methodist Circuit, Dalton Road Day School 
!11inute Books 1867 onwards, BRO BDFC/M/1. 
31. 
(F_PT. 1978, 
32. 
J. Burgess, Lake District Methodism: Ambleside Circuit 1 j61JAJJAt.. lfpl'f/t-1... 
lffiS (Cumbria Branch) ; See Appendix A. 
See Appendix A on Uilliam TJtllor. 
33 • Wesleyan Methodist Magazine 
996 , 1045; Car]isle Journal.May 
1865JP.277, 468; 1868 p.276, 468, 
7th 1869. 
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Methodist presence, that of the Primitives, had ended in the 1850s 
with their removal from the Uill01'1"holme chapel to Cecil Street, a 
move occasioned by the "appalling locality" of Caldewgate and its 
worsening in the 1840s. The remaining Caldeugate Primitives society 
ended shortly after the removal due to internal disputes (34). 
During the summer of 1864 Rev. J. E. Hargreaves was appointed 
to take charge of a mission to the poor people of Caldewgate, and by 
the autumn he had four "very large and \'Tell attended" class meetings 
in an old weaving shed converted gy the classes into a mission hall. 
There were such crowds at services that extra rooms upstairs had to 
be used, and there were overflow congregations in adjoining cottages. 
The Sunday school had over 140 scholars each Sunday, and a night 
school was proving very popular for teaching poth young and not so 
young to read and \'rri te and other skills. Summer 1865 found 
Hargreaves and his vTOrkers at the city races, fairs and in the pubs 
distributing leaflets, texts and persuading as many as possible to 
leave the "ways of the Devil" in order to partake of Uesleyanism. A 
new chapel had been commenced early in 1865 but funds 1'1"ere particularly 
hard to raise since the new membership 14"as very poor. The mission 
workers were especially · eager to counter the 1-10rk of the Roman 
Catholic; priests and there vras unpleasant rivalry between the tw·o, 
vrhich spurred the Methodists to greater efforts to reach the 
"unchurched masses". Hargreaves' successor was Reynolds, who con-
tinued the batt.le against the Catholics and the slums and by Christmas 
1867 had obtained extra land by the chapel for a school and out-
buildings. There were 82 full members of the society and many hundreds 
attending services, "l'lith the day and Sunday schools doing particularly 
l'lell. Reynolds and the leading city members vrere delighted to have 
the mayor of the city open the chapel in 1868 for it was felt that 
the initial work had shovm great promise and that consolidation could 
proceed "\'rith ~ permanent basis. The weaving shed continued to be used 
for functions and schools for a time. 
34. Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting 
Minutes 1852/74• CRO FCM/l/l/2. 
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Hhat the circuit did not forsee was the inevitable result of 
their 1wrk: a startlingly successful mission to the poor decreasing 
its outdoor efforts which had been so praiseworthy, and concentrating 
on preaching to the converted by the 1870s scarcely a decade after 
its inauguration~ Grmving in strength it too~~ like Fisher Street 
became "respectable" and full of the :qetter off of the area's 
inhabitants, who in turn 1-Tished to move to a better environment both 
for living and worshipping. The development of the area~est of the 
city towards lfigton in the early 20th century, and its continued 
grovrth to the present, symbolised this advance of the Methodists out 
of the one-time Western end of the urpan limits and into the expanding 
suburbs. This in turn encouraged Calderrgate to seek higher status as 
a society by challenging Fisher Street for circuit leadership and 
created considerable difficulties over a number of years into the 
early 20th century. Significantly too the Caldewgate society sought 
a better site and chapel, and in the 1920s erected the distinctive 
Uigton Road chapel, a sign that they had arriited as a leading District 
society full of promise, zeal and energy, their humble origins having 
evaporated along the road. The society continues to expand, against 
the run of play in the District, just as the Western suburbs continue 
to grow (35). 
The vfest Cumberland \-lesleyans too grew in influence and riches 
though not in membership numbers in their old strongholds, and with 
Whitehaven under the sway of a handful of rich industrialists and 
businessmen £10,000 was thoug~ appropriate for their new chapel in 
1873, at the time the most magnificent in the county.(36), With merely 
a quarter of its 1830~ membership, the Whitehaven society had infinitely 
more resources. Even so, the circuit rras tardy in concern for the 
poorer quarters of the to~n, partly gecause of the compact nature of 
the settlement pattern which militated against a further place 
inevitably near to Lovrther Street, and the society vrished to believ:e 
that it attracted a congregation from all classes, rich and poor. 
35. Uigton Road lll.iethodist Church Jubilee 1929/79 to be published 
shortly. 
36. Whitehaven Uesley Methodist Circuit, Souvenir Handbook 1949; 
Lorrther Street Chapel Buiiliding Fund 1873/1878. 
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In 1899 the former Anglican place of worship, the tlest S'tr:and mission, 
became the new 1-lesleyan Hogarth Mission, and was joined in 1905 by 
the Kirk I·1ission ( 37). Each was 1-Iell attended but firmly under the 
eye of the Lol<Ither Street society 1-Tith its ruling minds and purses. 
The one great virtue to the circuit of the 2 missions were their 
cost: virtually nothing, vrith furnishings, buildings and labour 
being free or self financing. That the management committees for 
each was composed largely of Low·ther Street members gave the missions 
the air of charities· to the poor of the locality and to a certain 
extent caused resentment between donor and recipient. Their services 
l-Tere excellently attended though, and swelled numbers nicely for the 
1902 census (38). 
Prior to Hogarth and the Kirk, Uhitehav:en, like Carlisle, had 
done battle with the looming menace of Roman Catholicism on Cleator 
Moor from the 1860s onwards (39). There was a considerable society 
but recruitment was from converted immigrant workers and not from the 
Catholics, the avowed targets of the mission. Down the coast at 
l'Torkington the new· circuit rose to the challenge of its fast develop-
ing poor industrial suburbs with energy. Cammell's steel l'Iorks and 
other expanding industries in the 1880s stimulated the circuit into 
a0xion. and missions were established on a permanent basis at Siddick, 
Owen Street and Uestfield (Derl'Tent), plus a most important Seaman 1 s 
Ihssion (40). Costs l·Iere considerable and the South l1illiam Street 
society, forced to foot the bill, soon abandoned more distant missions 
at Caroerton, Ullock and Branthwaite and concentrated on the closer, 
more easily managed missions in the town. Large congregations here 
too were achieved and impact on the neglected quarters of the tovm 
achieved by being early into the fray. 
37. Uhi tehaven Uesleyan 'Methodist Circuit, Hogarth !-hssion Accounts 
and I·1inute Book 1900/1957, 5 vols; Kirk l!lission Hinutes and Account 
Books 1905/60, 4 vols. 
38. See Appendix B. 
39. Uhitehaven \iesleyan Methodist Circuit, Annual Circuit 
Schedules 1836/1932, 8 vols, lists the efforts. 
40. Uorkington Uesleyan r.1ethodist Circuit, Preaching Plans 1873 
om1ards, CRO FGr.l/7 /1/7; and for the missions in detail FGr.l/1 /1/185 
to 191, 206 to 215, 240 to 243. 
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The Cumbrian f.Tethodists were avrare of the decline of most 
village and country causes, holding migration to towns and outside 
of the area responsible, and to little avail took special missions 
to revive interest in Methodism. Those l·rho could be attracted into 
Methodism l'rere largely those who had left the area, and in unfavour-
able conditions of declining or stagnant population, the :Methodists 
experienced no rene1-1ed advance in membership. In each of the 
Wesleyan c.ircuits the central town society found it increasingly 
necessary to finance rural societies, but this subsidising was a 
rearguard action and not one vrith hope of success, unlike the urban. 
missions. By the 1880s Penrith circuit, for example, 1-1as very con-
cerned with the plight of the small village societies left to be 
supported by the large tmm society after Kirkosvrald took the stronger 
societies into that new· circuit in 1871 (41). Christopher Fairer and 
the leading circuit officials expended years of effort in trying to 
maintain a strong rural presence, but even Fairer recognised this as 
a hopeless task. Penri th tmm society at least rras properous, and 
remained so; Kirkoswald had no strong societies, just a group of 
large village ones badly affected by rural depression and ,- depopulationt 
and vri th no resources comparable to Penri th town, the Kirkosvrald 
circuit Uesleyans were planning for merging 1-li th another circuit by 
the 1900s (though this has not yet happened) (42). As the Cumbrian 
tovms grev-r strong, the rural areas declined, and the central Ii.iethodist 
societies dominated circuits by the later 19th century as never before, 
with the over1-1helming majority of officials living in the towns 
despite half the members being in the small outlying societies. 
Ill iss ions such as Fairer• s in Penri th or Uilliam f~offitt 1 s to 
Hethersgill (43) met limited response and 1-1ere attempts merely to 
maintain a Methodist presence. 
The strains and stresses of circuit life in the period 1850 to 
41. Penri th Uesleyan Methodist Circuit, Quarterly l\1eeting l\linutes 
1878/91. and 1892/1915. CRO F~l/3/1/2 and 3. 
42. Kirkosl·rald i·Tesleyan l1:iethodist• Circuit, Quarterly Ji:ieeting 
Minutes 1871/1902 and 1902/1922. CRO FCI·l 4/2/1 and 2 • 
43. \fm. :Moffitt, Autobiography of the Sark N.P. 1910. 
1914 centred on certain themes: rising ne1·1 societies challenging 
older established ones for circuit leadership 1·rhich involved 
confrontation over that most expensive luxury, chapel building; .the 
desire of outlying societies to be independent of central society 
control yet able to benefit from Connexional and circuit resources 
to which they did not wish to contribute {yet with the safeguard of 
Connexional aid). The permanent themes of avTklrTard officials and 
stubborn ministers, financial headaches and overspending, large 
circuits and dispersed societies and a hundred and one problems of 
circuit life all cropped up in most circuits. Yet the power struggle 
vTi th;i.n circuits, occasionally between the circuit and the District, 
which occurred in 1835 and in 1850, perpetuated in lesser form into 
the 20th century. 
At Barrow-in-Furness conflict arose out of the desire for a nevT 
large "super chapel" in the tovm to emphamise :Methodist povrer and 
prestige. Hartington Street was the head of the circuit and the 
largest society, but over the years the richest members had moved 
out of that suburb (leaving it to the largely artisan and working 
population) and had moved to the Abbey Road area, well avray from the 
"masses" and industry. With the most important members based on the 
old tin chapel at Abbey Road, the superintendent minister decided to 
transfer his attentions to there, mortally insulting Hartington 
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Street and encouraging further bitterness in the ensuing row. In. 
August 1892 the Quarterly Meeting unanimously agreed to build a new 
large central chapel in order to cope l-Ti th the "new rieeds" of the 
tovm, and "an influential committee" composed of all trustees, all 
officials and "all other interested parties", was appointed to look 
into the matter {44~. By September the Abbey Road society vTas 
complaining over its poor chapel and of rumours that they 'wuld not 
get a new one. A deputation led by the ministers had to meet the 
society in order to placate it, and the situation called for a good 
deal of tact. By April 1893 the superintendent was re-affirming the 
need to choose a site but soft-pedalled the matter, and congratulated 
the circuit on clearing £1,400 of debts in three years. Crossfield 
44. The follo1-1ing eposide is taken from the Barrow Hesl!.eya.n Il.lethodist 
Circuit, Quarterly Meeting l\li!!_~tes 1887/1895, 1895/1906, 1906/1916. 
BRO BDFC/M/1. 
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received especial mention, for his efforts and for his appointment 
as a ::rustice of the Peace. It was finally decided to have a "small 
select committee" to choose the site from an expert vie1i point after 
considering all the issues, "to embrace and enhance the l'rork now 
carried on by Hartington Street, Abbey Road and Greengate". 
Successive Quarterly r:ieetings were almost exclus~vely concerned liith 
the project. June 1893 found the committee seeing Sir James Ramsnen 
for asite 'but they refused to finalise the meeting until the Quarterly 
I<Ieeting gave them the power necessary to take a site that he might 
offer, or to come to some other arrangement• This the Quarterly 
I·Ieeting refused to do. The problem was that the 11 on the committee 
liere a majority for the Hartington Street scheme, lihereas the 
Quarterly Meeting had a majority against this and for Abbey Road. The 
matter dragged on with both sides increasingly unhappy; in March 1894 
the committee reported on "the insupperable difficulty of dealing 
with the sites"; all interested parties were once more invited to 
participate. The select committee by June had gathered all materials 
and facts possible about the sites, and in September a 2 hour meeting 
lias held to decide the issue.. No decision could be reached and the 
committee was asked to provide more details. In March 1895 the 
matter was raised again for final consideration. Prior to this meet-
ing the committee had recommended Hartington Street as the site in 
l'That l-Ias described as a"final decision~ despite opponents from Abbey 
Road being absent on business; this naturally . caused friction and 
there was a very heated discussion. Roberts and Mills proposed that 
the committees decision be put to the final voteJ Crossfield and 
Brockbank counter proposed Abbey Road. A further 2 hour meeting led 
to the chairman r-efusing to allm-T a vote due to the frayed tempers 
and the acr·imonious nature of the debate, which did not serve as good 
example of how Christians l'Tere supposed to act. A former mayor, 
Justices of the Peace, councillors, local preachers, leaders, business-
men, all behaved improperly and were reminded o£ this. June 1895 
found a further protracted meeting in this battle bet'l'reen the decayed 
but numerous central society against the smaller but rich and 
influential suburban clique,. and a vote on the issue was not taken, 
due to all refusing to take part in a vote. 
Behind the scenes there vras trouble brewing· Determined to have 
their new chapel the Abbey Road trustees announced in December 1895 
that it could not afford to support its chapel due to the Chapel 
Buiiliding Fund recalling its loan and the fresh demands from the 
council for street and other charges. The chapel needed repairing 
but it W'}s not worth doing to so poor a fabric. The trust announced 
it was to sell the property vThether or not the Quarterly Neet ing 
intervened; there u¢§ in fact only £.300 in debts on the building 
and the trust could have afforded 10 times that, but it was hoping 
to force the hands of the meeting. The ministers and the Quarterly 
f·:ieeting panicked. Desperate to avoid an unseemly and potentially 
disastrous dispute, the meeting guaranteed to pay all the chapels 
debts and to investigate the issue further. Concerned to avoid a 
clash, after some months of "wheeling and dealing", the Quarterly 
1.\Ieeting agreed to the proposal of Crossfield and Brockbank in 
September 1896 to build a £5,000 chapel at Abbey Road, by 36 votes to 
14. Though the Quarterly ll~eeting might have called the bluff ef the 
Abbey Road trust over the matter, to have done so would have ~isked 
the whole financial basis of the circuit and -vrould have made relations 
between circuit and society untenable. In these circumstances many 
people voted for Abbey Road and against Hartington Street, \'Tho had no 
trump card to play and whose counter-proposals to first build on 
Hartington Street and then to allo't-T that society and trust to draw up 
detailed plans for its ol"m schemes, were rejected. Abbey Road 
contingent were well prepared and had all plans and costs worked out 
in detail. Before long, £8,500 had b~en spent on the Abbey Road 
chapel, and the fears of the Quarterly Meeting that funds might be 
denied to other more important tasks "'vere realised. Proposed projects 
a~ Hartington Street, Greengate and Vickerstown took some years to 
complete and cost between them not much more than Abbey Road by 
itself. Abbey Road continued to dominate the circuit and "1-Tent from 
strength to strength. 
Bqually bitter but wore protracted and potentially disastrous 
was the Carlisle dispute. After the traumas of the 1830s and 1850s 
Carlisle Uesleyan circuit developed in the last third of the 19tb: 
century with the growth of population, of industries, of wealth amongst 
its membership, and with missions to the nener 11orking class suburbs 
and residential areas (45). In the early years of the 20th century 
there was a conflict between the representatives of the old central 
chapel and society, Fisher Street, and the newer societies in the 
outlying areas, led by Caldewgate society, originally one of the poor-
est in the circuit and composed of membership recntited at first in 
that poor and volatile industrial suburb. By the 20th century Fisher 
Street was viewed as outmoded and opposed to all advancement in the 
circuit by the more radical so6.iet ies, and a struggle ensued to force 
the break up of this, still easily the wealthiest society of the area, 
by making it amalgamate in a new chapel and society with one of the 
suburbs •. 
During 1904 (46) some elements in the circuit Quarterly Meeting 
demanded Fisher Street be replaced as head of the circuit and that a 
new central chapel be built. Sites in Lowther Street or on Harwick 
Road were suggested, busy streets away from the relatively by-passed 
and poorly situated Fisher Street. Some representatives wished to 
force Fisher Street to combine vTi th proposed societies in Uari·Tick Road 
or involving Staxnrix, uhich would break the hold of the relatively 
exclusive Fisher Street society and dilute it with new elements. 
Jealousy of the privileged position of Fisher Street underlay part of 
the trouble for the ministers tended to be planned there and many 
local preachers despatched to the newer and poorer societies which 
resented paying for seldom seen preachers. 
This situation, fraught as it was with serious consequences, was 
complicated by the choice of sites, by the problem of costs, the need 
to sell Fisher Street, the continuing problem of Dumfries to pay for, 
and complaints about the cost of the ministry. Attempts to reduce 
stipends in 1904 and earlier had failed, but the feeling was there and 
the Quarterly J';leetings •·rere very stormy and uneasy. Currock had been 
promised a new chapel but any sort of central project would demand all 
circuit resources.. Fisher Street was absolutely opposed to any change 
45. For example see Carlisle 1-lesleyan Methodist Circuit, Union. Street 
Mission Minutes Book 1880/87, CRO FCM/1/2/31 and FCM/1/2/28 to 30. 
46. The follouing account is given in unusual detail (for the 
Uesleyans) in the Carlisle Uesleyan lo1ethodist C. irc.uit, Tlrferly/ /115 
I I 6 1926/r"O :-cRO .• F<n-1 1 2 2' 1 2 Meeting M:inutes, 1891 1904, 1904 2 ' <+ ' · - · 
t t ings are from these 
and l/2/3 respectively; all references o mee 
sour0es unless otherwise stated; See also CRO FCl-1/l/5/2 • 
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and so too was Currock since the society wanted its ovm chapel. 
Stanwi:g. members vrished for their mm chapel and did not favour a new 
central one ''l'hich would deprive them of their opportunity, and the 
small rural societies attached did not really mind what happened 80 
1 ~ ong as circuit life was not disrupted and no extra mon~ had to be 
raised. These groups then opposed the other town societies, and 
serious problems vrere raised. Caldewgate and others vrished to deprive 
Fisher Street of its prime plaQe. 
The large minority in favour of redevelopment of the central 
chapel either on the old site or on a new one petitioned Conference 
in, 1904 to intervene and force the meeting to sanction the plans. 
This unfortunaielyvras done without the knm'l'ledge of the main meeting 
which was furious. Such was the ill feeling that demands to partition 
the circuit were made. Conference despatched a Commission of Enquiry 
and it decided that the Uarwick Road site ought to be used, and that 
a start be made very soon. Requests to divide the circuit and to 
appoint two men to each were refused without much ado. This was a 
reJ:atively tactless way to handle a meeting already sensitive about its 
wishes being flouted by the actions of a minority. Not only did the 
meeting refuse to agree to the report of the Commission, but it 
protested against Conferential interference and the Building Committee, 
appointed when the meeting was in a more conciliatory mood, now 
decided to absolutely oppose the recommended U~r,'l'ick Road site as 
widely extravagant, since they uould have to pay, and not Conference. 
They chose Lovrther Street site which the Commission had said vras 
unsuitable. At this point too the Fisher Street trustees, including 
several of the most influential men in the city, adamantly refused to 
sell the property under any circumstances. 
The matter dragged on in an. unpleasant fashion. rrhe meeting of 
June 1905 turned awkward and refused not only to implement the 
decision of Conference to agree to the Commission's report, but refused 
to consider the idea of a nell central chapel at all. For the 3rd 
successive time the meeting alleged they had been overruled by 
Conference. The June meeting posed the following questions to the 
1905 Conference:. 
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1.. Could a minority of the Quarterly JI.Ieeting impose its vie·us on 
the entire meeting, by appealing directly to Conference, by by-passing 
the meeting, and by jeopardising in irresponsible fashion the whole 
future of the circuit?; 
2. Did Conference have the power to make the circuit build and pay 
for a nevr large central chapel it did not (by 1905) 1-Tant? 
3.. Could the Commission over-rule the meeting and ignore its rights? 
4• Did the Commission and the meeting's chairman, the Rev. Latham, 
have the right or pm-Ter to prevent further discussion of the matter 
and to over-rule the meeting's decision not to build. and pay for the 
chapel? 
The meeting refused to develop the Lol"l"ther Street site, holding 
it to be not central enough, little larger and better than Fisher 
Street, and ignoring the needs of Sta.rmix Hhich vrere desperate. 
Finance remained a sore point. The Fisher Street society 1ms by far 
the vreal thiest and demonstrated this in no uncertain way in order to 
"put one over" on the other societies >-Tho had been undermining their 
position. Fisher Street society had prepared a statement of finances 
over the past few years showing the average cofutribution to circuit 
income per member of each society. Union Street was giving 12s. per 
q_uarter per member to the circuit, Caldeugate 12s., Shaddongate 6s., 
and South JoPn Street 9s; Fisher Street was giving a staggering 33s. 
per quarter per member. Not surprisingly this raised the temperature 
of the meeting, and the Fisher Street representatives demanded the 
other societies pull their weight and stop allowing Fisher Street to 
pay all bills and keep the circuit solvent. This was one way for 
them to get back at the other societies. 
At the Christmas meeting, 1905, the superintendent, Latham, 
decided to try to pour oil on troubled water by bringing reasoned 
argument, tolerance and understanding to the discussion. He, like 
some of the meetings' members and Conference believed that a new 
central chapel •·ras needed if the circuit was to keep up its leading 
position amongst the city's sects. Fisher Street premises were too 
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small, too crowded, and too poor a site to allow for redevelopment. 
Latham believed that much trouble and misunderstanding could still be 
avoided by his vrords of explanation. The vlarwick Street and Spencer 
Street sites 1·1ere popular, large and central, but costly, and too 
near Union Street society which would dislike its competition, and 
would like'I'Tsie trespass on the territories of other denominations. 
They were also too far away from Stanwix to cater.for them, which 
uould mean a further chapel realistically at &:3,000. The Lowther 
Street site had already been bought for a. mere £1,425, l·Thich had to be 
considered a bargain, and there were no debts on it. It 1·ras an 
important road, good large site, would cater for Stanwix: and Uar1·rick 
Road area "for the forseeable future", and "l"ias 1-!ell away from rival 
churches. It could take adVRllitage of the new suburbs, rurud measured 
1900 square yards compared to Fisher Street 1 s 812 and Uarwick Road 1 s 
1455. It was the most airy and gright of the three, and when the 
rac·e course was built on, as "it surely must 11 , then the new chapel 
would be the best situated in tO\m to take advantage of this (this 
did not happen).. Funds of "a ~onsiderable mature" were already 
available and could not be used on any other project, and the l·Thole 
financial situation looked good. The chairman handled the meeting 
tactfully, pointing out the idea for the project had come from inside 
the circuit and was not being imposed on them by Conference. The new 
chapel would have the benefits of the old. Fisher Street members plus 
all the new ones from the other developing areas, and would~ forge a 
link between the societies of the city which had been lacking; there 
was scarcely any co-operation or contact betlfeen the six city 
societies, "which must be regretted", he commented. £3,500 had 
already been promised from outside the circuit, and perhaps a further 
£4,000 l·rould need to be raised by the circuit itself. The old Fisher 
Street chapel would become the Sunday school for the new chapel, and 
the chairman concluded his well considered speech by asking for a full 
and frank discussion on the topic. 
It lias to no avail. The issue had been discussed time and time 
again and did not come any nearer the agreement of the whole meeting. 
There had been a compromise in that the Fisher Street chapel would 
not be sold, but the trustees and the society there vrere not eager 
to combine with folk from new areas, and had the distinct impressio~ 
that they '1-Tould be left at the end of the day to foot the major part 
of the bill for a chapel which they did not want. Latham must have 
despaired of the situation. Certainly none of the societies \·rere 
willing to co-operate over even minor matters, let alone raising 
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vast amounts of cash. The other societies had no desire to perpetuate 
the dominance of Fisher Street under its new guise of Lowther Street 
which they ''Tere likewise expected to help finance. 
June 1906 found the meeting demanding a reply from Conference to 
its set of awkvrard questions of the previous year. The chairman 
pointed out ¥rith great patience that the reply had been to re-appoint 
the Commission of Inquiry to meet with the meeting. The meeting had 
refused to even meet the Conunission, and refused·to proceed with the 
chosen site until Conference replied properly and to their satis-
faction. By 24 votes to 21, with some abstentions, a memorial was 
sent to the Conference demanding "a proper reply". Hm-Tever, after 
much behind the scenes manoevring, by 26 votes to 16 the Lowther Street 
site was accepted and plans given the go ahead, because of Latham 1 s 
counsel and promises that all would progress smoothly. 
Latham seemed to at last have satisfaction and success. The 
succeeding months were occupied by the drawing up of detailed plans, 
but then occurred a further unfortunate dispute over expenditure on 
the house, furnishings and salary of the third minister which seems to 
have roused some unpleasant feelings and the latent dislike of 
Cumbrians for paying ministers. How much this affected the situation 
is impossible to gauge, but it all came down to hostility betvreen. 
s·ocieties and to the consternation and shock of Latham the plans for 
the chapel were finally rejected in December 1906, by 28 to 18 votes. 
The battle went on behind the scenes and by December 1907 was causing 
much harm to the cause in the city and allegedly getting the 
Wesleyans a very bad name. This conflict was blamed for severe 
membership and income losses. A committee '\'l'as formed for effecting 
a joint trust for the Currock and Lovrther Street ne"I'T chapels, but 
only the former went ahead. The issue remained the same as it 
had always been: the inability of Fisher Street and its supporters 
amongst the other officials to agree to co-operate uith the other 
societies. In any conflict the latter would normally have prevailed, 
but at crucial votes 11 the Fisher Street diehards 11 1-1ere augmented by 
those officials '\tho disliked ministerial interference when it was 
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too blatant, and were opposed to conferential interference _ hence the 
impossibility of the project being concluded. 
r.rhe matter dragged on in a lolier key until 1914 (47), by whii.ch 
date the circuit Quarterly Meeting vras calling for "aggressive 
evangelism" to win back the dwindling congregations, to increase 
membership and income., The liar saved the circuit from further 
disasters and offered new opportunities 1dth its large scale population1 
influx. 
1913 sal-T the arrival of the most outstanding of the city's 
ministers, G. Branwell Evens, later to become knmm through books and 
radio broadcasts as "Romany", a nationally famous minister. To a 
large extent his brilliant mission lWrk amongst the munition and 
factory workers of the area from Gretna to Carlisle revitalised the 
circuit and more importantly P:e paved the vray for the building of 
the famous central chapel, the Central Hall. Originally specialising 
in the Gretna and Dornock missions (at the latter he recruited 250 
members), in 1~17 he was invited to take charge of the richest prize, 
Fisher Street. Now this raised again thorny problems which caused at 
first much bitterness; it says much for Evens that he uas able to 
overcome immense prejudice and to win over almost all the members of 
the meeting to his side by tact, ability, good hu~our and kindness. 
The invitation extended by a majority of the meeting and by the 
society itself aroused the old jealousies. It- also raised a serious 
problem in another way, since Evens lias not the superintendent and 
had no uish to be, but Fisher Street "YTished to have him in order to 
revive their fortunes, which seemed likely since his missions had 
been so successful elsewhere. After difficult, heated and protracted 
meetings, resolutions were proposed to the effect that Fisher Street 
should relinquish its claims as head of the circuit. A majority 
of the circuit represent~tives wished for this to be passed, but the 
officials who led the campaign made a tactical error by associating 
it with preventing the re-appointment of Evens to the circuit. In. 
other vrords if the move to defeat Fisher Street succeeded, it meant 
47. The Quarterly Thnutes continue the story in detail. 
losing Evens. This right away, as always, split the opponents of 
Fisher Street, and the record voting l'Tas tied at 40 v 40. The 
superintendent and chairman, Rev. Smith, was placed in a very 
embarrassing position. He realised that whatever he did would be 
unpopular so decided to take the line of neutrality and refused to 
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give his casting vote, a very unusual step and perhaps unique in Cumbria. 
Caldewgate and supporters, disgusted, drafted a protest to Conference, 
signed it, and sent it l'rithout meeting approval in a repeat perfor-
mance of 1904. 
On this occasion the Conference acted cautiously. It supported 
Smith's actions in stating the matter ought to be resolved by the 
society and circuit officials amicablN-" and not in "bitter and hostile" 
meetings. The invitation by Fisher Street society, officials and 
trustees was legal, could not legally be altered especially since the 
meeting had had no majority against it. Evens, who l'Tas being used as 
something of a pavm in a bid by ·some to "depose" Fisher Street, must 
have been acutely embarrassed by the 1-rhole business, but he and Fisher 
Street "1-Tere delighted at the outcome to the discomfiture of 
Caldewgate. 
Such was Evens personality and ability that he revived the whole 
circuit. As late as 1925 he was asked by a majority of 73 votes to 
6 to remain for a further three years in the circuit. By Christmas 
1922 he had turned Fisher Street into a revitalised powerhouse of 
Methodism, and added 114 members in. five years in lihat l'Tas considered 
a decaying area. Prior to his coming the society had lost members 
regularly and recruited few. Due to his work the 1-fork on a Central 
Hall or chapel was "\'Tell under vray by Christmas 1922 and the appalling 
troubles of the previous 18 years did not re-occur on either side. 
Evens, 1iho stayed until 1927, received excellent comments on all sides 
throughout his ministry, and it seems fitting to close what vras an 
unpleasant and protracted affair l'rith the following from March 1924 
(48): 
48. The Quarterly l\1eeting Minutes are full of praise for his 
outstanding vrork 1·rhich is remembered with great affection in the 
circuit. 
"The Rev. G. B. Evens was invited to remain for another yeq.r. 
In vieli of the great and successful work being carried on at Fisher 
Street where the membership has been practically doubled and his 
influence upon the life of the city generally, it was felt that every 
effort should be made to retain his services. Mr. Evens, who had 
already refused the superintendency of the Sheffield Mission, accepted 
the invitation and expressed his intention of carrying out the terms 
of the invitation last year". Many were the tributes paid to a great 
peacemaker and evangelist by the meetings until he departed in 1927, 
four years after the completion of the Central Hall about •·rhich their 
had been such battles. 
Occasionally, disagreement bet1-1een circuit and District threatened 
the peace, as in Ulverston. For some years Ulverston had been under 
the Carlisle District, but the alliance with the rest of Cumbria's 
f\'iethodists was not smooth and repeated attempts were made by the 
circuit to abandon its Cumbrian neighbours for a ~outherly District. 
11 A further attempt" w·,.as made in I•'iarch 1856 (49) to join the Liverpool 
District, the Quarterly I·leeting giving as its reasons that many 
prominent circuit members travelled to South Lancashire on business 
and i·rere able to combine this rrith Methodist meetings: that all 
Ulverston' s connections 1·1ere ui th Lancashire to the South rather than 
with Cumbria vrith l·rhom it had "nothing in common", and that District 
meetings in Cumbria 1-1ere far more difficult to get to because of the 
distance and terrain involved. Apparently the boat service was so 
good to Lancashire that it was quicker to get to Liverpool than it was 
to get to most Cumbrian circuits by land. It l'ras also believed that 
Carlisle District had "repeatedly" neglected Ulverston's interests over 
the years and that Liverpool, with far greater resources, l'Tould offer 
more aid to Ulverston. Should. Ulverston join Liverpool, it l'muld be 
one of the poorest circuits and qualify for immediate and substantial 
District aid, the Quarterly Neet ing maintained; if it remained in. 
Carlisle District it was just one of many all poor and all after much 
aid from a very poor District with little to offer. 
Th,ese seemingly p01·rerful arguments l'rere not refuted by the 
Distriil.ct that June at Fenri th; the statement alleged that it was 
49. Ulverston Uesleyan Kethodist Circuit, Quarterly fileeting 
Tl1inutes 1856/66. BRO BDFC/N/U. 
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contrary to Connexional policy "to rob a small District" in order to 
make a very large one even larger, and that geog.raphical reasons 
militated against this "unwise" move. The reasons for separation 
itere insufficient to allou consideration of a transfer. The Ulverston 
Quarterly !>Teeting were beside themselves with annoyance and appointed 
a committee to frame a reply to the District and to take the matter 
further. Little progress was made against a stone nall of refusal, .. 
in spite of the special circuit class prayer meetings held in aid of 
the proposed transfer in March 1857. Liverpool meanwhile agreed to 
the transfer but Carlisle refused in June to consider the matter 
further, the reasons for \'ranting separation being "too flimsy". 
During August 1857 the Ulverston Quarterly Meeting desperately appeal-
ed to Conference and Carlisle District, citing the same reasons for 
separation but finding neither willing to do anything about the 
matter. That was the end of the matter and Ulverston "had to resign 
itself" to partnership with "other poor circuits" in Cumbria for the 
future, hoitever unhappy it was. 
A desire to split circuits from i'Ti thin frequently and inevitably 
arose when there itere clashes of interest bet;teen leading societies 
and members, usually over the apportioning of ministerial time and 
finmncial obligations, ithich led to struggles for supremacy in the 
Quarterly Meeting. The Brough and Appleby circuit never reached the 
heights of expansion and success initially envisaged in theill20s and 
ruined in 1835, and increasingly after 1850 migration out of the area 
by hundreds of members was held responsible for circuit misfortunes. 
Rather belatedly the superintendent moved during 1877 to Kirkby 
Stephen from the tiny Appleby society, though Brough, the first circuit 
head, shared equal sta&us. Hith societies scattered across a number 
of ·dales, it was recognised that most local preachers were neglectful 
of their appointments if they had to travel far, despite the coming 
of the raihrays (50). However, things looked up when nearly 200 new 
members were placed on trial after a revival over the 1878/79 v.inter. 
This prompted Brough and Kirkby Stephen to seek separation but during 
1882 the long hoped for and planned division was refused by the 
50.. Kirkby Stephen, Applegy and Brough Wesleyan Methodist Circuit, 
Local Preachers l'hnute Book 1872/1908. KRO UDFC/rn. 
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District which bred resentment and fostered trouble. By February 
1883 (51) the Quarterly ~eeting had to instruct all leaders to forbid 
"all allusions to ministers" in prayers and services since these 
were of a derogatory nature and most un-Christian, blaming the 
preachers for not supporting circuit division sufficiently. By 
December 1885 fresh attempts to split the circuit by dissatisfied 
societies vrere defeateEI: by a small majority, but rural depression and 
the lack of a strong central society produced financial worries l·rhich 
in turh~ exacerbated feelings betlveen ministers and members, and 
betl'reen societies. By 18 votes to 4 it was agreed to reduce ministeri§.l 
stipends by £10 per year each in December 1885. The chairing minister 
declared this action to be illegal and sought help from _the District. 
George Abbott, ~istrict chairman, wisely counselled caution and the 
reduction did not go ahead in spite of the meeting fighting hard with 
comments on the serious losses of young families and finance l'Tith the 
onset of agricultural depression. It was felt that members l-l"ere 
suffering cuts in their living standards and that it l'ras only fair 
ministers do the same. Somebody, probably a minister, l'rrote in the. 
"Methodist Times" of the affair and created a stir, the Quarterly 
Meeting banning all reports being made on threat of serious 
consequences• 
The circuit had a real struggle to survive and fou~ht a rear-
guard action from 1880 into the 20th sentury. Societies uere notorious-
ly alikvrard and this refusal to hand over cash for circuit and 
ministerial uses prompted the returning circuit steward to write in 
the 1892 circuit schedule (52) for the benefit of his successor that 
Mallerstang, Crosby Garrett and Espla.nd Hill had to be handled with 
especial care or else they lwuld do their best to create havoc in 
circuit finances; "but they are quite well off realJ.Y"" he concluded. 
vllien in 1900 Kendal reiused to take over the ailing Sedbergh circuit 
51.. Kirkby Stephen, Appleby and Brough Wesleyam Methodist Circuit, 
Quarterly l\leeting Minutes Book 1869/90. KRO UDFC/~n. 
52. Kirkby Stephen, Appleby and Brough Uesleyan Methodist Circuit, 
Schedule Book 1878/1903. KRO UDFC/M. 
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as well as Ambleside, Kirkby Stephen and Brough w·ere the only 
alternative, thus inheriting a circuit of 167 members in 10 societies 
(53) • Ministers were stationed in the four main towns and the Brough, 
Kirkby Stephen and Sedbergh sectors vrere worked independently. They 
remained a nightmare to plan and only t-vro traps were provided for 
local preachers, one each to the extremities of the circuit and only 
along one route, l'l"ith no detours and never to be used by men with a 
journey of "only 10 miles" or less. Uhen in June 1918 the District 
asked for one of its preachers to become an army pastor, this l-TaS 
refused, and ,.,hen the District asked the meeting to organise its 
Sunday schools in a union the Quarterly Meeting replied that it was 
impossible to organise a union because of distances and size of the 
circuit; but that the District was vrelcome to try to organise the 
Sunday schools, and in fact to organise the circuit since it could 
not be done by the officials. The Quarterly Meeting spent much of its 
time trying to hold together three parts of a circuit lvhich wished to 
be split up, uhich could neither be 1-rorked together or apart. 
The permanent problems associated with working uide circuits, 
dispersed centres of population and difficult terrain plagued Kendal 
too. Kendal lias in the middle of a huge unwieldy circuit measuring 
40 miles vride by 18 long, having to cater for the central tovm and a 
number of little societies as far apart as Kirkby Lonsdale in the 
4ast and Ambleside in the West. Traditionally, the two or three 
circuik.ministers vrere stationed in Kendal and ventured out on their 
tours of duty across the circuit, but this involved considerable 
travelling expenses and vraste of time, and annoyed the outlying 
societies l·rho disliked having to depend on the one society and its 
good offices to-vrards them in providing ministerial talent. Poor 
relations betvreen societies l-Tere heightened by the allocatiofu of 
successive circuit quarterly debts, apportioned according to member-
ship of societies or the healthiness of their chapel trusts. Kendal 
exhibited the problems which plagued circuits into this century. 
53. Kirkby Stephen, Appleby and Brough \'l'esleyan M.ethodist Circuit, 
Schedule Book 1878/1903. KRO UDFChn. 
The Kendal Quarterly Meeting had "an obsession with money 
questions" according to one of its members, and neglected religion 
as a result (54). The issue of circuit finance was intertwined with 
the .Ambleside and Kirkby Lonsdale matters ,.,hich so occupied the 
Quarterly Meeting into the 20th century, and l'Tas never satisfactorily 
solved. Ambleside had had sporadic preaching since the days of 
Hodgson Casson before 1820, but it offered little scope and only in 
the 1840s was a society established in the town (55). Preaching and 
little societies at Windermere, Grasmere and Hal'Tkshead followed in 
due course, and with the coming of the raihray in the mid 19th century 
prospects brightened. Ho,iever, Kendal had the job of providing 
preachers and most of the cost of the venture:;' in 1862 Henry r.iarchbank 
was the first minister appointed there as Home Missionary, followed 
by 'iialter Briscombe and 11. G. Beardmore (56) \'Tho placed the area on 
the District map. Kendal did not appreciate payihg for the succession 
of ministers and remonstrated ''lith the four little societies that they 
should raise more money. By l\1arch 1873 the Quarterly Meeting was 
demanding the Horne Missionary preach in Kendal sector too since they 
paid his salary, but on the other hand appointed collectors in every 
society in order to help the Ambleside sector. Ambleside was raised 
at each Quarterly Meeting and its financial situation worried the 
members. One of the rare instances of sympathy sho1m to a group of 
societies by the Quarterly tJieeting was in June 1876 \'Then Ambleside 
sector was excused two quarters debts because it had no money. Crisis 
was precipiatated in October 1877 when the Home :Missions Committee 
intimated its plan to reduce its grant to the circuit and placed all. 
the burden on Kendal. The Quarterly r.ieeting appealed against this 
gradual disappearance of the grant-and when the Committee refused to 
reconsider, in January 1878 Kendal announced it vrould simply employ 
just its two circuit preachers vrho would be resident in Kendal, 
54. Kendal lTesleyan Methodist Circuit, Janu-ary 18]1 Quarterly 
l•'ieeting Minute Book, 1871/1879. KRO 1.mFC/M2. 
55. A. Steele, Christianity in Earnest as Exernplified·'In The Life 
and Labours of the Rev. Hedgson Casson. 1853; G. H. Bancroft Judge, 
The Beginning of r.Iethodism in Ambles ide; J. Burgess, Lake District 
Nethodism: Ambleside Circuit, 1978. UHS Cumbrian Branch. 
56.. See Appendix. A. 
]Leaving Ambles ide sector to its own devices with occasional help 
from local preachers. The Home r.Iission Committee was forced to make 
Ambles ide a circuit and Kend.al escaped with just providing local 
preaching aid and no finance. For a time Ambleside's problems were 
removed. 
A.far more thorny problem concerned the Kirkby Lonsdale society 
and its local supporting societies of Cowan Bridge, Hutton Roof and 
Barbon. These societies, remote from a ministerial presence, resisted 
successive attempts to make them pay their proper circuit dues over 
the years until a clash of interests made definite action. necessary. 
The occasion of the clash was a request by the Quarterly Meeting to the 
Kendal chapel trustees that they contribute to circuit funds (57), The 
trustees in no uncertain terms refused to do so and this stimulated 
the meeting's secret~y; Bateson, a Kendal businessman, to point out 
that the real problem was that the four societies of which Kirkby 
Lonsdale was the acknovrledged head, had not contributed adequately 
over the years, but expected Kendal trustees to pay their share. He 
instanced the Horse Hire Fund in l'.larch 1873, to vrhich the four 
societies had given £6 in 4 years but had t a.ken out of it £40; Kendal 
gave most of the money and took least. As circuit steward too~ 
Bateson rose to the occasion and launched ~ a sally against the four 
societies. At the next meeting in June JYiallinson led the Kirkby 
Lonsdale reply, which alleged the poverty of the four societies and 
their consistent ne~~lect by the Quarterly Meeting. Subsequent 
meetings spent hours on the matter. 
Bateson requested that the 8:.52 m·red to him as circuit steward 
and the £.16 o"l'red to him as Horse Hire Fund treasurer be paid. in March 
1874• Kirkby Lonsdale was asked for a large contribution and in 
return in June demanded a minister be stationed there full time. 
After a long and heated debate, the motion to do this was defeated by 
10 votes to 8. The 8 '-Tho lost did not rest there but encouraged the 
meeting to ask Kendal chapel trust for contributions, "1-lhich exacerbated 
the delicate situation during 1875• Bateson retired as steward ~ 
57. The follo,iing is based on the Kendal l;lesleyan Nethodist Circuit, 
Quarterly r<leeting Minutes 1871/79, 1879/91, 1891/1901, 1901/10. 
KRO UDFC/M2. 
January 1876 and noted with some justification the improved circuit 
financial situation since he had taken over~ It vras he lTho gave free 
teas each quarter to the meeting, and vrho rented the manse cheaply 
to the circuit for the ministers. Uith the Kendal trust still at 
loggerheads with the Quarterly Meeting, it iias suggested that they 
place the chapel on the Model Deed in order to avoid further expenses. 
The one insupperable snag vras £200 of debts for which they as retiring 
trustees were liable, and the circuit refused to pay them. With the 
setting up of Ambleside as a circuit, the Kirkby Lonsdale sector 
seized its opportunity and in January 1879 returned to the theme that 
they required a minister resident there. The Quarterly Meeting 
required the four societies to give a guarantee that they would pay 
most of the expenses involved, but this was refused and the issue 
unresolved. 
June 1881 found the Kirkby Lonsdale society protesting about 
receiving little ministerial attention and inferior local preachers, 
and demanding the residence of the junior minister be moved to there. 
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A committee ;ms formed to report on the matter. This reported the follow-
ing September and stated that one man could not work all the proposed 
Kendal sector, whereas the Kirkby Lonsdale man would have far too 
little to do and that society would fuot promise to increase its 
fontributions to circuit funds whereas the rest of the circuit was 
expected to foot the increased bill. The matter came to be raised 
almost quarterly, and just as regularly rejected bY a majority, 
as in f•larch 1883. Sensing that they would never get any-
where whilst a minority of the Quarterly ~.1eeting, the four Ja.asterly 
societies tried a different approach: in :r.1arch 1888 they asked to be 
attached to another circuit which vrould better cater for their 
interests. This alarmed the Quarterly Meeting and~-ii.i'ter protracted 
negotiations it i-Tas agreed to find a suitable lay agent to vrork the 
four. To the chagrin of Kirkby Lonsdale, no agent could be found. 
T:heir only comfort was that in September 1891 the Quarterly r.Teeting 
agreed "in principle" that the junior preacher ought to be stationed 
out of Kendal. No feasible scheme could be agreed, but a committee 
to investigate the matter was once more formed. The committee 
reported that Kirkby Lonsdale could have a preacher provided they 
i·Ti thin four years agreed to provide a manse plus most of the expenses 
involved. Agreement could not be reached, and finally in March 
1892 the Quarterly Meeting stated that to station a man in Kirkby 
Lonsdale was impossible, but that a search for a suitable (and cheap) 
supernumary uould be made. 
It 1vas at that meeting that the awktvard but very frustrated 
representatives from the four societies announced that they had been 
in official negotiation with Sedbergh circuit and had been promised 
a resident minister if they joined that circuit. The Quarterly 
Meeting, shocked, condemned this action but agreed to open 
negotiations 1'1ith Sedbergh. The stumbling block to these proposals 
was~ never recorded, but nothing came of them. Sedbergh circuit may 
have required financial and preaching help of Kendal Hhich the latter 
'1-Tas not able or prepared to giver,~ or the offer of a minister to live 
in Kirkby Lonsdale may have involved complications such as paying 
for him or sharing his services with existing Sedbergh societies. 
Sedbergh itself was in a bad way at that date and its finances were 
desperately poor. By June 1892 the Quarterly Meeting l'Tas offering 
Kirkby Lonsdale a supernumary provided they would pay £20 plus 
expenses towards the cost. Kirkby Lonsdale refused absolutely to 
pay a further penny. 
From then onw~rds the representatives of Cowan Bridge, Barbon, 
Hutton Roof and Kirkby Lonsdale ceased to take part in circuit meet-
ings or business, and did not pay towards circuit expenses. 'l'he 
circuit did not function properly and in October 1895 the Quarterly 
Nee;ting noted the impossibility of working it •·rith one plan since 
the four societies ignored all the others. Negotiations were opened 
1-lith Settle and again with Sed:bergh circuits to see if they •wuld 
take over the four, but fell through because both circuits required 
/Hi:> 
financial and preaching /\that Kendal •ms not 1-1illing to give. Uith 
these talks taking many months, circuit life returned to normality 
but failure to reach a settlement re$urrected bad feeling. Realising 
that they •·rere getting nowhere, Kirkby Lonsdale and its three little 
partUBrs agreed reluctantly to pay £26 per year towards the costs of 
a supernumary in June 1899· Ironically, none could be found to take 
on the job. 'Uith bitterness bet'l-reen the two groups of societies 
interrupting circuit life once more, a serious situation arose 
concerning Ambleside and Sedbergh circuits •. 
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Ambleside and Sedbergh had both once formed part of Kendal and 
1-Tere new circuits. Each experienced declining fortunes though their 
existence was at best tenuous from their inception as independent 
circuits. In ~une 1900 the District alarmed Kendal by requesting 
them to take over both circuits to ge run as sectors of their own 
Quarterly !lleeting. The Kendal Quarterly Meeting, shocked, was aghast 
at the idea of a circuit double its presefut umriea.cy size but 1-Tith 
only an additional 280 members across its huge area. Uith a large 
Home Mission grant the Quarterly Meeting agreed to take on Ambleside,with 
a most reluctant Appleby and Brough circuit being obliged to take on 
Sedbergh. Neither enlarged. circuit prospered. Kirkby Lonsdale, for 
some months out of the spotlight, positi~ely demanded it have one of 
the circuit's four ministers stationed in that tovm. After many hours 
of further discussions {one vrould have thought that e11'erything 
possible ~>rould have been said on the matter) a committee was created 
to look into the matter; it reported that the idea uas as impractical 
as it had been 30 years before. The Kirkby Lonsdale group proposed a 
division of the circuit in June 1902 but this was defeated, and then 
requested that Settle take them over. A committee was established to 
effect the transfer. 
11hen the transfer vras about to be completed in January 1903 it 
fell through over Settle's refusal to pay off any debts incurred by 
the four societies, and by Kendal's refusal to give financial help to 
the enlarged Settle circuit. In the face of all but violent revolt, 
the Quarterly I~Ieeting pledged to provide a lay agent if the four 
societies would raise £60 per annum for his work. Fortunately the 
services of. J. Uardle were obtained and after over 30 years of trying 
Kirkby Lonsdale achieved its goal of a resident preacher {58). 
Kendal 1-1as not alone in having to resist demands for division, 
"\'Thich had more success in the case of Kirkos"\'rald. Expanding finances 
and membership in Penri th in the 1860s led to Kirkoswald demanding to 
be made an independent circuit. The demand originated in the refusal 
58. p. Gaskins, Methodism in Hutton Roof 1976, deals 1-li th the 
Kirkby Lonsdale pastor and the work in the little societies of the 
area. 
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to move any of the three circuit ministers into the fellside villages 
as a resident in the early 1860s, and even after the appointment of a 
fourth minister in 1866 all four lived in the town despite an increase 
in income from the fe~lside villages (59). Some controversy ensued 
over the propriety of d~ying the several strong and old societies of 
a minister's presence, and one was moved to live in Kirkoswald shortly 
afterwards. Hovrever, the Kirkoswald area demanded circuit independence 
and by June 1868 the quarterly and leaders meetings reported on the 
refusal. of the fellsiders to send representatives to meetings not held 
in their villages (60). A committee appointed to finally decide oru 
the matter of circuit division exhaustively investigated the financial 
situation but in the ensuing vote split 10 v 10 on the issue of 
division and its advisability. To prevent a walk out of the fellsiders 
the chairman had to cast his vote for division, but when the committee 
decisively rejected financial proposals for the neit circuit 1 s 
contribution to its own upkeep the fellsiders refused to attend 
further meetings. The usual attendance of 12 or 14 at Quarterly 
Meetings increased to 45 in December 1869, however, when after 
adjourned meetings of 12 hours it was unanimously agreed to divide 
the circuit and plans ~or the division left to John Pattinson, Robert 
Gates' son-in~law. His plans were soon effected and division took 
place in 1871: amicably at last because of good sense, but many 
months of bitterness hadcaam endured and some nasty moments 
experienced. 
After a highpoint in membership reached throughout the county 
towards 1890, decline set in and, with occasional brief breaks, 
continued to the present. The decrease in Uesleyan membership is 
easy to chart through circuit records, going hand-in-hand vri th 
the changing fortunes of the county's industries and agriculture over 
59· Penrith Uesleyan Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting rhnutes 
1846/78. CRO FCI-I/3/1/l. 
60. Penri th Uesleya.n Methodist Circuit, Leaders Minutes 1867 /74• 
CRO FCM/3/1/77• 
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the same period, and most importantly with changing demographic 
patterns (61). By the 1890s the industrial towns "l'Tere experiencing 
depression and rural areas.met a worsening future for agriculture 
"l'Thich encouraged emigration out of the county. Large numbers of non-
Cumbrians, attracted by the industrial development in Barrow, Mill om, 
Uest Cumberland, left as easily as they had come once the work ended. 
The sapping of circuit strength and flexibility by emigration was not 
stayed by recruitment and the Uesleya.ns, in common with the other 
Connexions, were unable to effectively make good their losses. 
Finances '"ere impaired, an obsession ui th spending money on chapels 
turned into a belief that expense should be cut and economy measures 
instigated in all matters, and the reluctance of Cumbfians to pay 
towards. circuit expenses turned into a desire to save what money 
- "l'<as available for their o"l'm chapel, which frequently remained in 
debt. The officials - local preachers, leaders and a host of 
financial managers - \·rere difficult to replace since their natural 
successors, able and active younger men, were encouraged to search 
for a future elsel'rhere outside of Cumbria, 1n the oities of the N•orth 
and Midlands and . especially in London. Existing officials aged, 
' younger ones uere lacking, and the Sunday schools ceased to provide 
the usual fund of new members and officials which they had done for 
many years. Initially \·Jesleyanism gre"l'r by recruitment outside of its 
ranks, but during the 19th century the tendency towards taking most 
members from the children of existing members and via Sunday schools 
became the most important mode of advancing membership numbers. As 
younger families migrated, schools in rural areas faced problems of 
recruitment of both teachers and pupils, making the future bleak 
for the circuit's prospects. Rivalry from other denominations was 
never a major factor in Methoclist decline except very occasionally. 
Far more serious was the decreasing need of society at large for the 
religious services, and especially the t'social services,! of the 
Connexion. The rise and progress of secular amusements and entertain-
ments in the later 19th century were at first a stimulus to rliethodism, 
encouraging chapels to form their o'i'm cycling, lecture, History and 
other societies, but uith the increasing amount of variety people 
61. Decennial Census Returns in Carlisle Rec~Dd Office give the 
precise changes; the various local histories give details on 
individual areas, for instance: J. D. Marshall, Furness and the 
Industrial Revolution, 1958. 
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savr no reason to involve themselves uith religion when such 
entertainments with no religious ties, could be easily had - for 
instance, organised sports. Though into the 1970s tlesleyan chapels 
give a good account of their many and multifarious social activities 
in the county, in towns and larger villages, they could not cope with 
strong rivalry~Stripped. of their so?ial functions, even as places 
for non-drinkers to meet, chapels found themselves under pressure in 
education too. Their day schools vrere supplanted or merged >'lith local 
authority undertakings, their Sunday schools ceased to be significant 
save for the children of members and rather than for a wmder society. 
The measure of the influence of :Methodism has been both its member-
ship and the number of non~members who attended services, and in the 
later 19thcentury and 20th century a significant decrease in heafers 
at services took place as Uesleyanisro,in common with other denomin-
ations, lost its appeal to the public. \ihereas in the mid 19th 
century the Wesleyans attracted nearly all members to services by 
nature of their duty as members, together with a larger number of 
non-members, by the 1900s indisputable evidence shows that hearers 
vrere mainly members ( 62 .• ) • By the mid 20th century feu non-members, 
and only some members, attended services regularly. Faced no longer 
with a grouth situation in >-Thich the future for the circuits uas 
bright, the Uesleyans were forced to adapt to a situation of 
stagnation and then decline in their fortunes which produced new 
problems, stresses and strains. 
Amongst the mainly rural Cumbrian circuits, Appleby, Brough and 
Kirkby Stephen early complained about migration out of their area on 
a significant scale in the 1850s ( 6,3'), uhen they placed great 
reliance on recruitment from members• children in the Sunday schools 
62 \.. See Appendix B. 
6:3. 'mle circuit Quarterly :t-1eet ings complained Vlirtually every 
quarter about their losses. Although every CuQ)brian circuit dvrel t 
at length on many occasions on migration out of their circuit 
damaging their fortunes, it was to an extent a convenient scapegoat. 
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until_ this source dried up increasingly after 1880 and occasioned 
alarm in official circles (64). Societies 1-1ere determined to keep 
what little income some found that they possessed in their o;m hands 
and not give it to the circuit officials. This led to conflicts 
involving the ministers, ever anxious to expand circuit income along 
with some members, with those desirous to decrease income. The 
circuit was, however, well off compared to its neighbour Sedbergh, 
reduced to a single minister and 167 members in 10 little societies 
by 1900. As a circuit Sedbergh had been created too late, was hit 
by massive emigration, and never came to terms l'Tith its reduced 
income and lack of officials and active members. Kendal absolutely 
refused to accept Sedbergh as part of it, despite the two being 
linked for so long (6.5), It was forced to take oversight of 
Ambleside, another recent circuit which had never found its feet, 
with few officials and little in the way of resources of members 
(perhaps strangely, bearing in mind the by then considerable number 
of rich residents, though few ~rere Methodists). Kendal at least had 
a permanently stable central society in the old market town to support 
its ailing rural societies· Sedbergh, Appleby, Kirkby Stephen bore no 
comparison to Kendal tol'm, though both circuits presented massive 
problems of organisation and finance spread across numerous little 
societies in a huge area. Dlverston, though considerably smaller 
than Kendal, had no ·such concentration of Dissenting denominations 
this allm·red the Wesleyans more room to recruit throughout the 19th 
century from the richer classes, who continued to lead e~pansj.uil'mto 
the 20th century at the seaside resorts of the loc~ity against the 
countrywide trend of inability to recruit (66). Naturally, small 
64. Kirkby Stephen, Appleby and Brough Uesleyan Methodist Circuit, 
Statistical Summary Books, 1895/1898, for example. KRO \lDFC/}'111. 
6~. Kendal i·Jesleyan Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes, 
June 1900. ilB91/1901. KRO UDFC/M2. 
66. Ulverston lfesleyan l>!ethodist Circuit, Circuit Accounts 1879/1927, 
giving membership, class leaders etc. BRO BDFC/M/U. 
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societies based on declining local industries, like Lindal and its 
mining ( 6V·), suffered badly as :people left the area for work; but 
overall the circuit fared well, and better than its offspring, Millom 
and Barrm-1. The surviving records of Ulverston circuit are full of 
a cautious optimism and confidence uhich is noticeably absent from 
c the recor~of~:p:pleby, Kendal and Sedbergh. 
Of the other rural circuits, i'ligton was one of the few to complain 
of direct Anglican opposition to their work \'Thich had harmed certain 
societieso Duringl900 it united rrith the more industrial lliaryport 
circuit, hoping that union1 meant strength, more members and increased 
finances, vrhich did not prove to be true (68). 'rhe only significant 
Uigton Hesleyan gains vrere at the expense of the Primitives, for 
instance at Bothel, where the society proved unable to cope with 
d~press ion and shrinkage as l'l'ell as did the Ues leyans, the stronger 
circuit ( 619). The Cockermouth and Kes1'1ick circuit experienced varying 
fortunes. To the llest, mining societies like Dearham suffered great 
decline, whilst Kesl'l'ick, neldy advancing under the patronage of 
Randles, Walker and others in the early 20th century, took circuit 
leadership in the fresh impetus of influential members and expanding 
finances in the 20th century (VO). To the ~ast Penrith town society 
fought to preserve 1\lethodism in its hinterland amongst a score of 
little societies, and channelled considerable time, effort and money 
into the project bet"''reen 1890 and 1920, to no avail, and only delayed 
the inevitable decay with the onset of serious rural depression and 
de-population. The to"''m itself remained quite balanced in its economy, 
a sizeable market and trading, as well as social and administrative 
centre vrhich like other larger Cumbrian towns l·rith no nearby rivals, 
6~. Lindal in Furness Centenary Brochure. 
6&. Maryport and Uigt on slesleyan lYiethodist Circuit, Quarterly 
r.~eeting Minute Book 1895/1907. CRO FCM/2/lA; A. Humphreys, 
A Wide Cumbrian: Cir'Cni.tt: Uigton; 12.11.1903 Methodist Recorder. 
6~. Bothel Primitive lliethodism, J. Burgess 1978, issued for the 
Nethodist Society there. 
ll9· Kesl'l'ick and Cockermouth Hesleyan Methodist Circuit, 
Quarterly rueeting.r.Iinute Book, 1912/1955· CRO FC/6/1/1. 
sucked men and industry out of the surrounding countryside. The 
torm society provided trustees and officials for most of the rural 
societies, despite being numerically outnumbered by the combined 
village societies. Significantly, the torm provided double the 
finance per member of the rural causes for circuit income and 
Connexional funds by the 18909 ( 7(1). Penri th society by the 1920s 
found it imposl:ible to maintain the village causes, and closed down 
for most of the year or permanently services and activitielir in18 
villages betvreen 1920 and 1930 ( 72). Ironically. nearby Kirkoswald, 
so desperately figh·ting for inde:fjendence in the 1860s on a vrave of 
prosperity, by the 1880s was losing more members by migration 
out than it could recruit via the Sunday schools, which occasioned 
concern and later panic in the Quarterly Meeting, rrhich turned to 
special efforts to recruit scholars ~1d to train them for official 
posts (73). They described their oun future as "bleak" and suffered 
internal disputes over finances, started by Kirkoswald having the 
benefit of the superintendent but providing no more members or 
finance than other societies ( 74). In a crisis situation such petty 
jealous:i. 1-1as exaggerated by vrorry and anxietyo On several occasions 
the measure of weekly collections in chapels for circuit finances 
1-1as defeated (notably in l899) because societies vrere un1dlling to 
pay for ministers they rarely saw·, though predictions of ceasing to 
exist as a circuit were overdone and it continues to this day, 
albeit 1-Tith tiny membership and scattered, isolated societies. 
7t1. Penri th Uesleyan Methodist Circuit, Circuit Accounts 1892/1916. 
CRO F~!/3/1/14; and the Circuit 20th Century Fund Accounts, CRO 
FGrfJ./3/1/71. 
72. Penri th Uesleyan 1'-:ethodist Circuit, Quarterly :Meeting :Minute 
Book 1916/33, CRO F~/3/l/ 4. A nuQ!ber 1-1ere opened for services 
during the summer but closed for most of the year. Others closed 
permanently and merged with neighbouring societies. 
73. Kirkoswald 1-fesleyan Nethodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting 
:Minutes 1871/1902 and 1902/33. CRO FGN/ 4/1/1 and 2 • 
7 ~. Kirkoswald Uesleya.n Methodist Circuit, Accounts 1871/93, 
1893/19la. CRO FCM/4/1/24 and 25. 
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The more urban and industrial Cumbrian circuits endured the 
same longterm future of their rural allies. Uhitehaven circuit 
advanced primarily in the newer mining settlements on Cleator r.Joor, 
suffering protracted decline in the late Victorian period and 
particularly in the first quarter of the 20th century i-Thich afflicted 
all mining areas,; Emigration out of the area was considerable, mainly 
to the Dominions, and the missions of the turn of the century were 
attempts to increase the number of hearers amongst the working poor. 
The central society was not always eager to promote l\Iethodist 
quantity as opposed to the quality of membership, often preferring 
the respectable business and trading members to the poover inhabitants,and 
hence the late attempts to reach the poor. The to;m society too 
never recovered from the blow it received in 1835, though its 
remaining members grew in status and vreal th ( 7 5). Uorkington i-Tas 
newly develop~ng as an industrial town in the 1880s and 1890s, but 
optimism -rras shortlived and with increasing unemployment and 
emigration the circuit was faced vri th Sunday school and membership 
recruitment stagnation vrhich turned into a decline by the second 
decade of the 20th century. It proved to be more energetic ~han 
Uhitehaven in seeking out i-Tider work amongst ·the poor, but the decline 
of the port and shipping interest lost the society many members. 
Itlaryport fared worse and was forced to union vri th distant lfigton, 
eqch being working class in membership and lacking the resources of 
their neighbours (7~). Carlisle, one of those neighbours, proved an 
exception and experienced little of the economic misfortunes -rrhich 
beset most circuits between 1890 and 1930. As a county town and 
centre for economic, social and administrative functions it had a 
diversity of employment opportunities 1-rhich gtl.aranteed stability 
whilst tovrns and areas dependent on a couple of staple employers 
75.. Uhitehaven Wesleyan I·1ethodist Circuit, Uhitehaven Society 
Accounts 1862/84 and 1884/1901. 
7~. Uorkington Uesleyan Methodist Circuit, Quarterly I.Ieeting 
~1inutes 1895/1913. CRO FCM./7 /1/1; \'figton and 1\.iaryport Uesleyan 
I·lethddist Circuit, Quarterly :Nieeting l·linutes 1895/1907, 1908/14, 
1914/25, GRO FCM/2/lA, l:S, 2 and 3: :Sy the 1920s it 1-ras hard to 
find a male member of either circuit in fulltime employment, and 
this economic bloi-T was serious for Methodism in the locality. 
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endured periodic Vagaries of unemployment and depression (7~). Its 
liesleyans prospered w·i th the city, expanding into the new suburbs 
and continuing to experience progress in membership, Sunday schools 
and finances completely against the county-~-Tide trend of the 20th 
century r.lathodists. It acted: as a magnet to many !llethodists from 
elsevrhere in the county reluctant to leave Cumbria, and benefitted 
from continued early 20th century immigration. The Great Har offered 
new scope for mission work amongst 10,,000 imported workers between 
Gretna and the city for the munitions factories, and Bra.nwell Evens 
and other ministers had great advances in such an environment (78). 
The mass drunkenness fostered by such population displacement led to 
the State Management scheme for all public houses and licensed 
restaurants, and the I"Tesleyans responded with zeal to the new 
opport~mities afforded by the war (79). 
Those once booming industrial and urban circuits, r~1illom and 
Barrow, did not experience Carlisle's good fortune. I•~illom depended 
on jrhe Hodbarro'I'T mines for its existence as a market town of 10,000 
people, many of them Cornish, I<lanx, Helsh and Midlanders who had 
brought their differing types of Methodism \-Tith them in the 1860s 
and 1870s (80). The outlying five societies were small and leaned 
on the town one, vrith half the 180 or so members, to foot the 
ministerial bill each quarter. llhilst the quarries died out at 
Kirkby, Coniston and Broughton, I•:illom too suffered mining depression, 
7q. T. H. Bainbridge, Carlisle: A Geographical Analysis, 1931; 
Sil E. Howe, .Aspects of the Industrial Geography of Carlisle; 
Industrial Carlisle: a Handbook 19~· 
1'8· The Circuit Records are full of Evens I \-iOrk, for example the 
Quarterly Meeting Minutes, Carlisle Uesleya.n Methodist Circuit, 
1904/26. CRO FCM/l/1•/115 • 
. 79. For the State Management Scheme (fondly remembered nol-T in the 
city) see Henry Carter, The Control of the Drink Trade: a con~ribution 
to National Efficiency, 1918; B. Oliver: The Renaissance of the 
English Public House, 1941· 
80· J. n., Marshall, Colonisation as a Factor in the Planting of 
Towns in North Uest England,pp.215/230, in the "Study of UrBan 
History", Ed. m. J. Dyos, 1972; t"or details on the immigrants to 
Nillom and treat and South Cumbria. 
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many left for the South, and in a piece of pure folly the to~m society 
spent £1,100 ~n.renovation of its chapel, reputed in the 1880s to have 
the l~rgest number of hearers at services in the District. By 1912 
one half of the houses of the to~m were empty and total depression 
had set in (8ili-). Ulverston absolutely refused to involve itself by 
taking over Millom circuit, ,-;rhich had to battle on ~rith decayed church 
rolls and school registers. Barrow was a much stronger society in a 
large tovm. by Cumbrian standards. Its influential financiers included 
a number of Methodists who aided and instigated such ambitious projects 
as the Abbey Road chapel and the three new chapels for a total of 
£19 7000 bet~reen 1900 and 1910 (8a). The ups and do1ms in shipbuilding 
iron and steel, mining, the hemp trade and other town irldustries 
affected the Uesleyans, although not until the 1920s rras there the 
savage economic depression which ruined the circuit. Until that time 
the l'lesleyans had enough fat to survive lean times, though after 1910 
with little advancement or recruitment, and an ageing band of prominent 
officials l·rho ~rere not replaced by men of the same standing of 
calibre. 
In 1lbhe yeai's betvreen 1918 and the r.1ethodist Union of 1932 the 
Uesleyans vrere less affected in their decline than the Primitives and 
United Methodists, their larger resources and membership guaranteeing 
resilience and stamina and a sterner action against decreasing 
membership and the inability to recruit. In spite of their difficul-
ties the 1-lesleyans were able in Cumbria to form the major party in 
the Union, which was much less of a necessity for them than for the 
Primitives and United Nethodists, spread more thinly and '"lith a less 
hopeful future. 
8U.., The Dalton and lJ.iillom Primitive :r.~ethodist Circuit described 
the sufferings of both town and Methodists in detail, Quarterly 
Neeting Minute Book 1882/1911, Circuit Accounts- 1905/25, and the 
Annual Circuit Property Schedules 1925/32, BRO BDFC/N/U. 
82.. Barrovr Hesleyan r.Iethodist Circuit, Quarterly Neeting Iviinutes, 
1895/1906 and 1906/16. BRO BDFC/r.I/1. 
Methodist Membership 
Year Population % Growth of Population Methodist Members ~Growth in % Methodist 
Methodist Members in 
Membershi,P Population 
1801 180,000 750 0.417% 
13% 60% 
1811 203,000 1,200 0.591% 
16}& 92% 
1821 235,000 2,300 0.979% 
8% 12$% 
l.83:J,. 253,000 5,200 2.06% 
6% 10% 
1841 269,000 5,700 2.12% 
7% 14% 
1851 288,000 6,500 2.2tffo 
S% 12% 
1861 311,000 7,250 2.3Jfo 
12% 14% 
1871 347,000 8,300 2,39% 
Wes1eyans made up between 6~ and 7q% of Total Methodists in the period 1851 - 1871, and brought into the 
1932 Union 67% of the Methodists in the County. 
8. 
Ed. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
THE PRIMITIVE METHODISTS 
By old age, John Uesley had recognised the grm·rth in his 
Methodist societies of a type of "bourgeois respectability", a 
disinclination to diverge from set forms of vTOrship or ecclesiastical 
discipline, an aversion to displays of emotionalism, and a certain 
complacency amongst many of his converts (1). This tendency towards 
"respectability" was heightened in the period 1790 to 1820 as a 
response to the fear of social disorder, Reform and Revolution, 
occasioned initially by the French Revolution and its excesses 
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involving the poorer classes. Agitation along the lines of mass meetings 
demanded political reform, whilst violence like th~t of the Luddites 
led to the Government enacting laws against all forms of political 
or group activity on the part of the '\-TOrking classes, the alleged 
"subversive elements" of society (2). The Methodists, inspite of 
their great displays of loyalty to Crown and country, were frequently 
accused of subversive ac~ions which alarmed Conference and aroused 
fears that religious persecution might take place with official back-
ing. The Conference in response to Government and other ac~usations, 
firmly condemned all activities amongst its members vrhich could 
occasion concern in the ranks of magistrates and authorities (3). 
1. R. Davies, l·'iethodism, 1963 p.l36. U. R. Hard, The Early 
Correspondence of Jabez; Bunting, 1820/1829. 1973 P•5• 
2. H. :M. Brovm, Nethodism and The Church of England in Cornwall 
17 38/1838. 1946 p. 215; 1'.1. L. Ed'\'l'ards, After \-lesley, a Study of 
the Social and Political Influence of :r;tethodism 1]91/1849· 1939; 
R. G. Co\'Therd, The Politics of English Dissent 1815/1848. 1959. 
3. J. Horner, The Influence of I\lethodism in the Social Structure 
andl Culture of Rural Northumberland 1820/1914. 1971; Iii. S. Edvrards 
in Division 181 (. 1971. 
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The problem 1-ras that by the 1800s I1Jethodism \'Tas so lfidespread, 
its membership so large and diverse, its non-members \'rho attended 
meetings and services so numerous, that effective control of members' 
activities was impossible to carry out. Hugh Bourne, a carpenter, 
and \'lilliam Clol'res, a potter, both Uesley~ local preachers, uere 
active in the Potteries circuit both vri thin the confines of Connexional 
rules and uithout them in rrider mission 1-rork (4). Bourne for instance 
built a chapel, held services and enrolled members l'rithout permission, 
but his work was recognised by the circuit as good and beneficial, and 
approval vras invariably given. H01vever, should the Connexional 
authorities l'l'ish to exert complete control over such men, trouble was 
bound to ensue. 
In their work Bourne and Clorres in vi ted over the famous American 
Evangelist, Lorenzo Dow, l'l'ho had had great success in huge open air 
meetings rrhich sperit days in some remote place 1-rorshipping, praying 
and sermonising (5). The t1-10 local preachers organised a so-called 
"camp meeting" on I•iow Cop in 1807, a suitably remote spot, and several 
thousand people gathered to take part in the proceedings to the 
consternation of Methodist and eivil authorities. Rumours of wide-
spread 11 sexual licence" and uninhibited emotionalism in the meeting 
were exaggerated, Bourne and Clovres both being particularly stern 
tol'l'ards suspected immorality, but the idea of thousands of poor folk 
gathered beyond religious or civil control alarmed magistrates and 
Conference who feared subversion of the uorst kind. The circuit, 
aware that it could not hope to direct so many people in the unofficial 
agency being formed by Bourne and Clowes, expelled both men in 1808. 
Unofficial evangelism on so successful and influential a scale could 
not be allowed to constitute a threat to the relatlilons between 
Conference and Government; nor could the 6onference tolerate member-
ship beyond the influence of the circuit authorities and ministers. 
a,.. H. :s •. KendaJl., The Origin and History of the Primitive Nethodist 
Church, 2 vols. PP•7/156 •. 
5· H. B. Kendall, as in No.4,pp.58/61. 
By 1810 Bourne and Clowes had united in their work and established 
a Connexion along strictly Methodist lines named the Society of 
Primitive Methodism which was to become the second largest of the 
Methodist Connexions, and in some parts of the country of immense 
influence (6). Generally sperucing it recruited at first from amongst 
dissatisfied \'1esleyans, many of them from the poorer classes, and gave 
circuit and district pol'l'er into the hands of lay representatives in 
the proportion of t-vro laymen to one minister in official meetings. 
Otherwise, its organisation and doctrine were all but identical to 
those of the Uesleyans. 
The Primitives took their new ideas across the Midlands lfith 
great success, though not until the summer of 1822 1-ras l'l'ork into 
Cumbria commenced 1·ri th Peter Ludlam and Francis J ersy, travelling 
preachers, working from Kendal to Ulverston and financed by the vast 
Hull circuit (7). Jersey at least met great persecution, as a number 
of the early Primitives l'rere to suffer, being beaten up and arrested 
before ending up in Lancaster gaol, from 1-rhence he was released after 
a fortnight by Hull paying his fines. Before going East to his head-
quarters Jersey noted with satisfaction his 189 members spread out 
over the countryside between the two to1ms, but by 1824 not one society 
or member remained. A permanent Primitive cause in the South of the 
county depended on re-missioning by Richard Cordingly from Preston 
during JJ829 when John Flesher took it over as a mission from Barnard 
Castle ·circuit,~succeeded by William Harland (8). The significance of 
the initial Kendal work rras its offshoot at Carlisle, 45 miles :north, 
where the county's strongest circuit was quickly established. 
Ludlam so impressed one 1-roman that she determined on walking to 
see her brother-in-law, John Boothman, in Carlisle concerning the 
matter. Boothman rras exactly the sort of person rrhom the Primitives 
6. H. B. Kendall, as in no 4, p.l5~· 
7. H. Patterson, Northern Primitive I·lethodism, 1909, p.ll8; 
J. Hawkins, 11 0 1 er Hill and Dale and by the Solliay Shore"; A 
Centenary Souven&r of the Primitive Methodist Church, Carlisle and 
Hhitehaven District.pp. ll and 79· 
8. William Harland 1 s Circuit Book in Rylands; 
No. 7 above, p.79. 
J. Hal'l'kins as in 
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needed in order to establish their presence; former Anglican, 
brought to evangelical religion by reforming clergyman, disappointed 
and joined the Uesleyans, and a man of some substance as a hat 
manufacturer (9). He vras sceptical but sent James Johnson to hear 
the Primitives preach; Johnson reported favourably and preachers vrere 
invited to Carlisle during the autumn of' 1822. A society 'ms formed 
in the hat vrarehouse, mainly recruits from dissatisfied Hesleyans. 
This alarmed the Hesleyan circuit, and Boothman, Johnson and others 
peacefully ''i thdrew in the face of stern warnings from Uesleyan 
preachers about their conduct. Clowes came over from Hull in the 
vrinter and formed it into the first Cumbrian circuit that Christmas; 
within three years Carlisle was the powerhouse of Cumbrian Primitivism 
and had missioned 150 villages in the triangle between Penrith, 
Carlisle and Uhitehaven ( 10). 
The Primitives encountered a good deal of opposition and prejudice, 
their early meetings receiving a most unfavourable press which 
concentrated on their noise, "ci.rreligious activities", threat to law 
and order and the beggarly dress of the "so-called preachers". Thus 
the Carlisle Journal, later a stout champ~on of the rights of the 
!llethodists: 
11 Ranters: on Sunday last a very numerous camp meeting of the 
anomalous sectarians calling themselves "Primitive Methodists", but 
generaly denominated ranters, took place at Coal Fell hill, about a 
mile from this city; and, not withstanding the unfavourable state of 
the weather, a vast multitude of people attended, dravm together by 
the novelty of the scene, it being the first time that so large an 
Assemblage of that denomination had been seen in this neighbourhood. 
Six_ speakers, called "preachers11 , officiated on this occasion, and 
fr<ilm a cart, successively addressed the audience, who behaved with a 
9· See Appendix B for these and other personalities. 
10. J. Burgess, Hugh Bourne and Uilliam Clowes in Cumbria. 
tlHS (Cumbria Branch) 1978; Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit,: 
Quarterly Neeting Ninutes 1823/1852. CRO FCN/1/1/1. 
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degree of decorum and propriety more to be hoped for than expected. 
rrhe text chosen by the first preacher lvas of a very significant 
description, and could not be mistaken as to its object. It was from 
the 17th chapter of Acts and 6th verse these that have turned the 
world upside down are come hither also. At an early hour in the 
morning the society assembled in the city, and vralked in procession 
through several streets, singing hymns, set to very lively ahd popular 
tunes, very dissimilar to the music employed in divine 1-rorship. In 
this manner they proceeded to the place of meeting, l'l'here the preaching 
commenced about 9 o'clock and continued to 5 in the evening, when some 
of the preachers were completely exhausted by their exertions. A 
"lovefeast" 1-1q,s: afterwards held at the house of one of the brethren, 
which concluded the business of the day. Although the Primitive 
Methodists have only recently appeared in this part of the country, 
yet they have been vrell known for some years in several counties of 
England and appear to be rapidly increasing in numbers and in motorietyo 
In most of' their proceedings they seem to be faithful imitators of the 
original methodists, while under the direction of John Wesley; having 
travelling preachers, class leaders, a periodical magazine, resembling 
in some respects the old ll1ethodist magazine, and several extensive 
circuits, one of which nearly 40 travelling preachers are already 
established, promising a great augmentation of disciples and of 
revenue. But the powerful measure by vrhich this society l'lill one day 
rise into importance, is the system of incessant collections, an 
og'i)ect never lost sight of by these people, and vrhich they seem to 
understand perfectly, as may be seen by some of the reports already 
published, which shows them to be no contemptible financiers. By 
this means, as their numbers increase, their funds will accumulate, 
numerous and expensive chapels will be built, achools instituted for 
their preachers' children, missionaries appointed etc., etc., so 
that probably, at no distant period, they l-lill, in all these respects, 
rival their brethren of the old Connexion. Ue understand that a. nel-l' 
cha:pel for the worship of the Ranters will be opened on Sunday at 
Brampton". ( 11). 
11. Carlisle Journal, 12.7.1823. 
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Even after five years of work the Primitives continued to excite 
condemnation in the press, particularly ~rhere they uere successful in 
recruiting. Thus concerning their work at Uhit~aven during 1828: 
"On Sunday last a numerous body of those enthusiastic sectaries 
called the Ranters held a camp meeting on Harris Moor near this torm 
' 
which was attended by a vast assemblage of marvellli:ng spectators of 
both sexes and all ages. About 9 o'clock in the morning the "saints" 
left their conventicle in haunt Pleasant, and proceeded in something 
like military array to the appointed place of meeting. Here a couple 
of carts were placed in juxtaposition, forming a kind of field 
pulpit, rrhence the scriptures were to be expotinded and spiritual food 
dispensed to the hungry multitude. In the course of the day several 
enlightened orators mounted the rostrum, and with "holy clangour" 
and appropriate gesticulations, successfully harangued the auditory, 
a great majority of whom seemed to possess a very slight relish for 
the 'pourings out' of their ghostly instructors, whom they abandoned 
very unceremoniously, and returned home to partake of more substantial 
nourishment. The desertion continued to increase until fe~r remained 
except the 'rigidly righteous' and their sanctimonious leaders, who 
at 5 o'clock left the ground in solemn procession and marched home-
wards, seemingly bewailing the paucity of conversions after so long 
and ardous· a urestle with the vricked one". (12). 
And near Uigton a month later: 
"A heavy of Ranters held a camp meeting on Sunday the 15th 
inst, near the Red Dial, about a mile from Uigton. In the afternooru 
several hundreds of men, women and children assembled to listen to 
the ravings of these ignorant fanatics; their oratory, however, soon 
appeared to lose its charms, and by far the greater proportion of 
their hearers adjoumned to the neighbouring public houses where the 
remainder of the day vras spent in a manner 1·rhich the reader 1'1'ill 
readily picture to himself. Ue should loath to curb the liberty of 
any man, but we have a moral certainty that no good can possibly 
arise from such quackery, and a positive proof that it is attended 
12. Cumberland Pacquet, 21.5.1828. 
With bad consequences, we should feel no compunction in sending every 
itinerant field preacher to the tread mill to partake of at least 
6 months wholesome exercise. The individuals who thus prey on the 
incredulity of the public are for the most part men of bad character, 
grossly ignorant and illiterate, and in many instances we may safely 
add, they are graduates of those schools where the study of any of 
the modern sciences is deemed preferable to the old fashioned mode 
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of obtaining an honest and respectable livelihood by manual labour ••• " 
( 13). 
The triumphant Carlisle Primitives brought out several of their 
local preachers from the Hesleyan ranks into f'ulltime travelling 
preachers, paid very little and reliant on hospitality locally plus 
their expenses. This way of mobilising to meet sudden demands for 
preachers facilitated Primitive grovrth though lowering the standing 
of the itinerancy and encouraging a very high turnover in preachers 
of little or no education their Bible studies apart. Uilliam Devlin 
1-ras recruited to work Uigton in 1823, covering Bothel.; Ire by, Bolton, 
and Oulton (14\)·. By 1825 the Carlisle Quarterly Meeting had to 
investigate irregularities in the missionis finances and work and 
"severely reprimanded11 the officials and members involved, who had 
lost their preaching rooms and most of the congregation. Three. 
preachers were in the mission by 1828, when further irregularities 
w·ere discovered and the mission disintegrated. Not until Uilliam 
McReary, a Primitive, moved to Uigton in 1832 and invited 'Hary 
Porteous from Carlisle to preach v1as a society firmly started. 
Bothel was head of the new mission for a time until sufficient steady 
and reliable Uigton folk could be enrolled. 
Hhere the \iesleyans ·Here strong, then the Primitives proved to 
be successful in this early phase of their history. For example at 
Carlisle, but not in Kendal, Uigton or Keswick. Mary Porteous and 
Uhi tehaven preachers Lyon and Parrott 1mrked Keswick during 1833 and 
a society led by the 7 strong vlhite family initially flourished to 
13. Cumberland Pacquet, 27.5.1828. 
14. Carlisle Primitive I.lethodist Circuit, Quarterly 14eeting 1823/52. 
CRO FCM/1/l/l .• 
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nearly 40 members (15). Uhen the llhites removed in 1836 the society 
collapsed as so often happened in:the history of the Primitives in 
the county. Not until the late 1850s did Primitivism establish itself 
in this one Lakeland place. Lyon and Parrott encountered more favour-
able circumstances in Cockermouth after large camp meetings during 
1834,cand a cause was started there. The second centre of the county 
for the Primitives \'ras Cockermouth 1 s neighbour, 1fuitehaven. 
lfui tehaven, stronghold of early Methodism in the 18th century, 
proved to be equally strong for the Primitives and in the ensuirig,J 
years became partner with Carlisle in the new Carlisle and l'lhitehaven 
Primitive District. Clo\'res, Johnson and Summers ides visited there in 
1823 hotfoot from Carlisle and enjoyed immediate success amongst 
Wesleyan and Quaker families, many of them seamen or colliery workers (16). 
A new preacher appointed to take charge after Clm.res departure in 1824 
broke \'Ti th the Connexion and formed his own independent sect; John 
Flesher vras sent at 24 years of age to take charge, and was able to 
repair the damage and to prevent an end to the cause there. Part of 
the success of the Primitives in 1-lhitehaven and Cumbria, as in the 
rest of the country, was due to the employment of men as preachers who 
used the simple vernacular of the folk to ''fhom they spoke. Harland, 
Flesher and the rest were northerners, usually north-easterners or 
native Cumbrians, of ~ough tongue and simple speech and language which 
poor folk understood and appreciated. There "1-ras no class gap betvreen 
preacher ahd congregation as might exist within Anglicanism and 
increasingly within Wesleyanism. The Primitive preachers realised 
the rapport struck between themselves and. congregation and used it 
to good effect - it was Harland who used his nautical and mining· 
knmiledge to impress the natives of \"lest Cumberland. Likewise the 
15. U. Patterso~, Northern Primitive Methodism, 1909, p.l46;_ 
Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes, 
1823/52. CRO FCN/1/1/1. 
16. J. Hawkins, "0 1 er Hill and Dale", p.l2; Appendix B. 
outstanding singing of the early missioners attracted many into their 
·congTegation, and the all encompassing services brought warmth to 
hundreds. 'rhe success of the Primitives excited opposition and 
jealousy: the Cumberland Pacquet's columns contained many letters 
and editorial comments accusing them of 11 seducing gullible Christians .. 
into their fold, and of poaching other men's souls from out of the 
congregations of other denominations (17). Uhen the editor noted 
the 11 long visaged preachers vrho infdst many of our villages" and 
correspondents complained of the way the Primitives stole their 
members (18), 11 8. Nothingarian11 (amongst others) pointed out that the 
Primitives Here so successful because their chapel services were 
throughly enjoyabil.e, and that other sects might do 1-rell to learn from 
the Primitives that religion ought to be pleasurable, as w·ell as up-
lifting ( 19). Along the West Cumberland coast, the Carlisle and 
Uhitehaven Primitives formed societies in l\1aryport and llorkington, 
during 1823 and 1824, though by 1826 Carlisle found its resources over-
stretched and refUsed to take permane~t oversight of the west beyond 
Uigton i'l"hich was causing enough problems by itself for the ne1-r 
circuit. 
That Carlisle in these pioneer days found its strictly limited 
resources becoming exhausted was not surprising, for during 1825 the 
circuit had new oversight of the work down the Eden Valley and around 
Penrith (20), abandoned by Brough after a few months of unproductive 
labour. Societies at Glassonby, Remdck, Kirkoswald, Gamblesby and 
Penrith ifere started, regular preaching established, and optimism 1-ras 
in the air. At the same time, Carlisle despatched Johnson and others 
to establish the Glasgow and Paisley Primitive mission in early 1826, 
17. Cumberland Pacquet 6.5.1828. 
1.8. Cumberland Pacquet 9-l;-1827. 
19 •. Cumberland Pacquet 16.1~1827. 
20. Carlisle Primitive :r-;~ethodist Quarterl~ r.:iinutes 1823L22· 
CRO FCM/1/1/1. 
financed by Carlisle for tuo years until they ran out of money and out of 
labourers who 'I'Tould expend their energy for tiny rew·ard (21). Penrith 
proved as barren as Brough had alleged and Carlisle ceased the work 
there in 1828, being heavily committed to its new city chapel in 
lhllm'l'holme from 1826 onwards. For a year the Penrith mission lapsed 
until John Flesher at Kendal attached it to his \'I'Ork, before it \'l'as 
taken over by ll'estgate and finailily Alston circuit from 1836 until 
circuit independence in 1876 (22). rileantime the newspapers had not 
welcomed the commencement of the Carlisle chapel. They expressed 
mock approval of the \·ray the Primitives openly walked down Daldewgate 
and made collections in the streets, thus almost guaranteeing 
robbery by the11 notorious inhabitants' of that quarter: 
11This sed.t called the Ranters (a very appropriate name for 
men \'l'ho profess Christian zeal without Christian order) opened their 
new chapel. •• The chapel is only small, but large enough, ,.,e dare say, 
to contain more than its own members: in its interior it is neat.·, 
comfortable and convemi:ent .•• 11 (23). 
Brough area. remained one; of the few not reliant upon Carlisle, 
the Primitive causes being established during i823 by Thomas Batty 
and Thomas \-lebb from the Dales and Barnard Castle and sent 
in order to find ne'I'T areas to bring under Barnard which had 
recently given up vfestgate (24). Local llesleyans fed, sheltered and 
entertained Batty in grand style and gave him protection from some 
famous instances of persecution at the hands of the mob and the 
Authorities. As ever people were concerned about itinerant preachers 
stirring enthusiasm and emotions amongst hundreds of ignorant and 
poor peopil.e. By 1830 the Primitives uere there to stay, and 
covered most of the county, albeit sparsely, a'I'Taiting the opportunities 
21. H. B. Kendall, The Origin and History <Df the Primitive Methodist 
Church, 2 vols. p.l39. 
22. Appendix:: B; For Penrith see U. Patterson, Nijrthern Primitive 
Methodism, 1909, p.l.2U J. Hawkins, "O'er Hill and Dale", p.69 ; 
For Alston see Appennix~ C 
23. Carlisle Patriot 1.7.1826 and 29.9.1826. 
24. U. Patterson, as in No.22 above, p.ll3 J. Hawkins, as in no. 22 
above,~.l9 H. B •. Kendall, as in no.21 above, p.l49/150. 
soon to be offered to all denominations in the industrial and economic 
expansion of the county •. 
Once~tablished with societies across much of the county, the 
Primitive Methodists entered a phase of quiet growth into few new 
areas, primarily concentrating on consolidation from roughly 1830 to 
the 1850s when existing societies were augmented and chapels built in 
large numbers to replace rooms, barns, cottages and the open air (25). 
The initial enthusiasm for expansion died dolm and l-Tas replaced by a 
determination of each society not to seek ne1-1 fields to conquer but a 
permanent home for their worship, and energy, effort and finances were 
used in this end rather than in promoting mission lvork as in the 1820s. 
Uhat altered the picture of quiet development was the industrial and 
mining development in Uest Cumberland, the grovrth of Barroli and :f.lillom 
in the south, and the increasing importance of Carlisle as communica-
tions and county centre during the late 1850s and 1860s. This grovnh 
in population and in the Cumbrian economy precipitated a migrational 
pattern which stimulated the existing Primitive circuits and encouraged 
the formation of many nel-l enterprises which brought Primitivism to its 
peak of success in the 1870s. I1lembership grew from hundreds into 
several thousand and lifted the Connexion to the status of second 
Nonconformist denomination in the county ~ membership and chapels, 
if not in the quality and education of its memQership and preachers. 
It likewise brought a crop of growing pains not easily countered and 
1-1hich hindered further progTess, leaving the :Gonnexion vulnerable to 
any worsening in this gro1orth si tua.t ion, and to more serious issues 
of decline should problems and unfavourable economic and emigration 
pa1t'.9ms distmrb the optimistic future. 
An examination of several episodes in the progress of 
Primitivism illustrates the tratlmphs and the failures of the Connexion 
in the county, as elsevrhere during the 19th century and early 20th 
25. For example see the Carlj_sle Brimitive Methodist Circuit, 
Quarterly Meeting Minutes, the most detailed volumes extant amongst 
county archives:.'for the !.1ethodists; a real treasure trove. 
century, and detailed investigation reveals both '·rhat motivated the 
membership and like,·rise restricted its influence l-Tell belo\·T that 
enjoyed by the Uesleyans. 
Finance apart, the biggest single factor in the fortunes of a 
circuit was the work and quality of the travelling preachers employed 
to co-ordinate and organise Primitive work (26). Though under the 
control of the Quarterly Meeting, preachers l'l'ere the one indispensable 
element of circuit life, and the one element '-~'hich created most 
difficulties for Cumbrian circuits. Naturally the difficulties were 
often instigated by the circuit and not the preacher, but relations 
between circuit and preacher were essential to the anvance of the 
Primitives, and at once the reasons for success and causes of failure. 
lhlliam Fulton was one preacher who bedame involved in serious ~ctions 
in t\-TO circuits and in disputes bet1rreen one of these and its parent 
circuit at the time 1rrhen Primitivism 1r1as maintaining a quiet 
existence. 
l'l'illiam Fulton, aged 36 and 1rrith 13 years as a minister, was 
described in 1849 as an excellent revivalist and mission lWI;'ker l-Tho 
once visited 50 families in an area 10 miles wide in order to form 
them into one society (27). For a circuit of widely dispersed 
population l·ri th 16 preaching places and four chapels he had just 
24 local preachers and 17 leaders to help him. He had been stationed 
at Barnard Castle but on Brough being made into a Branch he 1r1as put 
in charge there a couple of years later. 
During 1848 when he was settling in, trouble flared up between 
Brough and its parent, Barnard Castle circuit, over finances and the 
arrangement for mutual help and preaching assistance. In December 
1847 Brough asked Barnard Castle to work Newbiggin since they could 
26. J. Burgess, rrtethodist Ministers l'lho Served in Cumbria, 2 vols • 
1977; J. Burgess, Primitive methodism in Barrow-in-Furness, \'lHS 
(Cumbria Branch) 1979· Journal llo.5. 
27. Brough Primitive r.Iethodist Circuit, Circuit Report 1848. 
1mo viDFc/rvu. 
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not cover it and Fulton l"TaS refusing to work it due to the travelling 
involved (28). This vras the final disagreement before in 1848 a 
demand from Brough to be entirely separate from its parent. Hoviever, 
even thoug~ both sides wished for this, the problem over finance 
amongst other things remained. Income in the Brough bnanch was 
declining due to the unsettled state of relations getween the two, 
l'rith Brough not being able to pay Fulton his back salary and demand-
ing that Barnard Castle pay it since he w~ one of their circuit 
ministers and Brough could not cope. The parent refused to do this, 
stating that part of the agreement was that Brough would cover their 
liabilities and pay for their minister. They themselves 1•ere suffer-
ing from a severe economic depression 1-1hich left them 11i th no money 
to give to Brough's commitments - they i·Tere on their o;.m. Brough 
repeatedly refused to pay £5 ·:hn back salary to Fulton, -vrho appeared 
to be the only loser in it all, Brough maintaining that it "was not 
according to rule" for Barnard to avoid paying its ministers;. Fulton 
in fact never received the full amount of expenses and salary orring to 
him. 
Brough had been a branch of Barnard since 1844, and for over 20 
years previously had been under the guidance of that circuit since the 
days of Thomas Batty. Brough had always felt neglected, isolated as 
it v<as from most of the circuit, 1·rhereas Barnard felt it should be 
better able to stand on its own two feet, especially since they also 
had to run the Kendal mission for some time. In spite of Brough 
eventually being granted "Branch status" ,"unfriendly feeling" ·existed 
"Q.etween the two sides for a long time afterwards. The Brough 
Quarterly l\leeting in May 1849 begged the District Committee to make 
Barnard pay the monies ovring to Fulton and disclaimed their own 
responsibility, claiming Barnard had always tried to make Brough pay 
far more than she needed to yet exploited her by giving little aid in 
return. As a Branch Brough had paid £10 per quarter to the parent 
body, yet despite repeated requests they hawnot given ministerial 
help. Brough maintained that Barnard and Kendal ministers had far 
28. Brough Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly "Meeting l·linutes 
1845/52. URO ~IDFC/rn. 
too little to do, the Brough man, Fulton, far too much to do; during 
1845 they had sent £30 in one quarter alone to Barnard, and repeated 
earlier pleas for more ministerial aid. Requests for the same in 
September and December 1845, a minister to come four times per 
quarter to aid Brough, was refused (29). 
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Brough accused Barnard of robbing them of all their hard won 
extra income and yet of starving them of preachers' aid. On the other 
hand;, it was well known that Brough vias, to put it miildly, a plac.:e 
vThere the officials 1·1ere awkvTard, and it vras w·ith relief that separ-
ation vras suggested. Due to Barnard 1 s repeated neglect, (Brough 
said) .. the Branch started to fail, the membership and officials became 
"dispirited" and "drooped", the Primitives became a laughing stock 
in the area and lost all desire to advance. By June 1847 there was a 
quarterly deficit of £17. By the time Fulton came in July 1847 
membership in the little branch had dropped by 35 in six months, and 
Fulton was having to preach 29 times more per quarter than his circuit 
colleagues - four and a half times per week as against two and a half 
times for Kendal and Barnard men. Societies and mission vrork was 
neglected, unrest and neglect spread, members became awkward and 
undisciplined, Ravenstonedale was transferred back to Barnard since 
it 1·ras receiving no ministerial oversight. There continued bad rela..-:-
tions 1·rith Barnard. In June 1848 the Brough Quarterly Meeting 
formally asked the District for entire separation, or if this 1-Tas 
impossible, then oversight "by a better circuit", since all officials 
refused absolutely to be allied to Barnard again. In fact Brough 
took over Ravenstonedale and became an independent circuit (30). 
H01·rever, Brough continued to criticise Barnard for abandoning 
it to its fate, leaving it with a membership of scarcely 100, with 
no guidance or even temporary help. Uhile a decision was being 
reached by the District, the whole circuit remained in a state of 
29. Brough Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting l-1inutes 
1845/52; 1848/58 Circuit Report. URO UDFC/Ml. 
30. Brough Primitive Methodist Cl!i.rcuit, Quarterly Meeting r.Iinutes 
1845/52. ''lRO UDFC/Ml. 
limbo with nothing happening. Over 1848/49 an increase in member-
ship of 60 vras managed and over 200 were meeting regularly in class. 
The members sensed coming independence and were encouraged. The 
circuit confidently stated that with no links with Barnard, they 
vrould. like to retain Fulton and were confident that within a couple 
of years vrould be able to support a second unmarried preacher vrho 
aould work in the rural societies. 25 officials, 18 being local 
preachers and 16 being leaders, signed a document attacking Barnard, 
stating their case for separation, and outlining all their fears and 
hopes. 
The business over Fulton's salary continued. He informed the 
circuit he would be leaving in March 1850, and the Quarterly llleeting 
asked all societies to contribute to the major part of his salary not 
then paid. This request met no response and was turned into a demand, 
but still without effect; several societies pointed out that they 
were paying all that was required of them, and if circuit officials 
could not make ends meet then it was their problem. At least one 
society felt it had been neglected by the minister and would not give 
any more money for services it did not get. The inference vras that 
either the circuit officials and Quarterly l-leeting vrere incompetent or 
they were "fiddling the accounts", and four societies as well as their 
leaders received official reprimands,. Fulton, disgruntled 
after a hard time in the area, left without his ba~k pay, received 
part of it . later, and resolved never to end up in the same 
situation. 
The Primitives kept more detailed accounts of their activities 
and experiences than did the l'lesleyans or United Methodists, so that 
episodes in their chequered past are often given in a gmorious detail 
usually missing from the records of the other Connexions, and 
fortunately many of these recDJDds still exist ( 31). 1Tilliam Fulton 
31. See the List of Sources; unlike the Uesleyans the Primitives 
rarely censored their minutes. 
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moved to Whitehaven circuit as superintendent during 1854 inherit-
ing a circuit experiencing serious mining depression and its first 
losses due to mass emigration to the Colonies. . Most of the 
chapels were unable to make ends meet, the circuit was in a 
permanent state of debt, and internal_divis~ons were apparent, result-
ing in expulsions by the Quarterly Meeting deminated by a particular 
clique of officials (32). Blindcrake for instance had been given up 
because of internal society disagreements, Parton school abandoned vrhen 
the vicar evicted the teachers, and the main _incentive for poor people 
to join \·Tarkington society and school (special funds to help them save 
for food and clothing) had disappeared vrhen a burglar stole the 
circuit chest and cash. _ Over the 1854/55 winter Fulton was very 
ill and unable to w·ork, unfortunately unable to control the factious 
spirit breaking out amongst officials and local preachers; missed 
appointments were running at 50 per quarter and leaders were leaving 
lapsed or emigrated members on their books (33). There was an evens 
chance that societies would not receive a planned local preacher each 
Sunday, an abominable state of affairs. During 1856 one preacher died 
and there were doubts expre~sed about Fulton's ability to cope with 
the work demanded. Funds l'rere embezzled by a disgruntled official 
n1'1flled I>Ielling, Uhitehaven Sunday school temporarily closed down over 
strife between teachers and superintendent Steel, and debts continued 
to rise ( 34). Uhat really upset Fulton was his inabil:j. ty to obtain 
back salary or expenses, and a lack of appreciation for his work, as 
in Brough. 
Brough in particular had found it impossible to pay him, so that 
he had to go round begging for back salary and expenses when about to 
leave. Even so this did not recoup his losses (he had never been paid 
32. Whitehaven Primitive Methodist Circuit, Annual Circuit 
Schedules 1842/69. 
33. \-1hitehaven Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting 
lliinutes 1851/54 and 1854/57 and Circuit Annual Reports 1842/69. 
34. Whitehaven Primitive Jl;lethodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting 
Minutes 1851/54 and 1854/57 and Circuit Annual Reports 1842/69. 
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regularly over his stay in the circuit) and part of what 11as owBd 
him uas sent well after he left, yet he did not receive the full 
amount, just lfhat Brough could raise. This must have annoyed him 
considerably when thinking about what he had to put up wi tl;l: in Brough. 
On coming to tlhitehaven he must have •.vowed never to be left in the 
same situation again. Some ministers "fiddled the books" in order to 
avoid not being paid, and Fulton resorted to this. He put lovefeast 
monies into the Quarterly Accounts when they should have gone to the 
societies concerned, and l'rhen this did. not cover the deficit in the 
circuit accounts (which meant he would not get paid) he took collec-
tions and class money in advance of their proper date, and put these 
into the early 1858 accounts so that he was paid his full share. Novr 
uhatever the justification for this action it was Connexionally 1·rrong 
and damaged the circuit. On the other hand one can see his point of 
vievr, particularly when he was in desper.ate straits over medical 
expenses for his sick family and the tragedy of losing three of them. 
The circuit offered him no extra financial aid. for· the emergency - it 
could not, of course, afford it. The minister left and took with him 
next tvTO quarters' income. The September 1858 Quai{terly Meeting 
condemned him for this act ion and sent a report to the District 
Committee. Not only had Fulton done this, but he told his junior 
minister, Olivers, to do likewise, but the latter had not been able 
to act quickly enough and only took a PaJ.'t of what 1-ras m·ring to him. 
Oliversthus 1·rrote to the meeting demanding £10 he claimed was owed to 
him - the meeting '.ias outraged and furious at the losses ( 35). 
The meeting held that Fulton and Olivers had come to a prosperous 
circuit in 1854 (this was an exaggeration to say the least), that they 
had caused a loss of 42 members and a decline in circuit income of £8 
per quarter. December 1858 saw Fulton having the nerve to '\'Trite to 
request expenses for himself' and Olivers (36). This infuriated the 
meeting even further and they soundly condemned the actions of the 
t"'fO ministers in_ "stripping the circuit of members and monies" • 
35. Uhitehaven Primitive r.1ethodist Circuit, Quarterly J.leeting 
Tllinutes 1857/62. 
36. Hhitehaven Primitive :f.Iethodist Circuit, Quarterly :f.leeting 
:f.1inutes 1857/62. 
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Little then happened and the matter 'ms dropped, Fulton continuing in 
service outside the county, Whitehaven agle to benefit from an end to 
economic depression and most importantly from an influx of Primitives, 
together nith several outstanding preachers vTho advanced the circuit 
and gave it a most secure hold in the new mining areas: Adam Dodds, 
Noses Luptoh, local men Uannop, F'Q"''ller and Taylor (all called John) 
and evangelist Joseph ~opling (37), all responsible in the late 1850s 
and early 1860s for a great step forl'lard in chapel building, recruit-
ment and Primitive development. 
A second example of strain in relationships betueen preacher and 
members was the case of Uilliam Saul. It involved the progress and 
history of Brough and Carlisle circuits, both like ~lliitehaven enduring 
embarrassing moments uith earlier preachers. In Brough preacher 
Thompsom, successor to the illfated Fulton, violently quarrelled uith 
the circuit Quarterly Meeting, was sacked, reinstated by the District, 
stayed a further month and then ran off 1-ri th circuit funds which he 
claimed as unpaid salary. Part of the success of the Primitives was 
their cheapness and economy, their thrifty preachers suffering 
privation in the name of circuit service; the danger was obvious and 
a considerable cause of anxiety. The follm·ring year, 1852, a junior 
preacher, Russell, unable toret:r..:i)ev:ehis back pay, again left 1·rith 
income not belonging to him but to missionary and other funds, causing 
a storm of resentment prevalent across the county against the hired 
ministry (38). 
Uilliam Saul was appointed to Brough in 1856, aged 26, having 
been stationed in the very poor and small Penrith branch mission 
1853/54· Being a Yorkshireman one might expect that he 1-roulcl fit in 
well with the Dalesfolk of Brough, but nothing could have been further 
from the truth. 
On the December 1857 plan, the names of Saul and four local 
preachers were omitted. A letter from Saul on October 12th explained 
37. See Appendix B; J. Hawkins, "0' er Hill and Dale", P• 49 J 
U. Patterson, Northern Primitive f.lethodism, 1909, p.l38. 
38. Brough Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly 1.\J:eeting Minutes, 
1845/52 and Circuit Accounts, 1851/72. URO UDFC/I.U. 
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his reasons in veiled terms for leaving Brough and the ministry. He 
had resigned because of bitter and unpleasant dealLings w·i th certain 
of the members and officials, who had tried their best to make him 
unhappy, "to compromise my ministerial usefulness", and to generally 
"oust" him from the circuit. He believed that he and his "oppressors" 
would benefit if he resigned, and though he 1-1as sorry to leave so 
many good friends, he looked forward to his removal "uith relief" 
because he could no longer endure either the majority of the people 
or the area itself (39). 
The cause of his resignation came to light during the course of 
the unhappy affair. In January 1858 the Quarterly Meeting refused 
to co-operate 1-1ith Saul, or to offer him help (40): 
"That mr. Saul have NOT his credentials; as his conduct was such, 
while in our circuit, quite unbecoming a minister of the gospel; nor 
do we consider him to be a member of the Primitive l·lethodist 
Connexion; for although he had his last quarter's ticket, l-Ie think 
it was given to him unconstitutionally". 
It rr~s signed by Jolm Hilton, as president (later he rras to be 
main financier for the resurgence of the circuit in the 1860s), and 
James Barnes as secretary. By the end of March the Quarterly Meeting 
was faced with the prospect of no minister since the District refused 
to appoint one until the matter uas decided, so on their orm authority 
they called upan\~Barnes, a local man, to be their minister. The 
meeting asked the General Chapel Committee to sanction this, and told 
them that Saul had resigned as minister and as member, thus forfeiting 
a right to credentials for a ne1-1 circuit. 
During April the Saul episode 1-ras explained when the District 
and General Committees directly intervened (41). The circuit accused 
Saul of resigning his post of duty, and l·rhen Saul disputed their 
39. Brough Primitive 1lethodist Circuit, Quarterly r.Ieeting Ninutes 
1853/65. liRO \"IDFC/r.U •. 
40. Brough Primitive :r.iethodist Circuit, Quarterly 1-~eeting Uinutes 
1853/65. URO UDFC/tn. 
41. Brough Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly IV1aeting Ninutes 
1853/65. iiRO T;JDFCj:tU. 
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_evidence they suggested that the Rev. lllarshall, :Baptist minister of 
Brough and erstwhile friend to Saul, could verify their statement. 
Not only that, but to the horror of the circuit Marshall would be able 
to prove that Saul had intended to train as "a CHURCH CLERGTI:iliN". 
Saul had "spoken disparagingly" of the Primitives, their doctrine, 
rules, the circuit, its members and officials, "to a certain clergyman 
of Stainmore". He "was in company of Church ministers i·Thenever 
possible", and "in Church itself at every opportunity". 
In the autumn of 1857 Saul had written a peculiar letter to the 
circuit committee which they not surprisingly interpreted as resig-
nation, though Saul claimed it i'ras not. He then retired to near 
Appleby and refused to do any work, and after ten weeks the committee 
had no option but to remove him from the plan and assume his peculiarly 
worded letter meant resignation. The meeting accused him of attending 
no place of Primitive i'TOrship and no class for all that time, w·hich 
he admitted, and "'lvith "trifling with females", "an imprudent marriage", 
and promised to explain all more fully if he would first explain "his 
dark insinuations" and "his strange experiences in the circuit". (42). 
Saul took up the challenge from his home village near Iiiiddleham in 
Yorkshire, though his reply merely confirmed his guilt in peculiar 
activities vrhilst in the circuit (43). He had indeed since leaving 
the circuit attempted to train as a clergyman but had failed in this. 
He maintained that the Quarterly Meeting had no evidence to support 
"vague charges" against him, and that Marshall, the :Baptist minister, 
was a "man full of guile" who had tricked both Saul and the Primitives. 
Marshall and Saul had often met since Saul supposed him to be a 
kindred spirit working for God, yet all the while :Marshall vras 
"scheming for the dovmfall" of the Primitives and saw Saul as a 
convenient tool to use. "By guile" and trickery he had destroyed the 
peace of the Primitive societies and had persuaded their members to 
attend his own church. Only lllarshall could profit from his "evil plan·s" 
·to destroy the Primitives, his rivals, Saul continued. 
42. :Brough Primitive JJ:ethodist Circuit, Quarterl.Y Meeting Minutes 
1853/65. URO 1-TDFC/Mll.. 
43. :Brough Primitive f.1ethodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1853/65. i'iRO 1-JDFC/Ml. 
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Uhem Saul had resigned from Brough l\larshall had asked him vrhat 
he was going to do Saul, knol'ring how l\1arshall loathed the Established 
Church, had jokingly replied "join the Church of England" as a cleric. 
Saul had never had a real wish to join the Church, but he had seen it 
as part of his job to aid relations betvreen the Church and the 
Primitives, to foster mutual respect and goodl'rill, and 1-ras thus often 
to be seen 1-Tith Church clergy. He had had lessons in classics from 
the Vicar of Appleby, hence his often being absent in that place with 
the minister concerned 
circuit about him. 
and the grm·rth of suspicion in the 
Saul had held conversations with the Rev. Irving of Stainmore, 
he admitted, and he had indeed criticised the Primitive officials for 
their "narrow, bigot ted and prejudiced11 views, in vrhich Irving had 
concurred. He had spoken against the circuit's officials and not 
against the ordinary members, and all had been said in supposed con-
fidence. He had been hurt and upset by the actions of 
officials in interfering in his private life and vri th their accusations 
of his trying to enter the Church, so was bound to give vent to his 
feelings. He had also stated "that Primitive l\Iethodist Policy gave 
certain un-vrorthy individuals" in the circuit too much influence and 
power which they abused. He insta.l'lced the "unchristian and un1wrthy11 
attack on himself as ·exa'mple3 of this "corrupt use of power". Po-vrer 
in Primitive l\Iethodism was all too often in the hands of the •·rrong 
folk, thus his desire to join the Church ••here power was in the 
"right hands" and not abused, he continued. 
Saul asserted that he offered the circuit committee his sergices 
as a hired local preacher but they had refused to plan him, so he had 
left. He had gone to live for a time in "a remote village" eight 
miles from the nearest Primitive place of class or worship, hence 
his inability to attend either and his attendance at Church. It vras 
thus unjust of Brough to vrithold his credentials and to try to blacken 
his character further. There vras no truth in the damaging and 
slanderous comment about his trifling •·rith women - there had been only 
tvro 1-romen in his life: Miss Couard of Durham, vrhose father •wuld not 
let her marry· a Primitive minister, and his deair' wife, a 11 1iise match", 
and even if it had proved otherwise then it was none of the circuit's 
business. 
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Saul concluded by accusing the circuit committee of "conturnacion" 
' "falsehood", and a desire to hound out of the circuit anyone with 
different vievrs to their ovm, any minister 1iho would not do as they 
said, or who shovred a spark of independence, broadrnindedness and lib-
erality. The committee uas dominated by Brough, where four people, 
all related, ruled as an oligarchy. He de~anded his case be tried in 
the open, avray from the circuit uhere "corrupt influences" prevailed, 
and under the District meeting's authority. He told the circuit to 
apply to Sunderland about his good name, and he felt that before long 
his name would once more be cleared. If he were found guilty by the 
District he would resign from the cause for ever. 
Saul vras guilty - he had left the circuit in the lurch, had 
spoken in silly and tactless fashion to several people; had by his 
inexperience fallen under improper influences, and openly criticised 
the people he was supposed to guide and lead. The circuit committee 
regretted his hasty vTords and stupid actions, his "false accusations" 
against Karshall and "unchristian attacks" on the coQ}mittee. The 
committee "had clear consciences" of being Christian in all ways, and 
1iere. suitably appalled at a Primitive considering entering the ministry 
of the Church (virtually comparable to going to Hell in their eyes). 
He had never told the circuit committee he vlished to vTork as a lodal 
preacher though they had heard rumours, but were not going to chase 
him all over the circuit seeking his vTOrk 1·rhen he had failed to contact 
them and had already ahffiagonised most of the societies into refusing 
to have him preach. The nearest Primitive society to him in exile 
had been Dufton, three miles from his residence and they assumed he 
vras capable of walking there. Saul 1 s 11 dreadful marriage" had hung 
round his neck like a millstone and his Hife had poisoned his mind 
against the Primitives and against the circuit. His "flirtations" in 
an attempt to escape his 1·Jife viere notorious in the area, and the 
affairs and his marriage had been the start of his fall from grace. 
The circuit officials had adhered to Christian actions and 
Connexional lmm in all vrays, but in the true spirit of Christianity 
vTished Saul forgiveness and peace, hoped that he 1'1<!:-S happy aiid agreed 
to forget the 1ihole unfortunate matter. The District committee and 
General Chapel committee would have a factual and unbiased report o~ 
the matter and the circuit would say no more about it but leave 
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all to the authorities (44). 
This 1-Tas the last of' the matter, apart from the damage done to 
the circuit • One ''"onders what happened, but by 1859 lhlliam Saul 1ms 
once more called upon to travel and spent a number of' years in 
Cumbria - ti-Tice in Carlisle, later at Maryport. He became 1-Tell known 
as a money raiser m1d missioner (45), but in Carlisle he ran into 
serious difficulties with several important laymen and circuit ructions 
developed which left further stains on his character. 
After the dramas of 1835 and the Association poaching, the 
Ca:t'lisle Primitives had to face the growth of the Calde1-Tgate Irish 
slum quarters which blocked their way from the more salubrious quarters 
to the Willorrholme chapel (46) .- Uhen opened in 1826 it was thought 
to be a great step for1mrd, but with the passing of the years came to 
be regarded as a major cause of their inability to expand in the city. 
It rras abandoned in 1852, half the society was lost when the nevr Cecil 
Street building was not completed for a further 15 months, but during 
the 1850s and 1860s the circuit entered a new time of unparalleled 
advance with only minimal difficulties of finance and discipline and 
most aggressive evangelism in the area only matched by their 
·performance in the 1820s (47). Uilliam Saul, the same man who had 
left the ministry at Brough, became the ne1-T 39 year old superintendent 
44. Brough Primitive IJiethodist Circuit, Quafterly f.'leeting l'.Iinutes 
1853/65. URO HDFC/JI.Il. 
45. U. Uatson, Primitive Methodism in the Carlisle Circuit, 1907. 
46. Carlisle PriiJi,itive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Flinutes 
1823/52. CRO FCI.J/1/1/1. 
47. There was a battle concerning the site of the new Primitive 
phapel,, uith the tovm council granting a site on Uest Halls near to 
the Cathedral and exciting considerable opposition from 1\nglicans who 
refused to rub shoulders uith so shabby a band of Nonconformists. 
Fortunately for the longterm prospects of the Primitives, the council 
had to grant them the Cecil Street site, a far more convenient and 
better situated one; see the Carlisle Journal 1851 January 17th, 24th 
and 31st for the hotly disputed contest bet1·reen pro-.Anglicans and 
pro-Dissenters 1·rho ·weighed in against the Tories and Church. 
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in, 1868 and became_renomed for his ability to raise large sums of money 
fo~ the multifarious building projects. After his departure disputes 
arose into which he was sucked ten years later when.the circuit 
became divided in a pm·rer struggle between two strong groups of 
officials. 
Little happened during Saul's first appointment in Carlisle. One 
of his successors, Anthony Handless, created embarrassment behreen 
1871 and 1873. On his arrival in Carlisle Harbury circuit demanded 
he be suspended for breach of promise in Rarbury, to a llliss Eastwood. 
The matter was referred to a District Meeting since the circuit 
committee decided Uandless had been unjustly accused - and in any case 
should he be suspended, the circuit would have been even more 
neglected than it was. However, Uandless had married during 1872 and 
the circuit complained that it could no longer afford to have tvro 
married preachers (48). During 1872 Handless was suspended by the 
District despite the annoyance of the Quarterly Meeting, and at the 
1872 Conference he was expelled from the ministry. Trouble ensued 
on a limited scale between those who had supported the Quarterly 
Illeeting and llandless against the District meeting, Conference inter-
ference and anti-Uandless people. 
This Handless issue widened into a more serious dispute. At 
the end of 1872 there was a disagreement between the two ministers, 
men aged only 24 and 31 respectively, and a group of officials about 
their running of the circuit (49). Now to appoint t1-10 young and 
inexperienced men to a circuit like Carlisle, vrhere the lay officials 
would have a !.'set way 11 of doing things, 1-ras inadvisable, and an error 
on the part of Conference. The tvro ministers came up against not 
only a set of experienced local men iiho opposed their ways, but found 
ministerial supporters more than a trifle awkward to deal with. 
Local preacher and leader John Richardson was the main "rebel", for 
48. Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly l·1eeting Wiinutes 
1852/74• CRO FGr:i/1/1/2. 
49· Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting r.~inutes 
1852/7 4• CRO FCW./1/l/2.; Circuit Reports Annually 1860/90. CRO 
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nearly 40 years a Primitive and a city businessman (50). On several 
occasions he l'Tas to clash l-Ti th the ministers, aided and abetted by 
local preachers Clark and Dalton, together with a number of lesser 
lights. Disagreeing l-Tith the ministers' ability to run the circuit 
properly and to preach adequately, the reQels left the Cecil Street 
chapel and held their own services in rooms in Botchergate, in 
premises Olmed by Richardson. Between 30 and 40 members joined them 
for the services l'Thich dispensed with the need for a hired ministry -
SQIDQ undercurrents of anti-ministerial behaviour, and over the follow-
ing years opposition to a hired ministry was to reoccur. During 1873 
t1w leaders, two local preachers and 27 members were expelled by the 
two young men "for SOl'Ting discord and trouble over a number of years 11 , 
commenting on Richardson 11 as succeeding in destroying our society in 
Carlisle and damaging the circuit". By majorities the circuit 
committee and Quarterly r.'Ieeting had to support the ministers against 
the rebels in order to preserve the circuit intact. The meeting 
removed at least 49 names from the books.over the crisis. Richardson, 
a well-known ana. connected Primitive, appealed to the District 
meeting to investigate the state of the circuit. The circuit 
commi~tee, not happy at this turn of events '\<Then the District agreed 
to do so, appealed for the deputation to sit at Brampton away from 
Carlisle in order no pressure might be brought to bear on them, they 
stated• This advice liaS not heeded (51). 
During early 1874 the deputation met, and by 'March offered a 
peaceful solution after finding justified grievances on both sides, 
but not stating what these rTere (52). They asked all to be forgiven 
and forgotten, and instructed the circuit committee to reinstate all 
50. Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1852/74• CRO FCI·1/l/l/2J Circuit Leaders Meeting Ni.nutes 18~7:3/79· 
CRO FCI,l/1/1/52. 
51. Carlisle Primitive l\iethodist ihrcuit, Quarterly Meeting I\li.nutes 
1852/74• CRO FCM/1/1/2; Circuit Leaders Neeti.ng Ninutes 1873/79· 
CRO FCI.I/1/1/52; Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, File of 
Letters 1850/15· CRO Ff%/1/1/38. 
52. carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly I.J:eeting Minutes 
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who w·ished to be reinstated provided no more agitation lias carried 
on.. This vras a sensible idea. Houever, people rrho had supported the 
circuit authorities and ministers l·rere D:.ot pleased', and led by Henry 
l'hller and Uilliam Thompson, both like Richardson formidable and 
experienced characters of much standing liho brushed with authority on 
a number of occasions, led demands for the investigation to be renewed 
and a guilty party found and punished (53). This came as a shock to 
both sides, the men were suspended and the matter passed over to 
Conference in Nay 187 4• The 187 4 circuit report stated that the 
dispute 11 had dis:t"cll"bed the peace 11 of the circuit, that financial problems 
were oritical, and that the work of the circuit was being brought 
to a standstill by these two issues : ·ecords and accounts were 
not being kept properly, not one class had met regularly for over 
a year, 17 members had changed classes over dislike of their leaders, 
17 had joined other sects, 36 had been expelled for troublemaking, and 
others had left in disgust. The report admitted it might be inaccurate 
since nobody knew vrhat was really going on in circuit affairs (54). 
The :Vow was still in progress in July 187 4. Miller, Thompson 
and others uere not satisfied l'fith either the deputation's investi-
gation or the results from this. They believed that either Richardson 
and his party ought to have been expelled or other officials and the 
ministers reprimanded or suspended. Underlying this vras the knm·rledge 
that the ministers l·rere at least partly guilty of incompetence -
memories of Uandless (and llilliam Ludloli v1ho in 1866 left the ministry 
in Carlisle, and the circuit in an acutely embarrassed condition, 
after fathering an illegitimate child ) (55). 
By September 187 4 the circuit committee and Quarterly T>1eet ing 
announced that they l>Tished to reinstate all involved in the fracas 
53. Carlisle Primitive I'.lethodist Cireuit, ~'ruarterly Meeting Minutes 
1852/74· ORO FCM/1/1/2; Circuit Leaders Meeting Ninutes 1873/79· 
ORO FCM/1/1/52. 
54· Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Circuit Reports 1860/90. 
ORO FCM/1/1/26. 
55· Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1852/74• ORO FC!il/1/1/2. 
in order to restore peace. They were led to this by the wise counsel 
of Henry Yool, one of the men reserved by Conference for appointments 
to circuits torn uith strife, and with a reputation as a peacemaker. 
D~spite this, in 1875 the circuit reported 11 the circuit has been in a 
divided state for a considerable· t ime 11 • The people concerned nhave 
AT LAST left society, leaving a withering influence behind themn. 
Certainly the main ·participants remained in society. There were bad 
relations betvTeen ministers and officials, the District r.1eet ing failed 
to keep the circuit committee and Quarterly Heeting informed of vThat 
they vrere doing, and everyone felt aggrieved over something or other 
(56). Everybody took sides, some wanting the vThole misunderstanding 
forgotten for the sake of the circuit, others wanting either 
Richardson's faction or Niller•s faction, or both, punished. Parsons 
and Moody, the tv10 young ministers, had removed the men they could nntt 
get on with from official positions, replacing them uith more amenable 
souls like Isaac; Burns. This_ naturally split the three groups of 
officials from each other, exacerbating an already bad situation. 
Resignations 11ere threatened on all sides by relatively loyal men. 
Real and imagined insults over the years 11ere brought up and aired; 
peace proper only came in J.l'iarch 1875 when Conference, District and 
circuit all agreed to forgive and forget (57). All expulsions ·Nere 
cancelled and all members and officials reinstated provided no further 
disruption occurred. 1876 and 1877 were better years, but resentment 
· once more exploded at the end of the decade 1-ri th the second coming 
of Hilliam Saul 
The Leaders meeting of jl1arch 1880 (58) suspended Henry Miller 
from his official posts and informed him that he 1.-ould be reinstated 
56. Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Circuit Reports 1860/90. 
CRO FCI.I!/1/1/26; See Letter of Isaac. Burns who c.omplained of the 
affair to the Circuit Secretary.; File of Letters 1850/75· CRO 
FGrli/1/~/ 38. 
57. Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Ninutes 
1874/89. CRO FCJI•1/l/l/33. 
58. Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit,_ Qu¥terly l'lieeting Minutes 
187 4/89. CRO FCM/1/1/3. 
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if he "ceased agitation". Niller then \'Trote to the circuit and the 
District to state his case. He had resigned as circuit ste'\"rard in 
the autumn of 1879 after disagreements with 'l'lilliam Saul the super-
intendent, uhom he accused of misappropriation of circuit funds which 
he used to supplement and to make up deficiencies in his salary 
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(these \'Tere mainly missionary funds~ (59). I1:iiller discovered Saul 
doing this and in order not to create trouble resigned since he could 
not in ).conscience continue. Ho1·rever, no-one else uould take on this 
thankless task since the circuit stew·ard was usually owed considerable 
ammmts by the circuit, so he again took up the reins. He had "sharp 
words" l'Ti th Saul and Saul refused to pass cash or business 
to him. Saul interfered l'Ti th Miller 1 s running of his class, so Miller 
resigned as leader and stel'rard. Uhen the class refused to have 
another leader he had again gecame leader to keep peace. Saul then 
accused Miller of improper conduct in all this and the Quarterly 
Meeting agreed to suspend him on Saul's evidence whilst the matter was 
investigated •. Now Saul had picked on a hard man to tangle with, for 
I.Jiller lmew some of the District Committee personally and appealed 
straight to them over the case, bypassing Quarterly Meeting and Saul. 
It was alleged by a number of people that Saul was persecuting him 
simply because he himself had been discovered embezzling funds. 
Saul and his supporters on the circuit committee could 
hardly allow the rebellion to blossom forth l'Ti thout reply, and he 
pointed out that fel'r if any of Miller's class regularly met and thus 
had no rieht to side with their supposed leader. A legal successor 
to Niller, who had re:iligned, had been appointed. At the same time 
Saul vras stirring up old ahimosi ties against the ministry and created 
major disturbances~ vrith tactless attacks_ on, leading laymen liho- vrould 
not take it lying down. A real revolt l'l'as the result for · Miller 
vras a well kno"Vm Primitive in the North, and to criticise him was a 
risky business. So too l-ra.s tackling John Richardson, a liighly 
influential businessman and official. He too vrrote straight to the 
59. Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Missionary Accounts for 
the Circuit 1878/93 and the most unsatisfactory nature of their being 
kept which alloloJ"ed "mistakes" to be made. CRO Fm,I/1/1/18. 
District for help against Saul (60). The District was frequently 
embroiled in problems over the ministry, and this uas a further 
contest along the same lines. Richardson accused "Saul and his 
follm-Iers" of persecuting him in the same way as :Miller. He in a 
four page letter painted a gloHing picture of himself as a loyal, 
honest, respectable official hounded by an immoral and povTer-mad 
minister. He had been a member since 1834 and a local preacher for 
25 years, and nm.; ill and deeply involved in business affairs 
he could not easily get about the town, and had repeatedly asked Saul 
to come to see him, which the latter refused to do. Richardson 
accused Saul of persecuting him over his refusal to let Saul marry 
his daughter the previous year, considering Saul not a proper person 
for her hand. Saul had been busy raising money, for vlhich he vTas 
famous, and had created resentment amongst some members anxious at his 
financial transactions supplanting his evangelical and religious 
devotions. Accusations of financial misconduct by Saul vTere therefore 
easy to believe. ]h September 1880 a petition "signed by a majority 
of the circuit officials" vTas sent to the District Committee support-
ing the officials ( 61). Richardson 1 s case iias quickly settled, and 
.shortly afterwards he retired to Edinburgh, complete with full 
credentials and unimpeached charaGter. There was certainly doubt 
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about Saul's motives and actions in the case. Saul, however, instructed 
that Miller's name be removed from the membership roll in the same 
month, but that 1-ras not the end of the matter. The 1881 circuit 
report stated 1881 to have been a bad year. James Horney, the CeG:l.il 
Street steward had resigned in similar circumstances to Ihller, vTho 
had apparently taken to not attending a church when "certain people" 
preached there. Niller had not attended class or chapel, thus had 
been dismembered. During April 1881 Saul discovered that lhller' s name 
had not been removed from membership rolls, and caused a scene at the 
60. Carlisle Primitive Nethodist Circuit, Quarterly l'irseting ~1inutes 
1874/89. CRO FGr!i/1/1/3; Documents relating to the cases were put 
in at the relevant Quarterly Meeting, and letters in Fiibe of 
Niscellaneous Letters 1879/80. CRO FCN/1/1/40. 
61., Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Annual Reports 1860/90. 
CRO FCM/1/1/26. A most useful volume. 
Quarterly Meeting. Uhat then happened is not clear, but Miller 
remained a member (62). 
During December 1880_ Saul had been kept busy with the antics of 
William Thompson, another influential but crusty official and friend 
of Mil1ers.. He refused to hear a word spoken against any of his 
friends, and during Saul's preaching (or that of his supporters), 
would simply get up and remove his large family rrhile the sermon: rTas 
in~progress, to the consternation of the congregation and discomfiture 
of the ministers. He was expelled for causing disturbances (63). 
Saul had tr10 tours of duty in the circuit - 1868/71 and 1876/82. That 
there should have been such serious trouble must put a question mark 
against his conduct of affairs though he stayed some time in the 
circuit. The breach was mended by the retirement as supernumaries to 
Carlisle in 1882 of Henry Yool and Powles Carrick, both knmm as 
peacemakers, who as active retired men helped heal the rrounds ( 64). 
Certainly li1iller remained an influential man, a leading fund raiser 
in 1873 and in 1886, as 1-rell as a trustee in the latter year for the 
ne1-1 manse. To re-admit him after the superintendent minister expelled 
him was an awkward move, so he must have had a considerable amount 
of right on his side. Kendall in his ''History made Miller one of the 
few laymen he praised in the area (65). On the other hand a number 
of the circuit committee had supported Saul 1·1ho had a reputation for 
fierce evangelistic work and an ability to raise money for any cause. 
62. Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterl!y Neeting Minutes 
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From then omrards circuit peace was maintained but relations 
behreen ministers and officials were alw·ays open to question, and 
cliques continued to dominate in the circuit. 
Naturally most Primitive circuits enjoyed able enough preachers, 
otherw·ise expansion uould not have taken place. In the ne1-r boom town 
of Barrou came to reside a number of good men faced I·Ti th great 
challenges in a place often more reminiscent of the Uild West than of 
Cumbria. Once the place settled dovm into something approaching 
normality, it exhibited features of stress and strain common to the 
rest of the circuits. 
During 1865 Kendal Primitive circuit helped form a mission at 
Ulverston, to include Kirkby, Dalton, Linda!, Si·rarthmoor, Nibthvraite 
and Barrow, vri th the development of the latter seen as a great 
opportunity for the denomination to expand and obtain -an e.arly lead over 
rival sects (66). Robert Robinson vras appointed minister in charge 
of the BarrovT vrork, and with money loaned from Kendal he and a few 
helpers set to and built Forshavr Street chapel in 1866 i<l"hen Barro'l'r 
became a circuit. This early enthusiasm soon died out in the realities 
of the situation. By 1869 a 11Petition to the General Committee for 
Aid for Forshaw Street Trust 186911 outlined the problems into which 
Robinson had led the Primitives (67). The early growth in Barrow of 
several years previously had encouraged Robinson and others to specula-
tively build a chapel for £500,. Now this of itself vras a bold step, 
but Robinson made a number of errors in expenditure, planning and 
construction, which ended in the building costing £1,300, nearly three 
times the estimate. Trade depression led to emigration of members 
from the town. by 1868 and the remaining Primitives could not cope i·l"ith 
large debts. Robinson could not cope vrith the strain, especially 
i·rhen everyone blamed hini, and 1-rithout being able to turn to anyone 
else for help, };Le had a nervous breakdovm and left the ministry. 11 A 
feeble society11 vras left, 11 plunged into difficul ties 11 , and a majority 
66. Primitive l·iethodist Magazine 1866, p.428. 
67. Barrow· Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting :Minutes 
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of o£ficials and trustees left the area so that the circuit was not 
being run properly at all l'rith no-one who could help it recover. 
Two remaining men of standing by chance l'rent bankrupt, and annual 
circuit income could not even pay for the £50 per annum interest due 
on the outstanding loan of £1,080 on Forshaw Street. Against all 
Connexional rules Robinson and his cronies had only raised £.200 of 
the total outlay, and "many uould probably unite l'Tith us were He not 
so heavily burdened with chapel debt". The appeal concluded with a 
plea for aid, and the statement that as a circuit Barrow could 
probably never raise its head again, its very existence being in doubt. 
lf.hat they asked for was a £100 gift, permission for members to 
travel throughout the North to beg for cash and other aid. It vTas 
signed by ministers James Rimmer and John Rayner, the latter being 
the man left to sort out the mess of the finances. Robinson had 
amassed unpaid bills, lost bills, lost income, mialaid funds and 
Rayner did a good job of sorting things out. 
'fhis early setback was added to "l'rithin a few years by three 
major disputes which seriously damaged the Primitives and prevented 
them from fulfilling their early promise. 
Poverty was a fact of life for the Barrow Primitives throughout 
their history. Financial incompetence, showing in "I'Tild building 
schemes, poorly kept accounts, inability to balance income with 
expenditure, permanent current account deficits, the use of mission; 
and Connexional collections for other purposes (usually to plug gaps 
in circuit income), and embezzling officials, characterised the 
business of the Quarterly r.J:eetings, circuit committee meetings and 
trustees meetings (68). Monetary issues plagued the circuit. 'l'hese 
difficulties were greatly exacerbated by the Haverigg chapel case. 
Hoping to encourage the grouth of new· outlying societies, the 
superintendent minister, Thomas Bateman, (at Barrovr 1873/79) asked 
the permission of' three trustees •of..~. one of the two strong Barrow 
tol'm societies, Forshaw Street, for the loan of £300 to help build 
68. Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting l\1inutes 
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Haverigg Chapel (69). The three trustees agreed to this, and the 
money 11as transferred by Bateman's mm hand to the Haverigg trustees, 
who 1·rere delighted. Bateman decided to take a further £.290 from the 
Forshaw Street chapel trust account without asking for permission to 
do so in the same year, 1878. The money was taken from the hard 
accumulated Bazaar Fund, used to prop up the society and the circuit 
in the fr~quent hard times, but Bateman received no receipt for the 
cash. Now the Circuit Committee had in March 1878 sanctioned the 
building of Haverigg chapel, but Bateman kept quiet about the 
financial deal and only after the spread of embarrassing rumours in 
late 1878 and early 1879 did the officials realise the full extent of 
the transaction.. In July 1879 the tiUarterly Meeting, informed of the 
whole affair, condemned Bateman in his absence for the loan, 1·ri thout 
permission of the full trust on the first occasion, uithout anyone's 
permission the second time, and 1'l'ithout obtaining a receipt. Bateman 
played for time, assured the meeting that the money wouibd soon be 
returned, that it was necessary to promote Primitive causes outside 
of the town, and piliaeated the officials. He moved out of 
the area the same month, and promptly forgot about the matter (70). 
Small -vronder that Bateman complained about being unable to 
retrieve the salary and expenses m·ring to him during that summer and 
1-1inter (71). The circuit did not forget about the money, and pestered 
Haverigg for it. The case ·Has complicated by the format ion of the 
Dalton and Millom circuit, to which Haverigg was transferred in 
1892. Relations between the two circuits vrere increasingly 
strained by this financial business, and Barrow, beset by other 
problems tried to grapple with the financial ones too. Foremost in 
the minds of the circuit 1·ras the recovery of the very considerable 
loan. 
69.. Barrm'l' Primitive Nethodist Circuit, Quarterly t-1eeting Ninutes 
H~65/69. BRO BDFC/M/1; Forshaw Street Trustees Meeting l\linutes 
1878/83. 
70. Barrow Primitive r.lethodist Circuit, Quarterly M:eeting 1\linutes 
1865/69. BRO BJJFC/r:i/1. 
Barro>'l' Primitive ·Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting liiinutes 71. 
1865/69. BRO BDFC/Wi/l. 
During 1888 mattem came to a head. Under increasing pressure 
financially, the Quarterly l•leet ing backed by the circuit committee 
despatched a deputation to Conference to explain the Haverigg case 
qnd to demand that something be done to "I'Tin back funds used by Dalton 
circuit yet belonging to Barro"l'r (72). The Conference asked the 
District Committee to deal "I'Tith what was a relatively trifling and 
local matter. The District Committee did nothing beyond advise the 
t1'IO circuits to amicably settle the issue. The years passed. The 
at tent ion of the circuit officials 1'1as fixed on the desperate 
struggles of :Marsh Street society in Barrow, and l'lith the problems of 
looking after Coniston 20 miles away. The collapse of Marsh Street 
society, the virtual disintegration of the classes based on it, and 
the ending of any sort of Connexional discipline there created a crisis 
vrhich the circuit vras unable to su:Mtive vrithout Connexional aid and 
advice. The Haverigg case vras just one part of it, but it vras 
responsible for starving the circuit of sorely needed fund.s. 
The Quarterly Meeting stated that "the Haverigg case has damaged 
our prestige in this to"l'm to a lamentable extent, and only the 
recovery of the money can secure the confidence of the public". 'It 
was "a barrier to every kind of progress. It has divided some hundreds 
from us i.ti the years gone, and the deadness of Primitive I1Iethodism 
in this to1m is largely due to this". They' continued: "Its recovery 
would ••• have a salutary effect not only on our 01-m church, but also 
on Haverigg church, 1'1hich has not and can not prosper so long as it 
is in possession of our money" (73). The matter was public lmowledge 
and had assumed the proportions of a scandal, preventing the advance-
ment of the circuit's work, the recruitment of members and trustees 
and officials. people vrould not associate 1-Tith such a denomination 
vrhen it could not control its ovm finances, and when it 11as a 
laughing stock. Ministers 1wuld not come to the circuit because of it, 
72. Barrovr Primitive r.Iethodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1888/92. BRO BDI!'C/M/1: .• 
73. Barr011 Primitive :Methodist Circuit, Quarterly J'vleeting Minutes 
1888/92.· BRO BDFC/rll/1. 
and folk 1-1ere slandering the Primitives with all sorts of rumours 
and stories. r 
By July 1894 the Conference had asked for all d.ocuments and 
information regarding the case to be sent to the, and there began a 
hurried search by officials for the relevant papers, many of 1-1hich 
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had been mispiL_aced or lost over the past 16 years ( 7 4). In response 
the Conferenee at last gave some help. A Conference delegation agreed 
to give substantial aid to the circuit, a revival "cannot be done by 
the station in its present broken, embarrassed and discredited 
condition". "Help must come from 1·Tithout"(75), it was announced. An:. 
extra minister and a grant of three figures was promised. As part 
of the help, the President ao~eed to settle the Haverigg business, 
and by November 1894 the Haverigg trustees 1-1ere forced to agTee to 
come to terms. It uas agreed that they would repay the loan in one 
of three ways: by taking out a mortgage, selling eight cottages o1med 
by the trust, or taking an interest free loan off the Chapel 
Committee. This settlement was authorised by the President and the 
Conference, and eventually Barrow agreed to settle for £450 off 
Haverigg and £50 from Bateman. 
The whole damaging episode continued for a further six years. 
In that year the Haverigg trust 1-1as finally persuaded to part ui th 
the full £590, but only after Bateman personally implored the trust 
to do so. No more was heard of the case, so it must be assumed that 
most of the money 11as eventually repaid shortly after 1900 (76). It 
vras merely one of three problems which so hampered the work and 
development of Primitive Iilethodism in southern Cumbria, and one vrhich 
caused grave worries for I·tlillom and Dalton too. That circuit com~ 
plaints about having to be responsible for debts amassed before its 
7.4.. Barrovr Primitive l\'iethodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1892/99. BRO BDFC/M/1 .• 
75• Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Neeting Minutes 
1B§2/99. BRO BDFC/T·1/l. 
76. 'l'he Dalton and rhllom circuit discovered in that year that the 
debt had still ·not been settled and severely reprimanded Haverigg 
trustees, who the:n provided the money; for ·the complete point of view 
of poor Dalton and Nillom circuit, see Quarterly Meeting Ninutes there 
1882/1900 and 1900/11.. BRO BDFC/r..Tju. 
cxeation as a circuit w·ere mainly justified. The new· Dalton and 
IHllom circuit too had been damaged by its being made responsible 
for HaY-erigg's debt, but it at least did not experience a disaster 
like the :r.Iarsh Street episode. 
Marsh Street wag one of the three Primitive chapels and societies 
in Barrorr, and catered for a largely vTOrking-class afea constructed 
in the late 1870s and 1880s, and poor even by Barrow standards. As 
ever, the circuit was in financial straits from the word go, and the 
episode of l·1arsh Street troubles was one of the major causes of their 
impecunious condition. The District Committee gave permanent grants 
to r.larah Street, £10 per quarter by the 1880s, i·Thich rras used to pay 
~or a lay evangelist stationed there. Uhen there was no pastor 
ae:tually on si{e, there were disastrous consequences ( 77). 
Uith the Haverigg dispute drggging into its 14th year'-' the 
Quarterly Meeting in September 1892 backed the call of the superintendent 
minister, Pearce, for a full enquiry into the appalling condition of 
r.1arsh Street and its finances (78). Rumours were in the air, so the 
circuit committee investigated. For some time the tovm had been in 
the grip of industrial depression, and the circuit 1-ras unable to 
grant extra aid despite Marsh Street pleas. Forshaw· Street and 
Hartington Street themselves were struggling to make ends meet. The 
Jute works had been destroyed by fire throwing hundreds out of work; 
the Durham coal strike had laid of 1, 400 hands, and the threatendd 
shipbuilding workers' strike, if effected, would see 5,000 more out 
of vrork ( 79). The circuit 1 s pro~pects were bleak and ll1arsh Street 
was advised to battle on against the odds and to do their best. The 
Quarterly Meeting abhorred the ••rapacious demands 11 of the society, 
77. The Forshaw Street society and trustees virtually ran the 
circuit; see Trust l\Iinutes 1883/95· BRO BDFC/M/1. 
78. Barrow Primitive Nethodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1892/99· BRO BDFC/M/1. 
79. ~arrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1892/99. BRO Bm'C/Iil/1. 
and the embarrassment that they 1·rere causing to the circui tl,~ and 
called for a District investigation of the society. 
The Meeting, faced too with trouble at Coniston, tackled I·1arsh 
Street determinedly. Webster, the society ste1-rard and chapel 
treasurer had ripped up many of the papers and accounts of the chapel 
so that no-one might examine them• The accusation of embezzlement 
and fraud against him was easy to believe, and he 'iras expelled on the 
charge of refusing to hand over £20 belonging to the bazaar fund (80). 
His replacement, Le'irens, continued to misappropriate funds and had in 
his possession £10 given by the Mayor of Barr01-r and £10 from the Duke 
of Devonshire to the society. It was claimed that he too was 
embezzling funds, and he refused to hand over his f'unds to the f.Ieet-
ing. The Meeting complained to the District Committee in January 
1893, but the latter pointed out that the :r;J:eeting could not take 
~ 
charge of Marsh Street funds unless the society 1·rilled it, and for 
the circuit to ~ontrol society funds 'iTaS not necessarily legal ( 81). 
The r.reeting took this to mean that the District was siding with 
Lewens, and voiced their disapproval of this attitude. Le'irens lias 
alleged by Pearce and the circuit committee to be corrupt and 
inefficient, and all accounts •·rere in chaos. On the other hand, the 
lf:ircui t accounts 'irere little better - the circuit had to ask the 
District how much they had collected for the mission fund since their 
own accounts Here ill-maintained and hard to understand. The District 
mieht well have believed that the circuit officials were attacking 
Lewens and J';iarsh Street for the crimes of which all were guilty. The 
District Committee refused the request of the circuit committee to 
control and investigate r.Iarsh Street in February 1893, and the 
situation deteriorated (82). 
The Quarterly Meeting continued to pester the District Meeting 
for an evangelist or minister to be stationed at Marsh Street full time, 
80. Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1892/99· BRO BDFC/M/1. 
81. The Primitive r!lethodist Circuit Letter Book covers this period 
but is not ahrays dated; roughly all letters fr.om 1895 to 1905 are 
in it. BRO BDFC/M/1. 
82. Barr01-r Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minuted 
1892/99· BRO BDFC/M/1. 
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for at least a t1·ro year stint. The circuit could do no more unless 
this was granted. A nevr trust for the :Marsh Street chapel ivas 
urgently required due to removals and deaths, but it proved impossible 
to gather new trustees because of public knowledge of the state of 
the society finances. A mortgage for improvements and to pay old 
debts vras also needed but vrithout a nevl trust this too was impossible. 
The other tvro to1m societies vrere stretched to maintain themselves; 
circumstances were not improved in march 1893 vrhen accusations against 
the circuit officials and ministers 1vere made in the local press ( 83). 
There were no specific charges, just ones of official imcompetence 
and neglect, but it was very damaging to the Connexion,and highly 
embarrassing. Open criticism of the officials was rife by May 1893, 
and nothing was achieved by September vrhen attempts to obtain money 
by gifts, subscriptions and collections in order to hire a local 
preacher to rTOrk 111arsh Street produced nothing. Over the follmving 
winter Marsh Street society and congregation had disintegrated and 
the Quarterly l\'Ieeting refused to strip its other societies in order 
to try to resurrect it. By l\larch it vras even impossible to get 
collections and other cash from officials of the society. The 
Meeting applied to sell the chapel "due to the embarrassed condition 
of its finances, the paucity of members, and its unpopularity" 
throughout the town. The only alternative was a full time man to 
work there, for 11 the ivithdrawal of the minister has in each case 
meant disaster". The suburb had resident Anglican, ministers and 
Catholto priests, offering great rivalry to the 
Primitives who had little scope for their work (84). The circuit 
could not cope with four poor societies and one collapsed one, plus 
the issues of Haverigg and Coniston chapel too. There ivere £2,250 
of trust debts, a minister and a hired preacher to pay, and a three 
figure standing circuit current debt. The District Committee 
sympathised, and advised the circuit to try harder. 
83. Barrovr Primitive r:iethodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1892/99· BRO BJJFC/N/1. 
84. Barro1v Primitive Methodist Circuit, Circuit Letter Book and 
Quarterly Meeting Minutes 1892/99· BRO BDFC/111/1. 
The Meeting complained that the District Mission committee had 
refused help and that the circuit had to pour effort and money "into 
the slough Iii thout any apparent profi t 11 • They complained that the 
District and r.lission committees vrere prejudiced against Barro1·T since 
they held the circuit guilty of causing its o1m troubles by its-
a0;tions. Yet officials in the circuit felt unable to accept 
responsibility for the r.Iarsh Street and other serious problems, which 
were largely due to the neglect of the Primitive Connexional 
authorities. The blame for Narsh Street was put squarely on the 
shoulders of the Connexional officialdom. 
All this moaning had some effect. Conference agreed to send an 
extra minister or evangelist to work Marsh Street, and to give 
substantial cash aid to the circuit. Even better, the Conference in 
November 1894 stated that the circuit could in no uay be held 
responsible for its problems, and had done all it could - 11 this cannot 
be done by the station in its present broken, embarrassed and discredited 
condition. Help must come from without", the Connexional men continued, 
the President signing the document. Things were looking brighter and 
the December 1894 Quarterly Meeting thanked the minister, Pearce, for 
his unremitting toil in sorting out the various problems afflicting 
the circuit ( 85). The l-1eeting was deeply disappointed uhen a report 
on public comments by the Home Iviissions Committee was received, stat-
ing that the Mission committee felt Barrow's problems to be so severe 
that no· solutions could be reached. 'l'he Committee '\'Tas also st ipulat-
ing conditions late in the day concerning aid. The meeting protested 
vigorously against these sirJ.ce they had begun to renovate Marsh Street 
chapel, and had acquired a grand total of £4,000 in chapel debts. 
Soon the Rev. Hide rTas appointed in January 1895, and his term of 
office extended to three years in r.1arch ( 86). 
rrhis promising move rras marred in l-1ay 1895 when the Quarterly 
~:ieeting complained that only £100 had been given to the circuit -
85. Barrorr Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1892/99· BRO BDFC/M/1. Pearce was outstandingly successful,in 
Barrow terms. 
86. Barrovr Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1892/99· BRO BDFC/1>1/Jl •. 
by the Committee and not the promised figure of substantially .over 
£.~00, all told. Pearce, despite pleas f'rom the circuit, had been 
stationed elsewhere, and after much trouble this move was altered 
and he was allovred to stay on to use "his exceptional business 
ability", "untiring and selfd.enying labour11 , in order to combat "so 
many longstanding difficulties". Praise was lavished on him. A 
nevT trust 1-ras executed for Marsh Street, and Lewens was finally 
prevailed upon to surrender the £.20 purloined two years previously. 
All the old trustees had died, emigrated or 1-:rished to retire (87). 
It was sad-for the circuit that the Marsh Street episode was not 
over, and that serious problems were to rise up so soon after it 
·appeared all uas going well for the first time. H. G. Hide, the 
evangelist at Marsh Street, became disillusioned and depressed by his 
job and the area, and caused trouble. In February 1897 26 officials 
of the chapels and circuits met to "enq_uire into the report of the 
deputation appointed to enq_uire into the veracity of statements made 
by Mr. H. G. Hide, the missioner vrho for a year and a half had been 
engaged in connection ui th l'.'iarsh Street, Barrovr". The Rev. Trainer 
and Atkinson had been appointed by the Conference to lead the 
investigation, and gave "a fair and impartial report" on the matter (88). 
Hide had made serious charges:-
l. That the circuit committee and Quarterly Meeting refused to give 
adeq_uate aid to Hide or to the :Marsh Street cause, and had decided 
before he came to refuse any help to the society and missioner even 
if he were successful in his work. 
2. That the circuit committee and others had prevented Marsh Street 
coming up at Quarterly Meetings in order to prevent discussion of 
the society and to prevent aid being given. 
87 •. Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly l\1eeting Minutes 
1892/92• BRO BDFC/M/1. 
88. Barrow Primitive Nethodist Circuit, Quarterly 1\leeting Minutes 
1892/99• BRO BDFC/M/L. 
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'l1here l'Tas no truth in the charges. The deputation agreed that 
it was proven beyond doubt that half of Forshavr Street choir had gone 
each Sunday to help Hide, but that he had told them not to bother to 
do so. Hide had been given a list of bandsmen uilling to regularly 
attend his mission vrork, especially in the open air, but Hide had 
refused their help. Circuit local preachers had been planned to aid 
Hide for every service, and though several appointments had been 
neglected, the offending men had been discipJlined, and neglect there 
>'las no worse than elsewhere in the circuit. Hide had refused to 
meet any preacher planned and had given them no help, regarding 
as informers to the Quarterly Meeting. This had conspired to upset 
many officials, and made Hide and his 1-mrk unpopula:t' (89). 
1\larsh Street had been the major topic: of business at every 
meeting, and its problems created permanent work for officials. 
Hide's named 1'litnesses in support of the allegations, did· not 
support. his statements, and he could say "nothing specific in his 
own defence 11 • The l'Tork had apparently gone l'Teilil for the first year, 
but then Hide became depressed and disheartened, and 11 circumstances 
arose \'lhich made it prud.ent he should leave 11 • 'l1his he refused to do, 
despite demands from the circuit, officials, Marsh Street and Pearce. 
·Hide was described as "a well meaning but \·Teak man, totally unfit as an 
evangelist and _Hide only resigned when the deputation arrived (90). 
Finally the Meeting and circuit committee begged Conference for an 
experienced and successful evangelist to take charge of Marsh Street, 
where most of the work was still to be done. 
Marsh Street l'ras never a success, In the 1900s ill luck ·continued 
to dog its steps, and there >'las no pastor in residence over the 
winter 1899/1900 (91). The Meeting wrote to the Nission Committee to 
89.. Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting l•linutes 
1892/99· BRO BDFC/M/1. 
90. Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting ]l:linutes 
1892/99• BRO BDFC/M/1; 
91. Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Circuit Letter Book, 
March 1900. BRO BDFC/M/1. 
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praise "God for their survival, as the loss has not been as great as 
it might have been feared". Outdoor -vrork was hampered by severe 
weather though there Here over 50 members, but "the scandals of the 
past ••• are yet a cause of much difficulty in working amongst the 
people of the district".. By 1902 the society believed it would have 
to sell its premises in order to pay off debts, and the cause was at 
the same ebb as in 1895, slowly dying out since few· vrould give it 
support, such was the lack of confidence in the officials and the 
Primitives. "Priestcraft exercises a vigorous energy in the locality 
of our church", which added to problems. The officials and society 
\'rrote to the Missions Committee seeking more urgent aid, in March 
1902 (92); the year before they had reported attendances at services 
to be averaging 65, as against 35 in 1895, and the Sunday school up 
to 197 compared to 55· Trust debts had been reduced over the 
same period from £725 to £500, but the change came when the evangelist 
departed to -vrork Coniston for a while, and squabbles. and disagreements 
broke out. The Circuit Committee had tried to prevent this, 
'Qut the Mission Committee 1-rere adamant and precipitated the crisis of early 
1902. The society did recover but remained small, never more than 
one-fifth the size of the other two tmm ones, and its troubled past 
-vras never lived down. 
The third problem which dragged on for years for the Barrow 
Primtives concerned Coniston. For some time Kendal ran as a mission 
of Hull, later of Barnard Castle, and in the late 1830s Primitive 
l·1ethodism was taken to the Coniston area by their preachers. 
Christopher Hallam vras one of the first travelling preachers to 1-rork 
the area and in 1845 he reported just one member at Coniston, with 
the whole mission only having 67 in total (93). Coniston was on and 
off plan, and not until 1857 was there a permanent society due to the 
92. Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Circuit Letter Book 
l\Iarch 1902 and January 1901. BRO. 
93. Circuit Book of Christopher Hallam, at Rylands. 
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exertions of a Cornish local preacher who came to work in the quarr·J..es ( 94). 
He gradually formed a little society of six members, most of whom. 
worked in the newly prosperous quarries too. Coniston was described 
at that time as "a notoriously wicked place", the Primitives being 
one of few salutary influences on the "totally immoral" inhabitants. 
There vrere Baptist and Anglican places of vTorship for an expanding 
population of 1,800, and under these conditions by 1858 there l'rere 
33 Primitives and a flourishing Sunday school. A chapel was opened 
in July 1858 measuring 36 feet long by 23 wide by 17 tall, to seat 
180. John Barrett, managing director of the copper mines, had given 
the site, free stone and much more to the society, and though not a 
member 1-ras described as "a true Christian". Being poor the Primitives 
had to cart the stone themselves as wall as doing most of the 
labouring tasks, the total cost being £260 rri th £140· raised by the 
society. The rest rem~in.ed as a ,debt for nearly 4Q years. The open-: 
ing was a grand affair and a great event iri the life of the circuit. 
On the formation of Barrovr circuit Coniston was transferred to it, 
and for a 1-rhile continued to enjoy moderate prosperity. However, 
the mines suffered recession, many families left the area as 
suddenly as they had come, and the Primitives •·rere hard hit (95). 
Before long the once flourishing society was moribund. One 
cause of friction for the remaining congregation was the chapel. 
The deeds transferring the site to the trustees and the chapel to 
the Connexion were not in order, and to save time and money the 
trustees had gone ahead independent of circuit authority or permission 
and in the rush job errors were made. The deeds implied that a new 
trust, namely the one of 1895, had to have the site conveyed to 
itself again, l'rhich did not happen. Nor •·ras the building properly 
settled on the model deed of the Connexion., hence later questions 
about its legally being owned by them. This, and there being no 
proper specifications or plans for the chapel, caused "serious evils, 
94 •. Primitive Methodist Nagazine 1859, p.626. 
95· Barrow Primitive l·lethodist Circuit, Quarterly Minute l•leeting 
1866/69 and 1876/88. BRO BDFC/M/1. 
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needless costs, and injury to the infant cause, and muc~ grief of 
mind 11 • Kendal and later Barrow failed to correct the matter, and 
the trustees came to look upon the chapel as their ovm, especially 
the Knipe family, four of vihom •·rere trustees. Despite rovrs 11i thin 
the trust and vri th contractors, the job was completed in 1858 and 
the matter forgotten. Around the turn of the century Coniston became 
the scene of the third major Barrow circuit issue. The Primitives 
had been the first Methodists in the area, but the llesleyans eventually 
made a successful entry and supplanted the Primitives. The Primitives 
had ahrays had their problems l'lith Coniston, for the society felt 
neglected and isolated over 20 miles from Barrow, though the opening 
of a raihray line facilitated travel. The circuit for its part 
disliked having to subsidise an increasingly dependent society, and 
the local preachers resented the long journey for small re~ards. 
Whilst Haverigg and Marsh Street ,.rare receiving attention in 1892, 
the mainstay of the society, John Knipe, accused the circuit 
committee of 11 gross negligence 11 • Knipe was asked to substantiate the 
charge but he failed to do so and in October 1892 his (96) 11 important 
and damaging charges 11 l'lere ignored as 11as his 11 insulting letter". 
He was asked to l'lithdraw his letter but refused, though the matter 
was dropped. More was done for the society and chapel, and a new 
trust established in 1895, but to find men to serve had proved very 
avrbfard. The trust contained three Barrow men: J obn Timms, manager; 
[lhomas:·:ecn·Tan, mangger; Thomas l![odgson, insurance agent; the Coniston 
men vrere: James Knipe, farmer; Thomas Knipe, slate river; John 
Uilliam Knipe, tailor (all brothers); John Bafrow, butcher; George 
Baines, slate river; John Thomas Nillardship, tailor; plus circuit 
minister John Thompson. 
The Knipes were allmied to run affairs as they vTished, though 
occasionally they criticised a circuit which tended to ignore 
them. During the summer of 1900 one of the brothers died, and he 
Has the mortgagee for the chapel. His heir, John Knipe, gave the 
circuit one month to pay the £110 mortgage before he took possessiont 
and made it his mm :Qroperty. His motives "'ere mixed - he had lost 
96. Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly lv1eeting Minutes 
1892/99· BRO BDFC/M/1. 
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interest in Primitive :Methodism yet wished to stir the circuit into 
some sort of activity to rejuvenate the cause! He also wanted 
money for his family, as heir to his brother. The Quarterly Neeting 
wrote to the General Chapel Committee (97) at the Conference of 
1900. "Coniston, a straggling village 20 miles by rail from Barrow" 
had "for many years a prosperous cause", but had "declined for a 
number of years past". The reasons for this state of affairs 11ere 
outlined. The mines had closed, and since these were vrhat had 
attracted Methodists in the first place, most members had left in, 
search of work. Just down the road from the chapel was a Uesleyan 
one in a more favourable situation and site, and with it being "a 
far better chapel", "the struggle of the survival of the strongest 
ensued". 
The Uesleyans had received for some time considerable Connexional 
aid in the form of grants and possessed a resident evangelist. The 
Primitige society received what help a struggling Barrow circuit 20 
miles away could spare. The society had complained of neglect for 
years, of preachers missing appointments, ministers rarely attending, 
and missionary money raised locally being trucen by the preachers as 
travelling expenses. This led to the society suspecting the motives 
for every collection and refusing to allm-r any to be taken. The 
Meeting pointed_ out that there vras only one Primitive family in the 
village, the Knipes, and three of the four had died uithin the past 
fe1·r months. The only member and trustee of the family, John Knipe, 
was the one demanding the mortgage be paid_ off. Over recent years 
12 members had died, many more had removed, and despite extensive 
circuit efforts "none had been added to membership." The five 
resident trustees gave no ground for hope_. Only Knipe 1-ras a member, 
one being a \'lesleyan, two going to no church, and one, a Uesleyan 
turned Primitive, "has novr no interest" in any church. 'l'here was 
certainly. no scope for two lllethodist chapels, there being only 600 
97. Barrow Primitive r;Iethodist CirC:uit, Letter Bo6ik, June 1900 omrards. 
BRO BDFC/M/1. 
people in the locality as opposed to l, 800 40 years before. 'rhere 
was a resident vicar, a Baptist Sunday school occupied by the Plymouth 
Brethren, and a Baptist chapel. The llesleyans had a resident 
evangelist, a Home r.Iission grant, and a second lay agent happening 
to live nearby helped them out. 'l'he nearest Primitive society vras 
Askam-in-Furness 16 miles m·ray and under Millom and Dalton circuit, 
vrhich vras in a 1-10rse state than Barroli. The two Uesleyan workers 
had missioned the area extensively and attracted all those with 
l1~ethodist leanings, leaving none to be picked up by the Primitives. 
The poor of the area had been "gathered in" by a resident Roman 
Catholic priest so there I·Tas no scope amongst that sector either 
this Catholic presence beingseen as a particular stumbling block. 
Coniston had much scope as a tourist resort yet because of the local 
landovmers' policies no land vias being made available for new building, 
uhich included not allowing the Primitives:;to have a good site for a 
nevi chapel. "Not one visitor" had attend.ed the Primitive chapel 
vTeekly services for four summer months the previous year, even though 
Primitive •wrkers from Barrow distributed leaflets and visited every 
house. Al:). this gave no encouragement to the Barrow workers. The 
trustees at Coniston had spent time "greatly disparaging many of the 
preachers we send", finding fault vTith men specially chosen to illlder-
take services preaching there was a thankless task involving. a 40 mile 
roillld trip for which men received no payment, sp'ent a day taking one service 
received a congregation of three or four adults, and had no hospitality 
offered by a :single person in the village. IVlany local preachers 
( illlable to afford the fa±es) I'Tere refusing to be planned there, and 
having to •mit at the chapel for five hours for the return train. 
No-one rrould board preachers for a night or even offer refreshment, 
and weekday services 1-Tere impossible since the last train left a 
6 p.m. and people 1-Tere only able to preach at night due to vrorking 
in the day. 
The Meeting urgently needed over £100 to pay off the mortgage to 
Knipe, which it was impossible to raise, so help from the Connexional 
authorities 1-Tas demanded. Othervrise the cause would ge abandoned and 
the chapel sold though it was believed that the sale of the chapel 
would not bring in a sum sufficient to pa:y off debts. The circuit 
could not afford to end the cause or to continue to maintain it. 
Despite the plea, Conference did nothing and left it to the District 
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Committee in Liverpool, vThich Barrow had already found 1-ranting in its 
attention to the area. 
In September 1900 ( 98) the r.Ieet ing announced to the General 
Chapel Committee that the trustees were to sell the chapel vrith or 
without permission in order to discharge their debts to Knipe, since 
there rTas n® income and no congregation, and scant chance 
that either uould be raised. A fevr hundred people had five religious 
sects to choose from, the lJesleyans vrere doing nicely, and there was 
no need for the Primitives. "The llesleyans have far superior chances 
of success and are in a prosperous way". The Keeting was suspicious 
of this since there rrere Uesleya.ns amongst the surviving trustees, 
and the Brethren too. vrere looking for a place of Horship to buy. 
The General Chapel Committee had advised the Meeting to ask Liverpool 
District meeting for permission to sell, but the District had 
refused this since the Primitives had been there for so long and to 
re-establish a society at a later date vwuld be impossible. 10,500 
people had attended the recent Ruskin exhibition, so scope for a 
Primitive congregation existed if only a landovmer 1vould make a good 
site available, and help stimulate the village for tourist growth. 
The District had advised "urge the trustees to meet their responsibil-
ities", a not very helpful suggestion. About the same time, Knipe 
alloued the circuit six: months to pay off the mortgage orred to him 
and had intimated that he wished the society to remain alive there. 
'rhe Meeting 'l·ras asked to try to revive Coniston, bu.t by November they 
reported that it would be '\-Tasteful of resources to do this, there 
being not one local person willing to 1-TOrk for them. Regret was 
expressed at the Uesleya.ns' refusal to aid the Primitives since some 
years before the Primitives had helped the \Jesleyans by lending them 
preachers and holding combined services when the Wesleyan~ were vreak. 
An evangelist was urgently needed bu.t the Ivieeting could not possibly· 
afford one due to its lack of cash and its Barrow commitments. 
Knipe was willing to aid a man, and the circuit suggested an active 
98. Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Letter Book September 1900. 
BRO BDFC/I<I/1. 
supernumerary, a 11 Sister11 or a resting preacher, despite the 
opposition of the other trustees. The l\'ieeting had to give priority 
to "the debts and financial burdens 1-rhich have crippled and are 
crippling this circuit 11 , and to the Barrm-r societies. A lay agent 
"ras like1'1ise desperately needed by Vickerstown on Ualney Island where 
hundreds of houses 1·rere being built and. rrhere people were demanding a 
Primitive presence, so in fact the circuit needed tvro men. There 1-ras 
an evangelist at Marsh Street; Barrou and the District wished to 
move him to Coniston, but the loss of his work would bring disaster 
to the notoriously unstable ll~arsh Street society. The Barrovr circuit 
wished for Connexional aid yet opposed advice as to how to employ it. 
Conferential deputations had had to sort out the Haverigg and l\iarsh 
Street businesses, and during the summer of 1901 a further deputation 
vras employed concerning Coniston and it placed all blame for the 
Coniston affair on the circuit's shoulders. The Quarterly Meeting 
in no uncertain terms let it be lal.own vrhat it thought of the report, 
charging them with neglect of preaching and other appointments, and 
overall neglect of Coniston over the years. It denied all charges. 
It 1-ras 11 appalled11 at doubledealing behind their back concerning J:llillom 
and Dalton circuit which had been approached with a view to taking 
over Coniston in order to work it properly. It pointed out that 
Barrow had long supported that circuit and had regularly to send 
preachers to aid them even though the other circuit failed to 
reciprocate when Barrow needed aid. Barrow had all but ruined itself 
in efforts to save Coniston, they continued, yet real blame must be 
apportioned to the District and Connexion vrhich had repeatedly refused 
the meeting's requests of help, whereas the \"Tesleyans flourished due 
to the generous aid of their Connexion and District. Barrou had sunk 
years of l~tour and money into Coniston and the Connexion had betrayed 
it by asking Millom to reap any benefits. They believed there uas some 
sort of conspiracy between the Connexion, Millom and the Hesleyans in 
order to ruin Barrow, so long had been their problems with Connexional 
help or understanding. The Barrovr Primitives had aided Coniston 
rlesleyans when they had been nearly ruined by the def-ection of one 
local preacher, and "this waS" ho1v they vrere to be re1-rarded". The 
IIJeeting held Coniston responsible for many of their mm probllems : 
their refusal to help the preachers despatched there, incompetent 
officials and trustees, refusal to take collections, the impossibility 
of getting even one person to help the society in Coniston. The 
Meeting was pleased at the offer to pay off the chapel mortgage, 
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but to give oversight to !IIillom was a recipe for disaster. It would 
mean that Barrow with tvro preachers and ll local preachers vrould work 
just three societies, 1-Thereas Wiillom with tHo preachers and 12 local 
preachers would have six vridely scattered chapels to care for. As 
everyone knew, Mill om and Dalton 1-Tere having worse financial and 
preacher problems than even Barrow. The Connexion appeared to wish 
to ruin both circuits in this "outpost of Christianity". 
Later that summer, Wilson, the minister in charge of :Barrow 
vrrote to thank Conference for the lay agent appointed to vrork 
Coniston, but complained that so far the circuit had expended £25 yet 
the promised grant had not arrived ( 99). The Coniston trustees vrere 
refusing to co-operate vrith the circuit and ignored all its 
instructions, refusing to consider even trying to raise the mortgage 
debts by any means or to co-operate vri th a worker. The District 
Committee refused to involve itself despite repeated requests. Knipe 
as the only supposed member had neglected his post as trustee and as; 
secretary, and "has it seems conspired to cause a loss to us". He 
had possession of all papers and deeds, refused to use trust and 
circuit money to pay off the interest on the mortgage 01-.red to him, 
and in this default had declared himself ovrner of the chapel vrhich 
he had put up for sale. It had been suggested in an article by an 
unlmovrn author that the :t.leeting ought to sell the chapel; Knipe had 
read this with alarm and decided to beat them to it (100). The 
original deeds of 1858 were in Knipe's hands and nobody could get 
them off him to examine alleged irregularities on the transfer of the 
site off the original ovmers to the first trust, and from the first 
to the 1895 trust. It was not even knovrn for sure if the chapel 1·ras 
on the Connexional Model Deed or if it vras, whether it had been done 
99· :Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Circuit Letter :Book, 
August 1901. :BRO :BDFC/r.'l/1. 
100. :Barrow Primitive I•1ethodist Circuit, Circuit Letter :Book, 
December l2Pl. :BRO :BDFC/r~l/1; 11 Christian Uorld, 11.11.1901. 
legally. The Meeting lias not prepared to challenge his O\'mership of 
the chapel since if they lost, or even if they lien any sort of legal 
case, they could still not afford to pay the mortgage or legal fees. 
Though disliking the situation, the Meeting must have felt a sense 
of relief at events passing out of their control. 
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It appears that the circuit agreed to pay off the mortgage ovring 
to Knipe by the end of 1901, and themselves looked for a buyer. 
There vras little demand for a chapet, and its value if only one buyer 
appeared was reported at £110, not enough to pay off all debts. 'l'he 
Freemasons offered to take it over by paying all debts and expenses, 
but the circuit tried to get the Plymouth Brethren interested in it 
to up the price to £180, its estimated true value. The Baptists• 
chapel lias the one sought by the Brethren since the Primitives 1 was 
"dirty, cramped and badJly sited", in the words of the circuit. 
How·ever, the circuit minister investigated this and iias pleased to 
note that if the Baptists• chapel society died out it had to revert 
to the London Baptist Mission, so could not be sold to another 
religious sect. lCnipe, meanwhile, was hoping to benefit as much as 
he could and applied to Kendal solicitors for funds from a Primitive 
charity to aid Primitive causes. Uilson l·Tas delighted to thwart this 
attempt \'Then Kendal asked him about ICnipe 1 s being a bona fide 
Primitive member and official hoping to use the funds for good 
Primitive vrork. Wilson reported he had been an obstacle to Primitive 
lilethodism for some time, had had no status or membership in the 
Camnexion too for 11 some time", and denying the man money. The chapel 
was sold in February 1902 to John Bell of the village, for unspecified 
purpose, vTi th all expenses and debts to be paid by him, and all 
fittings, or~an, books etc., to be given to the new Vickerstovm 
r.1ission on Ualney \101). Some good after all came from· the episode 
but it meant the end of a society and large amounts of effort and 
money vrere -vrasted in the pr-ocess, not to mention all the anxiety and 
bitterness both vTi thin the circuits and- between them. 
101. Barrow Primitive Methodist Circuit, Circuit Letter Book, 
December 1901. BRO BDFC/M/1; Number of Letters during 1901/2 • 
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It has been noted hmv tensions over the changing role of 
preachers in the Primitive employ created secession and serious 
disturbances, especially during the 1870s (102). Difficulties over 
the role and activitities of the Primitive ministry always caused 
problems in Cumbria, even during years of great expansion of member-
ship and increased income for the circuit. Preachers like Fulton, Saul 
and to a lesser extent the Barro1-1 men were suffering the conseq_uences 
of anti-ministerial feelings endemic in Cumbrian r.Lethodist circles -., {\.. 
their actions added fuel to this fire and precipitated losses in the 
1870s and particularly the 1880s to other denominations. Uhilst they 
were highly successful evangelists working in harmony with lay 
preachers and leaders, and expansion was achieved and measured by 
increasing income and membership, problems Here relatively few and 
the vast majority of the membership, and most impa.utantly the officials, 
were satisfied (103). Should preachers dislike the task of begging 
for their salary and expenses ru1nually in the face of a contentious 
and dogmatic Quarterly Meeting which did not appreciate their self-
sacrifice, or should the Quarterly Meeting believe its preachers 
guilty of the slightest improper conduct or neglect, then trouble of a 
most serious nature later ensued. In Cumbria the Primitives 
continued to expand their membership into the 1900s and circuits were 
being formed until that date as the old circuits, particularly 
Carlisle and llhi tehaven, gave birth to new ones. It was symptomatic 
of the changing attitude and status of the Connexion that Joseph 
Pennington of Kendal ( 104), himself only a working q_uarryman, vras 
noted as one of the few who in the third q_uarter of the 19th century 
had a special mission to the unchurched and heathen q_uarters of that 
tmm• The d.ecline of this outgoing working-class mission uork in 
102. G. Kiilburn, Tensions in Primitive Methodism in the 1870sJ 
WHS Procs, Feb 1976, vo1 40 part 4 p.93/101 and June 1976 part 5 
p.l35/144· 
103. G. Milburn,_ as in liTo.102 above. 
104. U. Patterson, Northern Primitive r-1ethodism1 1909, p.llB/121. 
the open air, barns and cottages signalled Primitive stresses 
b~tween those who feared that the old evangelism was dying as 
preachers strove for better status ( \·Thich involved preaching in fine 
chapels to respectable audiences) and those i·rho sought a denomination 
with aspirations to ministerial status, better chapels, and above 
all respectable congregations very different from the poverty stricken 
inhabitants of the 1820s. rrhe travelling 
preachers had become settled administrators obsessed by the need to 
regulate their circuits, to build and finance chapels, and to 
consolidate old gains, not to make new ones (105). 
Jealousies between societies within one circuit led to inevitable 
demands for splitting of circuits - Maryport out of lThitehaven in· 
1862, then r.Iaryport finding it impossible to control vligton society 
and ending up in feuds in the 1870s culminating in the separation of 
1883 ( 106). Uithin Uigtotit, first as a branch of r.laryport because the 
two sectors could not agree to co-operate over finance or preaching 
plans from 1868 to 1883, there were permanent disagreements between 
the branch Quarterly lWeeting, ruled by a lhgton clique 
and outlying ones at Silloth, Blennerhasset and else'l'rhere ( 107). 
The "disinclination to support the hired ministry" perpetuated into 
the 20th century as the Uigton and then Aspatria societies, the 
largest of the circuit, had to foot the bill for the ministry's 
expenses and salaries whilst outly:±ng societies repeatedly refused to 
contribute more than nominal amounts at irregular dates (108). The 
determination of individual societies to remain free of entanglement 
105. J. Hawkins, "O'er Hill and Dale", P•54 omrards, noted the 
changes in the work of the ministry, and the modifications of the 
pursuit of purely evangelical goals by the burden of administration 
and organisation. 
106. I:Iaryport Primitive Nethodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1864/69 and 1881/88. CRO FClli/1/101 and 102; l;Jigton Primitive 
:Methodist Branch and Circuit, Quarterly Ivleeting Minutes 1866/99· FC/M.. 
107. Uigton Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Hinutes 
1868/99· FD/M. 
108. \'ligton Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1868/99 and Quarterly Accounts 1868/88. !FC/M. 
from circuit affairs was most marked in Uest Cumberland where the 
Primitives, after the setting up of most of the societies by the la.te 
1860s, held a low estimate of ministerial ability and possessed little 
respect for the preachers frequently involved in disputes with lay 
officials over their salaries (109). Societies believed the preachers 
ought to have as hard a life as possible, as hard as many Primitive 
members e~ndured, and were chary of financing ministers to the tune 
that they uould be able to live more comfortably than the membership 
for uhom they -vrorked (110). In Uigton circuit, feeling against a 
hired ministry was so strong that over 40 members (out of barely 200) 
were lost behreen 1885 and 1890 to the Salvation Army, with similar 
losses in J(Jaryport and Uorkington over the same period, and to the 
Brethren sects as well (111). In their parent circuit of llhitehaven, 
feeling against the preachers had frequently run high, and in 1867 
40 members led by three local preachers were expelled or resigned over 
their failed attempts to cut ministerial expense at Quarterly 
111eetings ( 112). Efforts to obtain the cheapest men possible w·ere 
f.requently put for-vrard by strong minorities, and at times preachers 
left the chair at meetings in disgust as attempts at economy were 
only just defeated. One such session during 1879 (113) was followed 
109. For example throughout the lfuitehaven annual Circuit Schedules 
1842/1913 and the Qurterly Meetings. 
110. Feelings abbut the pay of the ministry run high in parts of 
Cumbria today; at the time of Union in 1932, some Primitive ministers 
uere receiving a salary of £65 per annum plus expenses, whilst the 
Wesleyans were commonly receiving £120 per annum plus expenses. 
111. Naryport Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting f>!inutes 
1881/88. CRO FClll/1/102; Horkington Primitive Nethodist Circuit, 
Quarterly lo!eeting Minutes 1884L1892. CRO F'Clii/7/2/1; tligton Primitive 
Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting lilinutes 1868/99· FC/M. 
112. Uhitehaven Primitive I1lethodist Circuit, Annual Schedules 
1842/1913. FC/M. 
113. lfui tehaven Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly l-1eeting 
Minutes and Annual Circuit Schedules. 
by a number of members attending services of the "Hallelujah people", 
presumably the first Salvation Army peop~e in the area. The officials 
investigated and then banned all members from taking part in their 
services, though the Army recruited at the expense of all the Uest 
eumberland circuits and relations between Primitives and the Army 
were bad ( 114). During 1880 h1o local preachers, defeated in their 
efforts to dispense 1-li th ministers, seceded vli th over 40 members to 
the Plymouth Brethren in tlliitehaven, and losses from the circuit to 
Brethren and Army ran into three figures over the decade. The desire 
above all else for cheap ministers led to the various Quarterly 
I~1eetings frequently calling upon young local preachers to travel in 
their circuit, and to a use of hired local preachers who were 
paid very little indeed and usually half as much as the preachers. 
As late as 1899 one preacher wrote a letter to his proposed 
successor, anonymously warning him not to come to vlliitehaven because 
of the attitude of the people to ministers and their functions, 
which the L-ror officials believed they themselves could in the main do 
perfectly satisfactorily and far more cheaply (115). In an effort 
to cut dorm on expenses Wigton used one of its local preachers, John 
Graham, to travel in 1886, but so badly paid 'vas he that when the 
meeting refused to reimburse his back pay and expenses he simply 
vralked off with all the circuit income upon which he could lay his 
hands (116). Unlike the Wesleyans, by the later 19t.h century and 
earlier employing ministers ''~"ho placed a gap betvreen themselves and 
their main membership, the Primitive·ministers in Cumbria 
found that they vTere expected to be of the people, not above them, 
and to endure the hardships of their lovrliest members. 
114. The Quarterly M:eetings of almost every circuit in the county 
registered losses to the Salvation Army and many to the Brethren 
too, though the Primitives suffered most. 
115.. Uhi tehaven Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting 
J.1inutes 1862/1902. FC/N. 
116 •. Uigton Primitive :Methodist Circuit, Quarterly :Meeting Minutes 
1868/99. FC/M. 
The Cumbrian Primitive circuits advanced most in membership in 
the period 1822/30, 1858/68, lTith occasional brief revival vrorks for 
instance around 1905 in Uest Cumberland. These years apart, expansion 
was by means of small yearly increases w·i th setbacks - for instance 
in the late 1870s - and increasingly a use of what cash was 
available to build a chapel for every society in each circuit. Much 
depended on the influx. of 1-rorkers who arrived 1-vith the railways for 
example in the 1860s in Brough circuit (117), 1-Tith the iron industry 
boom in Uorkington in the mid 1880s, and vri th the grovrth of Barrovr 
and Ihllom during the later 1860s. Many vrere single men from the 
I.ricllands, the North-East and the other British industrial and mining 
localities where Primitivism was strong (118). These immigrants 
brought their Primitive Methodism with them, and found it hard to 
stir more than a few Cumbrian native~·hearts with their 1wrds. 
Recruiting from primarily very poor people, the circuits could not 
afford economic misfortune such as beset the south and 1-1est of Cumbria 
around the 1890s and 1900s. \-llien this came the Primitives found it 
impossible to recruit from a decreasing or stagnant population, and 
hundreds of active members emigrated in search of vrork. Crushing 
burdens of chapel debts - for instance r.Iillom chapel and the 
Haverigg case severely impaired Dalton's income - militated against 
the Primitives in the industrial and mining decline of the period, 
though the incentive of chapel debt clearing might have been strong 
in a time of economic prosperity vrhen the future was bright. Barrow 
could not cope vrith the permanent debts owed to it by Haverigg, rTith 
117. Brough Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting Minutes 
1853/65 and 1865/99 shorTs the great pm-rer of the raihray presence 
in the circuit; Tebay alone had 80 and more members at times, 
exclusively railway workers. KRO vlDFC/r.I. 
118. For the significance of the immigrants see J. D. I"larshall, 
The Economic and Social History of the Furness Area, 1711/1875. 1956. 
J.D. Narshall, History of Barrow-In-Furness, 1960: many Methodist 
societies vrere only commenced because of the uork of migrants, for 
instance the Bible Christians in the vrest and south of Cumbria, 
Cornish Primitives in Coniston and lllillom, lTesleyans from the Black 
Country. 
' 
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the drain of l\Iarsh Street and the worsening trade cyles. Dalton 
through no fault of its o1m had to manage Haverigg's inherited debts, 
had by the 1900s £.2,500 circuit chapel debts of its O"'m to be paid 
off by 196 members, and found the Nillom society of 66 people 
supporting the minister, l'Thile the small outlying societies could 
not support even their own causes (119). The Millom and Dalton 
circuit benefitted from the failure of the Bible Christians' cause, 
for ·instance at Svrarthmoor, and from the revival of numbers in the 
1900s '· but by 1912 precisely half of the houses of the two tmms "'·Tere 
vacant and a third of circuit income "'·ras from Connexional grants. 
Between 1905 and 1932 membership dropped from 245 to 140, hearers at 
services from 430 tD "230.,. and Barrow refused to take over the ailing 
circuit (120). Naturally not every circuit maintained such a 
precarious existence - Carlisle for example did well - but the general 
picture of Cumbrian Primitivism vras of a severe and "1-TOrsening outlook 
and a struggle to survive at most times, even compared to the 
1-Jesleyans, not noted in this county for their wealth but immeasurably 
better able to cope with economic. dislocation and emigration than the 
Primitives. The precarious nature of Primitive circuit existence can 
be illustrated for every circuit: when Hellawell, the Penrith circuit 
minister, died there in 1898 the circuit could not afford to bring a 
replacement l'Tith all the cost of removal, plus no incentive and low 
salary as well as funeral costs and money for the d;ead man 1 s family. 
The Quarterly Meeting called upon John Robson, a local preacher IDf 
promise i'lith no ties to be their ne"'·T preacher, and within six months 
he had reduced attendances at services by a third and lost members· 
before starting his own 11 special brand" of Christianity in the town 
and thoroughly embarrassing the circuit (121). The Penrith Primitives 
never recovered from this blovr and lii thin a few years had societies 
119. Dalton and ll1illom Primitive r.Iethodist Circuit, Quarterly 
Meeting Minutes 1882/1900, 1900/11. BRO BJ)]'C/M/U. 
120. Dalton and Mill om Primitive IJiethodist Circuit, .Annual Schedules 
1925/32 and Circuit Account Books 1905/25. BRO BDFC/111/U • 
121. Penrith E.:eiinetive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly Meeting 
l-1inutes 1868/1900. CRO FCJ.l/3/2/1. 
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only in the town, Lazonby, Skelton and Catterlen. It l'ras l·rith relief 
that the circuit agreed to l1Iethodist Union, for they had fe1·r hearers 
at services uho were not amongst the 120 members, scarcely any young 
members or schoolchildren, a manse which they could not afford though 
it had no hot water system and outside toilet and washouse (in 1928), 
and a preacher they could. not afford to employ or to do without. They 
faced four Uesleyan_ ministers 1·rho possessed a motorcar and three 
pushbikes for their work across the same circuit boundaries (122). 
The Primitive methodists brought joy and living religion to many 
Cumbrians, to even more immigrants into the county, and enriched 
religious and social life vrith their multifarious activities. Hm-rever, 
their "success" needs to be placed into perspective; when the author 
of' the District History noted l'rith satisfaction that the greatest 
success in the past 20 years (prior to 1908) had been in material 
prosperity and chapel building, he remarked membership and recruitment 
had also advanced but more slmdy from the 1880s ( 123). Uhat 
membership increase there was had been concentrated in Carlisle, not 
typical of Cumbrian circuits because of its relative prosperity and 
balanced economy (which factors perpetuated into the 20th century), 
and in Uorkington and Kesuick, the former due to a laflge influx of 
iron and steel l'rorkers, many of them Methodists, the latter benefitting 
from the tourist and resid.ential development of the late Victorian 
period (like the Uesleyans there). These three circuits accounted 
for 85% of the Distrid.t 1 s increase in membership. Else1·rhere, as at 
Alston and Penrith, decline or stagnation had set in. Nembership 
too 1·ras said to be 3,491 in 1908, compared to 2,674 in the District 
of 1886 (when the Carlisle and lllii tehaven District l-TaS created). The 
122. Penri th Primitive Nethodist Circuit, Penri th Circuit Report 
to District Meeting 1929. CRO FCI!fi./3/2/ 4. 
123. J. Haw·kins, ''O'er Hill and Dale", p.88/89 •. 
evidence strongly points to a juggling of the figures here and it 
vTOulcl. seem that whereas from 1886 every single person supposed to be 
a member vras certainly not included in the total, since circuits 
underestimated their returns by up to 107~ to take account of 1-mverers 
and vrastrels ( 124), the figures for 1908 included every person 1·rho 
showed some interest in the Connexion 1·Tith an overestimate of 10% 
in places.which gives a deliberately false appearance for the sake of 
"progress" ( 125). 'l'here had been too a revival betw·een 1906 and 
1908 in the Naryport, Cockermouth and tTorkington circuits, and the · 
usual falling away of the hundreds of ne'I'T converts had either not by 
then occurred or had been left out on purpose (126). This leaves 
solely Carlisle shovring a substantial gain in membership, mainly due 
to its care not to start further ministerial difficulties, its 
bouyant economy, and a set of skilful circuit officials and run. of 
good ministers. This wa~ unlike the 1vhole of Uest Cumberland and 
the south of the county; hence the great expansion in the city society 
from 100 to 250 members in 10 years, when its earlier divisions had 
been healed and problems overcome (127). 
124. This 1-ms done from several motives; today circuits often 
overestimate their number of active members. 
125. Reference to the relevant circuit schedules, quarterly 
accounts or Quarterly lileetings (since all three might be used to 
record membership) 1iill bear this out • 
126 •. For the remarkable Uest Cumberland revival Richard Cre1-rdson 
uas deemed the instigator; see Primitive Methodist r.Tagazine 1906, 
p •. 833, and Appendix A. 
127. Carlisle Primitive Methodist Circuit, Quarterly :Meeting 
Minutes. CRO FCJ.l/1/1/2 to 7 • 
The county's population by 1908 -vras over 430,000, so that Primitive 
membership was. l·rell below 1% of the population, and claims to 
having 9,000 hearers at services meant on 11 special occasions11 , not 
normally, and included attendances of members. The Primitives had 
appeal to a very small minority indeed, and one largely confined 
to the mining and industrial centres of the county. In Cumbria 
the Primitives did not have the power or the popularity of the 
Wes1eyans and went little way towards the domination of village 
and to1-m life that vras achieved in other parts of the North (128). 
128. The classic examples of Primitive strength l-Tere in the 
North-East, and nearer home in Nenthead and Garrigi1l See 
Chester Armstrong, Journey from Nenthead, 1938, vrhich explores 
the phenomenon of Primitive power. 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
CUMBRI.AN 1.\ffiTHODISM AND JYIETHODIST UNION 
Nethodist Union has long been the subject of debate, primarily 
from the point of vie1·r that doctrinally there Here few if any problems 
separating the several Connexions, ·and that Union ·uas a panacea for 
all the ills which increasingly beset the Nethodists (1). The 
inability of the Connexions to keep pace ui th the increase in popul-
ation, their occasional setbacks and decreases ih membership, led the 
~Tethodists to regard Union as a 1·ray to1fards a ne1-r strength and a riay 
to improve their statistical showing which by the 1900s was~ an 
obsession. The Uesleyans in the early 20th century were alarmed at 
continued poaching of their membership by the Jmglicans and all 
Connexions were concerned over the quarter of England's 15,000 villages 
1-ri th no · Nonconformist chapel as alternative to the Established 
Church (2). It seemed logical that duplication of chapels, preachers 
and services created great uaste and that such men and resources 
might be employed to better effect if the Conne:x:ions combined to 
further village and urban causes where none existed. Such a co-
ordinated, national and rational effort seemed sensible. Opposition 
to union came from the groups opposed to centralised pouer, the many 
(especially the smaller Connexions) uho disliked the overweening 
ambitions and authority of the Uesleyan ministry, those 1-1ho were 
determined to kee~- their own society and chapel independence in the 
face of "rationalisation", and the circuits uho 1-rould have suffered 
1. R. Currie, Ivlethodism Divided: a Study of the Sociology of 
Ecumenicalism. 1968. 
2. R. Currie, as in N.l above, p.l83. 
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most as resources lofere channelled into newly developing suburbs of 
the South Bast, the new grolrlh points of the early 20th century (3). 
J?rimi tives possessed commitment to a chapel'· class or society, and 
less to a District and certainly little to the Connexion. The issue 
of ministerial pmver was a key one, and in any union the Uesleyans 
great bulk would guarantee an uplift in "priestly pretensions" 
perhaps favoured by the ministers of other Connexions but not by 
their members. 
The first major union in I>1ethodist circles was that of the 
Association of 1835 and the Reformers of 1850, the latter bolstering 
up the sagging fortunes of the former; as the United lllethodist Free 
Churches they maintained circuit independence at the expense of 
Wesleyan-type Connexional authority and kept ministers dependent on 
lay support. In order to improve membership, to increase the number 
of worshippers per chapel, and to increase the "effectiveness" of 
ministers' the United r.iethodist i':tte.R CB.u;ndies..mi ted in 1907 l'Ti th the 
Bible Christians, mainly confined to the South coast and particularly 
the Southwest, and the l<lethodist New Connexion, l-Thich though the 
oldest Connexion after the Uesleyans had less members and ministers 
than the United I>1ethodist Free Churches.Surprisingly, the New 
Connexion predominated in the nel'T United Nethodist Church, effectively 
bringing the new· United l\1ethodist Church nearer to the Uesleyans in: 
terms of circuit dependence on Conference and on the preachers; not 
only l'ras the old circuit indepei:r.dence lost, but advances prophesied 
for the new body did not happen (4). 
Despite occasional unofficial approaches, the Primitives remained 
beyond a union with the United Methodist Church, usually concerning 
the role of the ministry of which the Primitives were suspicious. 
Uith the vrorsening outlook of the postwar period f'resh approaches 
3. R. Currie, as in No.1, p.198. 
4• R. Currie, as in No.l,pp.217/247• 
met more success and talks bet"'i'een the three remaining major 
Connexions lTere held. In spite of considerable anti-Union feeling 
amongst some sectors of the Primitives and Uesleyans especially, 
Union took place in 1932. Opinions differ, but evidence is 
indisputable that after Union the Uesleyans, possessing 59% of the 
membership, dominated most aspects of Connexional life, taking nearly 
all major posts by the 1940s, elevating the status of the ministry, 
ending all semblance of circuit independence, and keeping r . .iethodism 
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on the road envisaged for the Uesleyan Connexion of earlier years (5). 
The long planned and hoped for expansion never came, hundreds of 
chapels were eventually closed down, and ex-\"Tesleyan impetus pushed 
the new Nethodist Church into seeking Anglican Union. Had this 
occurred it is arguable whether the l'·:iethodist element 'l'rould have been 
swamped by the Establishment, just as the old Primitive and. United 
I.Iethodist Church Connexions disappeared utider the strength of the 
Wesleyans. Uhat 1·ras not appreciated "'i'as that locally the continuation 
of a f.lethodist society depended on the retention of its chapel; should 
this be closed, the society would have no reason for being, and would 
fade away, and not join the unclosed chapel do1m the Doad or in a 
neighbouring village. 
In Cumbria where l.lethodism was evenly balanced bet"'-Teen strong 
to'\'m societies and small but numerous rural ones, Union in 1932 did 
not bring either advance or gain th the r.lethodist Church. The issue 
of Union remains to this day a cause of contention, and is thus 
avoided vrhere possible in circuit life. The attitude of the circuits 
towards union varied greatly, with probably ~ majority in most We.sleyan 
circuits supporting it (and particularly the officials and ministers) 
because they 1·rere numerically and financially far stronger. The 
United 1.1ethodists provided no opposition, and nor did the Primitives 
where their societies 1mre Heak. Penrith Primitives, uith 120 
members, were just able to hang on until Union and easily integrated 
1-Tith the Uesleyans except for their Sandgate Chapel in Penrith, the 
5· R. Currie, as in No.1. p.304. 
original \lesleyan chapel and a splendid building ( 6). '.l'he Kem"Tick 
sector of the Cockermouth Primitive circuit immediately agreed to 
union with the stronger Hesleyan societies, but it vras significant 
that the stronger Cockermouth Primitive sector absolutely opposed 
union with the llesleyans and maintained their independence, with all 
the Keswick llJ.iethodists united (though still with two chapels) whilst 
the Cockermouth ex;;.;Primitives and ex-Hesleyans remained aloof from 
each other (7). Cockermouth Primitives refused to take part in 
District discussions in the 1930s over integration of circuits unless 
it had its mm independence guaranteed, and in alliance with its 
strongest society, Dearham. The tmm society further insisted that 
the Uesleyans treat their chapel as head of any new proposed integrated 
circuit (8). Successive preachers found the matter a bone of 
6. Penrith Primitive J;lethodist Circuit, .Annual Circuit Report to 
District Neeting 1929, CRO FCM/3/2/4; and District Circuit Schedules, 
under Penri th Circuit, FCI~i/3/2/3. 
7• For the intricate correspondence and behind the scenes activities 
relating to the proposed amalgamation of District Circuits, and 
especially of the Hest Cumberland ex-Primitive and ex-Wesleyan circuits, 
see r.iaryport and lligton Circuit correspondence, statistics and minutes, 
CRO FCM/2/20, 1933 to 1949 when some settlements had been agreed upon; 
CRO Fm~/2/162, correspondence relating to the suggested_re-organisation 
of circuits for the District 1933 to 194§, which illustrates the 
complexity of the bargaining between circuits and. the fervour behind 
opposition to mergers, especially for the area of I-1aryport, Cockermouth, 
Uigton and .Aspatria where 5 circuits overlapped ; 
See also Uigton ex-Primitive Circuit, Quarterly F.1eeting l\Iinutes 1942/49, 
FC/N.; Uigton ex-llesleyan I·Iethodist Circuit, Quarterly f;leeting liiinutes 
1945/49, FC/r.1; and Naryport ex-Primitive Circuit, Quarterl;y Ueeting 
1926/44, FCI-i/2/105 for the very mixed reception not to Union, but to 
actually amalgamation of circuits and having to rub shoulders vTith 
former rival Nethodists. 
8. I-1ar;yport and \hgton Circuit correspondence, statistics and 
minutes, CRO FCI,1/2/20, 1933 to 1949-; CRO FC"'f.l/2/162, correspondence 
relating to the suggested re-organisation of circuits for the district 
1933 to 1946. 
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contention to be avoided at all costs and successive committees and 
circuit meetings 1·rere unable for 30 years to sort out the jealousies 
and intrigues surrounding circuit amalgamation and chapel rationalis-
ation in Uest Cumberland. 
Each circuit was jealous of its 01m rights and independence; 
nithin a circuit societies guarded their chapel and ministerial 
presence like gold. Uigton ex-Primitive, 1".1aryport ex-Primitive, and 
Higton and I1iaryport ex-Hesleyan circuits could not agree throughout 
the 1930s and 1940s on ·the fate of Silloth, which society absolutely 
refused to give up its preacher and disliked the idea of being involved 
in circuit affairs in whichever circuit (9). Robert Hatkin, the Uest 
Cumberland preacher given the task by the District of working out 
viable circuits from Carlisle to Uhi tehaven found the task too much 
and spent years simply trying to get circuit quarterly meetings to 
meet jointly, though with little success. His plans for integration 
and ne\-1 circuits were so complex. that the understanding of them was 
beyond most r .• ethodists, given that no one society in 9 circuits uould 
give up its chapel and amalgamate with another, and that it -vras hard 
to find a society uhich 1-10uld :willingly change its circuit ( 10). 
Suggestions of rationalising preaching by combining several societies 
in one chapel created disturbances so serious that it was thought 
prudent not to mention the matter, certainly in Primitive circles. 
Due to rivalry, illfeeling arid mutual fears, the 11 Carlisle 
I~'iethodist circuit" 1-ras only established in 1958, for until then it had 
:Qroved impossible to obtain co-operation between the ex-Primitive 
elements and the larger Uesleyan portion of the city Nethodists. :Sy 
1958 some hostility to the idea of amalgamation and rationalisation 
9. IIJlaryport and Wig-ton Circuit correspondence, statistics and 
minutes, GRO FCM/2/20, 1944 to 1949; ORO FCl~i/2./162, correspondence 
relating to the suggested re-organisation of circuits for the district 
1933 to 1946. 
10. Robert Uatkin had the onerous burden of sorting out some sort of 
worlcing agreement, and entered into leng-thy correspondence; see for 
instance his letter of 14.12.1934 to Rev. Jackson concerning the 
difficulties, and asking that the issue of amalgamation not be 
mentioned to anyone. ORO FCI<i/2/162. 
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had died down, diehards had grorm thin on the groufidc·.and many nel·rer 
members were not aw·are of the struggles of the Primitives against 
Union of 26 years previously (11). The Cecil Street ex-Primitive 
society headed its olm circuit un;til 1958, the Hesleyans having their 
own based on Fisher Street. Nobody ever stated the reasons for this 
beyond words such as "expedient", "sensible" and "advisable", but 
the Primitives had a fear of the Hesleyan ministry Hhich sadly proved 
justified at times throughout the county, the most famous incident 
being at Kirkbride. Uhilst the city and other ex-Primitive societies 
would co-operate to some extent vri th the Uesleyans, the rray in vrhich 
\'fesleyans attempted to enforce conformity to Uesleyanism in Kirkbride 
threatened the Union and illustrated what the ex~Primitives feared. 
For effective union, there had to be goodwill on both sides. 
In Kirkbride there had never existed a "fund of goodw·ill" 
between Uesleyan and Primitive societies,. each seeing the other as a 
deadly rival to be beaten at all costs. lfuen the Uesleyana endured 
serious disturbances and losses in the late 19th century there, the 
rebels moved down the road to the Primitive society as sign of their 
complete rejection of the Uesleyan Connexion, and mortally insulted 
the remaining loyal members (12). Any hope that the two societies 
would combine vras forlorn and the bitternes-s which made the tuo rivals 
and enemies was repeated in other parts of the county, and re-emphasised 
during attempts to m~ce the theoretical Union of 1932 a practical 
one. Kirkbride ex-Brimitive society l-Ta.S transfdrred to Carlisle from 
Uigton Primitive circuit after 1932 to allow for its integration with 
the ex-Uesleyan society already under Carlisle ex-\lesleyan circuit, 
against the '\vishes of the societies concerned. Attempts at joint 
services in the two chapels in alternate weeks were abandonded in 
1935 when the "ra,mpant ill feeling" just beneath the surface exploded 
11. Carlisle I.J:ethodist Circuit ~uarterly E._eeting 1958/67, CRID 1/1/104. 
12. CRO FCJJ'Il/l/2/58: Correspondence relating to Kirkbride 
problems over amalgamation and joint serVices in 1935 betl-reen 
Revs. S. Swithenbank, l;T. Burnett and H. G. Briggr • 
2"{'{. 
and involved both circuits, iligton and Carlisle (13). 'l'he occasion 
for renewed hostilities was ex-Primitive Stormonth, a nurseryman, 
sacking an ex-Uesleya.n 1-TOrker, Coulthard, for alleged bad workman-
ship over many years; Coulthard, of course, claimed it vias over his 
former religious affiliation and because the Primitives in Kirkbride 
felt the Uesleyans were gaining the upper hand in all circuit 
matters. II. O. Brigg, the Carlisle superintendent and former Uesleyan 
preacher, forced the Kirkbride ex-Primitives to unite on the plan 
with the ex-Uesleya.ns, and met complete revolt uhich he decided to 
crush at the local preachers meeting, ·where he commanded a much larger 
measure of support than in the full quarterly meeting (14). His 
attempts to discipline the society via this meeting led to the 
intervention of Seth Suithenbank, another Uesleyan, chairman of the 
District and a most •·rise and respected figure rrho warned Brigg that 
he 1vas endangering the Union qf all the circuits of the area by 
recreating all the old differences which others h8.d sought to iron 
out, and that Brigg 1·ras responsible for unconstitutional measures in 
an attempt to force everyone to agree to his dictates. Brigg, hurt 
by this, refused to back dmm and continued to pressure the ex-
Primitives, arousing the fear of the ex-Primitive sections of the 
area in the process who complained to the Uigton superintendent (15). 
The latter counselled moderation to Brigg ru1d believed that under-
standing and tact was needed. On the continued refusal of Brigg to 
moderate his vie"''TS on forcing union of the two societies, the Uigton 
superintendent investigated the case at the request of Stormonth and 
the ex-Primitives, and noted that Brigg was trying to steamroller his 
way over the society and individual rights in order to enforce 
13. CRO Fm;I/1/2/58, correspondence relating to Kirkbride problems 
over amalgamation and joint services in 1935 bet1-reren Hevs. S. 
Swithenbank, U. Burnett and H. 0. Brigg. 
14. CRO ]'CM/1/2/58, correspondence relating to Kirkbride problems 
over amalgamation and joint services in 1935 between Revs. S. 
Srrithenbank, 1-1. Burnett and H. 0. Brigg. 
15. CRO FCI.I/1/2/58, corres:pobldence relating to Kirkbride problems 
over amalgamation and joint services in 1935 between Revs. S. 
Swithenbank, U. Burnett and H. O. Brigg. 
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conformity. Brigg failed in the face of complete revolt by the 
former Primitive societies of the area and ran into some problems 
with the Carlisle Primitives, at that t.ime running their separate 
circuit and feeling justified in their continued independenfe by 
1-ratching the way Brigg determined on i"lesleyan domination. After 
months of contention and unpleasantness, Brigg abandoned the Primitive 
society and only planned the \'lesleyan one; Uigton was ·forced to take 
over the ex-Primitive Kirkbride society and to plan it in their 
circuit (the superintendent of the Primitive circuit was then resident 
in Aspatria) 'iihere it remained for some ·years. 
In CUmbria, issues such as the Kirkbride one rarely disappeared; 
when the Carlisle ministers decided that tvw chapels in Kirkbride 'i'las 
a luxury the circuit could not afford, they determined to sell the 
ex-Primitive one in 1959 (16). Hhat also upset the society, which 
regarded itself still as embodying the old Primitive virtues, was 
that it was decided by Carlisle int'it'ally to sell it to the highest 
' I 
bidder, the Roman Catholics, their great opponents. Circumstances 
militated against the dwindling number of ex-Primitives, and amidst 
scenes of sorrow and renewed conflict the sale of the chapel was 
eventually enforced by unsympathetic ministers and quarterly meeting. 
Even so, the enforced union hardly took place and the ex-Primitives 
drifted auay from society' a sad end to an unpleasant episode in 
modern Cumbrian lVIethodism. 
M.ost Cum brian ffiethodist c};tapels survived the 1940s, 'i'l'i th 
dvrindling congregations as older members died off and uere not 
replaced. Uhere there existed a du:~lication of chapels, this situation 
continued into the 1960s because of the determination of societies 
to maintain their own identity and to keep "their chapel" intact. 
llhen a chapel ,:ras::·sold it was common for the congregation to cease 
to attend alternative I.lethodist services, such was the allegiance to 
~ building and not to the denomination or ministers. By the 1960s 
circuit authorities started to cut dovm on chapel numbers and from 
16. CRO FCIIi/l/2/54 relates to the closing of Kirkbride and sale 
of the Primitive chapel; See CRO FCI.J/5 for the closure of many 
chapels this century. 
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then omrards numbers of societies and buildings drastically 
decfnined. If the choice had to be made between Primitive and 
Uesleyan building, all too often the Primitive one was sacrificed 
because of the strength of the ex-Uesleyan influence. To the present 
time, amalgamations of societies is still continuing and creating a 
good deal of trouble in consequence as beloved chapels are made 
redundant and become holiday homes or commercial and farming premises. 
The disposessed congregation, ra.ther than alter loyalty to a nerr 
chapel, breaks up and disperses, and the habit of church going 
disappears. A recent example of this breaking up of considerable 
societies in the name of "economy11 was the closure of the ex-Primitive 
Queen Street chapel in Aspatria ih 1972, where 50 members v1ere lost 
to the circuit bocause of the move, the remaining 50 being persuaded 
to continue their churchgoing to the ex-\'Iesleyan North Hoad premises (17). 
Cincuit statistics gloss over this, but the fact remains that as 
active members of chapel society, half of the Queen Street society was 
lost. Uith the loss of outstanding societies like this ( and chapels 
like Sandgate in Penri th in 1967) the future for I.;ethod.ism 1'10Uld 
appear to be bleak. Pressu:ce for further rationalisation of chapels 
comes from the ministers, determined to reduce circuits still of 12 
or·l5 chapels, to 3 or 4, for this is the way, they believe, to 
improve circuit 11 efficiency" and 11 success 11 • 1-Ihat seems to be ignored 
is that the •:rhole success of I.~ethodisrn has been based on its 
17. 'l'he attitude of local I.:ethodists to Union and the 1·rhole 
business of circuit amalgamation, l . .iethodist policy in the county, 
and chapel closures is here expressed in conclusions reached after 
examining relevant documents and confidential conversations i·Ti th 
8 ministers, both retired and active, and 27 circuit and society 
officia,ls. The confidential nature of the material uill be 
appreciated when it is noted that three ministers involved in 
the 1932 Union and problems in their ci:rcui ts betlreen ex-Primitives 
and ex-Uesleyans are still very active indeed, and both they and 
officials need to protect their identity. 
availabili t;y· to as Hide a public as possible, 1·ri th a chapel irL.as 
many villages as possible; to go from a number of small chapels to 
just a handful of larger ones 1·rould reduce the already small appeal 
of the I·~ethodists across the county still further. 
As the old Primitives feared, poHer given to the ministers 
meant a decrease in the participation of the laity and a church run· 
by professional adminstrators, not religious workers and evangelists. 
The future 1wuld seem to point to a continued decline in I1!ethodist 
strength and ultimately enforced union 1-l"ith the A..l'lglicans, forfeiting 
the whole tradition and history of the several J.lethodist Connexions. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Wesleyan f\:iethodism spread into Cumbria uhen Jolm Uesley 
encouraged his helpers into the Dales and then 1-rest to Uhi tehaven, 
and himself graced the county Hith a number of visits to spux 
on the good work and to oversee the progress of his converts. The 
existence of the Inghamite societies aided Wesley after their le<:t-ders 
ruined that cause, and there was help from Quakers particularly in 
the Solway area where this denomination had maintained a strong 
presence. Early influencing sailors, miners and skilled craftsmen 
in the t01ms, l·1ethodism depended on the steadfastness to the ne1·r 
denomination of local laymen l'l'i thout l'l'hom the preachers 1 task 1vas 
hopeless, and l'l'here men of influence, standing or substance could 
not be recruited ~Iethodism did not take root. Although it is 
easy to exaggerate the remoteness and isolation of a region in the 
mid 18th century, Cumbria vras notoriously out of the 1vay for all 
except the hardy and curious traveller and the voyager seeking a 
shortened passage to Ireland. Isolation, poverty and remoteness 
ware not of themselves insurmountable obstacles to religious progress 
and change, but they had encouraged the priests of religion to 
neglect their flocks throughout the Christian history of the county. 
It is significant that where a minister or priest shoued himself 
to care deeply for his people by making little of physical, material 
and geographical difficulties, the Cumbrians responded right a1vay, 
even enthusiastically at times. This uas as true of the Dissenting 
ministers of the mid 17th century- men like Larkin, Gilpin and 
Fox - as it uas of Jolm Uesley and his preachers. Perseverance 1vas 
needed in great quantities if Nethodists vrere to stir indifferent 
Cumbrian spirits unused to religious activity: once moved, the 
Cumbrians could act as lvarmly and respond as deeply as other 
Englishmen. This need for perseverance and caring is v;ell illustrated 
in \"lesley's success, for only the area vrhich he spent months in on 
his visits to the county, the economically advanced west around 
l"lhitehaven, showed a major response to l.'lethodism in his lifetime. 
On the other hand Uesley and his helpers found to1ms more responsive 
to their message, hence their concentrated efforts on urban centres 
and especially on the big !port of Whitehaven vrith its considerable 
hinterland. The presence 
urban centres shovred that 
of existing Dissenting communities in 
where a large number of people of diverse 
trade, class and background ·Nere brought together, there 
existed opportunities for most denominations to recruit to a lesser 
or greater extent whilst some of the Dissenters aided the 
J.ilethodists, as many opposed them. Methodism during the 18th century 
1-ras strong •·:here there were other. Dissenters but largely because of 
circumstances encouraging all denominations. 
As luck would have it, around the time Uesley ceased his 
labours Carlisle area was expanding in population and industry and 
favouring Methodism 1-ri th new opportunities as economic and demographic 
patterns altered. Hhere industry developed and population 1·r~s 
stimulated to concentr~te and to grm·I then the J.llethodists freely 
recruited in the period 1790 to 1830 in Cumbria, whilst rural areas, 
though possessing cells of future Methodist expansion, remained 
small by comparison vrith the new growth areas. Penrith circuit 
alone vras an expanding rural circuit, but even here l·lethodism 1·1as 
successful because of the existence of large scale domestic industry 
in large villages with at least one formerly important but much 
decayed market tovm, Kirkommld, amongst them. During these years 
too the early societies ~:ere building fine large chapels to replal6e 
the open air, little meeting rooms,barns and cottages formerly 
considered good enough but not to be tolerated by an aspiring group 
of members as their financial standing increased~ Quiescent 
.Anglicans uere recruited into active I~J:ethodism, often ironically 
because of evangelical clergy uho converted the indifferent who in 
turn found a majority of Cumbrian clergy inadequate to the task as 
they had been brought to see it. It came to be the number one 
target of each society to have its ovm chapel in 1;hich they could 
meet a.nQ vrorship, hm·rever inpractical this might be in terms of 
finance, membership numbers or future prospects. In the years of 
later decline, a host of chapels vrere a positive liabiiliity, though 
rebuilding projects continued to be mooted as means of rejuvenating 
membership and fortunes. 
Growth on so large a scale, involving hundreds of members and 
scores of societies, led to strains within the ranks of the 
J.VIethodists which burst forth in the Association and Reform issues 
around 1835 and 1850, with the former being more severe in Cumbria. 
At base the disputes vrere between on the one hand ministers seeking 
a higher clerical status for themselves and a significant gap 
betvreen themselves and the laity, and more particularly between 
themselves and lay officials opposed to the emergence of a central 
bureaucracy tending to regulate and to control all from London 
offices along set patterns of behaviour and worship 1-ri th the ultimate 
aim of forming a clearly u}dentifiable Church with full liturgy and 
developed ecclesiastical machli1ery, were determined local 
Nethodists anxious to maintain their ovm independence of action 
and thought as they believed they had ahrays done. I-linisters in 
l1esleyan ranks were rarely Cumbrians, there -vras frequently a mutual 
antipathy betvreen flock and preacher, and intolerance and mis-
understanding on a vride scale might ensue.; should sufficient 
provocation be offered by either side. As elsewhere, Cumbrian 
f·lethodists iWuld accept religion which offered benefits to them,, 
but should the religion or its exponents seek to infringe 
Cumbrian 11 freedom 11 , ructions l'rould occur. fJ..'he desperate battles 
of 1835 and 1850 vrere fought bet11een a handful of hardy ministers 
and a majority of uncompromising circuit officials united amongst 
themselves only by common gatred of Bunting, the ministry and their 
grievances, w·hich did not add up to vrhat \Hls necessary· for a ne\'1' 
denomination. Uesleyanism recovered and United Hethodism vras 
created. Neither gained much from the disruptions, each lost a 
great deal in the longrun, but the '•lesleyans lost less than the 
United J.Iethodists over the succeeding generations as their impaired 
machinery allovied forconsiderable recruitment from all sectors of 
society lThereas the United Methodists \·rere not to possess so 1·ride an 
appeal to all classes of society. 
As the lfesleya.ns drew towards the peak of their achievements 
in the 1820s the Primitive I•lethodists arrived on the scene, to some 
extent emulating i"lesleyanism of t1w or three generations previously, 
attracting many from amongst l;lesleyan ranks who might othervrise 
have pulled llesleyanism in another direction or might have been a 
party to the strife of 1835 and 1850. Primitive success was 
sporadic in Cumbria but at times impressive and eventually wide-
spread, in the same pattern of small societies across a hugh area 
l'rhich had characterised early vlesleyanism. 'rhe Primitives 
excited more Ol)position than ever did the Uesleyans, with their 
noise, antics and ability to raise large crm·1ds of "lovrer class" 
folk seen as a threat of great proportions by a society vri thout a 
police force and reliant upon remote militia and garrisons. 
By the 1830s I'Tesleyanism had become an accepted part of Cumbria, 
never being prone to the persecution from the Establishment 'I'Thich 
bedevilled Primitive-Anglican relations into the 1890s in parts of 
the county. The Primitives Here indisputably poor people, 
their ministers as poor as their flocks, though there 1·rere exceptions 
on both counts. Comparison behreen circuit Quarterly Accounts for 
parallel circuits of Primitives and Uesleya.ns reveals that whereas 
the latter often possessed double the membership of the former, its 
finances would be quadruple in amount. Bearing in mind that the 
Primitives threvr as much energy, effort and resources into chapel 
building as did the llesleyans, that the \'l'esleyans possessed several 
times the resources of the Primitives even in a county as poor as 
Cumbria cannot be doubted when chapels of the two Connexions are 
compared. Nonetheless the Primitives found a niche for themselves, 
particularly vrith the groHth of Uest Cumberland industries and the 
sudden boom in Barrow and Tl'iillom in the mid 19th century. 
The opportunities afforded to all I>lethodist Connexions 1-Tith the 
rise of Barrow, I.Iillom, \'Test Cumberland and Carlisle between 1860 
and 1890 vrere taken by Uesleyan and Primitives. The United 111ethodists 
1-Tere a small limited sect too like the Independents which existed 
in some numbers in the county and neither had the organisational, 
evangelical and financial impetus or desire to mission -vridely. 'rhe 
little Bible Christian societies were an anachronism just as much 
as were the Cornishmen for whom they catered. This last fling of 
widespread evangelism and mission work saw Methodism enjoy great 
success compared to other denominations, though the Roman Catholics 
were regarded as a singularly successful and deadly foe into the 
20th century, and one to vrhom the r.:tethodists as a body uere 
implacably opposed. Recruitment·':of members flourished as population. 
rose, buildings enmeshed societies in expensive over-large edifices 
which had little relevance to I·1ethodist life except on the handful 
of annual special occasions uhen most of the building was filled. 
The myth of packed Victorian chapels is based on the size of the 
remaining 19th century buildings and their emptiness today, but they 
vrere rarely half full even in the heyday of Connexionalism. The 
most vwrrying aspect of r.~ethodist growth in the later 19th century 
uas the v1ay membership grevr yet nonmembers 1 attendance declined 
sharply. Substantial evidence exists to support the vie1-r that 
vrhilst membership grevr betvreen 1880 and 1900, attending nonmembers 
t:::::uu. 
at services were reduced to insignificant numbers as adherents vrere 
feverishly recruited and l·lethodism increasingly failed to make an 
impact on a ~-rider society. As population fell, immigration increased, 
the economy became increasingly dislocated and with little 
flexibility became moribund, 1\lethodism was sapped of its strength 
and enthusiasm and proved unable to adapt to a new role in a 
stagnant population and depressed economy. Country societies lost 
members to tovms, as villages and the countryside lost their role 
and fUnctions to larger centres, and though larger societies gained 
from this rural decline the chapels lost their various roles of 
social and communal centres for their areas to the rising number of 
places of urban secular amusements. Left with their purely 
religious role, the chapels and societies found it impossible to 
attract any but the already committed Christians rather than the 
many who must have been 1-rithin the Methodists 1 sphere of influence 
due to their various other functions, from temperance gatherings to 
tea meetings and magic lantern shovrs. Coupled -vrith the 
diversification of I.'Iethodist activities beyond religion in the 
later 19th century had been a process of all but complete formal-
isation in w·orship and the abandonment (in practice if not in 
theory) of class meetings, the repose of extempore expression. The 
price to be paid vras the loss of members to the religiously 
enthusiastic yet less restricted vrorship of the several branches of 
the Brethren and to the Salvation Army, where there existed the 
extra incentive of no paid ministry to drain poor circuits. The 
Army itself did not gain much from beyond the ranks of the 
Christian society of the time in Cumbria and its performance here 
uas impressive as much for its poaching of Nethodist, particularly 
Primitive, members and officials, as for its battles -vrith Satan 
and Drink. 
At all dates in modern history a religious denomination will 
appeal to certain sectors of society, though this appeal varies with 
the epoch and circumstances of the time. It was thus inevitable 
that Iitethodism in its several guises would have appeal for hundreds 
of Cumbrians. m1at restricted its appeal lias the impervious 
nature of the Cum brian to all religion, and the conflicts within, 
the Connexions which broke out periodically across the 19th and 
into the 20th century, usually involving laymen in opposition to 
the ministry regarding finance and authority. Internecine disputes 
hampered the Methodists and used up much energy, resources and 
talent which 1muld have been better employed on the majority of non-
church or chapel-going Cumbrians. If the Methodists here had 
concentrated their energies and money on tackling the 97% of Cumbrians 
who Here not l·1ethodists, or on the hundreds of thousands who did not 
attend a place of worship, they would have enij.oyed far more 
success. The Iv:iethodists, like the Monks, the Quakers and others 
before them ·Here merely a phase of religious history in Cumbria. 
The main conclusions of the thesis may be summarised thus: 
1. l\lethodism required a nucleus of locally important or outstand-
ing laymen in order to establish itself in Cumbria, as else1ihere; 
\·There they were unable to recruit such men during the 18th century 
no societies were formed. 
2. vlesley 1 s oversight vras important during his lifetime and without 
his personal interest Il\:ethodism did not do vrell in the county~ 
3. Na.ny of the leading county Methodists were not native Cumbrians, 
Hailing primarily from Northumberland and Durham in the 18th 
century, and from the South-Uest of England, the industrial North 
and Nidlands during the 19th century. 
4. Perseverance was needed in order to convert the Cumbrians, 
impervious to organised religion throughout their history; other 
denominations had conspicuously failed to make their religion 
popular in the county. 
5. The sudden rise in industry and commerce plus the grovrth of 
population concentrated in the t01ms in the tvro periods 1790/1830 
and 1860/90 provided favourable conditions for recruitment by the 
r.rethodists based on the small societies already in existence. 
c..uu. 
Upheavals in society at large aluays benefitted the f1ethodists. 
6. The Association and Reform disputes seriously damaged the 
llesleyans, brought into existence a small new Connexion, and 
prevented promised T~ethodist expansion uhich threatened to make 
Methodism the prevailing religion amongst the minority of Cumbrians 
affected by orgm1ised religion. 
1. The Primitives came to be the second denomination after the 
Uesleyans but much of their expansion occurred in the nei"T urban, 
industrial and mining areas of the south and west ,with the cant inued 
expansion of Carlisle throughout the 19th century and early 20th 
century providing further centre for expansion. In rural areas the 
Uesleyans Here stronger, particularly amongst groups of craftsmen and 
independent farmers. 
8. Serious disagreements in 11esleyan ranks \·rere few after 1850, 
possible rebels having either left or agreed to sink their 
differences. The Uesleyans vrere able to grovr apace into the 20th 
century but not as quickly as the expending population, and. after 
1835 forfeited. their hopes of being the major Church. 
9· Disputes in Wesleyan ranks after 1850 concer-.aed finance and 
the provision of new chapels, societies vying for limited resources 
available, with the new societies challenging decaying older ones 
for leading place in the circuits. 
10. Primitive I·lethodist difficulties hinged on their overspending 
on chapels which put pressure on societies to cut costs by paying 
ministers as little as possible. This allm-red them at times to 
have a flexible approach to ministerial provision and facilitated 
expansion by calling on local preachers to travel at minimum cost, 
but led to major disturbances over the cost of the ministry result-
ing in secessions locally and losses to other denominations. 
ll. All the Connexions provided multifarious social oreanisations 
to cater for every need of their members, from clothing clubs, 
schools and libraries to treats, outings, lecture clubs, temperance 
societies and organised sports. Chapels \fere placed in the m-rkuard 
position of having to provide for members in order to rival 
secular entertainments and to give alternatives to pubs, yet at the 
sametime abandoning their purely religious frmctions Hhich had 
Pl'Oved so successful ·Hhen members had less leisure time. By the 
later 19th century evangelism was a thing of the past and religion. 
lart;ely confined to chapels. I:Iembership was increased be0ause 
attendants vrere concentrated on by the r.iethodists and recruited; 
attendances of nonmembers started to die out and by the 1900s most 
people at services w·ere members, •·rhereas the exact opposite vras 
true in the early 19th century. 
12. Emigration out of Cumbria, usually from amongst the outsiders 
!"rho had been instrumental in bringing Methodism to many villages, 
population stagnation and decline, and economic dislocation and 
misfortune, encouraged the Connexions to hang onto their chapels, an 
expensive burden, and to give all to their ovm society and chapel 
rather than to renew mission work and attempt expansion. The hope 
that fortunes would be reversed did not materialise and the 
circuits remained inbred and not part of the vrider society. 
13. The development of a dominant secular society in the later 
19th and 20th century isolated the :r.Iethodists 1-rho in turn clrmg 
to Temperance and their o1m limited social functions, rarely 
partaking of the Cumbrian pastimes of houndtrails, hunting, drink-
ing, sports and the like. 
14. \1hilst I.Iethodism appealed to a large sector of society, it 
11as like other denominations imposed from outside and effectively 
maintained by outsiders - ministers and immigrants - so that it 
possessed little of the staying po1-~er of Cum brian occupations or, 
once the outsiders vrere vreakened and depleted, the ability to 
ree;enerate itself in nell' guise and role. 
APPENDIX A 
I11ETHODIST LAY1\IEN .AlifD NJNISTERS 
methodist Laymen and Ministers. 
The follo•-ring appendix is a detailed list of I1iethodist laymen 
and ministers who made distinctive contributions to Cumbria.n circuit 
and society life. It is not an exhaustive one and many 1wrthy folk 
have been omitted, but it aims to cover most of the leading 
I.lethodist figures from the 18th century to 1914, and most of those 
men and 1-romen axe mentioned in the main body of the thesis. It 
1-10uld have been possible to 1'1.ci te a book on some separate 
individuals, and r~gorous censorship has been used to keep 
information down to a minimum unless deemed 1·rorthy of note in the 
wider context of I-1ethodism. 
'..[lhere are 3 sections devoted respectively to the lJe::;leyans, to 
the Primitives and to the United Methodists; under each Connexion 
there is first a list of more c'cetailecl entries, plus sources, 
usually for the Connexional magazines or circuit records, followed 
by a second list of brief entries merely listing names, places and 
sources. Some of these brief entries are deceptive and the original 
can Iun to 8 or 10 pages or more of print. They have been reduced 
because the individuals concerned did not contribute to circuit or 
society history as distinctiYely as did those in the first detailed 
list. In addition, for the Primitives only, there is a list of 
refei·ences to places in the county, alphabetically as vri th the 
others, since this denomination frequently paid particular attention 
to places or circuits, unlike Uesleyans and United Nethodists •·rho 
usually concentrated attention on members. 1lliere a source for a 
particular place contributes detailed information this has been 
noted. 
To refer to a particular circuit ledger or minute book for 
details on a person or incident is not practicable, since it is 
common, for example, to find a minister's work praised and 
described in many volumes of' records:, and f'or many dates • Laymen 
too uhen outstanding as officials 1-rould be entered hundreds of 
times in circuit recorci.s making an adequate listing impossible. 
Reference is needed to the particular circuit or other sources used, 
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entered elsevrhere in the thesis, for the dates and circuit 
involved. 
The follovring pages give brief biographies for several huri.dred 
men and uomen, together with sources for their full biographies. 
Inevitably it omits as many as it includes and its limitations are 
clearly recognisable. Its value like,·rise 1·rill be obvious for the 
reader. Readily available information in detailed (and vrief) form 
for 87 Uesleyans (112 in brief), 66 Primitives (145 in brief, 72 
place references), and 42 United r·Tethodists (24 in brief). 
Abbreviations 
Arm. Tl:iag. 
I-.leths. Iiiag. 
Armin ian Magazine ( 1778 to 1797). 
nethodist Dlagazine (1798 to 1821). 
Ues. l·leth. Nag. Uesleyan methodist Magazine ( 1822 to 1913). 
itll these are continuations. 
Prim. Neth. 1\lag. Aldersgate and Primitive methodist Magazine 
1820/1899, continued as the Primitive 
Methodist r.J:agazine 1900 to 1932. 
Ues. Assoc. Hag. Uesleyan Association Magazine 1838/1857. 
Un. Meth. F C. 
Meth. I~ Ion. 
Un. I.Ieth. Flag. 
United !11ethodist Free Church Magazine 
1858 to 1891. 
Nethodist Iv1onthly 1892 to 1907. 
United Methodist f.'iagazine 1908 to 1932. 
Uhere there is an entry such as : 
11 Circuit Records 11 , this means refer to the 
relevant circuit's records. 
HesJ.:eyan Methodists. 
11ESLEY AN r.JETHODISTS 
lilain Entries: 
Abbott George 
One of the most popular ministers stationed in the county and 
serving in Penrith, Carlisle, .Arnbleside, Dumfries, Kirkby Stephen 
and Kendal betvTeen 1852 and 1895. His family remained in the county 
after his death. Abbott \-ras chairman of the District and became 
famous for his conciliation in difficult cases - for instance at 
Appleby where the quarterly meeting wished to reduce ministerial 
stipends, and '\"There a bitter controversy raged when the business was 
advertised in the Methodist Times; it vTas settled amicably by 
Abbott. 
Allason Brothers 
Bobbin mill 1·10rkers in the 1840s near Ulpha, and small tenant 
farmers, very active in helping T.Iethodism throughout the area and 
starting preaching in many villages from the 1800s. 'l'hey had loaned 
money to the circuit on a number of occasions for building projects, 
the last being repaid to them around 1856 (on Broughton chapel) ·when 
both brothers vTere over 80 and wished to have their estate properly 
in hand for when they died. 
Allen George and Esther 
George from Kendal and his Hif'e l'~sther from Dalton raised a 
large family and 3 of their sons, Richard, Samuel and Uilliam 
entered the Uesleyan Ninistry. 'Phe family was one of the earliest 
Wesleyan stahrarts in an area hostile to f.iethodism; Richard served 
in several county stations. 
Ues. Neth. Nag. 1831 p.214, 1836 p.157 
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Ash burner J obn 
Born at Uakefield 1?93, moving to Dalton as a baby, and from a 
i·rell-off family; due to an unw·ise second marriage his father lost 
control of his first uife's estate which was placed in the hands of 
the trustees for J obn. He attended Urswick Grammar School and vias 
taught to despise I·Iethodists, enjoying the occasional appearance of 
preachers as a chance to taunt and persecute; apprenticed to cotton 
spinner Elijru1 Stonehouse of Ulverston and succeeded him in the 
business. ~tonehouse i'l'as a Quaker vrho first helped the local 
Methodists by financing their chapel and giving advice on accm.mts 
etc., and J' obn came to appreciate their good points, being converted 
by the three Ashburner brothers (no relations) who themselves were 
converted when on business to Preston. Robert, from about 1818, 
became a devoted Uesleyan, started and ran Sunday Schools, and guar~ .. 
an teed the many and various circuit and society debts since few 
others had money. He met problems - 11 It 1-ras no trifling event, in 
the estimation of the vain i·rorld, for a person holding a respectable 
position in society to make a pr·ofession of religion, and especially 
to avow. himself a ~.lethodist. l\1r. Ashburner at once lost caste, and 
met scorn and illi'l'ill 11 • All the Ashburners felt the Established 
Church in their ar·ea offered them nothing, hence their complete 
rejection of it and great support for I-iethodism. 
Ues. r.Ieth. Nag. 1860 p.396 and the circuit records. 
Ashton S 
Ihnister in charge of Lancaster circuit 1800, covering the area 
as far as Kendal, and responsible for restoring peaceful relations 
behrccn preachers a,ud members after his predecessor had serious 
problems, and had expelled large numbers vrho disagreed i·ri th his 
actions. 
· Atkinson I•.:ti tford 
Born at Kirkby Stephen in 1790, prevented from becoming a 
minister and married to a vicar 1 s daughter; trustee c:u::td steward for 
various chapels and in business in Carlisle prior to 1835 1ihen he uas 
"the ONLJ leader uho stood firm" against the secession - not strictly 
true, but the only one ·who stood up and openly supported Dunn. 
Ues. I.ieth. I.iag. 1863 p.286. See Carlisle and the Uarrenites. 
Ballingall Thomas 
rl'he man who prevented a secession at Uhi tehaven in 1851 by a 
combination of firmness with tact; an experienced and moderate preacher 
who served at Kendal, Ulverston c:u1d Alston, where his qualities uere 
much needed. 
Bamford John 
T·linister liho retired for health reasons to Arnside in 1883; his 
daughter opened Oakfield School there which became a famous 
establishment in the north 1-rest for young ladies 1 ecluca.t ion. Her 
husband., Herbert Gamble, uas of I·=ethodist e:octract ion but an 
Independent Ihnister, the school beine; run on r.J:ethodist lines and 
providing a larc;e congregation for visiting preachers. l;·i th the 
retirement of other ministers and a number of 1.1ethodist meobers, 
Arnside e;reu into a considerable society of Ulverston Circuit in the 
1890s and 1900s, and remains so today. 
Beardmore U. G. 
Successful third Home J.!issionary to Ambleside and responsible 
for the neu \hndermere Chapel, Grasmere success ~J.d 200 scholars in 
the Ambleside Sunday School. He was able to get coverage of his work 
there too, unlike his predecessor and successors. 
~fes. l·leth. I.1ag. 1868 p.373; See ll1IS Journal Cumbria No.4. 
Beech Hugh 
One of the feH ministers to have a biography, vr.ritten by his 
son, vrhich rnent ions Cum brian circuit work. :Beech came to Carlisle 
in 1837 and spent tvro years reconstructing a circuit destroyed in 
1835. He returned for one of his last posts in 1849 and. had to 
face a very unusual event: a r-eoccurrence of controversy on a uide 
s:cale in a circuit badly affected in 1835. He was a minister of 
moderate ability but particularly kind and known f'or his common 
sense, but the situation vras beyond him and he did not know vrhat to 
do about it. He tried to ignore the rebels 1·rho mercilessly attacked 
him, aYJ.d vrhen forced to act he did so quietly and without fuss, but 
the rebels ·were so organised and strong that it made little ,. 
difference and the city society suffered disastrous losses again. 
See his letters to Bunting, his autobiography and Carlisle and the 
Uarrenites section. 
:Bell Robert 
The excise officer of Longto1-m to >·rhorn John t·Jesley penned a 
letter, and -vrho successfully introduced :Methodism into Carlisle 
despite considerable opposition in the 1760s. 
Ues. l1:ieth. r.Iag. 1826 p.96. 1847 p.768. 
:Bell 1'hornas 
From a large family converted to the Uesleyans in the 1770s 
and 1780s at Alston, and all experiencing various crises over their 
~piritual state. He "had the pleasure11 of seeing most of his family 
dying nin the Lord", and uas a man of substance in later life and 
able to give generously to the causes at Alston and Garrigill to 
where he retired. 
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Benson Joseph 
The most famous Cum brian I-1ethodist, raised in the Bden Valley 
near Gamblesby, and brought to the attention of John Hesley 1-rho 
promoted him as a teacher vTith success at IJ.'revecca before the split 
i"Ti th the Countess of Huntingdon. An outstanding minister, scholar 
and teacher vTho like most able Cumbrians had to seek his fortune 
outside the native county. 
See llesley' s Letters and Journal. 
Braithwaite John 
Born in Uest Cumberland and raised in Uhi tehaven, he u~s 
influenced by John Crosby, the superintendent, to become a local 
preacher despite the objections of his Anglican family in the 1790s; 
never happy as an apprentice clerk he supplied a sick minister and 
1-ras so successful that he entered the ministry. Stationed for over 
30 years across the country,, Braith1·raite I·Tas three times in_ 
Uhitehaven and once in Carlisle, married wealthy Uilliam Hogarth's 
niece and heir I~.iary Johnson, and inherited much property in his 
native tmm to become the main property mmer there in the 1800s. 
Despite pressure the Stationing Committee refused to make him a 
supernumary and he continued in the fulltime work Hhilst his brother 
and his close friend and biographer Robert Dickinson, irom·rorks 
ol'mer, ran his estate. Braithwaite lost his wife young after she 
had 8 children in 11 years and eventually returned to Uhitehaven, 
only to find that due to local problems ni thin societies he had to 
be made superintendent. This exacerbated his heart condition and he 
died crossing for a holiday to the Isle of Han in 1822. He often 
came back to llliitehaven area despite the problems of distance and 
travel and was thought to be the only man to •·rhom all sides in 
disputes amongst the contentious members of liest Cumberland would 
listen. 
See"l~1ethodism in lllii tehaven 11 ; Meths. Nag. 1811 
pp.326, 28?; Ues. Neth., r.Iag. 1822 p.415; See his biography. 
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Briggs Jolm 
Not a l.llethodist; but closely connected -vri th them since the 
circuit gave him the use of their Cartmel schoolroom in 1816 
provided he entertained visiting preachers. His father often heard 
I·Iethodist preaching, hence the link, but the two schools he opened 
-vrere not successes, and nor were his many schemes for publishing. 
Briggs I 11 Lonsdale r.1agazine 11 1iaS illfated, (1820 to 1822)' and he 
died bankrupt and ruined in 1824. Both the 11 Lonsdale 11 and his 
biography, published to raise funds for his children and 1-ridon, are 
expensive collectors• items today. 
Briscombe Halter 
Appointed to Ambleside as successor to Home l\iissionary Henry 
l'J!archbank in 1865. Briscombe was a young minister Hith a new bride 
and found the travelling, preaching, 1-reather and local hostility too 
much in this remote neglected outpost of the Kendal circuit. He 
moved to Ulverston l<here his successes were many, and then to Barrm·r 
in the 1870s uher·e distance -vras no problem but w·here the slums and 
teeming migrant population posed new challenges. He had several 
breakdmms in health, recuperating in Swi tzerla.nd after his Barrow 
vrork and in Arnside after Ulverston. He -vras engaged in controversy 
uith Roman Catholics and others 1-rhilst in Cumbria, entering into 
popular debate and into print over the issues :raised and becoming a 
sort of Protestant hero. 
See Jour·nal No.4 of the \!ThiS Cumbria Branch; his Biography was 
written in order· to raise funds for his last circuit, P:reston. 
Brunskill l•iary 
Born and raised in Long Narton and apparently no relation of 
Stephen BrW1skill. She 1·1as a Hesleyan Hhilst young in the 1780s and 
converted her husband. After his death she paid for a year 1 s 1-rork by 
the Rev. A. Hutchinson for the circuit and gave to 14 chapel 
building projects in Penri th and Brough circuits. tiethodists 1·ri th a 
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plan or object ill mmd merely needed to see her and she uould grant 
them aid, leavmg £250 ill her will for Methodist uork. 
lies. r.Ieth. Ii1ag. 1824 P•427. 
Brunskill Mary 
She uas the daughter of people 1·1ho had been Inghami tes prior to 
their disastrous collapse ill the early 1760s, and Uesleyan preachers 
had quickly capitalised on this openmg to establish preachmg m 
Uinton and other Westmorland areas previously full of Inghamites. 
This family was related to the Brunskills of Orton but must not be 
confused with Stephen Brunskill's family uho were Anglicans. 
Another r.Iary Brunskill was of a completely different family at Long 
Narton. This Umton branch hosted preachers from 1758 to 1829, 
I.Iary marrying a IiionkvTearmouth f:Iethodist called John Robinson. 
Ues. Neth. Nag. 1837 p.400. 
Brunskill Stephen 
Born at Orton in 17 48, converted ill the 1770s to l\riethodism 
along with his family and becommg first an itinerant slater, then 
milkman and farmer. In the 1780s he vTas responsible for usmg his 
milk d.elivery as:; a means of reachmg a wider audience ill Kendal for 
his r.Iethodism,_ and established it on a permanent basis in the tol'm 
despite his business sufferings! Left property through his wife's 
relations he retired to concentrate on promoting the building of 
chapels and establishing 1-Iethodism throughout the Westmorland 
villages. 
See his Autobiography; Journal No.2 of the HHS Cumbrian Branch. 
Butteruith John 
Born at Sedbergh in 1804 of a busmess family and first 
influenced by the Uesleyans vrhen lodgmg ui th a I.Iethodist iandlady 
in Kendal Hhen an apprentice, he held every office ill the circuit 
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open to a layman, including superintendent of two Sunday Schools in 
outlying villages and leader of three classes due to a shortage of 
experienced men. 
Ues. Meth. r.Iag. 1876 p.673. 
Caine N 
.)UL • 
r.~illom mineormer, a Baptist, who gave the Uesleyans at Broughton 
in furness £50 per annum provided the circuit stationed a minister 
there fulltime, he believing that the Hesleyans offered most to the 
mine and quarry >-mrk.ers of the locality. This grant increased to 
£100 and uas paid from 1873 until his death in 1888, but it did not 
do much for the Uesleyans and ferr .members uere recruited. Caine 
lik.evrise aided the Primitives. 
Casson Hodgson 
Casson 1·ras born and raised in Uork.ington and af'ter remarkable 
revival successes there entered the ministry, serving first in 
Scotland where he had a wretched time, then in Kendal, Brough 
(Penrith and Appleby) and at Kendal and Dumfries. He had a deserved 
reputation for eccentricities, and by bizarre methods - like 
pretending to hang himself, ringing bells in villages at 4 a.m. and 
lecturing drinkers in pubs - attracted huge audiences. His preaching 
>·ras dm-m to earth and simply phrased, and '1-ras c;reatly appreciated by 
Cumbrian folk. He was once faced '1-Ti th too many hearers for the chapel, 
so he requested all >·rho l'Tere there only f'or appearances to leave to 
make uay for those >iho really wished to hear the gospel (and it 
-werked). At Applegy he married into the Dent family, acquired 
considerable property there and a vote in county elections, 1-rhere he 
delighted in voting Liberal just to upset other landovmers already 
appalled at his behaviour and uork. His 1'1'ife died young and he 
remarried a Uork.ington 1-1idmi; he had great success in the North :&:ast 
and was unable to return to Cumbria due to his popularity. 
Probably the most successful Cumbrian Methodist evangelist. 
See his biography; every circuit produced stories of his startling 
deeds and humour, still remembered today. (He '1-TaS in Cumbria.n 
circuits circa 1817/25). 
Clarke John 
Converted at :Srampton vThen on business, Clarke lived on Alston 
l':ioor and was a property a.nd landmmer known as a good landlord once 
he vTas converted in 1789. He entertained free all ministers and 
defended them against attacks by a n~mber of members around 1800 in 
an area famous for the independence and avrkwardness of its 
population. 
I.ieths. JI.Iag. 1811 p.313. 
Cleasby John 
ln1en he died in 1838 aged 88 Cleasby had been a J.Iethodist for 
60 years after being converted v10rking in the hayfields of Stainmore. 
He started regular preaching in Kirkby Stephen in 1813 and paid for 
2 chapels to be built. For 40 years he hosted all preachers and took 
the main part in preventing the Associationists from Appleby having 
much success in the area. 
Hes. I.leth. lclag. 1838 p.551. 
Corson James 
Apprenticed to a 'mtchmaker in (:igton he became a youthful 
convert to I-1ethodism in the 1820s, vras a backslider and finally 
retUJ:ned to the fold in 1830. He wished to becone a minister but 
was not strong enough to do so; he uas able to oppose Carlisle 
Associationists trying to stir-up a secession in his circuit. He 
became a watchmaker in I.iaryport and made a fortune, which, by all 
accounis, ruined his health and led to his pTemature death aged 46 
in 1857 at Lorton. 
lles. I·Iath~ _ _r}~e;~ 1859 p.l46. 
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Cm·ren James and Jane 
Held betHeen them 10 official posts in \rigton society and 
friends of Coi·son, they supported him in 1835. 
~~ es. T1Ieth. r.lag. 18 32 p. 158. 1833 p.864. 
Cragg Esther 
Sister to the three Allen brothers, ministers, and mother of a 
minister in Canada, for 59 years a I·lethodist and married to local 
preacher Robert Cragg in Ulverston. 
Hes. I<icth. I.~ag. 1864 p.192. 
Creighton ~·\hllia.m 
An Amblesicle man converted -vrhilst a gardener in Uest Cumberland 
in the 1840s and who put l\1ethodism in Ambleside on a permanent 
footing ui th the financial aid of the Independent minister, Coombs. 
Crone John 
Born at Abbeytmm in 1807, educated at the village s.chool and 
apln'enticed to a Carlisle t:,Tocer u.fter working as a farm labourer. 
In the city he rras encouraged to attend the I . .i.etho<iist services and 
moved in the 1820s to Liverpool -vrhei·e he worked in his uncle's sugar 
refining business. He attended the :Srtmswick chapel and married the 
daughter of Joseph Russell, a shipbuilder. He and his uife inherited 
a huge fortune and retired to Peni'i th in the 1850s, but there is 
nothing to suggest -vrhy they chose that town. Due to their efforts 
Penrith became one of' the richest of the Cum brian circuits and owned 
property worth £.18, 000 in 1892, 1vhen 25 years previously it \vas nnly 
~4,000. It seems certain that they gave to every chapel project in 
Cumbria between 1860 and 1890 and to most in the North Bast, and 
1vere in permanent demand for opening services and stone laying 
ceremonies; they gave £.2,000 and a neu manse 1wrth a:1,000 to the ne-vr 
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project in Penri th in 187 3, and over £15,000 to other county 
Nethodist projects. 
lTes. I.!oth. l·Iag. 1892 p.529. p.647 and the circuit records. 
Crosby John 
In charge of Uhitehaven 1790/93, he had to cope vrith the 
disappeai'ance of the 1:-Jhitehaven chapel due to mining subsidence in 
1792. James Hogarth heard of the plight of the l\Iethodists and gave 
his new chapel for their use Hhen the Lm·rthers, jealous of his 
success, refused to let the Bishop consecrate it. Crosby enrolled 
Hogarth's help and two manses and much charity for poor members 
follm·red Hogarth's gift. It 1·ras hardly surprising that Crosby 
vievred the subsidence as a miracle. 
Neths. Mag. 1819 p.7. 
Crossfield F. J. 
Of a North Lancashire business frunily, F. J. Crossfield made a 
fortune as a timber merchant and financier in Barrow, encouraging the 
grmvth of the ne1·r tmm and of its r.rethodist circuit but retiring 
later to the pleasanter Ulverston circuit. His v1ife ioTas a Gibson 
from .Ainside Tower, centre for Methodists in that area. It was 
Crossfield's influence and money 1fhich had most say in both Barrow 
and Ulverston l!iethodism, and he very much influenced circuit 
developments, including the matter of the central chapel. 
lies. Meth. r.rag. 1889 p.558 and the circuit records. 
Dall Robert 
Preacher in Dumfries three times, in Penrith, and twice at 
Ubi tehaven, Dall \·ras a Scot and did long remembered 't-rork in the 
jU). 
county; he ioTas responsible for early chapels in Dumfries and else't·rhere, 
vrbich did not win approval from 1-fesley. 
JUUe 
Dalton l1illirun 
He died at Dufton in 1837 aged only 39. llhen his family failed 
to obtain a curacy for him he u~s allol'red to do uhat he liked, which 
included hosting preachers and introducing IIIethodism into a number of 
villages nhen he found the Established Church wanting. He travelled 
in the U.S.A. and nrote a guide book to it, and found that the 
Methodist pr·eachers offered the only chance of intellectual and 
learned conversation in the rural area not noted for its educated 
inhabitants. Uhen he got bored he evangelised Teesdale and spent 
considerable amounts on encouraging Methodist tiOrk. He preached the 
funer·al sermon for his closest friend John Crosby, the minister who 
died at Kendal in 1832. 
Ues. l\1eth. :Mag. 1837 p.955. 
Dernaley Abel 
Minister faced 1·rith determined and entrenched opposition to his 
authority at Appleby - the Cr<rtsby, Dent qnd Craig families and a 
majority of leaders and local preachers. He had the uorry of 
disputed chapel ovmership, shared accommodation with the Association 
men and financial harrassment. Bunting was of no great help and the 
circuit nas ruined, though Dernaley 1·ms able and reasonable enough, 
and served four times in Cumbria. 
See his letter to Bunting and the reply. See section on Appleby 
and the Uarrenites. 
Dickinson Robert 
Born at Seaton and managing partner of the iron vrorks, 
Dickinson 1 s family joined the liesleyans in the 1760s and gave land 
and money to the first chapel. As local agent for the Auxiliary 
Bible Society, I"iissions Society, and the Seamen 1 s I.rission he vras in 
close contact 1·rith ministers and was the great friend and biographer 
of John Braithwaite. He diad in 1826 aged 51. 
i"Jes. ~!leth. !11ag. 1826 p.714 
Dixon Elizabeth 
Born at Boues and raised at Barnard Castle, she married and 
removed to Appleby and found the lYiethodist cause very w·eak and 
persecuted by local Anglicans. Penrith was much more to here liking 
and she praised the "wholesome and important influence" of the 
l1esleyans in that place. 
Ues. Ilieth. Mag. 1831 p.875. 
Dunn Thomas 
Ninister in charge at Carlisle in 1835 when he l·Tas faced -vrith a 
most damaging conflict and proved unable to cope. A majority of the 
circuit members and 80% of the officials abandoned Methodism for the 
Association and Dunn, seemingly highly strung and nervous (though 
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this uas not surprising considering the traumatic experiences he had 
in the fight) was unable to be calm and level headed, worsening 
matters by wholesale expulsion of classes if their leaders were in the 
Association. One l·ronders hoH he fared in Alston in 1827 amongst the 
leadminers and hillfarmers. 
See section on Carlisle and the llarrenites. 
Evens G. Branwell 
1'he vrell knorm "Romany'' of radio and books, famous for his 
evengelism, his "Vardo" and his appreciation of nature. He vras a 
minister in Carlisle from 1913 to 1927 and enjoyed outstanding 
success amongst the city population and the thousands of wartime 
uorkers drafted into the munition factories. He -vras involved deeply 
with the building of the C~ntral Hall, an imposing building still 
occupied by the Methodists, and his preaching 1vas famous for the rap-
port he struck vri th the congregation. His books and r·adio series 
brought national fame; it vras •·rith reluctance that he took his leave 
of the Cumbrian countryside. 
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Fairer Christopher 
If the Crones ·were the financiers of Cumbrian methodism 
' Fairer 1-ms the solicitor for legal transactions of the I:ethoc~ists 
and.advised most of the circuits and societies from the 1860s to 
the 1900s. Born and raised locally, he 1·ras tovm clerk, had his 
own practice, >·ras a member of most official bodies and governor of 
numerous schools, whilst being clerk to virtually every organisation 
in the area. He vras chairman of the Penrith Conservative party 
until he joined the Liberals over Tarriff Reform and combined his 
involvement in politics vrith promoting Methodism on an impressive 
scale, particularly in the declining village causes. One of only 
two Methodists listed in the 1906 County tTorthies volume. The 
circuit records are full of his vrork and statements, and he 
organised the great chapel building expansion of the Penri th circuit 
·Hi th the money from the (Jrones. 
F'inley John 
Noving from Durham to Cumberland in search of mine work in 
1790, Finley found no Methodists in Harrington and became a back-
slider like his friEmd Uilliam Gladders. t!hen he worked at John 
Laybourne 1 s mine he joined the r.Iethodists at Parton cmd briefly a 
leader, though very shy because of his uncouth manners and very rough 
speech. Like a number of early Cumbrian l\Iethodists, he 1ms killed in 
a mining explosion in 1797· 
Arm~ lllag. 1797 p.553. 
Gate Robert 
Born and raised at Scales near ICes>·rick, Gate(s) was apprenticed 
to a Penri th Sadler but terms for partnership could not be reached 
and he sought 1-rork in the north-east. There he met a Durham girl 
-vrhom he later married, and 1-ras convel'ted to l!iethodism by his fellow 
Cum brian John Br·ai th1mi te, the hw meeting each other because of 
their similar accents amongst all the strangers. He set ·.up business 
in Penrith in the 1800s and his shop Has the main Nethocl.ist centre 
in the town. He lodged and fed preachers free of charge and paid 
most Methodist bills until the circuit 1-ras self-supporting in the 
1820s. As well as this he reared a family, ran a successful 
business and walked all day Sunday for at least three sermons preached 
throughout the villages. His mm parents disol'med him for his work 
and for many years he had a hard time and no hospktality on his 
travels. Eventually the circuit flourished and by his death in 
1866 there uere nearly 1000 members and 20 chapels; he started the 
"Good Samaritans Society" to aid the poor, sick and old in his shop, 
and l'ras co-founder of the first sunday schools, tract societies and 
ragged school in the to1·m. Gate was considered the father of 
Penrith circuit Methodism and was venerated by the 1860s when he 1-ras 
over 80, though like Irving he I'Tas concerned at the decline of open 
air and camp meetings and the vast number of chapels and debts on 
them. His son-in-la1-r, Jolm Pattinson, was a tol'm solicitor and 
I•lethodist worker for many years. Gate was the man Hho had to sort 
out the trouble which threatened against several ~popular ministers 
in 1850 and was ever the pe~cemaker. 
See his biography; Ues. l1:i.eth. Ivlag. 1866 p.ll52; lie held many 
posts in the circuit and mentions of him and his 1-rork are 
innumerable in circuit records. 
Gill John 
'fhough many ministers became mentally ctepressed or physically 
ill because of their uork in Cumbria, and. other factors, and 
occasionally had serious mental breakdm-ms, Gill is the only kno1m 
one to commit suicide, by cutting his throat, in Ulverston • It I·Jas 
given some prominence in the pi·ess unfavourable to the I-iethodists 
in 1837 for this act. 
Gladders Uilliam 
Gladders was born near H e\-TCast le i11. 17 45 and moved at 17 to 
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Uest C.'umberland, uorking in several mines until settling in 
1rorkington in 1766 to raise a family. By 1769 he i..-as in Little 
Clifton and reconverted to the f;1ethodists after some years of back-
sliding. Uhat turned him into a loyal member vras hearing gross 
slanders against the preachers of the area whilst at a typical 
Cumberland drinking bout in Cockermouth, and thereafter he 
energetically took Methodist preaching, for the first time in some 
cases, to many mining villages. He formed the 111aryport society in 
1782 and Parton in 1789, 1-rhich illustrates the lack of permanent 
success before that date despite ·the large mining population. 
Neths. Nag. 1815 p.321. 
Gregg Robert 
Leading laymen of Kendal circuit throughout the mid 19th century 
and responsible for Kirkby Lonsdale, Hutton Roof and. other chapel 
building schemes. 
Gunson Family 
From the earliest permanent beginnings of fi:Iethodism in Furness 
the Gunsons uere members; James gave the site for Eillom chapel, 
other relations supported Sparkbridge, Ulverston and other causes, 
and a number uere local preachers including three brothers. Their 
sister, ~1ary, was first woman missionary to Chi..YJ.a in the early 1860s. 
They uere yeoman farmers and gladly spent all their cash on 
Nethodist objects. 
Hall Thomas 
A native of Melmcrby and heard Uesley preach as a child. \Jhen 
he died in 1829 aged 73 he had been a :Methodist local preacher for 
38 years, a member of society for 50 ahd host to ministers for 30. 
It was considered of significance that he died whilst prayers were 
being said in the chapel. 
Ues. Neth. Nag. 1830 o.852. 
Hargreaves J. E. 
Home :Missionary in Carlisle 1 s Irish slum quarters, Caldevrgate 
1864/67, and enjoying great successs there. The city I.Iethodists 
were increasingly concerned at the lack of 1.\Iethodist influence in_ 
that area and financed a mission which took over a '·reaving shed, 
made it into a chapel, and soon had 400 at services. A large 
sunday school -vras commenced and a chapel built soon after Hargreaves 
left. Part of his 1-10rk involved organising missions to notorious 
pubs in the city and countering the many and obvious attractions 
offered by the city's Race Ueek. 
lies. r.Teth r.Iag. 1865 p.277. p.468. p.1044. 
Hodgson Jane 
"The aged saint of Carlisle Methodism", she died in 1828 aged 
92 after joining the Methodists amongst the first 6 members in the 
early 1770s. This took great courage and her husband uas alleged to 
have repeatedly beaten her to make her give up the society, though 
he gave up before she did. and later joined the society. She kept in 
repair the old barn used by the society and vras unpaid caretaker for 
many years of the meeting house on Uest Halls. She hosted ministers 
and Uesley himself, and near the end of her life had a pension raised 
by local Methodists to keep her out of the Korkhouse. Communion 'ms 
given in her home, and services held there vrhen she became blind and 
crippled. 
Ues. l\1eth. :Mag. 1828 p.428 
Holmes Iviyles 
Author of a vTOrk on Ambles ide circuit r.Iethodism, himself a 
local man but removing for v10rk to Lancashire. His book vras a 
tribute to his sister Fanny, I-irs. Barnett, a society member. 
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Huddleston 1-lilliam 
J'.linister at Ulverston, Penrith, t1-Tice at Kendal and brice at 
Uhitehaven betvreen 1822 and 1848, and father of Amelia Barr, later 
the famous American novelist. Hou much time she spent in Cumbria 
is not lrnown, nor how much it influenced her life and lrork. 
Hudson J osia.h 
A preacher appointed to Kendal uhen young and inexperienced, a 
circuit which measured 40 by 18 miles and lrhich 1·reakened Hudson's 
health considerably since he was obliged to vralk everY'-rhere. As 
junior man he had the task of seeing to the needs of the farthest 
flung societies, and was much happier 1·rhen moved to take charge of 
~he larger societies of Penrith circuit in 1841. 
Hyde James 
Dumfries minister uho in 1837 refused to discipline an official 
openly guilty of misconduct; this case led to Hyde being suspended 
and then leaving the ministry, and it 1·ras never in doubt that he had 
a serious mental breakdmm. 
Irving James 
An eccentric local preacher, born in the Ulda1e Fells country 
and spending most of his youth as a farm labourer in I1Iatterdale in the 
1830s. By the 1840s he had met his first I.J:ethodist preachers and 
became a local preacher whose special talent 1·ras leading camp meetings. 
As a successful revivalist and open air uorker he disagreed vri th the 
attempts by the circuit ministers at Penrith to decrease outdoor 
camps and almost left the Connexion uhen they banned an American 
mission uorker from their chapels. He uorked in the Shap quarries 
and 1·;herever possible lectured his felloH 1-rorkers, ending up a coal 
merchant in Penrith. A little book about his life 1-ras. published 
after his death in 1886 and recalled his fiery and zealous mission 
work, and his longstanding quarrel 1·ri th the ministers and quarterly 
J..L..L• 
meeting as they built more and more chapels and decreased the amount 
of open air work. Irving, disgusted at this policy of not taking 
religion to the working people, broke I'Tith the circuit in 1882 and 
invited the Salvation Army band and workers from Carlisle; he 
financed their ea.r·ly l'rork, provided free board, lodging and a 
meeting hall, and en joyed their noise and colour as they worked the 
poorer quarters of the t mm. 
See his biography, and Journal No.1 of the lUIS Cumbria Branch. 
Kershaw Jonathan 
A Kendal tea seller with his wife, and local preacher; he was 
the first to hold regular services in Dentdale and Sedbergh area, 
around 1803 and settled in Dent 1·rhere he organised several chapels 
amongst the knitters uho attended services and paid for the buildings 
out of the funds raised by their knitting during services. 
Ues. T~eth. f-lag. 1835 p.l38 and Centenary Brochures of that 
locality. 
Nann John 
He introduced Methodism preaching into Abbeytmm at his home, 
in the 1820s, and exercised complete control of the society in firm 
paternalistic manner until his death in 1852. 
Marriner Alfred 
County raised and educated l·iarriner married a rich vridovr and 
settled into a comfortable existence at Penrith, being agent for the 
Stockton railvray as a part-time job. A magistrate and chairman of 
the Penri th Liberal party, he 1·ras an active county councillor and 
like his friend Christopher Fairer a prominent politician locally 
and in county I·iethodist circles. He ~"las born in 1855 and vras over 
20 years younger than Fairer, but he too was listed in the County 
Worthies of 1906. 
jJ.c. 
I1lercer John 
1'-iinister rrho served many years in the North-Uest and vrho 
carefully analysed and explained the problems and difficulties of 
both ministers and circuits in Cumbria in the early 19th century. 
See Bunting Transcripts. 
r.Iitchinson John 
Using his home and joiners shop Ih tchinson ran the Kirkbride 
society from the 1860s until the 1900s. He and his members uex·e 
fierce rivals of the Primitive society, and the lfesleyans suffered 
serious losses rlhen ~Ii tchinson 1 s monopoly of official posts -
Sunday school superintendent, chapel ste1-rard and treasurer, leader, 
local preacher - uas questioned. He denied trying to rule the 
society but there 1vas a heated dispute and the seceders joined the 
Primitives. Into the 1930s neither society 1wuld have truck with 
the other and disagreements cant inued betueen the t1·ro. T.Ii tchinson 
disliked a paid ministry, like many Cumbrians, but -vrould ruin 
himself in the service of his local chapel and cause. 
I~~of'fit lhlliam 
A locally famous (or notorious l) Uesleyan from Hethersgill rrho 
after working as a draper in Lancashire became an itinerant one in 
this county and ended with a very prosperous business in Carlisle. 
In the last quarter of the 19th century he deliberately stirred up 
the Carlisle circuit 1-l"ith provocative remarks at meetings and in 
services, including attacking the Stationing Committee for sending 
(in his i-TOrds) the 11 dregs of the ministerial barrel11 to country 
circuits rather than the most able men, vrho 1·rere need.ed to 
revitalise the locality, and attacking the Methodists for having 
too much truck with the Anglicans. It was said of him that he 
" embarrassed the Bishop of Carlisle once a vleek" , the circuit once a 
month, with his comments. There "l'Tas some criticism of his 1wrds, 
, 
though many had a sne~ing regard for this passionate and verbose 
man who said Hhat other members vlere afraid to say. Noffi t t 
delighted in criticising the clergy, t~e landowners and Tories, his 
words being scathing about the Dean and Chapter in particular. 
Though some of what he said one must take with a pinch of salt, 
there Has no doubt in people's minds that 1-1hat he said had some 
truth in it; he detested the respectability of the denomination, its 
.f~ilure to get out of chapels and into the open air amidst the 
w:&rkers, its obsession with chapel building on a grand scale, and the 
'\n aleEj_uacies of the circuit system in cop.ing ui th Cumbria. He 
thrived on argument and enjoyed discomfitting those in authority, 
which made· him something of an outcast, if a popular one. 
See his l\atobriography and copious neHspaper reports on his activities. 
Moister Nancy 
First hostess of the Methodist preachers in Ulverston around 
1800, caretaker of the meeting room and one of the first members in 
Furness. Her husband vras a cane and basket maker named Geoffrey, 
and the Uesleyans vrere nicknamed ''"Giffrites" after her. 
Moore George 
A famous county philarlthro_p~is't "!'Tho gave most of his large fortune 
to good causes throughout England. Fie was born at Mealsgate and 
apprenticed to a \hgton draper before seeking l'l"Ork in London in 1825. 
He made much money in the retail clothing business and retired to his 
huge new mansion, Hhi tehall, at Mealsgate. He 1·ras not a methodist 
but gave much help to all the circuit projects of the third quarter 
of the century until run over by a cart in Carlisle. 
Hes. Meth. I1'Iag. 1879 p.30/36. 
Penrice Daniel 
Lay evangelist stationed at Bothel in the 1890s and 1900s in 
order to promote the obviously declinli1g village causes. A most 
successful man with great appeal to the country folk, due to his 
simple uncouth manners and speech and. the -..my he -..ras very much one 
of the locals. 
Punshon Hilliam It!oril..ey 
Outstanding minister in Uest Cumberland and. Carlisle in the 
1840s as a probationer,_ Hhere he made a reputation for brilliant 
preaching. From then on he was appointed to the best circuit, rising 
eventually to be president of both Canadian and British conferences. 
His knouledge of the Carlisle circuit enabled him to I\Tri te a scathing 
pamphlet about the Reform rebels in the city in 1850. 
See Carlisle and the Reform Issue. 
Randles Sir John Scurrah 
Prominent Uest Cumberland industrialist and one of the fe-..r 
Conservative hembers of Parliament in Methodist ranks in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries. He helped Uorkington and other circuits 
generously and held posts such as trustee; he spent much of his later 
life in Keswick -..Jhere his generous gifts encouraged the circuit to be 
renamed 1-rith Keswick replacing Cockermouth as the head, though his 
promises of great support if it were made a separate circuit from 
Cockermouth were not taken up (about 1914). 
Rigg John and 'l'yson 
These t1-ro men, father and son, were molecatchers in the Lakes 
for most of the 19th century and local preachers on Kesnick and 
Cockermouth plan (and on l;llii tehaven prior to the formation of the 
circuit). John -vras a native of Bo-..mess-on-Uindermere and his 
aggressive evangelism brought both praise, fame and. notoriety. The 
Cumberland Pacquet of December 22nd 1835 criticised his behaviour: 
J.J.:Jo 
"Friend John, when next thou lendest a trifle of money to a 
distressed schoolmaster, keep the secret to thyself and do not 
blazon it abroad, under pretence of honouring one •·rho pays his 
debts. 'l'hou knovrest, or ought est to lmow, 1-rho has said 'when thou 
doest thiNe alms, do not send a trumpet before thee, as the 
Hypocrites do in the streets, that they may have glory of men. 
Verily I say unto thee, they have their reqard'' 'J This was addressed 
by the editor to "John Rigg, molecatcher". It uas John uho stead-
fastly opposed the purchase of a circuit horse for the Keswick 
minister since he felt it to be urong f'or local preachers to 1valk 
every\iher·e yet h·q.ve to pay towards a minister's transport uhen he vras 
doing the same Hork. Both men put their eccentric behaviour to good 
use and built several chc..pels and raised much money for circuit uork, 
but never for the use of the ministers. Tyson, 1·rhen being told 
Dearham chapel vrould not have its extension for some months because 
of the delay in form filling and red tape, simply e;ot up early one 
day and built on t1w rooms in 24 hours; the circuit authorities 
condenmed his action but had to accept it as "fait accompli". Tyson, 
like John, 1-ras a rough uncompromising character but found lavish 
:Praise at his death in the Carlisle Journal of I.J:ay 5th 1885. 'l'Ho of 
the real characters of the county. 
Ues. I•ieth. l\iag. 1847 p. 950 and the circuit r·ecords. 
Rigg John 
Rigg was born at Little Strickland, eldest son of John Rigg, 
"yeoman, builder and farmer", in 1786. The Riggs lTere 11 a simple, 
honest Godfearing family", though "that part of lJestmorland Has 
remarkable for the general sobriety and virtue of the inhabitants~ 
unlike most of C.'umbria in the late 18th century. Like many sons of 
1·rell off yeomen it 1·ras planned to train him for the Anglican 
ministry and to that end he attended Thrimby grammar school for a 
classical education. Ho1:ever, it seemed that at 14 years old the 
lad 1ras allorred to choose his mm career an.d he trained as a stone-
mason for his fathers firm I·Thich at that time uas 11orking on Louther 
Castle. After his training was finished John continued to 1-rork for 
.)J.O• 
the firm, though a falling boulder crushed his right hand and 
thereafter it 1-las only with tJain and difficulty thc.t he could m·ite 
or use it. Around the HIOOs John 1 s mother 1·1as accustomed to listen 
1-li th admiration to the feu Uesleyan preachers 1·rho traversed the area, 
and John came under their influence too, being converted in 1803 and 
a local preacher under Brough in 1803. As foreman of his father's 
firm he h<..>..d his mm horses and carriage, and took great pleasure in 
helping the many poor preachers to their preaching places. 
Encouraged by the preachers and his family he became a minister in 
1808 and travelled until retirement in 1855, w-hen he came back to 
Salkeld and for t1-ro years enjoyed his considerable estate, dying in 
1857· 
Ues. Neth. Dag. 1859 p.ll. 
Reynolds J. F. 
Successor from 1867 to 1870 of Hargreaves in charge of the 
Caldewgate mission and particularly keen to attack the 1wrk of the 
Roman Catholic priests. He finally opened the new chapel in 1868 
and cant inued the large ne1v sunday school attached to it in the old 
ueaving shed. 
\"Tes. I.leth. r.lag. 1868 p.276. p.468. p.l045· 
Smith George 
Appointed to Appleby in 1803 Smith 1·1as the pioneer preacher 
throuc;hout the area from Kirkos1;ald to PenritP; and Brough. He had to 
beg for the rent of his house because the nevr circuit (Brough) had 
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no income, and systematically tackled each village and to1-m 1-rith a few 
supporters. A new building intended as a theatre 1ms given to the 
society at Kirkommld f:ormed by Smith because of his entertaining and 
impressive sermons; Kirkby Stephen authorities tried to arrest him 
but failed; and he tackled Shap fair be preaching to a crm·rd of 
drunken uorkers. It vras thanks to him that most of the little 
societies Here established though his experiences \·rere often hair-
raising and he Has often threatened with violence. 
Ues. l>leth. Nag. 1833 p.73. 
3U~. 
Spencer EdHard 
An early 19th centu:ry Methodist in Brough -.;rho left £.650 to the 
circuit in 1850, to be used for the benefit of poor Uesleyans in the 
to1m and for the society, or for the circuit if a minister Here 
stationed there. This gift vras responsible for moving one of the t\vo 
ministem out of Appleby and -vras in the hands of six of his Methodist 
friends. 
Taylor Christopher 
A learned and intellectual local preacher in and around Dent and 
Sedbergh, Taylor spent all his fortune on building chapels and help-
ing the circuit to pay its l'ray in the 1860s. Fortunately one of his 
converts, Uilliam f.Ioister, took over the l'lork in the 1870s of 
financing the circuit. 
Ues. Meth. Nag. 1875 p.187. 
Taylor William 
Home Missionary in Barrol'T in 1875; he adgocated all young men 
vrishing to do overseas mission work to come to Barrow in order to 
see that they 1-1ere needed at home to attack the great problems facing 
the churches in that tmm rather than going abroad to seek challenges. 
Barrow continued to offer "all the aggressive \'rork possible" for 
preachers. 
Ues. I1leth. I·:Iag. 1875 P•947 • 
Thompson George 
A pioneer preacher in Carlisle around the time of John 
Braithlfaite's residence in the ne1·r circuit. 'l'hompson I·Tas born at 
Cockermouth in 1774, Hell educated and of a good family, apprenticed 
to a hatter, but 1·1ent to London in 1799 after the death of his ne1·r 
bride in childbirth. 'l'here he met a number of exiled Cumbria.ns 1·rho 
nere 1.\!ethodists, and his thoughts vrere turned to that denomination 
by them. In 1800, by then a member of society, he settled in 
business in Carlisle, vras appointed a leader in the same year because 
of the shortage of educated officials, and became local preacher due 
to Braithwaite 1 s influence. m~en trying to convert the cro-vrcl.s at 
Carlisle Races in 1801 he 1-ras beaten up and had to be carried home, 
but the display had some effect: a man vrho l"l"i tnessed the incident 
told his family of the affair,, and his aunt, a Mrs. Gale, considered 
locally as a peculiar woman about 1-rhom there had been scandalous 
tales for years, asked Thompson to visit her. An instant friendship 
-vras sta:t'ted and he acted as intermediary for her in the distribution 
of considerable sums of' money to the poor of the town. Uhen 
Brraith>·raite was absent (as he was periodically) on business in 1802 
he asked 'rhompson to take his place. This he did so satisfactorily 
that he was called on to travel that year, but all of his posts until 
he died in 1839 1-rere outside the county, except for brief spells in 
Carlisle and lThi tehaven. 
Vies. Meth. Uag. 1843 P·444· 
'I'odhun:ter lhlliam 
Born at Brigham and converted in 1815 during a theatre 
performance in Whitehaven 1-rhen aged 20. His sudden 11 a1mreness of 
his 01m sinfulness 11 encouraged him to join the i;iesleya.ns and vrith the 
help of a sailor and his mm employer he became a leader and Sunday 
school superintendent for 40 years in the tovm and later in 
Carlisle. Because of his 1-rork he •·ras influential in sunday school 
formation throughout the area and gave ady,ice on the running of 
schools. 
Ues. IVieth. Mag. 1866 p.1052. 
l1alker lhllia.m 
A member of the steel family of Uhitehaven, like Randl8 s 
gonerous benefactors to the I•lethodists there and in Keswick to uhere 
he had retired in the early 20th century. He gave £.1,000 to the new 
\"lhitehaven ch<.:.pel in 1877, and considerable gifts to the Kesuick 
circuit for the Southey Street Chapel, and a nerr manse, total value 
over £3,000. 
Ual ton Adam 
320. 
Agent for the Quaker London Lead Company for some years on Alston 
Hoor, and careful to see that I-Iethodist interest vrere looked over 
there. The company were pleased to employ Eethodists because of 
their sober and regular habits, thrift and hardvrork. 
Uea. ~eth. ~ag. 1843 p.329. 
Uatmough Abral1am 
A most experienced minister '\'Tho faced a mass secession of 
officials and a majority of circuit members at Uhitehaven in 1835. 
He uas a dogmatic and resolute man determined to maintain the circuit 
intact even if H meant expelling every member, and after ta.l.cing 
stock of the situation he proved more than a match for the Uarrenites, 
both in meetings and in wrint. Uatmough met serious trouble too in 
the Reform issue in 1850 and rras a 11 hard liner" uhen it came to 
connexional discipline, interpreting conncxional rules as he thought 
they uere meant to be interpreted and altering meanings to suit the 
contingencies of the situation. His 1·ras the most ruthless and 
calculated action effected by a minister 01;' laymen in hiethodism in 
the county and led. to the vast losses of the circuit, lrhich never 
recovered. 
See Uhitehaven and the Uarrenites. 
Uatts Thomas 
According to his obituarist, one of the few yeomen of the area 
not absorbed in drinking, hunting and the militia, and one of the few 
to be interested in religion and education. \-Tatts vras born near 
Carlisle in 1779 and after having tvTO local preachers as travelling 
companions about 1804 decided to see what the Methodists had to 
offer; he enjoyed their services and became one of the fe-vr farmers 
of the country areas at that date to have preaching in his home. He 
later moved to Plumpton., bet1·reen Carlisle ancl Penri th, ancl set y.p 
his kitchen as a small meeting place for the first Methodist ServiGes 
in the village in 1825. His obituarist noted with satisfaction the 
part Uatts played in opposing the "restless spirits" of 1835 who 
''tried to unsettle and to tempt" good members from their circuit 
loyalty. 
\fes. Meth. Nag. 1849 p. 337. 
Uilkinson Robert 
First preacher stationed at Carlisle in 1768, his first post and 
a baptism of fire. Despite early help he and others were thro-vm in a 
dungheap, beaten up,; and. r;enerally persecuted, and when complaining 
to magistrates had d.ogs set on them. He -vras stoned in Botchergate 
and met similar resistance elsewhere. 
Ues. l•1eth. Mag. 1826 p.96. 
"Hilson 1-Jilliam 
Born in 1816 in Hensingham of a r-Iethodist f'amily, and a local 
preacher first on plan' 1·rhen the Uarreni te strife had reduced services 
by over half. He 1-ras the first Cum brian to attend the nel-l" 
Theological Institute in 1837 and became a minister despite failing 
health which killed him 1·ri thin three years. 
lies. Neth. ~ag •. 1841 P·545· 
.)C:J.. 
lhnn, Thomas 
This man, "notoriously addicted to the sin of drunkenness" and 
"unsurpassed by fevr in the path of iniqui ty11 , vras converted in 
Garsdale by Kershaw and led three classes in the area. He ·was cited 
as a prime example of the "reformed man 11 as an example to others. 
Ues. r.1eth. Mag. 1827 P• 788. 
Brief Entries: 
Allison Robert of \"/arcop 
Ues. J1.Ieth. Nag 1838 p.312. 
Armstrong Joseph minister raised near Carlisle. 
Ues. Neth. Mag. 1833 p.986. 
Ashburner Sarah of Dalton 
Ues. r.Ieth. l\Iag. 1831 p.143. 
Atkinson Jane of Kes>·rick 
Ues. :r.Ieth. 111ag. 1864 p.480. 
Atkinson John of Oxenth1·rai te, Appleby 
lies. fiieth. I.lag. 1840 p.255. 
Dargue J. B. of Carlisle 
Ues. I.Ieth. !':lag. 1861 p.669. 
Bentham Robert of Dent 
Trained for the Anglican ministry but failed, and became a 
classics teacher; a minister later in life. 
Ues. ~.'leth. :r.1ag. 1844 p.769. 
Bevrsher Thomas of Penri th 
I:Jes. r;Ieth. Mag. 1846 p.l032. 
j~j. 
Blackburn Uilliarn of Uorkington 
Wes. Neth. Mag. 1867 P•757· 
Brereton Ed1-rard of Kendal 
Ues. F-leth. r.Iag. 1845 p. 405. 
Brookbank John of Uorkington 
lfes. Meth. 1.\Iag. 1825 p.647. 
Brovm Elizabeth of Carlisle 
\fes. Ideth. Mag. 1854 p.191.. 
Brumuell E. c. of Penrith 
Ues. I·leth. Mag. 1862 p. 478. 
Casson Anne of Uhitehaven 
Ues. T.Ieth. 1.\Iag. 1845 p.572. 
Casson Henry of llliitehaven 
Meths. 1.\Iag. 1806 p.329. 
Catterick Ann of Alston 
iles. 1\leth. r.Iag. 1834 P• 19· 
Chisam r.Iary of \lorkington 
Ues. Meth. ~ag. 1854 p.l03l 
Christie Patrick of Distington 
Cooke l\1ary of Carlisle 
Ues. Neth. l·Iag. 1864 p.287. 
Cousin John of Hilton 
Ues. r.leth. Hag. 1837 p.958. 
Crosby John senior and junior of Kirkby Thore 
The son was a minister uho died in his 2nd year of travelling, 
at Kendal. 
Ues. :t-Ieth. Mag. 1831 p.442 and 1832 p.158. 
Cumings Samuel of Firbank, Sedbergh 
Ues. Ivleth. I·Iag. 1858 P• 765. 
l>auson John of Kendal 
Ues. l\ieth. Hag. 1830 p.142. 
Douglas James of L01>~" rhll, Uorkington 
1Jes. r.Ieth. lllag. 1845 p.406. 
Eastham David of lfui t ehaven 
1·les. Meth. Nag. 1836 p.485. 
326. 
Eddy 1hlliam of Penri th 
Ues • .Meth. I'lag. 1844 p.863. 
Eglin Ann of Serastrow, Kendal 
lies. Ueth. f.iag. 1838 p.840. 
Furnace Eleanor of Uorkington 
Ues. Ueth. j.lag. 1854 p.190. 
Gash Nrs. of Hesket, Carlisle 
Ues. r.leth. Mag. 1842 p.335. 
Gibson Thomas of Arnside Tovrer 
Ues. Neth. f.Iag. 1837 p.158. 
Grisdale John of Carlisle 
Ues. J,leth. J.lag. 1863 p.28(. 
Hargreaves John of lTorkine;ton 
Neths. Wag. 1804 p.319· 
Haygarth l.\1argaret of Garsdale 
lles. Neth. JI.Iag. 1848 P• 461. 
Herd Thomas of Kendal 
Ues. ncth. Uag. 1841 p.l036. 
j2'(. 
Hindson Jane of Rosgill 
Ues. I-Ieth. r.~ag. 1855 p.762. 
Holding I-Iary of Kendal 
Ues. r.Ieth. r.:iag. 1837 p. 389. 
~man Sarah of Garsdale Foot 
(Jes. I.Teth. l\:iag. 1835 p.l57· 
Jackson Elizabeth of Ulverston 
Wes. Neth. Nag. 1853 p.862. 
Jackson Lary of Ulverston 
Hes. !lieth. Nag. 1853 p. 863. 
James Ed,-mrd of Carl isle 
Ues. I.ieth. r.:;ag. 1863 P•94· 
Johnson Richard of Kendal 
l-ies. J.leth. I.Iag. 1831 p. 
Kinley Robert of Kendal 
~res. Ueth. r.Iag. 1861 p.767. 
Liddle 'rhomas of Alston 
Ues. Beth. Wag. 1822 p.684. 
Little Joseph of Alston 
Ues. Meth. r.Iag. 1830 p.858. 
Lonsdale Ann of Carlisle 
· .• es. J)Ieth. f.Iag. 1828 p.496. 
Lupton Ann of Carlisle 
Hes. I-1eth. Hag. 1832 p. 312. 
Lytel ~·falter of Alston 
Ues. lY!eth. Nag. 1858 p.669. 
NcGraw Uilliam of Uorkington. 
Meths. Nag. 1811 p.288. 
l\Iarshall Dorothy of Uhitehaven 
heths. Mag. 1805 p.572. 
J.Iarsh Joseph minister in Ulverston 
Ues. Meth. Nag. 1848 p.708. 
I·!use Elizabeth of Penri th 
Ues. ltleth. J.lag. 1864 p.286. 
Ne>-rton Christopher minister in Appleby 
Ues. I.leth. I:lag. 1862 p.673. 
Olivers 'l1homas preacher visiting -~lhitehaven 1757 
Arm. Nag. 1779 p.l39. 
Osborne liilliam of 1-:ia.-rbray and Uorkington 
Hes. r.ieth. r.lag. 1860 p.670. 
Palmer Thomas of Scaleby 
lles. ~-leth. ltiag. 1834 p. 398. 
Pascall Joseph minister dyine at Ulverston 
':!es. r.1eth. ]'.lag. 1841 p.l49· 
Peart Hilliam of Garrigill 
Hes. I•leth. I\~ag. 1865 p.ll49· 
Peat Richard of Carlisle 
·ues. Ueth. l\'Iag. 1841 p.150. 
Philipson Robert of Kendal 
Wes. Meth. Nag. 1838 p.574. 
Plummer Jane of Carlisle 
Ues. Met h. Mag. 1853 P• 57 4· 
Porter John of Uieton 
Ues. Neth. Nag. 1871 p.480. 
jjU. 
Radcliffe 1Hlliam minister in Carlisle and Uhi tehaven 
~es. Meth. Mag. 1838 p.243. 
Ra.nderson r.:tary of Kendal 
Neths. Mag. 1809 p.525. 
B.m·rson John preacher at Ulverston 
Meths. Nag. 1808 p.430. 
Relph John minister born at \lhitehaven 
Wes. Meth. ~ag. 1870 p.854. 
Richardson Jane of Uigton 
~~es. Eeth. Hag. 1846 p.512. 
Robinson Joseph preacher at Kendal 
Ues. r.Ieth. Mag. 1837 P• 400. 
Robinson Uilliam of 1hgton 
\·Ies. r.1eth. Ilag. 1864 p.863. 
Russell Joseph of Eskdale and Seaton 
Ues. Neth. r.iae;. 1841 p.625. 
Rutherford 'rhomas preacher at "\"lhitehaven 1777 
Neths. Mag. 1808 p.529. 
..J..J..L• 
Sanderson John of Penrith 
Ues. 1.\ieth. r.lag. 1864 p.286. 
Simpson '·Jilliam of Alston 
Ues. Meth. Riag. 1844 p.427. 
Smetham James minister at lJorkington 
Wes. Neth. hlag. 1850 
Smith Hannah of li'Ielmerby 
Wes. Neth. Mag. 1832 p.902. 
Smithson Mrs. of Uhitehaven 
Ues. 1\'!eth. lllag. 1839 p. 454· 
SnovTdon Iliargaret of Alston 
Ues. Neth. Mag. 1860 p.767. 
Sparks John, of Carlisle 
I.:ieth. ~lag. 1805 p. 46 • 
Spooner Uilliam of Kirkby 'l'hore 
lles. r.Ieth. r~Iag. 1823 I>·49l. 
Squarebridge John minister born at Whitehaven 1783 
Ues. Neth. Mag. 1845 p.915. 
Stubbs Agnes of Kendal 
Ues. Meth. Nag. 1830 p.68. 
,J ...J'- • 
Thompson_ Isaac_ of Hemrick 
Wes. Meth. Nag. 1832 p.606. 
Thompson Isabella of Farlam Hall, Carlisle 
Ues. Meth. Mag. 1841 p.949. 
Thompson \Jilliam of I."iaryport 
Ues. Neth. Mag. 1860 p.671. 
Thompson 'l'homas of Farlam Hall, Carlisle 
Wes. Neth. Nag. 1839 p.416. 
Thorn burn llilliam of Papcastle, Cockermouth 
U~ts. l\1eth. lllag. 1872 p.190. 
'I' iff in I~1rs. of Dear ham 
Ues. I•leth. I~Iag. 1877 p.638. 
Topping Mary of Bmmess-on-Solway 
lies. l\1eth. Mag. 1865 p.288. 
'l'ranter Sarah vrife of 1-Jhi tehaven minister 
Ues. r.ieth. ~.lag. 1843 p.l036 • 
Tweedy Elizabeth of Appleby 
...) ..J .J. 
Vipond John of Alston 
Ues. Meth. lHag. 1826 p.357. 
Uatson r.iargaret of Kendal 
lies. Meth. Mag. 1826 p.856. 
·walker Elizabeth of Carlisle 
Ues. Meth. :r-Iag. 1846 p.512. 
Ualton Adam of Garrigill 
Ues. Meth. r.Tag. 1843 p.329. 
Uedge1·rood Philip of J.iary-port 
1\leth. Mag. 1806 p.475. 
Uhaley I.lary of Hawes and Kendal 
Ues. I1leth. Mag. 1837 p.478. 
llliitefield Thomas of Garrigill 
Ues. Meth. T-1ag. 1846 p.508. 
Uilkinson James of Spark bridge 
llleth. I.1ag. 1811 p.875. 
Uilkinson Jane of \·Tarkington 
Ues. Ji.Ieth. :f\Iag. 1842 p. 241. 
llilson Edvmrd supernumary at Kemi'ick 
lies. I.Ieth. Mag. 1842 P• 429· 
334. 
l"Iilson Isaac of Kirkby Lonsdale 
Ues. Neth. Mag. 1854 p.672. 
Wilson I•largaret of Kendal 
Ues. r.ieth. J.Iag. 1826 p.69. 
Uilson Hilliam of Uhitehaven 
Ues. Meth. lliag. 1848 p.461~ 
Hilson lVirs. 1-rido1-T of supernumary in Carlisle 
lies. I11eth. Mag. 1860 P•576. 
Uood Isaac of lfhiteha.ven 
·Hood Peter of Penrith 
Ues. Meth. I'lag. 1822 p.619. 
Primitive Methodists. 
PRUIITIVE II.ETHODISTS 
Wiain Entries: 
Armstrong Chester 
Author of "Pilgrimage from Henthead", A:emstrong was a Nenthead 
:i?rimitive uho moved 1·Then young to the coalfields of the lll"ortheast to 
improve his father's health. His biography describes in detail the 
bizarre hold w·hichPrimi tivismexercised in the Lead Dales and in 
N en the ad in par·c icular, the Vfay in uhich it dominated morals, 
behaviour, 1·rork attitudes, family life, and the life in later years 
of the thous3Jlds forced to migrate from the area for uork. He noted 
hm·r in the 1870s people could be expelled for having the wrong hair-
cut, too fashionable clothes, or for holding hands in public uhen not 
married; and hou in later years there Has a softening of the old vrays, 
though it remained one of the feu places where no policemen were 
required. 'i'he .Armstrongs 1·rere loaduorkers and small farmers of 
independent political vie1'l'S vrho strenuously opposed '11ory and 
Anglican influence, in common ui th most of the Primitives, and vie1·red 
the few· Uesleyans in the village as traitors to l.l!ethodism in the nay 
in which they "flirted" with the Establishment. 
Ayres Robert 
Stationed at Uhi tehaven and I:iillom and r·esponsible for a number 
of chapel schemes and placing finances on a sound basis. 
Prim. l.lleth. Hag. 1894 p.243 and 1910 p.909. 
Bardgett John 
Born at Lazonby and moving to the North ~ast, a,pprenticed as a 
turner and then comine; to Hens inc-ham for work. Later in Penri th and. 
converted in a revival by Thomas Batty in 1824. Illustrating the 
great mobility of the 1-rorldorce, Bardgott moved to Carlisle and 
later to Hexham 1-rhere he married, continuinG to travel all over the 
JJUe 
North on business and dying in the home of the l'lorkington minister. 
Prim. I1Ieth. r.iag.. 1830 p.86. 
Barnes Uillliam 
Born at Call.dbaek in 1790. and apprenticed in a paper mill at 
Resket-Nevr-r.iarket. Only when 50. did he come under Primi tiv:e 
influence, in Maryport when there on· business, lvhich led him t 0 , 
convert his partner, family and workers. 
Prim. Ivleth. ~Iag. 1.864 p. 360. 
Barrass Edward 
The intrepid London traveller -vrho explored Cumbria during 1851 
and reported on his findings to the Primitive T.!ethodist Kagazine. He 
noted the poverty of the members but also their zeal, approving greatly 
of their temperance -vrork and the -vray in which they tackled 11 sinners" 
in open ~ir work from Carlisle to 1-Jhi tehaven. He -vras surprised to 
·find societies crippled by debts -vrhich he considered trifling but 
which seemed like mountains to the poor Cumbrian Primitives. 
Prim. Met h. Mag. 1852 P• 546 and p. 38. 
Barlvise John and Ann 
A Bethel farm lagourer converted by the Carlisle mission of 
1824 and main supporter of the little society and its chapel. 
Stenard, trustee, treasurer, Sunday school superintendent he and his 
-vrife l-Tere members for over 50 years and kept the small village shop 
by saving hard to buy it. 
Prim. J.Ieth. I;iag. 1876 p.694 and 1877• p.119. 
-' ....J(fl. 
Bateman 'l'homas S 
f·Iinister at Barrou in 187 3/79 and reasonably competent 
according to the circuit opinion. During 1878 he loaned two lots 
of money amounting to £590 from the Forshaw Street trust funds to 
Haverigg trustees in order that they might build a chapel. ~his he 
did uithout proper permission and without obtaining any receipt from 
or l·rritten agreement uith Haverigg. lfhen some months later it was 
discovered, Bateman uas in trouble and left that year Hithout most 
of his expenses or salary paid because of' the illfeeling. Haverigg 
repeatedly refused to repay the money, and the matter assumed the 
proportions of a public scandal, damaging Primitive prestige and 
weakening their efforts into the 1890s. Finally about 1900 the nei·T 
Dalton and 1\Iillom circuit uas forced by Conference to repay the 
338. 
money, and Haverigg had to repay the debt. Bateman did not eacape and 
vras held personally responsible for repaying £50 of it. 
See Journal no.5 of the i1HS Cumbria Branch and circuit records. 
Batty 'l'homas· 
An outstanding preacher and main agent for Primitivism in the 
east of the county from Brough to Alston and Brampton. For 9 months 
he lapoured in Ueardale and Alston r;ioor with no success, becoming 
ill and mentally depressed, when suddenly for no apparent reason 60 
members vrere recuited in one week and from then onwards the area 
proved immensely fertile ground for the Primitives. His sermons and 
prayers were beloved of' the miners and hillfarmers, but his attract-
ing !Large audiences of poor folk led to trouble in and around Brough 
rrhere the authorities uere determined to maintain law and or·der and 
tried to arrest him. 'l'hey failed, and Batty• s success against them 
remained part of' Northern !l!ethodist folklore to this day. He 
converted hun<ireds to the denomination though permanent society work 
was left to later, less able men. 
Prim. l·Ieth. Mag. 1867 p.559; 1856 p.449 for his life and work; 
1824 p.58 for his contemporary success. 
Boo.thrna.rr J obn and l\'iargaret 
•I 
J obn came from a strict Anglican family, 1-ras born in Carlisle 
in 1770, and was converted to active religion in the 1800s by the 
evangelical Dean Nilner. He soon joined the Uesleyans and did 1·1ell 
in hat manufacturing. tlhen the Primitives first missioned Kendal 
he sent his partner and son-in-lalv to investigate, and the resulting 
meeting led to these men and many others leaving Uesleyan ranks for 
the Primitives. Boothman sheltered the early society and paid most 
of its bills, and helped keep its accounts for the missions to 
Paisley and Glasgow, and d01m to ifui tehaven and Maryport, in order. 
His careful management of finances 1·ras sorely missed ·when he died. 
Erim. !11eth. Mag. 1832 p.345· 1833 p.302. 
Brisco Robert 
Born at Bassenthvraite in 1828, probably a charcoal burner or 
>-roodworker in Blindcrake area, and converted in the early 1860s. 
His son ··became a sea captain and local preacher in South America. 
Prim. Neth. Mag. 1886 p.3ll. 
Br01-m Hannah 
Born at Salkeld in 1802, an at tender at 11esleyan services and 
one of the firs.t to join the Lazonby Primitive society uhen her 
duties as housekeeper allovred her. 
Prim. r.Ieth. Mag. 1827 p.308. 
Carmichael J. E. 
A CUm brian vrho was made supernumary in 187 3 aged only 31 
because of ill health. He continued for at least the next 20 years 
to reside in \"Iorkington, leading a sort of "James E.'verett existence", 
statinG he 1·1as very ill but managing to take many appointments as 
340. 
9uest speaker, but not to preach for the circuit. He likeuise 
carried on business as printer and stationer, and involved himself 
in circuit affair·s on behalf of the i·forkington sector agc..inst the 
parent Hhitehaven body. After 1875 Uorkington '·rished. to become an 
independent circuit, and as part of this demanded a nevr chapel, even 
though it had an adequate one and other societies had been waiting 
years to have circuit aid for their first building. Circuit aid and 
permission \faS refused, but Carmichael and the society went ahead, 
by-passed the circuit, and obtained permission to bui1d direct from 
Conference. This infuriated the circuit committee and meeting, led 
to endless ro1vs, but ~Tarkington pushed on 1-~i th the matter and built 
their chapel. Despite all sorts of' problems in its construction, 
including lack of money, the chapel 1·1as eventually finished and 
plans for separation of the tuo circuits uere drawn up. Determined 
to settle the score, the llb.i tehaven circuit accused Carmichael of 
deliberately faking illness and of missing any appointments which 
did not suit him, particularly those in the Uhitehaven sector. There 
1-Tas an investigation and Carmichael >-Tas seriously reprimanded in the 
last joint circuit quarterly meeting. He ran into pr-oblems vri th 
~1orkington in 1892 uhen involved in supplying cheap stationery and 
printing needs to the minister, Hebblethlraite, and. bl'f-passing the 
circuit's agreed contractor. 
See circuit records. 
Carr rrhomas 
Born at Garrigill and a man of property in Alston. He was able 
to offer considerable financial aid to the various poor· societies and 
uas glad to help poor society members. 
Prim. Ueth. Mag. 1899 p.23l. 
Crewdson lhchard 
Stationed at l.:iaryport hrice in the early 20th century and 
responsible for the remarkable Uest Cumberland revival of religion 
around 1905 when several huncired became society members and large 
amounts of money 1-rere raised to clear debts - the last fling before 
the slo;.r and painful 20th century decline. 
Prim. I.1eth. r.:iag. 1906 p.833 and circuit records. 
Dickinson J olm. 
j4l. 
The man responsible for turning Kirkby Stephen and Brough 
societies into strong ones as chapel caretaker, steward, treasurer, 
teacher and leader. For 40 years a local preacher who had 400 at the 
chapel for his ftmeral and a clergyman to give his funeral oration. 
Prim. l\Ieth. I·1ag. 1906 p. 494 and circuit records. 
Dodds Adam 
A preacher much loved in Uest Cumberland a..nd throughout the 
county for his fine pastoral work in the mid 19th century. It was 
he vrho led the t earn of 5 good p.ceachers in Haryport and Uhi t ehaven 
and initiated the second great revival of the early 1860s uhen the 
:t'rimitives established many neH societies amongst the mining 
settlements, and he Has responsible for the building of' at least 12 
chapels in 8 years. His organising of' fin•-mces uas only excelled 
by his p:r:eaching which won hundreds of' neH recruits. Despite his 
success he had to beg for his back salary from house to house uhen 
he left the area; tragically his son, J c.mes ·;:right Dodds, born at 
Penri th vrhilst his father '·ras a young minister there, died in 1867 
in his second ;year as a preacher. It ;-ras the quality of' Dodds' 
leadership a.nd preaching ability uhich made his 1.Thi tehaven successors 
look all the more feeble and contributed to unpleasant disputes 
betueen preachers and the circuit officials who assumed all ministers 
1-rould be like Dodds, and. slave away without con~ern for their m-m 
salary or expenses. 
Prim. l\leth. Fiag. 1883 p.689J 1868 p.353 etc., and circuit 
records. 
Flesher John 
Aged 24 he vras placed in cha,re;e of \·lhitehaven v7here the society 
had been decimated by the disaffection of the previous preacher and 
some officials. Flesher spent from 1825 to 1827 making it into a 
successful circuit and healed the breach. Looking like a Biblical 
prophet his bul~, black dress and strong words impressed many 
Cumbrians, particularly in Alston. Flesher was the youngest of the 
talented group of Primitives \·rho descended on Cumbria from the East 
in 1823/24, and as Hi th Batty and the others, the tales about him 
vrere iJ;egion. 
Prim. Meth. ~ag. 1875 p.l06. 
Fulton William 
Appointed to Alston in 1846 and again in 1862. Fulton vms 
involved in great personal sacrifice and suffering in Brough (1847/50) 
and \·lhi tehaven where he served 1854/58. After 12 years as preacher 
he was permanently stationed f'irst to take charge of the Brough 
branch of Barnard Castle circuit, and shortly the new circuit. The 
new quarterly meeting refused to pay Fulton 1 s back salary and 
expenses because they had already paid more than that amount into the 
Barnard Castle funds over the previous year; the latter naturally 
replied that Brough had to foot the bill, the result despite appeals 
to the District Committee being impasse, and Fulton received less 
than half of one year's monies for his devoted work. He vras described 
as an able man and. good evangelist but for a time he refused to 
mission distant places because nobody would pay his expenses. 1-lben 
he left, he must have determined not to allm·r the same thing to 
happen again. At Uhitehaven he was repeatedly ill, for instance 
during the -.;~·hole of the 1854/55 v1inter, and again over the 1857/58 
winter, with the result that a hired local preacher had to be 
employed by the circuit at considerable expense, and some societies, 
without pastoral control, became aukard and l·rayuard. Fulton's 3 
children all died in early 1858, at least partly because the circuit 
committee refused to grant him extra money for medical supplies. 
Fulton did not forget this and parted on bad terms 1·ri th the 
quarterly meeting. The ueek af'~·er he left it \·Tas discovered that he 
I 
had taken 2 quarters income with him, mainly from collections, love 
feasts and class monies collected much earlier than usual, and in 
spite of heated exchanges uith the District the circuit was unable 
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to regain the money. Fulton even advised his junior minister, 
Olivers, to write to the circuit to ask for his back salary, leaving 
the quarterly meetine beside itself uith anger and. b:).aming l•'ulton for 
all its problems. 
See circuit records. 
Gibson_ Uilliarn 
Leader and official of Silloth society in the 1870s, mainly 
responsible for that society defying Uigton circuit quarterly 
meeting and building their m-m chapel in 1877. The circuit 1 s worst 
fears l-Tere realised, the society had to be rescued by the circuit 
which could not afford the debt, and during the particularly black 
year of 1879 Silloth almost folded up as a society. 'rhe circuit 
committee investigated and condemnE}d Gibson and \hlliam Donald for 
their appalling neglect and incompetence, ru1d soundly berated the 
uhole society on the need to adhere to connexional rules, particularly 
r'•\ 
uith regard to collections, ticket and class monies, and class 
attendance. 
See circuit records. 
Harland Uilliam 
Harland 1 s plain unaffected speech too appealed to Cumbrians, 
particularly the seafarers of the v1est and he put his nautical 
terminology to good use in sermons and prayer. An educated and 
intelligent man, he became editor of the Primitive T.~ethodist r:!agazine 
1857/62 and gave (,'umbria a good press. Secretary to Conference t;our 
times and President once, he uas eager to promote both 'l'emperance 
and his Radical politics from an early age. 
Prim. r.Jeth. nag. 1881 p.242. 
, 
Harrison Thomas 
He became a Primitive in 1860 and entered the ministry after 
his hard vrork as local preacher in Alston circuit; because of ill 
health he 1-ras invalided out of the ministry the same year ( 1868) 
being distinguished as one of the few too ill to be ever stationed. 
Nonetheless back in Nenthead he persued an active life in the church 
and became a Poor La1·r Guardian, served on the School Board and as a 
councillor. 
Prim. l!leth. Mag. 1904 P·495· 
Hartley Thomas 
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Knmm as 11 Shear Tom 11 because of his trade as lmife grinder and 
sharpener, Hartley travelled around the Lake District during the •·reek, 
normally betl:reen Ambleside, Grasmere and Keslrick, returning to 
Egremont each >·Teekend for his preaching. Uhenever he could he •·rould 
of course give sermons in the Lakes to guests startled to see a 
rough unkempt lmifegrinder holding forth. He lras obsessed with the 
need to make all folk give up drink and tobacco and beset many 
holiday makers in the 1850~ and 1860s with these ideas. He vras too 
an expert angler and his tips, despite their biblical content, •·mre 
much appr·eciated, as was his expert local knowlede;e of rivers and 
lakes. 
See paper given .to Kendal Liter·ary and Scientific Institute, 
annual meeting, undated but probably about 1895, records the 
speaker meeting Hart ley a number of times in 1857 and gaining his 
help' in fishing. The speaker vras G. Foster Brai thuai te. Copy 
in J·ackson Library, 'l'ullie House, Carlisle. 
Hogarth 1hlliam 
A farm labourer most of his life, born in 1787 at Castle 
Sower by but spending most of his time in Bothel (a close neighbour 
of' the Barwise family). His home ·Has used by the first Primitive 
preachers, and he became a local preacher, notorious for his uncouth 
vocabulary and bad language even in the pulpit. This behaviour 
caused some trouble and though told off continued to lash his 
congret;at ion -vri th dum brian invective. 
Hilton John 
'l'he most generous benefactor of :Br,oii{Yl circuit, a farmer at 
f.:outhlock 1'Zhere he gave a cottage, schoolroom, stable and land to 
the society and paid for conversion to a chapel; Brough benefitted 
from his gifts and loans, and he 1ms weal thy enough to buy a site 
at Kirkby Stephen for £.240 arid to demolish the building in order to 
rebuild on the site. He had to buy it privately since nobod;y vTOuld 
sell one to the Primitives. He nas a most influential member of the 
circuit committee and a force in c·d.rcuit matters bet1veen 1840 and 
1880. 
See cirrnJit records. 
Irving Robert 
Born at Kirkcambeck and. uorkine; throu[;hout the villages of the 
Carlisle circuit, and one of the \fesleyans nho peacefully ui thdrevr 
in 1822. He 1-ms the main fundraiser for :Brampt on chapel ancl gave 
most of his money to the circuit so tho.t he had to live vrith his 
daughter. Irving is the only recorded case of a I.iethodist in Cumbria 
being found murdered in the street, and no assailant 1-ras brought to 
trial. 
Prim. Neth. hag. 1858 p.262. 
Jackson George 
Born in 1806 at 'l'ebay and supposed to have ooined the Primitives 
Hhen they first missioned there after hearing of the baccanalian 
parties in which he engaged. He was a business man and made sure all 
finances to do with Tebay ne1·r chapel 1·rere strd.ctly correct and raised 
most of the money for it. 1·1hen the railuay first came there he 
organised missions to the railway 1wrkers and builders. 
Prim. fueth. Mag. 1881 p.564. 
Jackson James 
Born at Houghton in 1799 and apprenticed to a tailor before he 
was able to start his mm business in _Carlisle. Due to his vile 
temper he uas involvecl in considerable trouble ·when carrying out 
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Hhat he believed to be the only virtuous path - Temperance - and. 1-fas 
in unseemly happenings in pubs ~rhen trying to show "sinners" the 
errors of their 1·ray. Violence w·as not unlmovm 1·rhere he ·was concerned, 
and many stood L11. aue of him as a leader and local preacher. He 
became more unbalanced 1-fhen hie vrife died and left him vrith 7 child.ren 
to raise, all under 12 years old, and shortly split the Primitive 
society in the city vrhen he advocated allying ui th the Association. 
in 1836 '· which he joined along vrith a number of other Primitives. 
It 1-ras because of the bitterness engendered by this controversy, 
which so ruined the Uesleyan and Primitive circuits, that he decided 
to quit Carlisle and he settled. in Douglas, Isle-of'-I.~an. It 1·ras 
there that he ironically rejoined the Primitives, admitted the error 
of his uays, and died in 1869 in a shooting accident. 
Prim. llieth. !\lag. 1871 p.l,05. 
Jackson Jeremiah 
Jeremiah 1 s father 1·ras the l:esleyan vrho r;ave Thomas Batty his 
protection and the use of his barn for services in Brough, and 
donated land for the first chapel. He had a parpentry busli1ess, and 
Jeremiah took this over as. well as holding most posts in circuit 
officialdom. Though he vras like many independent businessmen and 
spoke out against the landovmers 2x1d the Church of England, he had a 
number of clerical friends, helped out at their functions ru1d sgpplied 
the Baptists' yacant pulpit. He was able to counter the great 
suspicion felt by mru1y locals against ministers and according to 
southerner Robert Clemitson 1·ras the only person 1·rho was at". all 
friendly in the first three months of his postin"· there. Jackson 
enjoyed the relatively educated conversation of the ministers and 
advocated a higher standard of education and training f'or officials 
and local preachers, l'rhich did not please many in the circuit. 
Prim. J.leth. r.1ag. 1881 p.376. Circuit records. 
Jackson Nargaret 
One of the Jacksons of 'l'ebay, mother to James, formerly 
housekeeper to her husband, and originally from a Dissenting family 
at Iolilburn. One of her sons 1·ras a leading member in Carlisle, and 
her grandchildren were the Baylif'fe family of Appleby and Shap, 
still in the area today. 
Jackson llilliam 
One of over 100 Primitives 1·rho joined the Salvation f..rmy and 
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the Plymouth Brethren from the Uorlcington and \fhi tehaven circuit 
1879/86, many of them being officials of long sta..11ding. 'l'his caused 
considerabl,5l rivalry betueen the denominations and much unpleasantness 
in Primitive ranks at the •·ray their members l'rere poached. 
·see circuit records. 
J ersy Fra.11cis N 
First Primitive pr·eacher in Furness and f'ollouing in the foot-
steps of Peter Ludlam in Kendal. Jersey intensely disliked the 
countryside a.ncl the travelling and found the rural areas most 
depressing. He uas nonethel8ss a successful evanf,elist and crowds 
eagerly 1·rent to hear his sermons, mainly for their entertainment 
value. At Broughton bells •·•ere rung to drmm his sermon, he 1·ras 
harrassed at Ulverston and threatened 1·1ith arrest at :Dalton. ·,.Then 
he re:pcated the journey that same year, 1823, he did not tc.ke the 
hint to avoid Brou[jhton and ·Has beaten up by an angry mob, beinc; 
saved by constables l'rho arr·ested him a.11.d arraigned him before a 
magistrate. He 1·ras couuni tted to Lancaster gaol for 4 months for 
"riotous and tumultuous behaviour", and Hull circuit authorities 
only found him a fortnit;ht later. His fines 1:ere paid and he was 
released after only 18 days, paying a visit back to Furness before 
heading east, and not coming back to the locality. In a later 
circuit (Nottingham) Jersey, a born evangelist but hopeless as a 
preacher expected to organise preaching plans, chair meetings cooly 
and calmly, and always in a dreadful mess over financial accounts, 
left the ministry after a nervous breaJcdo1-m, and emigrated to the 
USA. 
Prim. Deth. Nag. 1823 pP•l67, 187, 259, 283; 1824 p.32. 
Jopling Joseph 
Born at Frosterly in 1802 and a Primitive in 1824, Jopling 
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uas the most successful free ranging evangelist in \Test Cumberland. 
He came specifically to help l·loses Lupton in the 1858 revival there 
but stayed 14 years "'I'TOl'king the area from Uhi tehaven and Uorkington 
to Silloth, Uigton and Kesvrick. Jopling could not accept that the 
Primitives had failed in Kes1vick and ·Horked at the cause until it vras 
soundly established, and clid the same for most of the larger villages 
of the district, becoming frunous for his rousing sermons and lively 
services. As ru1 expert in meeting and Harking amongst the 
"travelling folk" or gypsies, he scored notable successes at Uigton"s 
East End, recruiting both members and money enough for a neu chapel 
amongst the people generally regarded. as beyond the pale of organised 
religion. It says much for the denominations th~t only a man like 
J. oplling could have effect amongst the "submerged element" in society 
at that time; he also spent several hunclrcd pounds, inherited late in 
life, on promoting chapel building, but vras himself poor and 
abstemious to the point that uhen old and frail, and having spent at 
least ii.500 on the circuits, he had. to seek payment for medicines off 
the circuit committee. 
Prim. f·i.eth. Mag. 1874 p.l07 and. throughout circuit records 
of Uest Cumberland. 
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Kennaue;h John 
Owner of' the main sailmaking and chandlers in Uorkington, 
Kennauc;h had been at sea and fortuitously invested in Uorkington 
property just Hhen the place uas greatly expanding in the 1870s. 
Promoter of the new to\m chapel, despite determined quarterly 
meeting opposition, he helped carry the project through and Hith his 
son was a major Primitive influence in the area. 
Prim. Meth. ~ag. 1890 p.432. 
Kilvington J. C. 
Born at Horthallerton in 1862 and a Primitive uhen 13, he 
shortly moved to Carlisle for uork. By the age of 18 he uas sunday 
school secretary, at 20 superintendent and a distinguished chapel 
Horker. He ·uas too about the only important layman to avoid 
involv'emerit in the unpleasantness 1·1hich regularly occurred in the 
circuit. He died in 1910 during a minor operation. 
Prim. f·leth. hag. 1910 P·993 and circuit records. 
Lm·Tson Isaac 
Born near Carlisle in 1814 and, uith his family, early Primitives, 
he 1·rorked as a calico pr·inter and became a local preacher during the 
1835 crisis uhen many officials refused to run the circuit, l~hich 
seemed likely to collapse into chaos. The strain of these 
circumstances did not im::_1rove his already poor health. 
Prim. Neth. Mag. 1838 p.453. 
Lea Hannah 
H.aised by Qu12),ker relations in illiitehaven and amongst the early 
Quakers 1fho readily helped the Primitives in the 1820s there. 
Preacher thlliam Lea uas swPrised to see so many Quakers in his 
c:ongregation, quite distinctive in their simple clothes and 
different speech and habits, and afterwards he specif-ically asked 
to meet with them. He later married her and she died in Derby. 
Prim. ~eth. Mag. 1865 p.695. 
Longrigg Isaac 
J..)Vo 
Born at Plumpton in 1808 and for 14 years a teacher in the area 
until he joined the Primitives and 1·1as sacked from his post, it 
being a Church school. He became a railway clerk and vrorked for 38 
years, steadfastly refusing to take any post in the circuit because 
of his conviction that to be holy and good_ 11as not compatible uith 
official posts uhich -...Iould only bring "grievance and strife in their 
wake". 
Prim. Meth. Nag. 1885 P•54· 
NcKechnie Alexander 
Born at Paisley in 1820, he served in Alston and 1-Jhitehaven in 
the 1880s, and w-as famous for his popular sermons, 100,000 of them 
being sold during his lifetime. 
Prim. Meth. Bag. 1902 p.62l. 
M§llrnell:LJ • , C.·- . 
'l'he only lmmm Cumb:.cian expelled for playing dominoes for a 
prize of a bottle of -...Ihisky in a public house in tigton, 1892. He 
1-ras not re-admitted to membership. 
See circuit records. 
iiJ orth John_ 
Minister in charge of Carlisle during the Association dispute 
and because of illness and the death of his children ~mable to cope 
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l·rith the desperate situation. He uas not incompetent in other 
circuits but found the combination of bl pro ems too much to overcome, 
and the quarterly meeting a~d circuit committee dissolved into 
factions. 
Prim. F1eth. 1\'Iag. 1873 p.613 and ·circuit records. 
Olivers Thomas 
--------
An early preacher in Carlisle vrho reported favourably on the 
city society but he found the village folk impossible to impress with 
his fervent messages. Penrith and lfig-ton he found full of people 
"hardened to all idea of religion", though Longtmm offered hope and 
:Sothel, 1·rith an active membership, 1<ras praised. 
Prim. ~eth. hag. 1826 p.376. 
PeilL George 
Peill was appointed to Whitehaven 1858/59 and disa:Ppeared in this, 
his third post, after serious charges w·ere brought against him. He 
-vras the type of character liho got ministers a very bad name in 1-Yest 
Cumberland, where there existed into the 20th century much feeling 
against a hired ministry. rrhe charges against him uere that: he 
travelled on a railway on Sundays; neglected family prayers and 
services in his o-vm home; acted in an unchrtst ian 1<1ay to the public 
in general and societies in particular; lied about going to various 
appointments and mission services; -vras engae;ed to three, probably 
four, women at the same tj.rne; neglected his classes and duties~ made 
sneering remarlcs about the revivals in several places; slandered 
Lupton,,t the superintendent, in public; and had visited a brothel in 
Uhitehaven, and locked himself in a room vrith a prostitute. It -vras 
believed the charc·es relating to the 1-rornen 1·rere the most serious, and 
has the distinction of being the only example of a Cumbrian minister 
. 
being in trouble for an offence of this nature. He fled the circuit 
refused to reply to the charges, and demanded his back salary. The 
case was passed to the District, and Peill uas for1·rarded very little 
because of the debts he had amassed. 
See Circuit Records. 
Pennington Jacob 
A ·Harking quarryman uho used all his spare time in a mission to 
the poorest part of Kendal, rented a mission room and spent from the 
1860s to 1890s caterine; for the many still ignored by even a church 
of the poor like the Primitives. He Harked outside of circuit 
authority but had support and finance from embers, and after his 
passing, a special mission hall 1·ras opened and named after him to 
carry on his uork to the poor. A most humble man dedicated to help-
ing those less fortunate than himself'. 
Porteous Nary 
Born at N etrcastle 1783 and in domestic service Hhen she became 
interested in :eeligion and joined the Uesleyans. Feeling the call 
to preach she tras not alloHed. to, and at that time the Primitives 
were first missioning the area. She was recruited n.nd allovred to 
become a preacher and leader amongst them before commencing to travel 
in 1825 for 16 years. Appointed to Carlisle in 1830 for 3 years she 
was a success there, though feeling intimidated by the vreakness of 
the cause throughout the countrJrside at that date a.ncl .. by the 
knouledge that Uesley had worked hard and achieved little. She 
placed Uigton on a permanent footing aird uorked dmm to the llest 
coast. She retired to Durham on health grounds and died in 1861, one 
of the handful of Homen preachers in the county. 
Prim. Neth. Mug. 1861 p.520 and circuit records. 
Prince J"'ohn of Harrington 
A sea captain and eager to preach aboard his various ships and in 
ports \"rhich he visited on business. For 33 years he was a popular 
guest out of doors because of his vast voice, strong enough, it was 
said, to drmm a storm and to defeat any noise i·rhich men could make • 
His last 8 years i·~ere devotecl .. fulltime to Primitive preaching in the 
Uest. 
Prim. Neth. ~ag. 1881 p.178. 
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Pugmire Uilliam 
In 1888 Pugmire was a leading circuit official in Penrith, 
famous for his rousing sermons and brilliant singing; that year he 
Has relieved of all posts so that he could concentrate on reviving 
the choir and the sunday school in Sandgate chapel, the central 
society. By 1891 he had done a good job but had turned to drink due 
to family and business problems, and he vras forced to resign. from 
society because of' the harm he was doinc- to the circuit. A year 
later he vras re-admitted, but turned once more to drink, 1-ras suspended, 
and banned from the choir because he kept singing ba1·Tdy songs to hymn 
tunes in services. Again re-admitted, he was finally expelled in 
1895 amidst a considerable argument over the justice of this, since 
some felt he ought to be tolerated for his past services to the 
circuit. 
See circuit records. 
Ridley f,Iary 
'l'he only knmm female preacher raised in Cumbria, I11ary lias born 
near Uhi tehaven in 1814 and at 16 1-l"as· on the circuit plan. At 20 she 
travelled in Alston circuit and bore the vrork Hell. Her great 
successes uere on the r.Ioor and across to Bishop Auckland and the 
North l!:ast vrhere her husband 1-ras killed in an accident. Appointed 
the first evangelist to Naryport she retired to CI·osby Villa and then 
Prospect ( 1"There her 2 sons uere killed, like their father, dmm a 
pit) dying in 1892 after many years of missionary endeavour. 
Prim. IVleth. :r.iag. 1894 P• 944· 
Ritson John 
38 years a 'l'emperance treasurer and 1-:-orker, born at Dear ham 
and killed trying to prevent a pitfall hurting fel'lo'\'r.miners. He uas 
the main agent for the charitable uorl: of Sir Uilfred Lawson 
1 
s 
d · · on ··-~ortlly causes and individuals and distributing daughter, a v1s1ng • 
money, food and goods. 
Robinson Robert 
I•iinister at Ulverston 1864/66 and appointed to take charge of 
the Barrow· mission( his fourth circuit). He proved incapable of 
organising the finances or of preventing the inevitable petty 
jealousies and sources of discontent amongst members getting out of 
hand. Ui th the circuit in an uproar, complaints being made to 
Ulverston circuit committee and ministers, finances chaotic and vast 
losses accruing, the final stravr -vms the loss of a number of 
important officials; Robinson suffered a breakdovm and left the 
ministry for good. 'rhis 11as the first of the disasters to beset 
Barrm·T. 
See Journal No.5 of the UHS Cumbria.n Branch and the circuit records. 
Saul Hilliam 
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Stationed at Brough in 1856 uhen only 26 years old, Saul received 
a doubtful uelcome from a set of officials accustomed to vieuing 
ministers with jaundiced eyes - both their mm fault, and that of the 
ministers. 'l'm·rards the end of 1857 he wrote a most peculiar note to 
the circuit q_uarterly meeting lvhich could have been interpretecl as a 
resignation over the uay officials had supposedly poisoned the minds 
of members against him and his vrork. Uhen Saul fled to his Yorkshire 
home he complained to the District about being le:ft off plan and not 
being paid, the circuit in turn accusing him of "dark insinuations" 
made B£ainst the Primitives and spreading lies about them. He had 
complained to Anglican ministers about the officials and had tried to 
join as a candidate for the Anglican ministry; this latter alarmed 
the circuit 1·1ho abhorred the local vicars, and. all charges vrere in the 
end admitted by Saul. It vTas a complex case of misunderstandi..YJ.GS and 
urong interpretations on both sides, but Saul's cc>.reless rwrcls to 
people outsid.e of Primitive ranks brought about his dm-mfall and 
forced him out of the ministry. 
By 1859 Saul uas re-admitted to the Primitive ministry, ~and 
served in Carlisle with his past record at Brough presumably unknmm • 
Some years later he vras invited back because of his ability to raise 
extraordinary amounts of money for circuit 1wrk, and he stayed from 
1876 to 1882, a very long appointment at that date. At Carlisle in 
the early 1870s there had been considerable unpleasantness betvreen 
rival groups of officials in the city, with the preachers forced to 
referee and being the major calumniated. Saul, uhen he returned in1 
1876, inherited these problems and Has in contention vri th several 
laymen: John Richardson;. Henry Miller, Uillifl...m Thompson and Robert 
Dalton, all men of business and formidable opponents. Saul, in· 
ensuing District investigations, was seen to be obsessed by the need 
to enforce strict discipline, but had overstepped the mark, made 
stupid and incorrect comments in public, done silly things like 
expelling people on flimsy grounds, and had misappropriated some 
cash. His antagon;i.sts came out no better, though they had not 
fiddled the accounts and had confined their attentions to disrupting 
services and meetings and circuit business involving Saul or his 
supporters. 'rhat the circuit should be split in this way at all 
appalled many and a settlement -vms enforced by the District by \·rhich 
Saul had to re-admit everyone involved to membership and appoint 
neutral officials, and the "wronged" officials had to agree not to 
agitate again. Thereafter, vrith the moving on of Saul, circuit 
business and meetings "1-Tere tame by comparison. 
See Circuit records. 
Sharpe Joseph 
!llember of a large Primitive family, born at Distington in 1800 
and 25 years a local preacher \·Tho never missed even one appointment, 
unlike most of his contemporaries. He \-ras too the first Temperance 
\-TOrker and organiser in the circuit and his son J olm became a 
minister. Killed dmm a mine. 
Prim. Vieth. lllag. 1853 p.450. 
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Sharpe John 
Son of the above, born at Distington in 1820 and a minister in 
1848. He l<as a missionary to Australia and later a successful 
preacher in a number of circuits, including Uhitehaven and Alston, 
retiring to the former as a supernumary but forced to 1·1ork fulltime 
until his death due to the shortage of good men and because of long 
sicknesses amongst the preachers there. 
Prim. Illeth. Mag. 1895 p.785. 
Simpson John 
Simpson vras 11 electrified11 by };he preaching of Clorres, 
Summers ide and the other early preachers in lllii tehaven, and. used the 
profits from his busin8ss to aid the cause dri its difficult days. 
He 1-ras about the third member of the first society and the last link 
bet-vreen the Primitives of the 1820s and those of the 1860s; 2 of his 
sons became ministers. 
Prim. l.Ieth. I·iag. 1865 p.l20. 
Spoor Joseph 
A tough uncompromising man from a keelman family on Tyneside, 
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left to fend for·himself and. becoming an effective, hardened preacher 
in the North East and North Uest. He encountered much opposition in 
lfest Cumberland when: starting new societies in the early 1850s, for 
instance at Parton. Land for building was usually denied to the 
Primitives but perseverance paid off and he counted notable successes 
here. He was preaching at the 1851 Hatchnight service vrhcn a gang of 
inebriated Irishmen invaded the chapel and a mass fight broke out, 
requiring the police to come in some force to arrest the troublemrucers. 
'l'here uere several hundred people in the chapel, and the press 
described it as a riot by Irish Catholics ~gainst good Protestants. 
Spoor managed to keep things relatively calm, and tried to persuade 
the magistrates to drop the charges. 
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Stansfield Sarah 
Born in 1793 at Uhitehaven, an .Anglican Sunday school teacher in 
the 1800s, and by 1823 attending Uesleyan and Primitive services as 
well. By 1831 she had inherited the family business, her doctor 
brother, both parents and another brother all dying vrithin a few 
years. George Stansfield, Primitive preacher, met here on a visit, 
1woed and married her, and took his new bride first to Penri th and 
then to Kendal missions to 1·rork. Being vrell off they vrere saved from 
much of the poverty of the time and noted how pover;ty stricken most of 
their members uere. Later in the South-East of England, Stansfield 
w·as arrested and gaoled for preaching. r.Irs. Stansfield (formerly 
Watson) commented on the great differences at that time behreen 
circuits in the North and those in the South and even between 
Uhi tehaven and poor Penri th. 
Prim. f.'ieth. mag. 1879 p.l79· 
Uatson Uilliam 
Uatson 1·1as ·an amiable and kind hearted minister in Carlisle 
1906/lO, and left a valuable record of the history of the circuit 
made up of old records and especially the memories of the remaining 
Primitives of 60 and more years standing. His "Romance of the 
Circuit" chest uas vrritten 1·rith humour yet 1·rith insight into the rray 
so much had changed in Carlisle over the previous 80 or 90 years 
from poverty to relative affluence, from absolutely rigid and strict 
moral rules to much more liberal ones, from fervent emotionalism in 
prayer, sermon and h;ymn, to formalised worship on a set pattern and 
allovring for little of the colour of the 1820s. 
Prim. Heth. I'iag. l9iLO p.ll6. 1923 p.520 and circuit records. 
Uhite Ann 
Uife of an excise officer in Uigton, a Uesleyan and the only 
person uilling to risk giving hospitality to the strange neH 
358· 
Primitive preachers on their mission from Carlisle to ·riest Cumberland. 
They used her home as a half-w~y point to reach Keswick. 
Prim. r.Ieth. Nag. 1844 p. 78. 
Uhite R. J. 
Born into a Primitive family in Cockermouth in 1845, and r·aised 
at Glasson. During the 1860s he took a teaching post in Carlisle 
and became a local preacher until called upon to supply a sick 
pre~cher. He attended Elmfield College in 1866 and ~ravelled only 
from 1868 until his sudden death in 1871. 
Prim. llleth. Eag. 1871 p.l7 31. 
Brief bntries: 
Alderson Robert of Brough 
Prim. r.Ieth. r.Iag. 1861 p.632. 
Bailiff John of ~olT r-lill, \Tarkington 
Prim. ~eth. Nag. 1856 p.329. 
Bainbrid_ge Elizabeth 'df Alston 
Prim. Meth. Mag. 1895 P·945· 
Bates Eleanor of Appleby 
Pri~. Neth. Nag. 1855 p.388. 
Bell John of Brough 
Prim. rueth. Rag. 1887 p.57. 
Brogden rilary of Brough 
Prim. r.Ieth. Nag. 1849 p.6l. 
Br01·1!ii Lart-;aret of Hayton, Brarnpt on 
Prim. l.'ieth. Hag. 1833 p.291. 
Carmichael Largaret of Uorkington 
Prim. Ueth. ~ag. 1890 p.433 
Cheeseman George of Cumberland 
Prim. keth. Uag. 1885 p.51. 
360. 
Correy Ann of Uhitehaven 
Prim. keth. Nag. 1824 p.8l. 
Craig Robert of l•.lurton 
Prim. t:ieth. I.Iae;. 1865 p.745. 
Dawson ]'.iark of Uestmorland, a Canadian minister later. 
Prim. I.Ieth. I·Iag. 1867 p.505. 
Dobson Dorothy (nee Bland) of Uestmorland, married to a minister. 
Prim. Leth. I·~ag. 1868 p.747. 
Eastwood John supernumary of Kesuick 
Prim. i·1eth. Lag. 1898 p.385. 
Evans :i.{uth of Kendal 
Prim. I.leth. I·1ag. 1906 p.908. 
Fairrreather John, minister to Carlisle mission 
Prim. t.ieth. Nag. 1826 p.3l. 
F'earon Samuel of Uhitehaven 
Prim. Il'leth. l.!ag. 1873 p.557. 
Ferguson I.iary of \hgton 
P~im. ~eth. ~ag. 1885 p.l83. 
Fisher Ann of Kendal 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1843 p.318. 
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Forest Thomas of C~rlisle 
Prim. r.Ieth. !•lag. 1858 P•440. 
Foster Jmdre1·T of Uigton 
Prim. r,Ieth. r.:tag. 1882 p.374. 
Foy George of HarrinGton 
Prim. ~eth. Nag. 1852 p.377. 
Froggart Elizabeth of Hhitehaven 
Prim. Meth. Nag. 1857 p.315. 
Fulton .Ann of Longtmm 
Prim. Heth. 1'-'iag. 1874 p.53. 
Gill John minister on Alston r:Ioor 
l:;!;:im. I.ieth. r.Iag. 1902 p.543. 
Golightly Henry. of Alston and 1Jb.i tehaven 
Prim. I•ieth. r.Iag. 1848 p.265. 
Gmmer Uilliam minister at Alston ~d Whitehaven 
Prim. Neth. Mag. 1881 p.369. 
Graham I.:iargaret of Alston 
Prim. Neth. ~ag. 1850 p.701. 
Graham r.Iargaret of Nenthead 
Prim. Nethl Nag. 1859 p.310. 
362. 
Grisdale Janet of Staveley 
Hayton Geor~e of Brigsteer, Kendal 
Prim. f.Ieth. lilag. 1858 p.507. 
Henderson Jane and James of Carlisle 
Prim. r.'ieth. r.Iag. 1860 p.440. 
Henderson Nicholas of Garrigill 
Prim. Weth. ~ag. 1850 p.194. 
Henderson 'l'homas of Garrigill 
Prim. Neth. Kag. 1833 p.22. 
Hetherington Deborah of Cumre1-r and. Alston 
Prim. l•1eth. r.lag. 1833 p.290. 
Hirst John pioneer minister in county 1820s a.nd friend of Clovres. 
Prim. »~eth. hag. 1899 p.306. 
Hopltins Jeremiah minister in -~hc;ton, Barrow etc. 
Prim. l·'ieth. Mag. 1910 P•549· 
Hutchinson J·olm of Alstdn 
Prim. tleth. Nag. 1852 p.264. 
Illing1wrth Eli minister in Furness 
Prim. ~cth. Nag. 1884 p.561. 
Johnson Bridget of Carlisle 
Prim. :Meth. J,Jag. 1842 p .136. 
Johnson Henry of r.Iaryport 
Prim. f:ieth. I".!ag. 1849 p.198. 
Johnson Margaret of Carlisle 
Prim. :Meth. l.\1ag. 1843 p.159. 
Johnson William of Alston 
PriQf• Ilieth. Ivlag. 1860 p.580 
Johnson If. A. of Carlisle 
Prim. !lleth. Mag. 1881 p.757. 
Kent Dav.id minister at Kendal 
Prim. J.Ieth. J':lag. 1848 p.692. 
Kitson Uilliam minister in county 
Prim. l.\leth. l•Iag. 1900 p.243. 
Lather Joseph of l1hitehaven 
Prim. Meth. Mag. 1824 p.17. 
Lawson Ann of Brampt on and Canada 
Prim. 1\Ieth. Mag. 1875 p.3Q3. 
Law·son Jane of Carlisle 
Prim. 1-Ieth. 1\Iag. 1848 p.699. 
Lawson r.Iary of Cummersdale 
Prim. ~eth. Nag. 1848 p.636. 
Litt .Ann of Uhitehaven 
Prim. Tlleth. Mag. 1853 p.190. 
Loudon George of Alston 
Prim. Meth. Nag. 1875 p.237. 
Lm-ris Joseph of Penri th 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1852 p.394. 
l:lcKcorrin Ann of' Carlisle 
Prim. j,leth. r.Iag. 1854 P•445· 
r.Iandal Jane of Bothel and llhitehaven 
Prim. Meth. Nag. 1847 p. 381. 
J.Iarkuell Thomas minister in '.lest Cumberland 
Prim. fueth. Nag. 1902 p.243. 
I-laughan Ann of Brampton 
Prim. r:1eth. Mag. 1832 p.377. 
j.le:bcalf John of Brough 
Prim. Neth. Kago 1851 p.316. 
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Lilbourn Jane o:f Bra.mpton 
Prim. Meth. :Mag. 1842 p.137. 
Miller Uilliam of Uhi tehaven 
Prim. li1eth. Nag. 1868 p.735. 
I-ii tchell Lydia of Penri th 
Prim. Meth. Nag. 1886 p.309. 
lhurray Uilliam of' Harrington 
Prim. I1ieth. I-lag. 1862 p.463. 
1-iattrass Ann o:f Nenthead 
Prim. I.!eth. l\iag. 1824 p.72. 
Nevison Jeffrey of Stave ley 
Prim. Neth. Mag. 1857 p.384. 
Oliver James of llorlcington 
Prim. Neth. Mag. 1856 p.l95· 
Quirclc Blizabeth of 1.-Ihitehaven 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1863 p.572. 
Paisley William of Longtotm 
Prim. ~eth. Nag. 1833 p.260. 
Palmer f.iary of Blennerhasset 
Prim. Tieth. ~1ag. 1848 p .702. 
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Parker Joshua of Alston 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1845 p.413. 
Patrickson Elizabeth of Uhitehaven 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1829 p.97. 
Pattinson Jane of' Nenthead 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1852 p.l21. 
Pea,cock l\lrs. of Brough 
Prim. Meth. Kag. 1857 p.382. 
Pearson rrhomas of Lazonby 
Prim. Meth. Nag. 1877 p.750. 
Pierson George on Henthead vrork 
Prim. Ueth. ~ag. 1824 p.69. 
Place John of Alston 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1854 p.460. 
Prest Frederick at Penri th I.Iission 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1884 p.254· 
Price I.'iary of Ho..rringt on 
Prim. r.Ieth. r.;ag. 1860 p.248. 
JV r • 
Raine Richard of Alston 
Prim. r.Ieth. I•Iag. 1876 p.442. 
Readshaw Isabella of Alston 
Prim. I.:eth. I·iag. 1846 p.509. 
Reed Fr~nces of Brampton 
Ritson J olm of Ha1·rkshead and Ho:r:-kington 
Prim. keth. Nag. 1862 p.657. 
Robinson Henry of Alston 
Prim. ~eth. Nag. 1875 p.560. 
Robson I.Iargaret of Uyndham Ro1-r 
Prim. J.leth. i1iag. 1861 p. 380. 
Routledge Blizabeth of Longto1-m 
Prim. }.ieth. I.:ia.-1• 1826 p.l8. 
'Row John of Raughton Head 
Prim. keth. Nag. 1891 p.565. 
Rushforth Uilliam of Staveley 
Prim. I.J:eth. l·iag. 1872 P• 753. 
Salkeld J osenh of' Abbe:fholme 
Prim. llleth. Nag. 1880 p.242. 
Sayer Eleanor of Kendal 
Prim. I11eth. I-iag. 1846 p. 703. 
Shipley John of Alston 
Prim. Meth. ~ag. 1857 p.385. 
Snuggles Joseph of Coniston 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1868 p.306. 
Smith r.1argaret of Harwick Bridge 
Prim. r.ieth. ll;!ag. 1881 p. 753. 
Smith Robert minister in Cumbria 
Prim. llleth. J'.lag. 1898 p.l46. 
Stephenson Joseph of Alston 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1832 p.23. 
Stephenson John of Nenthead 
Prim. Neth. lliag. 1859 p.646. 
Story Joseph of Brough 
Prim. l\Jeth. r:lag. 1858 p. 46 3. 
Stout George minister raised in Garrigill 
Prim. Neth. hag. 1894 p.228. 
Sumpton Uilliam of Blindcrake 
Prim. Tlieth. J.lag. 1846 p. 511. 
'l'aylor John of Staveley and posted. in Cumbria, and r.Iary his 1·Tife. 
Prim. beth. Uag. 1906 p.901. 1871 p.686. 
Temple John of Uhitehaven 
Prim. Neth. ~ae. 1844 p.367. 
Thompson Jolm of Naryport 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1880 p.115. 
Thompson Mary of Penrith 
Prim. f.Ieth. I·lag. 18 
'rrinkeld James of Uhi tehaven 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1845 p.192. 
'rrinkeld Joseph of \ihi tehaven 
Prim. l·leth. I.lag. 1844 p.415. 
Tuton Hrs. of l:hitehaven 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1880 p.307. 
'l'yson Henry of Ulph~ 
Prim. Neth. kag. 1851 p.323. 
Udale Sarah of Kendal 
Prim. Neth. Dag. 1861 p.254· 
Wailes Joseph of Nenthead 
Prim. I•Ieth. Mag. 1843 p. 359· 
Uardle Ann of Carlisle 
Prim. Meth. l•J:ag. 1875 p. 378. 
\Tatson John of Garrigill 
Prim. Eeth. I-:iag. 1857 p.257. 
~la.tson John of Carlisle 
Prim. !Vieth. l\'lag. 1873 p.308. 
Uatson r.1ary of Garrigill 
Prim. IJeth. Mag. 1847 p. 703. 
Uatson rl'homas of Cumberland 
Prim. r.Ieth. Mag. 185 3 p. 197. 
Haugh John of' Alston 
Prim. Neth. r.Iag. 1840 p.15. 
Haugh John of Alston 
Prim. Meth. riag. 1843 p. 440. 
Uiddowson Hilliam minister in Penrith etc. 
Prim. I;leth. r-:iag. 1910 p.985. 
.Jf.L• 
Uigham '11homas minister at Kendal 
Prim •. Tlieth. Mag. 1868 p.363. 
Uilkinson Joseph of Renwick 
Uilsha'I'T William of Burton in Kendal 
Prim. Meth. Mag. 1872 p.117. 
Uilson James of Uarcop 
Prim. Meth. r.!ag. 1876 p. 487. 
~hlson John minister in Cumbria 
Prim. Neth. Nag. 1878 p.l80. 
Uinter Ed:ward of Uigton· 
Prim. 1\Ieth. Mc;t.~ 1891 p.630. 
Yates Thomas minister in Cumbria 
Prim. l\'Ieth. t•iag. 1878 p.490. 

Entries For Places: 
* indicates of especial interest or information. 
Alston Circuit 
1826 p.l04 
1836 p. 311* 
1836 P• 394 
1837 p.267 and P• 339 
1842 p.339 
1842 p339* 
1844 p.223 
1847 p.3ll* 
1849 p.53 
1849 p.564 
1903 p.20* 
Barrow .... -~-
Bethel 
1851: p.l78 
1852 p.l8l 
1855 P•49 
1860 p.6l3* 
Brough, Appleby and Kirkby Stephen Circuit 
1865 p.689* 
1867 P·559i< 
Carlisle Circuit 
1823 p.93* 
1824 p.34 
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1833 P·97 
1836 p.311* 
1837 p.267 and p.339* 
1845 p.569* 
1ffi52 P·555* 
1858 p.111 
1859 p.51 
1863 p.24,1 
Con is ton 
1859 p.626-l< 
C1eator !11oor 
1866 p.182 
Crosby 
Dear ham 
1856 p. 7 45* 
1859 p.688 
E11enborough 
1861 p.305* 
l''1imby 
1862 P•758* 
Garrieil1 
1857 p.242* 
Hexham and Haltw-histle 
1853 p.ll8 
Holborn Hill (Millo!Q_) 
1871 p.3l5* 
Kendal Circuit 
1837 p.315 
1848 p.692 
1854 p.242 
1856 p.686 
1858 p.357 
1858 p. 357{} 
1§60 p. 43 and p.ll2 
1899 P·11* 
Lazonby 
1850 p.313 
Longtmm 
1824 p.237 
l·laryport Circuit 
1852 p.l83 
1863 P·557* 
1906 p.833* 
Nenthead 
1824 P•54* 
Penri th Circuit 
1836 p.311 
1849 p.246 
1857 P•429* 
1861 P·141 
1863 p.307 
1875 p.106{~ 
Prospect 
1861. p.11'7 
Sca1egill. 
1862 p.707 
Parton 
1853 p.172 
Stave1ey 
1846 p. 570 
1848 p. 628 
Sunny Brou 
1861 p.565 
U1verston 
1823 p.259 and p.283 
1866 p.428* 
Ua1ton 
1858 p.680* 
llorkington Circuit 
1852 p.168* 
1856 p.686 
1910 p.583 
377. 
United r~ethodist Church. 
UNITED I-iETHODIST CIIDRCH 
Liain Entries: 
Atkinson Robert 
Born at Bleat am, near 'i·rarcop 1789, ll th of 12 children and 
converted. by Robert Gregson to i·iesleyanism in 1822; married Gregson • s 
w·idovr in 1828 and took over considerable property; leader in 1829 of 
class but joined the 1:4arrenites in 1835 because of friendship 1\ith 
the Crosby and Dent families. 
ITes. Assoc. r.iag. 1841 p.303 
Atkinson 'rhomas 
Born at Hesket New· Larket in 1835; able to buy his oun farm due 
to his mm efforts at Cotehill and joined the m.JFC at Cum11hinton, 
becoming local preacher ~1d mainstay of the society. 
Un. l\ieth. F. C. Mag. 1881 p.l23. 
Baisbrmm William 
Ui th his uife, Irish1roman Catherine Seymour, one of the leading 
workers for cha:r·i ty in ·;lliitehaven; he '·ras the first to be expelled by 
Abraham \iatmough in 1836 as a class leader ll~lO put foruarct 'i"iarrenite 
vieus; mainstay of the Association soci~ty for a time and a local 
businessman. 
\fes. Assoc. 1.1ag. 1845 p.465; see l/hitehaven and the 1:arreni"tes. 
Blenkinsop liilliam 
Born 1780 at \larwick Bridge, joining the 'desleyans there in 1797 
but becoming a bad:slider; settled in })alston and started a small 
business in 1820s, beca,me a \"lesle;'lan leader, and then, reluctantly, 
agreed to lead the secession of 1835 because he felt the pouer of 
380. 
Dunn, the Carlisle minister, to be improperly used. 
Hes. Assoc. ~ag. 1852 p.291. 
Bulman Henry 
Came to Armathvraite circa 1870 in order to supply provisions 
to the men building the Settle raihray, but decided to stay and took 
over a village shop 1·rhich flourished under his o1mership; a hard 
headed and shrevrcl man, able to persuade the Earl of Carlisle to part 
1·ri th a parcel of l<md just outside the village for a small chapel, 
lmown as "Bulman 1 s" etVer. ·sinc-e; he became circuit representative to 
Conference, RDC councillor, and held most posts a layman could hold. 
His Clint house is novr inhabited by retired ministers and his fortune 
passed via his children to ·ensure that Armath1-rai te chapel remains in 
existence for the future. 
Un. f.-Ieth. Iiiag. 1916 p.207; Armath1-raite Centenary Brochure. 
Butterworth Jane 
Originally from Ravenstonedale she settled at Bolton, near 
Appleby, and early joined the Association; she 1-1as never a leading 
member of the circuit but loyally supported it throuc;hout its varied 
teething problems. 
Un. r,ieth. F. C. Kag. 1869 P•459· 
Carrick John 
Of a uell knmm city family of calico printers and Quakers, he 
joined the Uesleyans in 1800 due to the influence of some of his 
workers; as a vrell knovm and successful businessmcm he 1-ras figurehead 
for the Association rebels but never the practical leader, finding 
the others too radical. He uas buried in the Quaker burial ground 
after returning to their fold just prior to his death. 
\Ies. Assoc. I•.:iag. 1853 p.389; Carlisle and the Harrenites. 
Carttrright ? Rev. 
Association preacher at Appleby 1838/39 1·rho was faced l'rith a 
secession back to the Hesleyans; because of the stance of the main 
Association families, he l'ras able to keep the netT circuit alive and 
11as even able to recruit a few extra members. He saw his main role 
as minister, not troubleshooter, and found the whole situation 
alarming. 
Ues. Assoc. I·Iag. 1839 p.l56. 
' 
Circuit Records. 
Cleat or John 
381. 
Born at Ramsey,, Barrow in Furness 1841, belonging to one of the 
earliest Wesleyan families there; losing his job in Barrow, he moved 
to Ihllom in 1866 as a building uorker and eventually 0\med his O\Vl1 
company. 1fhen he returned to Barrow by 1875 he was established as a 
builder of repute, having done much 1-.ork in I>Iillom, as he l'Tas to do in 
Barrow. He joined the I·INC society in the tmm and 11as contractor for 
several I1'iethodist churches; he left the \"1esleyans for the H elT 
Connexion because the latter had at that time a more respectable name 
for not involving themselves '·rith the poor of the to'l'm, whereas the 
Uesleyans had missions amongst all classes. 
Un. l•leth. l·lag. 1917 p.352. 
Corbett Uilliam 
Born in Carlisle, early on an active Associationist and later 
moving to the North East, as 'I'Torker for Parliamentary Reform and 
Temperance; kept close links 1·ri th Cumbria and travelled in his 1-rork 
widely across the county. 
Un. Neth. F'. C. l.iag. 1881 p. 702. 
Cox. Thomas J. 
Later an archi teet in Carlisle, Cox 1ms one of the most virulent 
of the Association leaders in the city in 1835 and led the assaults 
on Conference and the circuit ministers; he took the main part in the 
dispute >·rhich raGed for some months and busiiliy organised Association 
classes and preaching for the secessionists, though his radical 
attitudes in politics estranged some Uesleyans 1·rho w·ould otheruise 
have joined Association ranks. 
See Carlisle and the Uarrenites. 
Craig J osdph and l'::iichael 
1l'hese brothers Here tire less 1·10rkers in Appleby circuit; Michael,, 
the shy one'· financed· chapel building and uorked wherever he uas not 
required to publicly speak, 1-Thilst Joseph, a great revivalist and 
preacher, stirred up support as he rode from village to village in 
his job as; carrier and farmer. He lHlS the main lieutenant of the Dents 
and Crosbys, organised the financing ancl start of the British School 
in Appleby, and eagerly criticised landoiffiers and the l!:stablished 
Church. A leading 1'emperance •· orker and political radical. As 
~epresentative to tho 1846 Association Assembly he heard the Rochdale 
organ ancl, being duly impressed, returned to buy one for his mm 
society. The lJOrk of the Craigs is obvious throughout the circuit 
records. 
tl.e..6... Assoc. liiag. 
Circuit Records. 
Crc!lsby Family 
1855 p.83; p.77; 1853 P·592. 
' 
1l'his family ran Kirkby 1l'hore both as class leaders and as owners 
of most of the village; John senior of Powis llousc sent John junior 
into the ministry, but he trag·ically died in 1832. His other sons 
Samuel and James continued to support the Association circuit, it 
being mainly financed through its many difficulties by the Crosby and 
Dent families. James' son and heir, Uilliam, promised to be an 
outstanding preacher but vras drmmed in the Eden. 
Wes. Assoc. Nag. 1849 p.83; Un. Ueth. F. e. Nag. 1875 
The circuit records are full of their contributions. 
Appleby and the liarreni tes. 
p.306. 
' 
Dalton Richard r:i. 
Born at Holme, Uestmorland in 1855, of a l':lethodist family, he 
moved to seek his fortune in Oldham and returned, successful to Cumbria 
in 1908. He settled at Barrovr and Has able to take the major part 
in encouraging local IllNCt, BC and Uli'IFC congregations to unite after the 
1907 union had proved hard to effect locally. A well lmmm business-
man and councillor. 
Un. r,·ieth. r.Iag. 1926 p. 401. 
Dent Family 
John Dent was the one leading layman of the Appleby circuit vrho 
stood out amongst the others throughout the period 1835/70; his family 
became f.iethodists in 1802 when preachers first reached Bolton, and 
John finally broke all ties ui th the .Anglicans in 1817. As a Uhig in 
politics he vTas unpopular w·i th neighbouring landmmers, his 
Dissenting habits likeuise leading to social ostracism. He built the 
Hesleyan chapel in 1818, lost it for 4 years in1 the secession, uon it 
back and rebuilt it beside contributing l<henever possible to other 
circuit building for the ilssociation. His uife, Agnes, sister to 
James, John and Samuel Crosby, took some time to agree to leave the 
tfesleyans and suffered a crisis of conscience. Their home uas, ui th 
Pouis House, the social centre for the circuit. 
Un. I.leth. F. C. f.Iag. 1867 P•45; 1871 P•794· 
' 
Circuit records. 
----------------' 
Appleby and the Uarrenites. 
383. 
Dickinson Isabella 
She vras one of the first 6 rebels in }!;gremont in 1835 and Hi th 
her husband, a leader, helped organise the rebels and promised 
finance for the ne1-r chapel. It 'ms Isabella who boug·ht up remaining 
shares in the chapel 1-1hen only half had been sold, becomine:; the major 
holder 1·:i thout ''~hom the venture 1-rould never have commenced. She 
gladly gave back her sha,res in 1871 (and died the same week), in order 
to free the chapel for the model deed. 
Un. r.:teth. F. C. Hag. 1871 p.665 and the society records. 
Gordon Richard 
Gordon was a local preacher, Sunday school superintendent and 
leading layman of Uhi tehaven circuit in the_.l820s before turning into 
the main opponent of the Uesleyan authorities in 1835. He ran into 
trouble in the 1820s over his r~ning of the Sunday school and later 
in the Crmm Affair 1·rhen he either stole something from the chapel 
'·rhich he did not like, or encouraged somebo.dy else to do so. It Has 
he uho organised the Association preaching plan after -. .-atmough held 
his famous meeting, and it was v:ith tatmough that he clashed so 
violently at Ef,'remont in the pulpit. Gordon was involved nationally 
in the llarreni te controversy and, being affluent, vras able to travel 
to meetings in Lancashire and else,-There in betueen his local forays 
against \Jatmough and the remaining loyal 1Jesleyans. 
Uhitehaven Uesleyan Circuit Records; Uhitehaven and the Uarrenites. 
HargTeaves John Junior 
The most outspoken of the Reform leaders in Carlisle in 1850, a 
manufacturer of clothing and son of a former uhip maJcer; he ''~aS only 
20 years old at the time of the dispute and immediately attacked Hugh 
Beech, the Carlisle superintendent, trying to mruce for himself a 
reputation as a "freedom fighter" and "enemy of tyranny". In this he 
failed and 1-ras target for several attacks by supporters of Beech, 
including one by Punshon. He vrrote to Bunting several times but was 
ignored, and though remaining loyal to the Reformers played only a 
small part in the circuit's subsequent history. His publishing of 
items relating to Reform led to a c;ood deal of conj;roversy .and 
fortunately have been preserved. 
See section on Carlisle in the Reform Issue and the pamphlets accrued. 
Harrison Eduard 
A member and trustee for 25 years Harrison joined the l;esleyan 
Association because he believed their principles reflected those 
upheld by John Uesley. An active supporter of the Association he 
died during the city revival of 1849· His son George and uife Sarah 
were also loyal to the Association. 
Hes. Assoc. I~~ag. 1850 p.346; 1861 p.308. 
Hogg James 
A Presbyterian, converted to the lfesleyans in 1800 and violently 
pro-Association after 1835, Hogg -vras t;y}lical of those Uesleyans of 
radical political view-s and Dissenting background uho intensely 
disliked ministers. He died aged 85, a hardheaded and contentious 
Scot. 
Wes. Assoc. fuag. 1850 p.296. 
Ireland lhlliam 
At Egremont, he, his son and \'rife were mainstays of the society 
and instrumental in overthroHing the clique which at first dominated 
the society in the 1830s and 1840s; he >·rrote a brief history of the 
cause and, as a for·mer Congregationalist, disliked ministerial p9uer. 
The Irelands greatly helped the finances of tho circuit and were 
particularly concerned with promoting sunday school work - there 1-rere 
over 150 in the ~gremont one due to their care and attention. 
Hes. Assoc. Nag. 1856 P•446 and society records. 
Lammon by John 
Lammonby, of Netherhouse in the wild. Border area North of 
Carlisle, vras the oldest Uesleyan to join the Association in 1835, aged 
70; he became a rebel because of his beliefs in Temperance and. spent 
his remaining years actively taking Temperance through the region 
with his Hife. Drink he saw as the dmmfall of many people, and did 
not approve of the nay a good number of Uesleyan preachers imbibed. 
Ues. Assoc. Nag. 1847 p.317. 
Lane Uilliam 
Preacher at Appleby in 1842/43 faced ni th a second secession 
back to the l1esleyans and 1-Tidespread dissafection from the Association 
circuit. He was able to hold the societies together and recruited 
50 new members, tho first significant success of the new circuit. 
Ues. Asso~~ ~ag. 1843 p.l25~ 
Lowthian John 
First chairman for the Association meetings of 1835 in Carlisle 
2.nd ahrays described as 11 Gentleman 11 ; a man of property 1·rho led a 
ilieisured. existence but who after seeing hm·r rabid vrere some of the 
Association loa,ders, found their ,;ords about an ending to the ministry 
and Independent cone;regat ions just too much and rejoined the 
Uesleyans. 
See Carlisle and the '.-Iarrenites. 
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])IcCutcheon H. L. 
A city ironmonger and man of radical political vieus, described 
as the 11 horse fly of the Uesleyans•• for 20 years and a 11 born trouble-
mnlcer11 by Punshon; the man most likely to appeal to the rabble of the 
city, 1:ho liked to enjoy their ephemeral support and who \"laS eager to 
heap abuse on those uho disagreed uith him. 
See Carlisle and the Reform Issue. 
Metcalfe Robert 
Born at Bolton Lovr Houses, brou~ht up by relations in Appleby 
and serving an apprenticeship as stonemason in L<mcashire, r.J:etcalfe 
settled in Egremont for a time but by 1830 had hills mm business in 
Dalston vrhere he turned first Hesleyan and then Associationist. 
Haunted by the spec..tre of poverty despite his relative affluence, 
he did 1·Jhatever he could for the poor of the circuit and financing 
chapels. 
Un. I-·1eth. F. C. I.iag. 1860 p. 302. 
I11iddleton John 
A Uesleyan in 1787 at Brough, he w·as circuit steuard and 
treasurer of various funds for many years until he could not agree to 
support Conference and Bunting in 1835. His secession Has a serious 
matter because of his great popularity in the area, and f'inancial 
matters lapsed into confusion for the Ueslcyans for some time. 
Hes. Assoc. I.lag. 1847 p.2/4· 
~~off at John 
A Uesleyan by birth and Associc:tion member at 16, r:offat was 32 
years city Sunday school suporintendent and lea,der, later a tmm 
cmmcillor and member of many official bodies including the Burial 
Board, and a Poor Lavr Guardian. He and several friends bailed out 
the Tabernacle, built on a shareholding principle but never self-
financing and few -rranted the shares. A very active local politician 
for the Liberals, a bus inesnman and property mmer. 
Un. f.i.eth. F. C. I.iag. 1883 p.364. 
I.Iossop Clement 
'l1he thorn in the flesh of the Egremont society from the 1830s 
to the 1880s, expelled and suspended for misdemeanours on a number of 
occasions, ahrays in trouble but always re-admitted as member. 
See society records. 
Parker Uilliam 
Carlisle manufacturer and criticised for beinG the most mean and 
stingy of the city I-lethodists agd obsessed by ministerial 
extravagances; like some other Reformers, Parker -rras alarmed by calls 
to abolish the ministry in r.;ethodism and to create circuits independent 
of all connexional control. He 1·ras a Tory in politics and not at 
home ui th the radical Reformers,, later joininG the Uesleyans. 
See Carlisle and the Reform Issue. 
Pearson Joseph 
A stonemason at Egremont, Pearson ·was one of the special 
"missionaries" appointed in the late 1830s to revive the flagging 
fortunes of the circuit. Such missionaries <~ere likeuise appointed 
in Carlisle; Pearson 1·ras pai'ticularly successful and built up a 1-ride 
circle of friends. 
Un. keth. F. C. kag. 1864 p.382. 
Proctor \hlliam 
Proctor 1-ras a city ironmone;er eager to lead the H.eformers of 
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1850; like many of the others a politically involved man and radical, 
he 1rished to end fulltime paid ministry and to destroy connexional 
control. Strangely he returned to Uesleyanism. 
See Carlisle and the Reform Issue. 
Randleson \hlliam 
From UarHick Bridge and the only knmm Reformer to have spent 
some years in the navy; he became an Independent in Carlisle after 
missions by the talented preacher "\Jhi tridge, later joinine- the ',1esleyano 
and then eagerly supporting the Association and savagely attacking 
Dunn, the circuit minister. This tendency to become oYer-aggressive 
and over-excited caused illness and he uas 1-risely not allowed to 
bec.orne a city leader. because of his excesses. HOi·rever, he 1·ras 
allocated the special role of evangelist, at which he Has excellent. 
lles. Assoc. I•la..,e. 1854 p.533. 
Rutherford David 
Association minister in Carlisle 1848 to 1851, Rutherford 1·ras 
responsible for helping the Reformers in their campaign to disrupt 
the Uesleyan circuit, and figured prominently in their public meetings 
and private planning. He entered into considerable neuspaper 
correspondence 1·ri th loY£11 1-iesleyans, relived. the 1835 secession in. 
detail and brought the whole matter to the attention of the public 
1·rhenever possible, particularly over :::>alston uhere the 'Jesleyans 1wuld 
not allovr the Association to retain or even to buy a chapel the 
society had built for itself prior to their secession en masse. He 
seems too to haiTe been active in political uork in the city, and 
probably ,,orked as pr·eacher around Appleby and Kendal some years 
previously. 
See Carlisle and the t:arrenit:.:s. 
lies. Assoc. l·iag. 1850 p.l§2 .. and p.248. 
'l'hornborroH Henry 
Of Peaselands, Appleby, a noted :philanthropist enabled by his 
1·real th and leisure to concentrate on good causes; a -\·lesleyan in the 
1800s, he i·ras coaxed into Association ranks but permanent chronic 
health forced him to restrict his uork to financial contributions and 
to helping poor Associationists. 
Hes. Assoc. Mag. 1846 p.525. 
Younghusband Jonathan and J'.fary 
f.iary carne from Penruddock, and like her husband. 1·ras an 
Independent until they moved to Kendal and came under Uesleyan 
influence; she unvrillingly left the Uesleyans ·though her husband was 
the main Association organiser, in which activity he met little 
success. David Rutherford knew the family trill whilst uorking in the 
area and noted r.Iary• s confining of her attentions to the poor and 
sick of the circuit, rather than to Association activities. 
See Kendal and the l:arreni tes. 
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Brief Entries: 
Batey John of Carlisle 
Hes. Assoc. T.'iag. 1850 p.298. 
Couen Joyce of Egremont 
Un. l.leth. F. C. r.Iag. 1868 p.732. 
Davis E and the Apple by rev.i val 
Ues. Assoc. Nag. 1851 p.l02. 
Gibson Isabella of Caldeugate, Carlisle 
Un. I·leth. F. C. Mag. 1868 p.734. 
Gunn Elizabeth of Dalston 
Ues. Assoc. ~ag. 1848 p.l39. 
Harrison George of Carlisle 
Ues. Assoc. Nag. 1847 p.275• 
Johnson Elizabeth of Carlisle 
Up. 1\!eth. F. C. r.:ag. 1868 p.460. 
Johnson illohn, of Carlisle 
Ues. Assoc. Mag. 1852 p.294· 
Lennox Sarah of 1lhi tehaven 
Un. T·leth. F. C. l\iag. 1868 p.733. 
3~2. 
r.iorgan Joseph of Carlisle 
Wes. Assoc. gag. 1848 p.l39. 
Nicholson Elizabeth of' Appleby 
Ues. Assoc. Nag. 1842 p.215. 
Pattinson Ann of Appleby 
Ues. Assoc. fuag. 1847 p.557. 
Procter Elizabeth of Dalston 
Ues. Assoc. Mag. 1844 p.208. 
Reid James of 1-lhitehaven 
Un. 1·1eth. F. C. r:~ag. 1871 p.184. 
Robinson \Hlliam of Cockermouth 
Ues. Assoc. ll~ag. 1841 p.355. 
Rodney James of Dalston 
Un. llleth. F'. C. Mag. 1876 p.696. 
Scoon John of Carlisle 
Ues. Assoc. ~ag. 1850 p.347. 
Simpson Ann of Carlisle 
Has. Assoc. fuag. 1852 p.289. 
Slee Joseph of Uhitehaven 
Un. r.ieth. F. C. r.iag. 1868 p.730. 
393. 
Stephenson: Uilliam 
vfes. Assoc. Hag. 1843 p.209. 
•r:twmpson_ J. on the need for a circuit day school in Carlisle. 
1-Jes. Assoc. Mag. 1847 p.48. 
'l'orrentine John of Uhitehaven 
Ues. Assoc. Nag. 1847 p.277. 
Whitham Charles of Carlisle 
... 
APPENDIX B 
RELIGIOUS CENSUS:- 1848, 
1851, 
1902. 
'· 
• 
• 
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A Religious Census, in which all those people attending services 
on a particular Sunday across the country in every place of worship, 
was only once held, in March 1851. Later there were smaller, less 
carefully scrutinised and probably less accurate ones, notably in 
Cumbria in 1902 but limited to \"fest Cumberland, plus ore at Whitehaven 
in 1881 and one held earlier in order to prove the Established Church 
was badly supported, in Carlisle in 1848. Whatever their shortcomings 
these remained the only comprehensive data available on attendances at 
places of worship, and succeed only in showing how many actually went 
to a place of worship, and not their genuine religiosity or the impa0t 
of organised religion on the county. Reasons for going to services 
were mised, motives often not of the best kind ranging from hypocrisy 
to a desire to keep in with onJs employers. The shortcomings of such 
material are obviouss alleged falsification of returns in order to 
boost the attendances of a particular denomination, the impossibility 
of gauging yearly attendances from one Sunday only, vagaries of ill-
ness or the weather, many defective returns due to ignorance of 
returning officials or deliberate attempts to sabotage which forced 
the employment of national averages for individual churches or chapels 
which in turn were frequently misleading locally. lfhat it did 
illustrate was that only about half of the population could be 
mustered in to places of worship which meant the other half were not under 
direct church influence, and that the Established Church was 
evenly balanced by the attendances of all the Dissenters combined. 
The arguments about the 1851 and other Censuses at the time were 
legion, as they have been ever since (1). 
I. G. Best: 11Mid-Victorian Britain" 1851/1875, 
D. 1>1. Thompson: "Victorian Studies" No. X1 1961, 
II 
J. F. c. Harrison: "The Early Victorians 1832/51, 
Census of Religious Worship, England and \lales. 
Tables. (London 1853) • 
1971. p.l76; 
p.87; 
1971 p.l22; 
Report and 
The 1848 Carlisle Census: 
In order to gather extra information against the Church of 
England the Carlisle Journal stationed its agents outside every 
place of worship in Carlisle on Sunday Nay 7th in order to count 
the number of folk who attended all services: 
Carlisle: population 25,000. 
Total attendances: 3,963 (or nearly 16% of the p.opulation). 
Cathedral2 270, including 142 children and 26 soldiers: 
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at the 3 weekly Cathedral services attendances were 12, 11 and 6, 
plus officials. 
Church of England 
St. Cuthberts 
st. It'.larys; 
Christ Church 
Trinity 
Nonconformist 
Scotch Church 
Roman Catholic 
Wesleyan 
Association 
Primitives 
Congregational 
Presbyterian 
Attenders 
689 
200 
301 
470 
At tenders 
237 
45m 
631 
165 
150 
215 
185 
The only complaint was from Beswick, the Association minister 
who said that normally 400 attended his Tabernacle for services and 
that the census was "fixed" to give a false picture to the impression-
able public. The Editor pointed out that he trusted his hand-pickea 
counters and that that was the correct number at the services on that 
day, ·though he was "certain" that Beswick's figure of 400 per Sunday 
397· 
was correct, but not on that particular Sunday. (Journal May 26th). 
It was likewise pointed out that the Dissenters were the mainstay 
of religion in the city and that the Church ought to be forthwith 
disestablished. It was not mentioned that a figure of 16% of the 
population at worship meant 84% were not, and that this indifference 
ltas the big problem,; not relations between Anglican and Dissenter. 
16% for total attendances was felt to be a "good figure". 
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1851 Census: 
The Church o£ England attracted around a quarter o£ Cumbrians 
to its services, or over hal£ o£ the total number o£ hearers, but it 
has to be borne in mind that some of these returns included those who 
attended 2 or 3 times on the c-ensus da¥• Its 282 places of "VTorship 
covered much of Cumberland and most of Uestmorland e£fectively except 
for the growing industrial and mining areas, and in rural locations, 
particularly in Westmorland,, this coverage was impressive, and placed 
that county high in the attendance figures £or all counties, and in 
the amount of accommodation it provided. This provision of seats and 
buildings was likewise good in Sedbergh district, but not so good in 
Cumberland where population was expanding more quickly and not 
necessarily near existing church provision. 
The Dissenters, apart £rom the Methodists, had no particularly 
high numbers in the county, with the Independents mustering less than 
one quarter o£ the Methodistg attendances in only 37 places of 
worship. The Presbyterians too were con£ined to towns b~t were out-
numbered by the Roman Catholics, recently greatly augmented in 
numbers by continued Irish immigration to oust a few towns and 
villages with only 10 places o£ worship, but absolutely packed to 
capacity on the Census day. The Quakers had 31. places of \·Torship but 
less than 1,000 hearers, "\"Tith the Baptists and other Dissenting sects 
very weak in numbers and confined to urban centres uhere traditionally 
Dissent had been very active - particularly Kendal and Whitehaven. 
~fuat seems to have happened between the 1851 census and the 
1902 census, i£ the figures have any semblance of acc~·acy attached 
to them, was that the number of hearers at religious services 
drastically declined, with a noticeable drop after 1881 according 
to the brief Uhitehaven census of that year. 
1851. Census: 
The Methodists: 
The strongest Dissenting group were the Methodist Connexion, 
split between strong l-1esleyans and smaller Primitive, Association 
and Reformers. Between them they mustered hearers numbering over 
25,000 in the county, or 10%. of Cumbrians, at over 200 places of 
worship, and if anything the Census does more injustice to this 
group than to others. 
The Uesleyans: 
l-Jith by far the largest network of chapels and meeting places, 
the vJesleyans aimed at covering as many places as possible in order 
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to make itself second only to the Establishment. This blanket 
coverage paid off though in 1851 secession was at its height and 
Wesleyan congregations were in some areas reduced, and this must give 
a. false figure. County wide the 1850 troubles hit attendances at 
church, though secession was confined to Carlisle, and had the census 
been taken in 1849 Wesleyan figures would have been up by a third at 
least. Wesleyans did best in the census in districts with little 
bother - Cooke:rmouth, Penrith and Alston with high attendances; in 
Westmorland Wesleyanism had not recovered from the annihilation of 
societies in 1835 in an area of liesleyan strength, whilst in Kendal 
other Dissenters held sway at that date. Though there were strong 
pockets of Uesleyanism in Uhitehaven and Ulverston it was the 
development of Barrow, Millom and tJest Cumberland especially after 
1860 which gave magnific.:ent opportunities for expansion. Yet 
rfuitehaven never recovered from the destruction of the 1835 secession 
when it lost two thirds of its membership and congregation permanently. 
Carlisle suffered the only organised secession around 1850 and this 
dramatically shows in the attendances, where membership and especially 
the number of hearers was drastically affected by a very bitter and 
damaging dispute "t1hich lasteel from 1850 to 1852 Carlisle was the 
only p_lac.e in the county to endure 2 secessions. 
400. 
The Association: 
'rhe seemingly great strength of the Association was based on the 
Carlisle-Appleby-Whitehaven triangle. Their numbers were swelled 
about that time by the new causes of dissatisfaction in Uesleyan 
ranks, though had the census been recorded 2 yeafs lat.er the 
attendance would have been greatly reduced, as it would have been if 
taken 2 years previously. The Census was in respect to Wesleyan and 
Association very misleading, not at all a faithfUl record of the sort 
of support for each. The Association especially in Carlisle benefitted 
from the great secession there in 1850 when the seceders att$ched 
themselves to the Association rather than form a separate Reform 
congregation. With 10 Association places returning defective inform-
ation, the national average would have been taken by the Census 
officials and the small village Association congregations in Carlisle 
and Appleby circuits would have benefitted from such an uplifto The 
average attendance nationally was far above that of the small 
village causes which made defective returns. The Association was 
also very keen to pay attention to the number of hearers at a chapel, 
and would not be eager to repeat the expos( of 1848 when a 
"mini-census" in Carlisle revealed they were only about a third as 
strong as they claimed. Eager to be in the public eye their leaders 
would ensure an excellent attendance at services of their large 
Sunday schools (their speciality at that date) hence the large figures 
returned. The Reformers of 1850 were all quickly absorbed by the 
Association and made the 1857 union which areated the United 
Methodist ~~J:l.; Churchesrunnecessary in this county. 
The Primitives: 
Thus far with the Methodists the returns seem to be accurate 
for ,that year bearing in mind the Wesleyans' temporary losses and 
the temporary strengths of the Association. However, w.ith the 
Primitives there is a serious inadequacy in the returns: many 
Primitive services held on the census Sunday were not issued with 
return sheets since they were not licensed places of worship. The 
reason for this was that unlike the other Methodists, the Primitives 
were still new on the scene, still e~anding into new areas, or 
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lacking in financial resources were unable to build places of worship 
and held services in houses and cottages. These would escape the not-
ice of officials and the Primitives, who had only 8 defective returns 
l"l"ould not bother liith the census and its intricac.ies. In most of the 
circuits, especially in the rTest and north the Primitives had not by 
1851 built many chapels and relied on homes a great deal. The best 
example is Carlisle, where there ltere certainly not just 2 places 
holding worship on that Sunday, but more like 12, plus 6 more under 
Carlisle circuit but in the Brampton registration district. These 
contained small membership - about a third of the total circuit 
membership of towards 300, yet their numbers of hearers was triple 
the membership in these little rural places, increasing the returns 
of hearers by about half. There were similar discrepancies l'lith most 
of Cumberland except Alston, home of immensely strong Primitive 
societies, and Longtorm and Bootle; in East flestmorland the Primitives 
had made early gains and had more chapels for the Appleby circuit than 
in others, though returns for Kendal, FUrness and Cartmel are again 
inaccurate. It \'Tould seem reasonable to add to the Primitive total 
of under 6,000 attendances another third to make it 8,000~ and in at 
least 70 places of worship and not 41. The omitted places were all 
small cottages and rooms with small numbers of hearers, but their 
addition gives the Primitives a truer figure. Later in the 19th 
century Primitive membership and numbers of hearers was to greatly 
increase in the ltest and south of Cumbria rri th the growth of Barrow, 
Nillom and Workington. 
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TABLE 15 
1851 Religious Census: 
Denomination Attendances Places of Worship % of Cumbrians 
Roman Catholic 4,784 a.o 1.6 
Independents. 7,302 37 2.5 
Baptiste 11.,,508 18 0.5 
Presbyterians 3,930 20 1.3 
Quakers 998 31 0.3 
Church of England 70,763 282 24·5 
lllethodiets: 
Wesleyan 16,637 134 5.8 
Primitive 6,050 41 2.1 
Association 8,668 30 3.0 
Reformers 308 2 0.01 
All Methodists: 31,.628 206 11.0 
All Denominations: 120,19ll3 602 41.8 
Note a 
"Attendances" refer to the total number of hearers at all services 
on Census Sunday; there lfere a number of defective returns. 
11Places of liorship11 refers to the number of places of worship in the 
census survey but this excluded a number of small Dissenting places 
of worship and the above table does not cover the smallest 
denominations: Brethren, Sandemanians, :r.Iormons, Undefined and 
Unitarian. 
"% of Cumbrians11 refers to the proportion of attenders at each 
denomination out of the total Cumbrian population of 289,009J this 
includes Sedbergh and Ulverston districts. 
Number of hearers per place of worship is as follows: 
Roman Catholic 478 
Baptist 83 
Quakers 32 
Wesleyan 124 
Association 289 
All Methodists 153 
TABLE 15 
Independent 197 
Presbyterian 183 
Church of England 251 
Primitive 148 
Reformers 273 
For Cumbria: 200 hearers-per church, covering all services. 
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1851 Religious Census - The Methodists 
Seats Attendances 
Ward Pla.Ces of Worship Free Let Total Mornillg Afternoon Evening Total 
Bootle 
Wesletans 4 294 203 497 62 243 130 435 
Whitehaven 
Wesleyans 6 782 1,108 1,890 881 26 908 1,815 
Primitives 4 433 602 1,035 270 306 390 966 t-3 
Association 4 390 648 1,038 479 0 429 908 g; 
Wigton ~ 
1-' 
Wesleyans 8 586 376 962- 200 130 186 516 0\ 
Pri.mi ti ves 2 280 0 280 0 12 16 28 
Cockermouth 
Wesleyans 20 1,856 1,623 3,479 923 399 1,201 2,523 
Primitives 5 574 464 1,038 112 256 433 801 
Brampton 
Wesleyans 12 950 300 1,250 123 175 199 497 
Carlisle 
Vlesleyans 5 460 800 1,260 513 0 583 1,096 
Primitives 2 100 0 100 120 0 290 410 
Association 12 1,280 150 1,430 680 358 1,120 2,158 
Longtown 
~ 
Wesleyans 3 478 12 490 102 76 190 368 0 ~ 
. 
Reformers 1 0 0 0 0 35 0 35 
~ Attendances 
Ward Places of Worship Free Let Total lllloming Afternoon Evening Total 
Alston 
Wesleyans 8 1,080 751 1,831 285 541 663 1,489 
Primitives 5 490 628 1,118 0 631 892 1,523 
Penrith 
Wesleyans 30 2,183 932 3,115 490 897 1,046 2,433 
Primitives 4 366 194 560 17 186 172 375 
Kendal 
Wesley~s 1 810 680 1,490 795 237 758 1,790 8 G; 
Primitives 2 160 180 340 251 167 201 619 . ~ 
Reformers 1 160 0 160 0 171 102 273 ....... 0\ 
!!m Ward 
Wesleyans 4 ~15 204 419 0 86 174 260 
Association 1 140 0 140 0 53 35 88 
~ Ward 
Wesleyans 18 1,406 1,053 2,459 489 866 542 1,897 
Primitives 14 523 269 792 30 357 431 818 
.t•Association 12 577 373 950 223 538 384 1,145 
Sedber~S!! 
Wesleyan& 4 476 410 886 130 263 142 535 
Primitives 2 115 300 415 40 192 230 462 
Ulverston 
Wesleyans 5 456 366 822 485 38 435 958 ~ 0 
\J1 
. 
TABLE 16 
Total Wesleyan~: Attendances for Cumbria 
Total Primitive Attendances for Cumbria 
Total Assooiation/Reform attendances 
for Cumbria 
Defective returns for 21 Wesleyans, 
8 Primitives, 
15,144 
5,588 
4,607 
10 Association places. 
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18~1 Rel!s:ious Census - The Church of England 
A tt.endances 
Places of Worshi~ Total Seats Available Momi.ng Afternoon Evening 
Kendal 42 14,694 6,635. 2,876 1,555 
East Ward 21 5,825 2,479 1,396 242 
West Ward 15 3,892 1 '871 625 200 
Wigton 21 6,753 2,457 498 370 
Cockermouth 31 11,794 5,122 1,696 2,277 
Whitehaven 24 11,458 6,209 1,372 3,379 ~ Longtown 1 1,770 536 28 0 Carlisle 21 8.464 3,816 1,375 1,128 Alston 3 1,090 285 0 357 
Penrith 29 9,278 3,164 819 668 
l3rampton 12 2,987 897 623 232 
l3ootle 13 3,179 1,284 515 57 
Sedbergb. 6 1,816 502 580 0 
Ulverston 37 13,760 7.733 4,405 500 
Note: Defective Retuxns 3 for Sedbergh and Ulverston 
t 
-.J 
• 
Church of England Attendances 
Churches Seats 
Westmorland 78 24,411 
Cumberland 161 56,803 
~: Defective Returns 2 in Westmorland, 
8 in Cumberland. 
Attendance Churches Open 
Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening 
10,985 4,897 1,997 11 47 10 
23,770 6,926 8,468 139 72 32 
8 
~ 
~ 
1--' 
-..1 
t 
co 
. 
18~1 Rel~ious Census - IndeEendents 
Places of Worship Total. Seats Morning 
Westmorl~ 
Kendal 5 1,010 327 
East 4 790 78 
Cumberland 
Bootle 1 200 12 
Carlisle 3 1,370 439 
Alston 2 520 113 
Penrith 3 740 354 
Brampton 1 250 127 
Wigton 1 1,563 668 
Cockermouth 6 1,576 557 
Whitehaven 1 700 276 
Sedbergh 2 700 163 
Ulverston 2 660 273 
~~ Defective Returns 1 for Cumberland 
Attendances 
Afternoon 
122 
242 
0 
0 
23 
0 
0 
0 
144 
0 
185 
0 
Even.i.pg 
276 
98 
0 
402 
147 
147 
117 
571 
759 
281 
110 
211 
8 
Ed 
~ 
..... 
(X) 
~ 
0 
\0 
• 
Independent Attendances 
Attendance 
Places of Worship Seats Moming Afternoon Evening 
Westmorland 9 1,800 405 364 374 
Cumberland 24 6,919 2lt·546 247 2,424 
Services 
Morning Afternoon Evening 
5 5 5 
20 6 17 
8 
E; 
~ 
...... 
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Churches 
Westmorland 
Kendal 2 
Cumberland 
Wigton 1 
Cockennouth 2 
Whitehaven 2 
Carlisle 2 
Penrith 1 
Notet No Defective Retur.os 
-
Churches Seats 
Cumberland 8 1,853 
Westmorland 2 700 
1821 Rel~ious Census - Roman Catholics 
Total Seats Morning 
700 400 
0 350 
550 406 
' 
750 (?) 750 
1 '130 1 '128 
98 105 
Roman Catholic Attendances 
Attendances 
Moming Afternoon Evening 
2, 739 207 1,163 
400 0 275 
Attendances 
Afternoon Evening 
0 275 
0 130 
0 290 
0 200 
207 456 
0 87 
Churches Open 
Morning Afternoon Evening 
7 2 6 
1 0 1 
~ 
+:-
...... 
...... 
~ 
1851 Religious Census - Presbyterians 
Attendances 
Places of Worship Seats Morni.Dg Afternoon Evening 
Westmorland 
United Presbyterian Church 1 400 127 0 150 
Cumberland 
Whitehaven 
Presbyterian Church of 
England 1 640 220 0 240 ~ 6; 
United Presbyterian Church 1 700 70 0 80 ~ 
Wigton ~ 
United Presbyterian Church 1 300 43 50 0 
Cocke:rmouth 
Presbyterian Church of 
England 2 840 202 0 250 
United Presbyterian Church 1 630 386 0 350 
Longtown 
Presbyterian Church of 
England 1 300 90 0 0 
United Presbyterian Church 2 500 130 90 120 
Church of Scotland 1 250 72 0 53 
Carlisle 
Church of Scotland 1 750 160 0 116 
~ 
United Presbyterian Church 452 0 0 1-' 1 470 1\) 
• 
Places of Worship 
Penrith 
United Presbyterian Church 
Brampton 
Presbyterian Church of 
England 
~: No Defective Returns. 
4 
1 
Presbyterian Continued 
Attendances 
Seats Morning A£ternoon Evening 
490 10 
200 100 
Presbyterian Attendances 
Attendances 
64 65 
0 180 
Churches Opem 
Places of Worship ~ Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening 
Westmorland 
United Presbyterian Church 
Cumberland 
Church of Scotland 
United Presbyterian Church 
Presbyterian Church of 
England 
1 
2 
10 
5 
400 
1,000 
3,090 
1,980 
127 
232 
1,151 
612 
0 
0 
154 
0 
150 
169 
665 
670 
1 
2 
1 
5 
0 
0 
5 
1 
1 
2 
5 
3 
1-3 
6; 
~ 
1'\) 
0 
~ 
1-' 
VJ 
. 
Places o:f Worship 
Westmorland 
Kendal 1 
East Ward 1 
West Ward 2 
Cumberland. 
Alston 1 
Penrith 2 
Longtown 2 
Carlisle 3 
Vihi tehaven 1 
Wigton 6 
Cocke:rmouth 5 
Ulverston 3 
Sedbergh 4 
Note: 
-
No Defective Returns. 
1821 Reli~ious Census - ~uakers 
Total Seats Morning 
850 103 
46 11 
260 7 
200 6 
620 16 
370 24 
710 106 
700 25 
910 72 
1,290 97 
422 24 
540 59 
Attendances 
A:ftemoon 
46 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
72 
12 
12 
158 
0 
0 
Evening 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1-3 
i; 
!; 
1\) 
1-" 
~ 
....... 
~ 
• 
Places of Worshi2 Seats 
Westmorland 4 1,156 
Cumberland 20 5,160 
Quaker Attendances 
Attendances Churches Open 
Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening 
121 46 0 4 1 0 
419 329 0 20 10 1 
t-3 
~ 
I\) 
1-' 
.p.. 
f-J 
\JI 
. 
18~1 Rel~ious Census - BaEtists 
Attendances 
Places of WorshiE Total Seats Morning Aftemoon Evening 
Westmorland 
Baptists all in East Ward 4 199 169 62 130 
Cumberland BaEtists 
Wigton 1 60 8 0 0 
Cockermouth 4 565 156 22 110 
Whitehaven 1 300 70 0 59 
Carlisle 1 1,000 30 0 60 
Bootle 2 100 70 35 18 I~ Ulverston 5 822 300 124 85 ~ 
rv 
rv 
~~ Defective Returns Westmorland& 1 Particular Baptist, 1 Undefined·' Baptist. Cumberland& 1 Undefined Baptist. 
BaEtist Attendance 
Attendances Churches Open 
Places of Worship, Seats Mo~. Afternoon Ev . E:IDJ.Dg M . ~r.rp.ng Afternoon Evening 
Westmorland 
Particular Baptists 2 199 169 0 100 1 0 1 
Undefined Baptists 2 0 0 62 30 0 1 1 
Cumberland 
Particular Baptists 4 1,720 235 0 229 4 1 3 
Scotch Baptists 1 45 10 10 0 1 1 0 
~ 
Undefined Baptists 4 260 89 47 18 3 2 1 I-' 0\ 
• 
1851 Religious Census - Sandemanian, Brethren, Unitarians, Unde.fined~ Mormons 
Attendances 
Places o.f Worshi~ Total Seats Mo~A.ftern.(!on Evening 
Westmorland 
Sandemanian: 
Kendal 2 170 88 67 61 
Brethren. a 
Kendal (?) 1 100 46 0 6o 
Unitarians 1 
8 
Kendal 1 312 120 0 125 6; 
Unde.fined: r; 
(All in Kendal) 4 1,100 526 91 525 1\) l.oJ 
Cumberland 
Unitarians 1 
Whitehaven 1 0 28 25 0 
Brethren (?) 2 400 50 0 180 
No Sandemanian 
Mormons: 
ffilitehaven 1 200 39 50 0 
Cockermouth 1 60 14 17 0 
Carlisle 2 141 48 40 61 
Unde.fined: 
Cockermouth 3 400 50 0 180 
Carlisle 1 100 15 0 20 
.p.. 
1--' 
--..1 
. 
Places of Worshi~ Total Seats 
Undefined& 
Penrith 2 174 
Whitehaven 4 330 
Brethren& 
Ulverston 1 0 
~~ Defective Returns& for Westmorland 1 Sandemanian, 
Attendances 
MQm;i.ng Afternoon 
0 0 
83 16 
0 32 
Evening 
95 
161 
0 
t-3 
6; 
E;;j 
1\) 
VJ 
..j:::. 
1-' 
co 
• 
419· 
TABlE 24 
Population of Registration District and Poor Law O'ri.i.onS..:~.-. 
Kendal 36,572 
East 13,660 
West 8,155 
Sedbergh 4,574 
Ulverston 30,556 
Alston 6,816 
Penrith 22,307 
Brampton 11,a23 
Longtown 9,696 
Carlisle 41,557 
Wigton 23,661 
Cockermouth 38,510 
Whitehaven 35,614 
Bootle 6,008 
420. 
1902 West Cumberland Religious Census: 
\· 
This census of attendance during December 1902 was carried out by the 
agents of the West Cumberland Times across the area from Keswick to 
Whitehaven, Silloth and Wigton - roughly West Cumberland - in order to 
ascertain the numbers attending since much had been written, but little 
actually found out, about the decline of religion at that time. There had 
been a similar survey in Whitehaven only, of church attendance in 1881, and 
the Editor placed, these results by those 21 years later. Of course 
December was a bad time of year for attendance, with the weather, bad roads 
and dark nights, but though it was claimed that these factors could reduce 
attendance very significantly, little proof was offered. A few places 
stated that appalling floods and storms cut attendances by a third to one 
half, and several services were abandoned, but this wa;s':".conl'mect·-tolsmall 
villages and little affected the overall figures. 
By far the largest attendance was recorded for the Anglicans, though 
their number of places of worship open on the day was less than in 1851 
and their attendances drastically cut from than date by over 6()%. In 
Whitehaven a decline in attendance between 1881 and 1902 was especially 
serious and must suggest a rapid loss of hearers between those two dates as 
opposed to the years from 1851 to 1881. The only bright point for the 
Anglicans was the success of the new Workington missions; elsewhere it was 
a picture of gloom compared with 1851 or 1881. 
The Dissenters likewise experienced great losses in their hearers. 
Nowhere was this more savage than amongst the Quakers, where their 1902 
figures were less than 30% of those of 1851, and their meeting places cut 
from 10 to 5. The Brethren had increased over the period, occupying 
several Quaker meetings and seemingly supplanting the Quakers throughout 
the area. Their attendances had doubled between 1851 and 1902 and their 
places of worship increased from 1 to 7, a modest but surprising increase, 
in part accounted for by the decline of the Quakers (simila,rly in Kendal: 
the Quakers founded the Brethren). 
The Baptists had maintained their small number of hearers from 1851 
to 1902, but despite the general rise in population they lost some of their 
few meeting places. They scored less than did the Brethren, a sad 
decline for one of the earliest of the Nonconformist sects. The 
Presbyterians too had had their attendances halved over the 50 years 
though their chapels had increased by onel Their decline was most 
marked in the large \"Jhitehaven society from 1881 to 1902, with hearers 
cut from 619 to 285 in 21 years. The Independents had suffered the 
same fate, with hearers reduced by half between 1851 and 1902 and 
especially savage losses, from nearly 700 to 401, between 1881 and 
1902. 
An exception to this decline proved to be the Roman Catholics who 
showed a dramatic increase in attendances over the half century from 
under 2,000 to over 5,000, with churches up from 5 to 11. Even so 
they too had had their hearers cut from 1,49e to a little over 1,00o 
in rlhitehaven between 1881 and 1902; the successes were in the new 
inland mining villages and at Horkington, with large concentrations 
of Irish people in just 10 or 12 places. The large scale development 
of mining and of '·lorkington attracted many immigrants, many Irish 
Catholics amongst them. 
Finally the Methodists, like the Catholics, enjoyed an improvement 
in their fortunes according to the census. The Primitives particularly 
had taken advantage of their opportunities and recruited amongst the 
thousands of workers, obviously with great success after 1851; between: 
then and 1902 membership in the area of the census rose from around 
400 to 1,200. However despite this considerable impact, and the 
establishment of 28 places of worship from the original 11, hearers 
had only risen from nearly 1,800 to 2,300 which did not even cover 
the increase in membership throughout the mining villages and tmms. 
Hearers in Uhi tehaven according to the 1881 returns had not altered 
at all in the succeeding 20 years, so that hearers and members 
increased mainly inland. The conclusion must be that though the 
Primitives rapidly increased membership, hearers did not go up in' 
proportion and the Primitives were failing to attract non-members to 
services. 
The Uesleyans too recorded almost exactly the same number of 
hearers in 1851 as in 1902 although membership was up from less than 
1,200 to over 1, 700,_ so that this Connexion too was failing to 
422. 
attract non-members to services. Of course many of the hearers had 
become members in the intervening years, but the failure to continue 
to attract non-members was marked. This tendency was exaggerated by 
the success of the new mission to the poorest part of \fuitehaven, 
the Hogarth Mission, which accounted for over 500 attendances, 
mainly non-members. The Wesleyans too, though increasing in member-
ship were no longer attracting large numbers of non-members to 
services except with their mission. 
The United Methodists proved the exception to the Methodist 
Connexions and lost nearly half of their hearers between 1851 and 
Jhe 1902 census, though their membership remained stable and they 
added an extra chapel (the Wesleyans added only 2). Their total 
attendances at 5 ohapels in 1902 l'rere scarcely more than those at 
the single Uhitehaven chapel in 1881,, again emphasising the change 
between 1881 and 1902 in their fortunes, as with those of other 
denominations. 
To some extent 1902 provided a watershed for the Methodists for 
after that date there was no question of growth on any scale and the 
maintenance of their present position was to prove increasingly 
difficult as population migrated out of the district hitting numbers 
and finances. Other denominations were already visibly declining in 
the later 19th century and the Methodists were to follow suit in the 
early 20th century. Secular amusements, the rise of organised sports 
and organisations, reduced church or chapel going to first formality, 
then to an occasional attendance, then to important events only, 
rather a great change from the vibrant, exciting and demanding 
religion of the eaflier part of the century. Times changed, people's 
aspirations, desires and interest with them, and made all the 
churches to a greater or lesser extent redundant - only the Roman 
Catholics could prove this to be incorrect in 1902, the seeds of 
future Methodist decay already having been smm. It says something 
for the way that the I<lethodists had fossilised in their religion when 
the place with highest attendance also had lowest members and least 
formal services in the area - the Hogarth Mission. The Methodists 
had lost what general appeal they once possessed and could simply 
not attract hearers. Today they cannot attract their own members at 
times. 
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TABLE 25 
Uest Cumberland Times 1902 Religious Census: 
Uesleyan :Methodists· 
Cockermouth: 43191 
Keswick:· 103l9l! 
tligton: 42137 
Aspatria: 38150 
Mawbray: 28157 
Pelutho: 36 
Abbey Town: 23125 
Silloth: 36150 
Brigham: 25147 
Cleator l1loor: 311111 
Distington: 12 
Hensingham: 34193 
Rowrah: 30 I 58 
Flimby: 611113 
Bassenthwaite: 6 
Dearham: 24146 
Kirkbride: 22122 
Broughton Moor: 8156 
Great Clifton: 5133 
Little Clifton (Bridgefoot): 25162 
Seaton: 44155 
Broughton: 31180 
Frizington: 19175 
Maryport: 1001147 
Egremont: 411120 
}.ioor Row: 20150 
C1eator: 22152 
Harrington: 53181 
Lorton: No Services 
Uorkington: 881232·, missions: 411152 
and 741110 
1lhi tehaven: 1021189. Hogarth Nission: 57 I 467 
(1881. Census: 309/359=668. Whitehaven Census: 1902 - 815) 
TABlE 25 424. 
1902 Uest Cumberland Times Religious Census: 
Primitive Methodists: 
Broughton Moor: 56 
Broughton: 30/50 
Lamplugha 12/30 
Croasdale: 12 
Frizingtona 34/93 
Maryport: 41/71 
Ellenbvougha 36/~20 
Egremont: 20/51 
JI'Ioor Row: 26/71 
Harrington: 42/92 
Whitehaven: 60/185 - Total 245 
(1881 Censusa 84/161 - Total 245 
Dearham: 21/56 
Crosby: 45 
Total:: 2, 311 
United Methodists& 
Workington: 40/100 
Egremont: 50/93 
Bigrigg: 28/53 
Parton& 15 
Uhitehav.en: 22/108 (130 - 1902) 
(1881 Census: 172/295 (467 Total) 
Total: 509 
Prospect: 16/34 
Kirkbride: 10/11 
Uorkington: John Street: 70/179 
Corporation Road: 20/51 
Cockermouth: 33/84/14/35 
Keswick: 26/18 
Wigton: 26/93 
Aspatria: 80 
Beckfoot: 28 
Silloth: 24/38 
Cleator Moor: 20/80 
Distington: 13/55 
Flimby: Abandoned due to weather 
TABLE 25 
1902 West Cumberland Times Religious Census: 
Independents: 
Silloth: 24/40 
Wigton: 72/134 
Aspatria: 46/80 
Parton: 24/53 
Cleator Moor: 43/115 
Maryport: 14/37 
Holme: 10/37 
liorkington: 62/151 
Cockermouth: 77/122 
Keswicks 48/80 
Whitahavens 86/183: 
(1~81 Census there: 
Mission: 38/94 (1902 = 401) 
280/275 and 35/86: 1881 = 676) 
Total: 1,670 
Presbyterians: 
Harrington: 38/65 
Uorki.ilgton: 90/135. 43 at Mission 
Cleator :Moor:; 20/68 
Distington: 27. 65 at mission service. 
Sillotha 43/43 
Whitehaven: 100/185 (1902 = 285) 
(1881 Census: 165/175: 102/177: 1881 = 619) 
Total: 922 
Brethren: 
Frizington: Plymouth: 11/23 
Harrington: Unspec: 22/27 
\"Tarkington: Christian: 40/92 
Parton: Church of Christ: 30/53 
Whitehaven: Unspec: 35/58 in Friends 111eeting House 
Church of Christ: 15/29 
Christianl 11/18 
(1881 Census: Pr&mouth: 40/92: Exclusive: 73/84: 1881 = 289) 
( 1902 = 166) 
Total: 464 
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TABLE 25 
1902 West Cumberland Times Religious Census: 
Roman Catholics: 
~lliitehaven: 2 chapels, 5 services: attendances: 152/280/227/222/166 
= 1,,047 
{1881 Census in Uhitehaven only, gave 3 services at one place: 
Workington: 4 services: Total 1,392 
Cockermouth: 2 services: 168/lll 
Wigton: 157/87 
Frizington: 169/170 
Maryport: 196/210/173 
Egremont: 3 services: 335 
Harrington: 102/86 
520/484/412 = 1,416 
Cleator Noor: 5 services at l chapel: 159/256/246/248/265 
Total: 5,577 
Quakers: 
Whitehaven: Chapel taken over in Sandhills Lane by Brethren, 
attendances· of 35/58. 
{1881 Census gave 24/3 at two Quaker services: Quakers appear to have 
merged with one of the three groups of Brethren). 
Broughton: 3 
Cockermouth: 15/4 
lfigton: 62/23 
Total: 107 
Baptists a 
Broughton: 21/32 
Maryport: 85/185 
Aspatria: 21/63 
Aspatria is Church of Christ, listed as B~ptist: there are such named 
churches at Whitehaven with attendances of 15/29, and Workington 18/27 
but neither is designated Baptist by the reporters. 
Totala 407 
TABLE 25 
1902 West Cumberland Times Religious Census: 
Church of England: 
Clifton: 11/661 
lihitehaven: 69/220: 75/187: 52/147: 31/83 = 900 
(1881 Census: 392/671: 245/412: 204/262 = 2,186 
Uorkington: 106/319: 197/395: 
Missiona: 34; 38; 62J 99; 53/61; 25; 28/166 
Loweswater: 24/14 
Seaton: 52/77 
Broughton: 41/41. 
Lamp1ugh: 6/7; Missions: none 
Frizington: 32/100 
Maryport: 179/268 
Egremont: 54/l55J 2/36; 69/113; 31/104 
Harrington: 39/107 
Lorton: 17/27 
Brigham: 21/28 
Cleat or !11oorc 67/103 
Distington: 47/76 
Hens ingh.am: 7 4/12 3 
Arlecdona. 13/20 
Parton: 59/81 
Flimby: 26/71 
Thorntbwaite/Braithl"Iaite: 23; 30/49 
Bassenthwaite: 9; 38/43 
Dearham: 37/74 
Crosby: 32/44 
Kirkbride: 6 
Si11oth: 56/118 
Abbey Town: 47 /6JJ.. 
Holme St. Cuthberts: 24/21 
Aspatria: 110/126 
tiigton: 290/183 
Kewwiok: 183/168 
Crosthwaite: 49/43 
Cockermouth: 168/127; 96/111 
Total: 9,475 
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TABLE 25 
1902 Census in '\"lest Cumberland Compared with the 1851 Census 
Attendances Places 
Church of 
England 
Roman 
23,380 
Catholics 1,946 
Quakers 377 
Independents 3,256 
Presbyterian 1,891 
Brethren 230 
Baptists 425 
76 
5 
10 
14 
6 
1 
6 
Attendances Places 
9,475 
5,577 
107 
1,670 
922 
464 
407 
53 
11 
5 
12 
7 
7 
3 
428. 
Wesleyan 4,844 
Primitives· 1,795 
United Meths 908 
34 
11. 
4 
Membership 
1,120 
410 
240 
4,854 
2,311 
509 
36 
28 
5 
Membership 
1,750 
1,200 
220 
"Attendances" is the total number of hearers at all services. 
"Places" is the returned number of places of worship. 
11 :r.lembership11 is the nwnber of Methodist members 
Census Returns are for Registration Districts of Wigton, lf.hitehaven and 
Cockermouth for 1902 and 1851: 
1902 - 130,000 Total Population of area surveyed: 1851 - 98,000 
(estimated) 
Number of attendances as percentage of total population: 1851 - 40% 
1902 - 20.6% 
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A comparison between the 3 census returns, inaccur~te as it is 
over such Widely differing areas and scale, nonetheless contains 
points of note. The United Methodists (the Association of 1848 and 
1851) exhibit the impact ·of the Reform secession on their fortunes 
only a few non-members as hearers in 1848 but with the Reform 
dispute at its height a staggering number of hearers who were not 
members. By the turn of the century, the position "'l·ras returning to 
normal with towards half of attendances being of members. This 
meant, of course, a majority of attendances by hearers who were 
members, plus a large number of children (not, of course, members), 
and few non~members. 
The Wesleyans surprisingly increased their proportion of 
attenders who were not members between 1848 and 1851 despite the 
Reform troubles, because of most circuits not losing members and the 
compensation for losses in some off-set by gains in others. No doubt 
too Returning Officers for Wesleyan chapels counted attendant 
Association folk as members, or perhaps as non-members, and the 
situation, for instance in Carlisle, was anything but clear in March 
1851. Their attenders included a majority who were not members even 
as late as 1902, partly due to the work of the Hogarth Mission. 
The Primitives found problems in 1848 in attracting non-~embers 
though the 1851 census shows a strong balance towards large numbers 
of non-members attending services, swelled by children and by several 
attendances the same day by ~embers. 'here is a marked distinction 
between their ability to reaoh non-members at services in 1902 
compared to the Nesleyans who had less than half the proportion of 
members as a percentage of total attendance. Clearly the Primitives 
needed their own missions to the poorer areas one might think, 
though they catered primarily for the mining and working classes 
anyway. Hhat they had done was to recruit amongst hearers, thus 
reducing the nan-members attendance, and had strictly controlled 
Sunday Schools in order to recruit from amongst the older scholars. 
Finally, that religion directly attracted far less than half of the 
population is borne out by the figures, together with a great decline 
in religious allegiance in the late 19th century. 
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TABLE 26 
1848 Religious Census: Carlisle 
Attendances fJiembershil2 r·!embershil2 as ~ of Attendances 
l·lesleyan 631 235 37.2 
Primitive 150 93 62.0 
Association 165 150 91.0 
185l.Religious Census: 
Attendances Membershil2 MembershiJ2 as ~ of Attendances 
Wesleyan 16,637 4,100 25.0 
Primitive 6,050 1,700 28.0 
Association_ 8,668 600 7.0 
1902 West Cumberland Census: 
Attendances :Membershil2 Il.lembershi;e as ~ of Attendances 
Uesleyan 4,844 1,750 24.2 
Primitive 2,311 1,200 52,0 
Association 509 220 43.2 
/\I 'I 'l•:lfllJX. C 
ALSTON 
Alston 
Alston 1-rn.s an exceptional circuit, both for Primitives and 
Uesleyans, and apart from the section on the short-lived Reform 
agitation there amongst the -~lesleyans, does not occupy great space 
throughout the main body of this Thesis. Originally placed in 
Cumberland for the benefit of the crovm, Alston 1-.oor furnished a 
livelihood for several thousand leadminers and small hill farmers 
uho presented the l-cethodism 1·rith a, unique challenge. In an 
inhospitable enviromment, cut off at all times of year by miles of 
high fells, the inhabitants ;;;ere a hardy independent race eking out 
their existence "I'Ti th little contact bet1·reen themselves and other 
Cumbrians or indeed anybody else. Ui th the increase in mining in 
the 18th century, the l'<idespread investment and roadbuilding of' the 
London Lead Company and other minem-mers, i:md the increase in 
population, changes mic;ht have been expected; yet the f:ioor folk 
remained as aloof from outsiders as they had alFays been, even 
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-vrhen, after the mid 19th century, the decline of mining led to 
thousands leaving for 'iiork abroad and in other counties. There uere 
a f'el·l Quakers and Independents in the area but no denominations had 
success until the coming of the r.::.ethodists, and the Chu'.l:'ch of 
England received support only from some of the landm-mers and 
scarcely a handful of poor families. Into this peculiar atmosphere 
of rural isolation and deprivation Christopher HopTler al1d his 
helpers arrived in the 1740s. Hopper and other mid 18th century 
preachers found the going hard in the extreme, the miners and farmers 
tough and independent and though impressed, not a people to be 
easily converted to membership. Alston to"l'm had 60 members by 1760, 
and Jacob Rowell, a Hopper convert, carried on the 1mrk, but the 
miners ha.d a reputation for independence 1-rhich did not require the 
preachers to run their religion. The town chapel of 1760 must rank 
as al)out the first to be opened. in Cumbria, being replaced in 1797 
and again in 1826, -vri th Garrigill and N en the ad mining communities 
likewise having early build.ings ( l). Linked to Hexham for some;time, 
l. 'l'he Hie;hest 1-~arket To"l'm in England, by 11 HK11 ; r.J.ethodist 
Recorder 1900; I.iethodist r-Iagazine 1811 p.313, 1828 p.340. 
the circuit proved to be for ministers the most depressing in 
Cumbria and the complaints from ministers on the state of 
ll~ethodism there ai·e legion. 'l'here \'TaS serious trouble between 
preachers and membership in the 1790s, the 1800s and regularly 
thereafter, uith the gap betueen minister and member ever widening 
over the 19th century- hence.the success of the Primitives of the 
1820s and 1830s uho offered a more exciting, cheaper and less 
status-conscious religion, Hith p:ceacher just as poor as his members 
and content to share the same poor living conditions as his flock. 
Later, 1'ii th the onset of serious mining decline and der>opulation, 
the Hesleyans 1·rere much closer to the Anglican Church than to the 
Primitives, a distinction of uhich everyone ;·ras a1:are (2). 
Unquestionably lively and attractive in the 18th century to the 
inhabitants of the Moor, Hesleyanism lost out to the growth of 
Primitivism, and though the circuit was loyal to a man to the 
Conference in 1835 it suffered tensions in 1851, with losses to the 
Quakers and the Primitives, ui th the Anglicans in between recruiting 
from amongst the higher classes of the circuit's membership. 
Economic de:pi·ession killed the development of the circuit ( 3) • 
Alston was the most famous Cumbrian Primitive circuit, the Moor 
a hotbed of Primitivism from 1823 when preachers via Heardale came 
to Garrigill, Henthead and then Alston (4~). It was here that the 
first Alston Chapel in 1823 uas completed by a builder who, due to 
disputes between the trustees, uas allm\'"ed to get avray •·ri th shoddy 
work vrhich was in dru1.ger of collapse from its opening, but which vras 
only replaced in 1845 at a cost of £.300 - a low· fir;ure because the 
members themselves built it 1-1ith their mm labour and •·rith materials 
2. Urn. Kelk to Jabez Bunting, 4th April, 1821; I'.i. Jewett to Jabez 
Bunting, 28th June, 1842 and \"fm. Tranter to Jabez Bunting, 15th 
January, 1845 in the Bunting Transcripts; Journey from Nenthead by 
Chester Armstrong, 1938. 
43J. 
3. kanchester Times, June 27th, 1835; see piece on the Reform Issue 
b1 this thesis; for the economic problems see A. E. Smailes, 
Northern England, 1964. 
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to hand in the moors and streams. This involvement of' every member 
in the building and running of societies and chapels 1-ras a key factor 
in the immense success of the sect here, as vras their of'f'ering 3iJ. 
enjoyable and lively religion 1·rhich had none of the stuffiness or 
stiltedness of other denominations (5). There were 337 members when 
lhlliam Harland -vras there in 1832 in 21 societies, 109 beine; at 
N enthead alone, and he and Sister r.rimmins readily chane;ed vli th the 
Hexham and Ueardale preachers in those years (6). Christopher 
Hallam found 568 members in 1842, Garrigill, Nenthead and Alston hav-
ing 55, 70 and 67 members respectively, and uith a score of small 
societies attached ·as far auay as Penrith ( 7). Alston and the Moor 
remained Primitive strongholds Hith huge periodic revivals which 
s:et the villages on fire - for instance in 1825, 1834, 1843, 1852, 
1860 and 1870. Serious mie;ration out of the area damaged the 
societies and could not be made good, but into the 20th century the 
circuit remained a place of pilgrimage for Primitive worthies. 
At Garrigill the 1825 chapel uas too small ·by the time it 1·ras 
opened and overflow services had to be organised. in adjacent 
cottages (8). As elseHhere in the circuit, prayers uere given during 
the winter before and after services that members and preachers might 
have safe trips across 1-rild moors in appalling Heather, but this 
disadvantage seemed to act as a positive incentive to attend church. 
Iliost members were miners, IJOOr but thrifty and harchrorking, with 
smallholclings or :farming relations every bit as independent as them-
selves. However, Nenthead was the pls.ce for Primitivism. 
Hot only did PriLflitive r:1ethodism dominate the village of 
Nenthead but 11hen emigration 1-.as so serious hundreds of Primitives 
5. Prim. J'.Ieth. I~Iag. 1826 p.l04 and 1836 p.394· 
6. Circuit Boolc of -(hlliam Tiarl<1nd 2.t rlylands. 
7. Circuit Book of Christopher Hallam, B.ylands. 
8. Prim. ~eth •. ~ag. 1857 p.242. 
were sent from here to other places across the world. Ito 1825 
chapel vras 1,800 feet up, the hic;hest in l!.ill~la..nd, und it attracted 
the leadinG preachers of the century - Bourne, Clm·res, Flesher, 
Oxtoby, Ritson, Race, Batty and a host of others (9). After 9 months 
of singular unsuccess, the preachers led by Batty suddenly found 
hunclreds converted to the ne11 religion 1'1i thin 'I'Teoks. ri'he sect 
offered cheap enjoyment, amusement, a warm and friendly atmosphere 
1·rhere people might meet friends and the opposite sex, and the mine 
mmers ,.-ere delighted to be able to promote a religion which 
emphasised hard Hork and temperance. Their noise, merriment, groans, 
gesticulations and excesses aroused. some concern at first but as their 
behaviour tempered their successes increased. 'l'he idea of a general 
orgy of drinking on six monthly or annual pay days ended 1·ri th the 
uork of the Primitives, and by the 1870s the village uas famed for 
its total morality and "lack of sin 11 • It uas about that tir:~e too 
that Chester i-~.rmstrong 'I'TELS being raised in the village, and_ he Hrote 
clearly of uhat life uas like then (10). 
Armstrong's father vras a leadsmel ter and Primitive, his wife 
from Iliethodist farr.1ing stock in the next dale, and like the majority 
of the population they attended the Primitive che.pel. 14. !feu 
attended the Uesleyan one vrhich Has seen as very close to the 
Bstablished Church, much disliked as representative of all that uas 
Hrong in society, the Primitives felt, and the Uesloyans and 
Anglicans were seen as intruders from the "upper class 11 • The miners, 
despite employers' pressure, \·rei'e deeply radical in politics and 
r.Ir. Armstronc; senior was one formidable leader of the uorkers. 
Radical nonconforrni ty dominated the village. Chester remembered the 
auesome discipline of the society; no door needed to be locked, no 
police 1vere ever needed, no immorality even hinted at. On the other 
h2..nd this povrer led to people being expelled from society on grounds 
regarded as ridiculous by Uesleya..ns of the 1870s - too mod.ern hair-
cuts or clothes, being seen boldine; hands ni th the opposite sex in 
public or private vri thout chaperone, and. the elders of society ruled 
9· Prim. l'-1eth. I1lag. 1823/24 and omrards is full of lifenthead 
Primitive uork. 
10. Journey from Nenthead, Chester Armstrong, 1938. 
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the members I·Ji th a rod of iron. 'l'o be expelled meant being unable 
to live uith the majority of the folk 1-rho retained Primitive 
discipline. During the 1880s the Armstrongs uitnessed what they 
reearded as a softening of the old Hays as discipline declined, as 
colour was alioued into chapel interiors, flowers in the home, 
seculu,r books on the shelves a.nd more liberal social attitudes pre-
vailed. Nonetheless the Primitive tradition retained its grip on the 
village into the 20th century despite the vast losses by emigration 
after the mining decline. Uhen the A:rmstrongs moved to Ashington in 
order to find easier work for Mr. Armstrong (due to his bad health 
from smelti~g), the family was appalled at the relative "immorality" 
and 1lack of religion
11
amongst the coal miners of' the Horth-East 
compared to their 01-m lead dales. '!'his way of life seemed alien to 
them and the uork inferior d01·r.n coal pits, and the family looked back 
nostalgically on their past in Nenthead 1·rhich haunted Chester his 
1·rhole life. This 1-ras the pouer of the Primitives at its greatest 
and it made Alston outstanding (11). 
11. See 11 ~.Iemorabilia of Church Life", Prim. J.Ieth. I!.:ag. 1903 p.20, 
uhen Uilliam Johnson looked back over his long life as an ~i.lston 
Primitive and recalled the changing times. 
Al)PENDIX D 
THE BIBLE CHRISTIANS nr CUMBRIA 
rl'he Bible Christians in Cumbria: 
'l'his small l:iethodist denomination greH up in the early 19th 
century in the South-Hest of England, and remained lc:.r·g·ely confined 
to that locality and the South coast. Its fervent and independent 
membership uas similar to the much larger Primitive connexion, and 
despite a mission to Northumberland in the 1820s, not until late 
1859 did they enter Cumbria, led by Rev. J"ohn Graham. By 1861 he had 
several preaching places and 19 members in and. around 1\.skha,m. in 
Furness, helped by his vrife, mainly immigrant miner·s and quarry men 
from the South Uest (1). 'l'he cause died out and no more uas llElard 
of the Connexion for a time. 
Ui"th the development of the mining areas of furness and south-
1-l"est C.'umberland. around r.Iillorn in the late 1860s, large numbers of 
Cornish "1-TOrkers 1rere imported and they brought their religion ui th 
them. From that time dates the start of the Primitives and Uesleyans 
in many villages and touns, as "\-Tell as the Bible Chr·istians. Enoch 
Rogers celebrated the first service in this new venture at Christmas 
18{0 in Dalton in furness, 1-.rith Richard Kelley vrorking the outlying 
villages dmm to Ihllom. Before lone Charles Denning and other 
ministers came to the county and had some success. By late 18{2 the 
Dalton society had left the old school and had built a chapel in 
Brought on Road, and vri thin a further 10 year·s had 92 members. ( 2) • 
• 1.fter 2 years of 1·:ork Rogers and Kelley had {0 members in 7 
preaching places und.er their care, 1-Ti th just 9 local preachers to 
aid them. Kelley vias successful in Barrou and 1·ri th several sites 
acquired for buildine; there 1-Tas a circuit based. on that to1m in 
187 4 and another based on "Cumberland", in the uest. 'l.'he follmring 
1. 'l'he Eorthern Bible Christians, O...A Bec~erleege; Procs. UHS 
Vol. 31 Part lpP.39/43; The Bible Christians, 'l'homas Shavr. 
2. Lethodist I.iinist ers \1ho Served in Cumbria, J" ohn Burgess 1977 J· 
Directory of :;._iurness o.nd tfcst _Qu.111berland, 1882. 
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Year, vrith a new chapel at Haverigg complGted, the 11 Barrow and 
Durham District 11 uas cre3.ted and the Barrow a.nd Kirlcland (West 
Cumberl:md) chapels comlJleted. All the members uere poor working 
men and connexional aid vias imperative - £.130 to Barrmr in 1877 and 
£.20 to Lillom - but the Bible Christians depended on the Cornish 
anc!_ could not make an impc.ct outside of this ne..rron conf'ine. 
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In \"lest Cumberland. Kirkland society furnished a good example of 
the impossible task of the Bible Christians to survive 300 miles from 
their main strongholds in a county inpervious to organised relit?;ion 
and 1·1here there were hard times for other denomin2.t ions with far 
greater resources in the field. Families mj_grated to the Uest 
Cumberland mines lihen the Fork in Cornish mines c.ied out in the 1860s; 
the Baird family opened up Knock l-iurton in 1869 and encouraged a 
number of Cornish families to 1·rork ther~, helping the e;ro"Hth of 
several li ttl'e Cornish settlements. Preachers from J:i'urness missioned 
the villages in 1871 and after several years of cottage meetings 2. 
chapel uas opened there in 1877 ( 3), 6 miners, a nine agent an.d 3 
tenant farmers lTere the trustees, but despite having over 50 members at 
times during the 1880s there 1·ras little in the 1-ray of circuit 
strength, the nearest societies being l·i ttle I.Ioor Row·, Cleat or and 
Ennerdale. '::.'he chapel seated 120 and coulU. attract up to 100 hearers, 
but during the 1890s the 1-rhole area's societies declined vrith serious 
emigration, and in 1893 the debt-ridden ancl isolated society opted 
to merge Hith the m1itehaven Primitive circuit;. it at once received 
financial relief, more 1n·eachers, and a far richer and Hider social 
and religious life. rrol;'ethcr 1·:i th 1.1oor Row, like11ise mere;ed 1·ri th an 
existil1.e; Primitive one, Kirkl.:md just survived as Primitive causes 
into the 20th century. 
By 1880 I.Iillom lj.ad 200 members and was a se:9arate circuit, but 
Barrou and :Dalton circuit v<ith 190 members required substantial 
3. Kirkland Chapel, a Short History. John Dent, 1977, 
Cleat or r.=oor, Past _and:..J'resent. Caesar Caine, 1916 • 
connexional aid throughout its history. Cleator Loor, replaced by 
Ennerdale circuit, clid not improve v:ith a chant;e in name anc~ uhat 
members 1·~ore left after migration mainly joined the Primitives. 
Small societies at Frizington and Pica in the late 1880s did not 
survive past 1892, and in the couth S1-rarthmoor chapel a11.d society 
'1-ras taken over by the Dalton Primitives. In spite of the 1905 
revival in the remaining strongholds of Barron and I-lillom uhich 
recruited over 100 ne1·r members, the Connexion could not survive in 
its environment, the Cornish migrated out of the area uith the 
ending of 1vork as quickly as they had come, and with the llest 
Cumberland and some southern societies joining the Primitives, the 
F'urness ahd r.Iillom Bible Christians just managed to hold on until 
the 1907 union with tho United I<iethodist Free Church and the life1·r 
Connexion. ( 4). 
Chapels: 
Eillom 1874 
Ravenglass 1874 
Haverigg 187 4 
S:~or.arthmoor 187 4 
Barro'l'r 1876 
Cleator r;~oor 1876 
Dalton 1877 
Kirkland 1877 
Frizington 1888 
Preaching Places: Silecroft 1894 Pica 1888 
A number of Bible Christian ministers served in Cumbria~ the 
one entrant to the ministry from the county 1-ras H.ichard Jones, born 
in 1879 in I.iillom and dying at Arnside in retirement in 1954· 
4. Norman Nicholson 1 s books describe admirably the plight of the 
early 20th century Bible Christians in l·:iillom and their sad decline. 
The Barrm.,r circuit asked for close relations '1-Ti th the Primitives on 
a number of occasions in the 1890s and 1900s since they needed help 
in running their societies. 
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APPENDIX E 
:MEl'HODISr-1 llT Dm1FRIES 
Methodism in Dumfries 
Methodism has always been weak in Scotland and circuits small 
and scattered (1). Dumfries was no exception, partly due to thew~ 
in whioh Methodism there was out on a limb, rrell auay from the main-
stream of Scotch Methodism in the Lowlands yet 35 miles from the 
nearest English circuit, Carlisle, and beyond aid and support (2). 
This and the strength of the Presbyterians prevented the growth of 
strong Methodist societies in the area, and allowed only the 
Uesleyans any measure of success. 
John Wesley's visits are a good guide to the 18t~ century 
success or otherwise of a place, and though he passed through 
Dumfries nine times between 1753 and 1790 only on the last two did 
he bother to preach (3). There seems to have been little call for 
Methodism in Dumfries, though Robert Dall, ·the pioneer preacher of 
the district, was despatched to walk from Ayr to take charge of the 
work in the town in 1787. · 
Uith his family for company, Dall worked the area and the town, 
spending five months preaching out of doors unti-l forced by bad 
weather to seek indoor sanctuary. Thereafter he rented a barn with 
tiny windows that necessitated candles at any time of day, and which 
Wesley found particularly strange in appearance. Wesley ,.,as 
nonetheless pleased to see the new meeting house being built under 
Dall 1 s supervision during May 1788 and praised the economy of the 
project. 
The completion of the meeting place in 1788 encouraged the work 
of the preachers since the folic were unrrilling to come regularly to a 
desperately shabby and primitive barn for services when they could 
1. Proos. of the 1fHS Vol.l32 part 5JP.l09/ll3. In Search of 
Forgotten Methodism: 0. A. Beckerlegge, deals with Scotland and the 
strange fact that Wesley and his preachers devoted much effort to 
that country with little success. 
2. Centenary Brochure for r.Iethodism in Dumfries 1868 to 1968. 
3. See Wesley's "Journal" th.J1oughout. 
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attend grander buildings just dmm the road. gachariah Yevrdall 
reported 40 members there in 1790 with considerably larger 
congregations, but there was friction due to the opposition of the 
Presbyterians l·Tho resented the success of the 1-Jesleyans, and 
probably their zeal and confidence in their rightness .over religion. 
Dall often visited the t01m and was posted there several times. 
Duncan l·IcAllum, another Scot and a Highlander used to giving four 
Sunday sermons, two in Gaelic.' and two in English, did good vTork in 
Dumfr±es in the 1800s. However between 1810 and 1821 .. the society 
all but died out. The cause vras kept alive by Joseph Bailieff, a 
vrell off shopkeeper and member of the society for 44 years vrhen he 
died in. 1838 (4). The situation at times depressed him but he did 
not give up hope, and was rel{arded betvreen 1821 and 1823 when Hodgson 
Casson vras appointed to the circuit. Casson vras a young Cumbrian 
minister 1-rho had: already made a name in his home county by his 
eccentric but highly effec;tive vrays of raising societies and 
congregations (5). His first ministerial appointment had been in Ayr 
where he became so depressed and dishe~tened that he rTas moved for 
several years to his home county for confidence and where success 
follo.1-red success. Prior to Casson 1 s arrival the Dumfries circuit 
numbered 30 members - a far cry from the days. when it vTas considered 
the third Scotch circuit after Glasgow and Edinburgh. 
Casson 1·ras not pleased to be sent to Dumfries, but he q_uiclcly 
settled down to the task in hand. Using Bailieff's shop as a mission 
centre he would spring out upon unsuspecting customers and try to 
persuade them to attend the Wesleyan chapel by blocking the door. He 
uould also rush out into the street to take passers-by to task over 
their religion, and 1-ri thin a year the membership had risen by these 
4• Ues. Meth. Mas. 1.838 p.841. 
5· A. Steel~, Christianity in Earnest:. the Life and Labours of 
the Rev. Hodgson Casson,. 1855; See Appendix A. 
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unorthodo:x:. means to one hundred (6}. Casson tackled the Races 
annually held in the town, notorious for their "immorality" and 
general enjoyment and offering Casson a ready made audience. Despite 
his achievements in this way, and his starting of a Sunday s.chool 
which soon had one hundred scholars, Casson needed to get away from 
the place once in a while; and he changed with. a Uhitehaven minister 
once a month. One of Casson's devoted Carlisle friends, local 
preacher Mi tford Atkinson, readily aided him in the town and joined 
in mission work. By 1823 membership was 125, but Casson was for a 
time distraught about the untimely death of his young Cumbrian bride 
in that year ( 7). Thereafter things l-1ere never quite the same in the 
town, and he left for Yorkshire in 1824. 
By the time Casson depafted it seemed that fortune was smiling 
in the town's Methodists. Despite the ravages of Cholera in 1832, 
the society was doing reasonably well, and 1-1as untroubled by the 
violent disruption of the Carlisle circuit in 1835 and 1836 over the 
11Warrenite" issue. The society rTas relatively poor - members were 
nailmakers, millv~ights, molecatchers, loomworkers, dyers, mail-
coachguards, tanners, hatdyers, sawyers, but finances were on an even 
keel. Suddenly in the spring of 1837 occurred the l'Torst disaster to 
befall the little community: the so called "Hyde A:ffair". 
James Hyde was appointed minister at Dumfries in 1836 and stayed 
one year, in uhich time he set the seal on the fate of the circuit. 
Back in Carlisle in May 1837 the superintendent Samuel Wilde, fresh 
from successfully resurrecting a seemingly lost city cause after the 
mass expulsions of his predecessor, was informed as District Chairman 
of impending trouble at Dumfries involving Hyde (8) • At the May 
6. \fes. l\leth. Mag. 1822 p.733. 
1· Ues. J.1.eth. Mag. 1823 p.345· 
8. Bunting Transcripts, s. \Tilde to J. Bunting 30.5.1837 and 
8.?.1837· 
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District ~eating lthen things were looking brighter for the District, 
Wilde lias told that all l'ras not well in Dumfries, and that charges 
would shortly be brought against Hyde for not putting on trial one 
of' his leading officials on a charge of "gross immoralityn. 
Insufficient evidence l'ras forthcoming at that date to suggest l'rhat 
precisely was the problem, so Wilde and his colleague Heywood uent 
to Dumfries for a few· days. The situation there jolted both of them. 
The man guilty of' immorality was Pearson, the county agent for 
11Morisons Pills", advertised as a cure for all aches and pains plus 
sundry diseases, whioh to the Methodists• horror included a "nameless 
disease" (Venereal Disease~ • By being an agent for such "quack pills~1 
the man made a good living for his family. Now this of itself' was 
not approved of, but the man, a leader, steward and Sunda~ school 
superintendent, had become friendly uith a local schoolmaster, who 
in turn introduced the agent and leader to a "quack doctor" 
specialising in a range of fake medicines and pills. In a correspond-
ence of' nearly 50 letters between the three men, it was clear that 
the agent was asking the quack doctor f'or:various preparations, and 
he would then claim that r.~orisonb~ Pills were doing the work instead. 
These letters formed the basis for the charges of his immorality, for 
not only 'tofas, he trying to dupe the public and to make large amounts 
of money, but he had stated that he himself' had had "the nameless 
disease" and had been recently cured by J.lorison's Pills. The gory 
details of the whole business werel.described in letters to the fake 
doctor and the schoolmaster. 
The whole sordid business came to light when Morison himself 
agreed to give the schoolmaster £25 and a share in the profits from 
a book he was to write describing the amazing cures resulting from 
Morisorls Pills. l'lhen J.Iorison had read the manuscript he refused to 
give the schoolmaster a penny, and the latter, furious, turned the 
matter over to a solicitor. The solicitor attempted to gain money 
from I·lorison and from the agent, but on failing to do so he 
advertised the letters betlteen the three to be for sale, and arranged 
for vieuing the day before the public auction of the letters. A 
number of' people went to vieu the merchandise, informed ·methodists of 
the matter, who in turn went to read the letters and in turn were 
horrified. They told Hyde of the contents, and pleaded with him to 
go to see them. Hyde regarded the matter as one of backbiting and 
gossip and refused to have anything to do with it unless the letters 
were brought to his house - the solicitor not surprisingly refused 
to allow this. Hyde thus refused to suspend ·.- ._. Pearson from ·his 
several posts, and this shocked the society and the town, and the 
lolethodists became notorious. At this point, in early r.Iay, 50 
members, officials and teachers wrote to tlilde requesting his 
immediate investigation of Hyde and Pearson, Yith whom he was 
friendly. 
Wilde wrote back to the 50 to say he could not interfere unless 
Hyde invited him to do so, and wrote to Hyde asking him to see to the 
whole business and describing the letters he had received from the 
worried members. Wilde told Hyde that he himself would come over to 
aid him with any problems at all. Hyde made no reply. Soon a 
further letter from the leading members of the society complaining 
that Hyde refused to interfere in the issue, that he refused to allm'l 
Wilde to involve himself, and that Wilde was deliberately neglecting 
his own duty if he allowed things to go on as they liere. They were 
alarmed for the future of Methodism and could find no redress for 
their grievances. 
Wilde, sensing the danger, told the worried members that they 
must bring a charge of neglect of duty against Hyde at the next 
District meeting, and by the same post informed Hyde that unless he 
saw to the iiiorison agent business immediately, a charge of "neglect 
of duty" 'irould be preferred against him. Hyde ,.rrote back to say that 
he refused to do anything unless the letters concerned were brought 
to his house; this "tras not agreed to by the people involved)f: and he 
had therefore to decline to see to the matter, despite the fact that 
the society and Sunday school were broken up and the congregation 
sadly depleted. The society then charged Hyde with neglect and the 
matter was brought up at the May District Meeting. 
It was agreed at the meeting that \'Jilde and Heywood investigate 
the Du\!)fries charge by going there themselves. The two men found 
things worse than they had even expected "ri th only 20 of the 80 
members still in society. The two best leaders had given up in 
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disgust and given in their class books, allowing t~eir members to 
disperse. Hyde refUsed to allow the two leaders to reform their 
classes and refused to meet them under any circumstances, and despite 
hours of reasoning and discussing with Hyde the two Carlisle men 
could get nowhere. Hyde refUsed to listen to all reason, refused all 
advice, refused to put the man concerned in the beginning on trial. 
They finally triad to get him to resign "for the sake of religion and 
Methodism", but he refused to do so unless gi"lf,an a signed document 
from them saying that he uas not guilty of anything. This Uilda 
refused to do. 
Wilde and Heywood examined all the letters 'forming the basis of 
the charge, and concluded that the agent was entirely guilty of all the 
charges against him. Wilde had no choice but to call a special 
district meeting in order to suspend Hyde before more damage could 
be done, even though Conference was not far away, and the members of 
the Meeting would be sorely inconvenienced in time and expense. lfilde 
knew that the majority of the members and congregation would not hear 
Hyde preach again, and the true friends of the society in Dumfries 
ware mortified by the whole matter. Against Methodism itself Hilde 
was surprised to find no disaffection - it was all directed at Hyde 
and his friend,the Pill agent. 
Jabez Bunting advised Uilde to hold. a Minor District Meeting, 
which would have avoided the expense and trouble of the Special one. 
The Dumfries society appointed two of their number to attend it, and 
Wilde asked Hyde to send the names of two preachers to defend him. 
Hyde refused, and a Special District Meeting had to be called. This 
met on July 4th and 5th, 1837. 
At this meeting Pearson was excluded from society since his case 
was even more "sordid and disgusting" than was at first thought • Hyde 
was found guilty of "neglect of duty and of contumacy" after a patient 
investigation, and was suspended until Conference could deal uith him. 
The meeting "lias forced to take this relatively drastic measure for 
several reasons. Hyde had made himself the most unpopular man in the 
town of Dumfries, by his conduct he had all but destroyed the 
Methodists society there, and by gross mis-statements and remarks 
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he had driven away the congregation so that few attended the services. 
He refUsed to ackno~ledge the legality of the Special Meeting or of 
its right to try or to suspend him. To allow him to go back to 
Dumfries and to occupy the pulpit would have worsened an already 
desperate situation. He was allowed to occupy the manse until 
Conference shortly decided "1-That to do with him, but he had to promise 
not to interfere with any aspect of ll'lethodism in Dumfries and to 
virtually hide from the public. Watmough, the formidable minister 
who had dona battle so ably with the \>lhitahaven ll1ethodist regels of 
1835, was sent to Dumfries in the interim, with Coghill of vfigton to 
replace him shortly. A young local preacher from tfuitehaven would 
then be called on to travel and to replace Coghill. Bunting wrote 
back that this was a good idea and the cheapest in the circumstances. 
There was no doubt in the minds of anyone at the meeting that Hyde 
was "mentally deranged" and had been "ill in the head" since before 
his arrival at Dumfries. One assumes that he retired at the 
Conference and nothing more was heard of the affair, which was so 
painful that the history writers ignored it (9). 
The Queen Street Wesleyan chapel remained the sole Methodist 
presence in Dumfries, with the societies at Lockerbie, Penpont and 
Collin soom dying out once no energetic ministers like Casson were 
available. All too often suparnumaries or sick men lrere stationed 
there. The cause remained small and scarcely recovered from the Hyde 
affair. Stall·rarts of the society remained loyal, like Catherine Shore 
who died in 1839 aged 55 and Margaret Patterson in 1852 aged 89, the 
9· The whole matter is based on Wilde's reports, but there is no 
reason to doubt any part of it; he was one of the most respected and 
upright Cumbrian ministers, a man of great integrity and justice. 
last of the original 1787 members (10). However, in the autumn of 
1863 difficulties once more present~d themselves in the form of the 
11 Riddick affair11 • 
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'l'homas Ratcliffe vras stationed in the town 1861 to 1864, and 
determined to expel one James Riddick, clothier, on charges arising 
from the latte~s suspicious financial transactions in the course of 
his work (11). It seems that Ratcliffe viewed Riddick as a harmful 
element in the peaceful society, and charged him with being bankrupt 
and thus liable to lose his membership of the society. On being 
proved wrong, Ratcliffe looked for further proof of the misdeameanours 
of Riddick which were arousing the curiosity of the Dumfries tovmfollt, 
and were reminiscent of the 1837 calamity. Riddick, in the meantime, 
started legal proceedings against the minister for slander. Ratcliffe 
arraigned him before a leaders meeting and charged him with removing 
the goods and furniture beihonging to Riddick's creditors and taking 
them to Liverpool prior to his mm departure there, with slandering 
a number of Methodists including the minister in public, and with 
having lied repeatedly about his business and church membership. On 
October 20th, at the meeting the charges were found not to be 
conclusive and a decision was not reached by the Leaders. Uitnesses 
were not aoourate in their stories, and the whole matter took on the 
appearance of incompetence on the part of the minister and cunning on 
the part of Riddick. On the 28th October, 4 leaders and Ratcliffe 
told Riddick that he was found guilty of "violation of Methodist l!;!.WS 11 
and was expelled. Riddick oounter attacked by claiming that if the 
meeting wished to listen to busybodies, liars and rumours they could 
go ahead, but that they "i'rere not acting in a Christ ian way or in a way 
to promote the harmony and perfection of the society which they so 
10. Ues. Meth. Mag· 1839 p.71. 
11. See "Statement by James Riddick, clothier, of Dumfries, in 
regard to the charges made against him by the Rev. T. Ratcliffe, 
November 5th, 186 311 • In Rylands. 
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desired. Riddick wrote to Ratcliffe that bearing in mind the 
"Abominable nature" of the society and its minister he was pleased 
to be expelled, since it showed that he was not of a like evil 
nature. He l·ras also delighted to say that having achieved his object 
after a long and tortuous campaign to get rid of Riddick on whatever 
charges were available or could be raised by rumour or gossip, their 
next meeting would be in the local court over Riddick's suit for 
damages against Ratcliffe - there at least fair play would rule 
supreme, he condluded in November 5th 1863. What in fact happened is 
nowhere recorded, but the whole matter was probably dropped w·hen 
Riddick's rather unfortunate broadsheets giving the whole business in 
graphic detail were published and widely distributed around Dumfries. 
The matter cannot have helped the Methodist cause. 
One might think that poor Dumfries had had its fair share of 
trials, but in 1869 one more -vras added. In the previous year the 
society had been able to buy for only £800 a pleasant and large chapel 
from the Episcopalian Scots church in Buccleuch Street which lifted 
their prestige in the town and improved their congregations. Then 
-'?\-• 
the new minister Joseph H. Skewes, did something rather silly~ he 
had printed a private pamphlet in 1869 which criticised the conduct 
and work of every minister in the town save the ~Jesleyan man, and 
cast aspersions on the genuine Christianity of every congregation 
save the Uesleyan one where he asserted "true religion" had its sole 
home in Dumfries. The town lfas scandalised, and shortly Skewes, 
immediately under suspicion by his omission from the list of those at 
fault, 1·ras discovered to have penned and printed the pamphlet (12) • 
This did not amuse the local people or the Methodist society, and 
Ske-vres left the minstry shortly afterwards. Decl·ine once more set in 
and by 1887 there were only 32 members, and only one active trustee 
rrhen the B.ev. John Atkins called a meeting to consider how to counter 
12. See the Church Centenary which treats this serious matter 
lightheartedly. 
appalling debts in 1882. In 1885 the inevitable happened, and the 
place lost its independence hnd was put under the control of Carlisle' 
District chairman. It uas decided that an active supernumary or a 
lay pastor would look after Dumfries, where there were 57 members in 
1891. 
The situation deteriorated and in 1899 the difficulty of 
supervising Dumfries from Carlisle led to it becoming part of the 
Carlisle circuit, though being planned there did not appeal to 
preachers. Attempts by the pastors and ministers to take Methodism 
to the poorer areas of Dumfries had some success, and during the 1890s 
rooms were taken in Glasgow Street, College Street, in the Freemasons 
Hall, and at Nob;J.I!Ihill. Cottage meetings were enoouraggd' and there 
were 70 members in 1899· By 1905 it was dOlm to 30, and the Home 
Missions Committee, looking for ways to cut its expenses, decided to 
drop it from the plan and to sell the chapel. At that point the 
"Joyful News" Evangelist Thomas Cook agreed to see what he could do 
in one year. Due to his brilliant work there were 128 members by 
1907, and Cliff College was sending regular batches of students to 
help him out. Services were held in outlying areas like Locharbriggs, 
Drumsleet, Holywood, Georgetolm and elseuhere at that time. Success 
at Annan for the first time happened in the 1900s. Previous 
unsuccessfUl ventures were capped by a change in fortune in 1897 
uhen a new engineering ~irm was opened there, and brought with it some 
Methodist families. The Dumfries society responded to their call for 
preachers and by 1908 there were 18 members. Despite major debts 
the Dumfries trust bought extra land near to the chapel in 1911 in 
case of future expansion. This proved wildly optimistic, and by 1931 
there were only 82 members in the whole area. 
l·1ethodism in Dumfries remained small and struggling into the 
tuentieth century. 
Note: Dumfries under Ayr Circuit 1788/89; an independent circuit 
1790/1899; 1899 to date, under Carlisle Circuit. 
Under Edinburgh District to 1798, then under lf.hitehaven to 1805, 
and under Carlisle thereafter. 
APPENDIX F 
P A'l''l'ERNS OF f·lEMBERSHIP CHANGE lN 
PENRI'l'H liND KIRKOSUALD UESLEY.AH 
CIRCUITS 1840/1914, AND 'l'HE 
IJ.iJFUJENCE OF UESLEYANISM 'l'HERE 
4)5. 
Penrith'and Kirkoswald Uesleyan circuits gave almost faultlessly 
exact membership returns for each society from 1840 until 1914. These 
can be used to trace the increase or decrease in membership in each 
society and in the circuits in order to illustrate the "gpodu and the 
"bad" years for the Uesleyans l'Ti th great accuracy. The result of 
comparing annual grouth or decrease gives a complex ueb of changes 
not easily explained, but uhich can be broken dmm into areas of 
development. 
One pu~zle of nin.eteenth century I.Iethodist history has been the 
grol'~h or decline of circuits and local societies, the reasons for 
decreasing or increasing membership of the church. The follovring 
tables do not record the amount of change, but simply the fact of 
change (or not) registered by a 11+ 11 for an increase in a particular 
society's membership over the previous year, or a"-" for a decrease 
in membership over the previous year. For no change since the previous 
year there is a blank, as there is if no returns were made on rare 
occasions. There are two sections to the tables: the hethodist 
societies uhich remained l-Tithin the Penrith circuit the whole time, 
and the group l'Thich in 1871 were taken off Penrith and formed into a 
separate circuit, which allo·ws for comparison betlfeen the two parts. 
The figures used to assess increases or otherwise have been taken from 
the Circuit Schedules which gave vast details on all aspects of 
finance as well as returning quarterly membership numbers. Uhere 
possible the l'.larch quarterly figures have been used in order to 
achieve consistency. I'.iany societies never registered any members 
like 1mckcroft and Lai the s, hence their non-appearanee, and others 
appeared fleetingly. Due to confusion in the returns, the three 
EfbC-iet.ies under the name "Newbiggin" have been omitted. At the bottom 
of the tables are placed the total number of societies registering 
increases or decreases in any year, and •·rhether the circuit recorded 
a "+" or a 11 - 11 over the previous years returns. 
Penrith became an independent Uesleyan circuit in 1806, and 
remained the largest society until today, based on the tmm >-Tith over 
200 members in some years. The town society suffered a little in the 
1840s and 1850s from the national internal disputes uhich lost 
thousands of members to l''"ethodism, hence the mixed fortunes during 
these two decades. Three new ministers came to the circuit in 1856/7 
and better times carne with them, since the predecessors had not got 
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on with many of the members. Economic depression too had caused many 
members to iLeave the area, or to give up church a~·tendance;. they were 
unable to afford seat rents, decent clothes, collections and the like, 
but these days were : left behind in the new era of prosperity vrhich 
lasted nell into the 1870s. The mid 1860s were very good years and 
the to;.m society made the most of them with revivals throughout the 
villages. After the 1860s some effects of the great Agricultural 
Depression were felt, the tovm suffering less than the surrounding 
villages. Population declined, and before long the membership of the 
tmm. llesleyans followed suit. A strong recovery in the early 1900s 
could not redress the balance, and many Uesleyans left the area. The 
revival of the 1900s, linked to the 20th Century Fund nationally, with 
ideas of "a great leap forward", vras just a ''flash in the pan", and 
membership declined rapidly thereafter. 
The 19 or 20 societies which remained with Penrith tmm after the 
division of the circuit in 1871 1-l'ere nearly all small and increasingly 
reliant upon the support of the tovm society. Blencowe was typical 
of the fortunes of these little llesleyan societies, where particularly 
after 1880 many years showed no change in membership, and a population 
decline. Shap ought to hn.ve been the second society of the sircuit, 
since the population was in four fie,ures and it 1-l'as uell situated as 
regards· communications. 1i'he for·tunes of' the i'fesleya.ns 1iere there 
tied in uith the development and cl.ecline of the [;Ta.nite and other 
quarrying concerns, and with the coming of the raihray development. 
One factor in the '\'Teak.ness of the society was the shape of the village, 
straggled out along the main road, with no community spirit of uhich 
the Uesleyans could take advantage when establishing a society. As 
population stabilised, so did Hesleyan numbers. Edenhall appeared 
but briefly on plans and returns, and vras absorbed by a more prosperous 
nearby society. The presence of the influenti9-l r.:iusgrave family was 
not conducive to Uesleyan development, '\'rhich factor too prevailed 
do1m at LOI"l'ther. Stainton ·uas a more enduring society, though it 
disappeared for some years, and on its reappearance seemed to stagnate 
for most of the time. 
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J.Iartindale (or Houtmm), r.;atterdale and Patterdale rrere remote 
places, relying on a scattered f'arming population. Patterdale, 
formed f'rom the hamlets of' Patterdale, Glenridding and Hartsop, was 
later distinguished by its large mining population, and the 
prosperity or otherwise of' the Uesleyans depended on that of' the min.-
ing concerns at Greenside. The work of the i:Jesleyans •·ras important 
and the largest and most permanent of the societies established there. 
(
11'he Primitive I·Iethodists f'ailed to attract support amongst the 
miners). 
host of' the other Penrith group societies were less remote, but 
were never large, and the to'm had to contll1Unusly mission the villages 
in order to stir up enthusiasm amongst even the converted af~er 1880. 
Dacre, Pooley,, Askham, Bampton, Plumpton, Plumpton Back Street, 
Penruddock, Clif'ton, Cliburn, Ne"rby, Sparkett, Helton and Hutton End 
were t§ituated in the dispersed populations to the horth-1·iest of' 
Penrith in Inglewood Forest, to the :South around Lowther and the 
Uestmorland border, or to the ·1rest of' the to'\om around the Kes"rick 
road. Once more, much depended on the economic conditions of' the 
locality, the various missions, revivals, ministers and local 
enthusiasm. Many villages had concentrated assaults on them in the 
late 1850s, the late 1860s, the 1870s and early 1900s, and 
membership increased. As soon as attention declined, so did member-
ship, though perhaps surprisingly af'ter 1880 the major losses in 
members was in Penrith itself'. The village societies, in the f'ace of' 
depression and depopulation tended to maintain their small member-
ship. 
The Kirkosuald circuit na.s composed of' the l"ellside villages 
lying to the "aast and illi orth-.. Qa.st of' Penri t}l - like the parent circuit, 
one dependent upon a rural economy, but one in 'l'rhich strong villages 
played an important part. This type of closelmit comrmmity, ·uith a 
strong central plan to its layout, uas favoured by the Uesleyans, who 
established here the strongest village societies of' the combined 
circuits. The absence of the Church of' England f'rom places like 
Gamblesby and Hunsonby for most of the period lef't the Uesleyans a 
clear field, and many villages centred both social and religious life 
around their chapel. Despite the falling population after the 1880s, 
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the villages maintained their '\Jesleyan societies, and the percentage 
of villagers attending chapel services remained very large. 
Kirkosuald 1·ras made head of· the circuit due to its relatively large 
populati~t, its strong society, and one of the Penrith ministers had 
been stationed there for sometime. Yet this village of 600 people 
was no larger than several others, and its Uesleyan society, after 
the heydays of the 1860s, uas smaller than that of other places. 
Kirkoswald experienced particularly bad times after the mid 1870s, 
suffering more than fellow· villages. There uere Independent chapels 
and congregations at Gamblesby, Kirkoswald and Salkeld, which may 
have contributed to the mediocre size of the Uesleyan societies there, 
and the rivalry of the-Primitives in Lazonby (but nonhere else) 
stunted the Uesleyans' grouth too in this large village. 
The Kirkoswald group eXJ_)erienced problems during the 1840s and 
1850s, but then blossomed in the following 15 years before once more 
having great problems although membership was maintained after an 
initial decrease amidst the declining population. Penrith gToup did 
better in the early period, worse in the 1860s, but again advanced 
in Penrith to~m membership, which outweighed gains in most of the 
other societies, and the 1890s uere particularly hard years for 
Penrith. The new century saw some stable numbers of members achieved 
in both groups though this was not to last. 
For the Kirkosuald e;roup the especially good yea:rs for member-
ship proved to be 1843,, 1853, 1868, 1871, 1879; and particularly bad 
ones, 1841, 1847, 1851, 1855, 1873, 1874, 1876, 1887, 1893, 1895, and 
1910. For the Penrith group the good years for membership uere 1843, 
1853, 1859, 1860, 1879; the very bad years, 1847, 1851, 1855, 1858, -
1861., 1869, 1877, 1892, 1893, 1899, 1907, 1908 and 1911. Clearly 
there is some similarity between the two before 1871, but not a great 
deal overall. It is also plain to see that the bad years increased 
after the 1870s, and the good years decreased. From the tables 
and from •·rhat is knovm of circuit l•lethodist history, most difficult 
to assess is the importance of individuals in the I.Iethodist societies, 
the influence (bad or good) of the ministers and preachers, of the 
leading members like Robert Gate, John Crone, John Pattinson, the 
Uilso~s, the Louthians and many others in their particular villages. 
Increase in a society in signified by +, and decrease by -, though no attempt is made to show the size of + or of -. 
·where there is no change a blank is left. 
Kirkoswald was fonn.ed into a Wesleyan circuit in 1871; it was carved out of the old Penrith circuit and hence the 
need to show figures combined for pre-1871 years. After 1871 the 2 circuits are shown separately, though 
comparison continues to be made. "Circuit +" or "-" shows the membership of the whole circuit, and whether this 
increased over the years. 
Anwnber of societies were started after 1841 and thus. appear later in the returns, and certain of them 
disappeared from the annual returns over the years. 
Annual increase (+) or decrease ( -) in the societies of the Penrith Circuit (?.esleyan). 
Society 1840 1841 1842 1843 1844 .. 1845 ___ 1846 1847 1848 1849 1850 1851 1852 1853 1854 1855 1856 
Penrith 
Blencowe 
Shap 
Edenhall 
Stainton 
Beauthom 
:Martindale 
Askham 
Sparkett 
Pooley Bridge 
Dacre 
Penrud.dock 
Clifton 
Hutton End 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
" ~ 
.j:::. 
\..T1 
-.3 
• 
Annual increase (+) or decrease (-) in the societies of the Penrith Circuit (Wesleyan). 
Society 1840 1841 1842 184J 1844 1842 1846 1841 1848 18~ 18~~ 18~1 18!22 18!2J 18!24 18!22 
Newby 
- + - + + + + - + + + 
Cliburn + 
- -
+ 
-
+ - + + + 
Morland + - - + + - - - + - - + 
Plumpton + 
- - + - - - + + - - + + 
Patterdale + + + + + + - + + - - - -
Mattazd&}.g + + + + + - + - + 
Total + 8 5 3 4 8 12 7 5 7 8 10 6 4 5 9 5 
Total - 2 3 4 6 3 2 8 10 9 6 6 11 10 10 6 9 
From Kirkoswald 
Circuit+ 6 4 7 10 4 2 8 2 6 7 6 3 5 11 7 4 
7 8 5 2 8 6 7 9 8 6 6 9 6 3 7 10 
Circuit: 
Total + 14 9 10 14 12 14 15 7 13 15 16 9 9 16 16 9 
Total - 9 11 9 8 11 8 15 19 16 12 12 20 16 13 13 19 
Circuit + or -. + + + + + + + + + + + 
Source: Annual Circuit Schedules of the Penrith Circuit 1840 to 1914, and Kirkoswald Circuit 1871 to 1914. 
18!26 
+ 
+ 
+ 
8 
7 
5 
5 
13 
12 
~ 
-+:::-
Vl 
OJ 
. 
In 1871 the new Kirkoswald circuit was established, based on the larger village societies of the fells and Eden 
Valley East and North of Penrith. Penrith retained a majority of the societies, but these tended to be the 
smaller ones which relied on the market town a great deal. However this did prove to be an advantage in the last 
quarter of the century, when Kirkoswald proved unable to support socieites in villages for the most part no 
smaller than the head one. 
Plumpton BS = Plumpton Back Street. 
The three societies of Newbiggin: Newbiggin Croglin, Newbiggin Dacre and Newbiggin Westmorland have been left 
off these tables due to their being confused in the annual returns; all three were commonly confused by the 
stewards entering returns, and this makes planning their membership changes very tricky. 
Annual increase (+) or decrease (-) in the societies of the Penrith Circuit (Wesleyan). 
Society 
Penrith 
Blencowe 
Shap 
Stain ton 
Beauthom 
liartindale 
Helton 
Gt Strickland 
Calthwaite 
Bampton 
Askham 
1857 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
1858 
+ 
-
-
+ 
+ 
1859 1860 1861 
+ + 
+ + 
+ - + 
- + -
+ 
+ 
- + -
1862 1863 
+ + 
- + 
+ 
+ 
- + 
+ + 
1864 1865 1866 1867 1868 _18_6_9- J_fl'ZQ_1ffi 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
~ 
..p.. 
V1 
\.0 
• 
Annual increase (+) or decrease (-) in the societies of the Penrith Circuit (Wesleyan). 
Society 1857 1858 1859 1860 1861 1862 1863 1864 1865 1866 1867 1868 1869 1870 1871 
Dacre 
- + + + - - + - + + 
Penruddock + + + 
Clifton + - + + + - + - - + - + 
Hutton End + - + + + + + + 
Newby + - + - - - - - - - + 
Cliburn 
- - - + - + - - - + + - - + + 
Morland + - + - - - - + + - + + 
Plumpton + - + - + + + - + ·~ Plumpton :SS + - - + - + + + - + + 
Patterdale 
- + + - - + - - + - + + + + 
Matterdale 
- - - + - + - - + - - - - + 
Total + 9 5 11 12 3 1 1 6 9 10 6 1 4 1 1 
Total - 6 10 5 6 13 9 8 8 8 1 9 5 10 1 6 
From Kirkoswald 
Circuit + 6 6 5 8 6 6 4 1 7 5 4 10 6 5 12 
5 8 1 5 6 7 8 7 6 9 9 2 8 7 2 
Circuit: 
Total + 15 11 16 20 9 13 11 13 16 15 10 17 10 12 10 
~ 
0 
• 
Annual increase (+) ar decrease (-) in the societies of the Penrith Circuit (Uesleyan). 
Society 1857 185~ 1859 1860 1861 1862 1863 1864 1865 1866 1867 1868 1869 1870 1871 
Total - 11 18 12 11 19 17 16 15 14 16 18 7 18 14 8 
Circuit + or -: + + + + + + + + + 
~ 
+:> 
0' 
...... 
• 
Ann~ increase(+) or decrease(-) in the societies of the Penrith Cifcumt (Uesleyan). 
Society 1872 1873 1874 1875 1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 188J 188~ 188~ 1886 1881 1888 
Penrith 
- -
+ + - - - + + - + - - + - + 
Blencowe + + + + - + - - - + - + + 
Sha:p 
- - + - + - + + + + - - - + 
Stainton + + + + ;;. 
Beau thorn 
Martindale + + + - + + - + - - + + + 
Helton + + + + + + - - - + + + 
Tirril + + - + + - + - ~ Gt Strickland - - - + + - + - - + - + - -Jol:mby + + + 
CalthYiaite - + - - + - - + + + + + 
Bampton + + + - - - + - + + + + 
ll atermillock + - - + - - + - - + - - - + 
S:parkett + + + + - + 
Pooley Bridge + + • 
Dacre + + - - - + + - - - - + 
Penruddock + + + - - - - + + + - + 
Clifton 
- + - - + - + - - + - - + + 
Hutton End + + - - - - - + + - + + - - + 
NeTiby 
- - - - - + + + 
Cliburn 
- + - + + - + - - + 
Morland 
- + + + - - - + + + +:>-
0\ 
1\) 
• 
.Annual. increase ( +) or decrease (-) in the societies of the l3enri th Circuit (Wesleyan) o 
Society 1812 1813 1874 1872 1816 1811 1818 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883 1884 1885 1886 1887 1888 
Plumpton 
- - + + - + + - + + + - - + 
Plumpton BS + - + <+ 
Patterdale 
- + - + - - + + + .:. + + + + + 
Matterdale 
- - - - + + + - + + 
Total+ 6 9 11 6 7 5 10 12 7 8 10 12 12 8 7 9 10 
Total - 10 6 7 6 10 11 7 6 9 8 8 9 10 9 11 9 9 
Circuit + or -: + - + - - + + + + + + + + + + - ~ 
Kirkoswald 
circuit + or +: 
- - - - + - + + + + - + - + - + 
-g 
v 
0 
Annual increase (+) or decrease (-) in the societies of the Penrith Circuit (Wesleyan). 
Society 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896 1897 1898 1899 1900 1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 
Penrith 
- - + - - - + - + - - + - + + + + 
Blencowe 
- + + - - + + - - - + + + 
Shap + - + + - + - + + + + 
Stainton + - - - + - + + + + - + + 
Martindale + + - - + + - - + 
Helton + - + + - - + ... - + - - - + + 
Tirril + + - + - - + - + - + ~ Gt Strickland - - - + + - - + + - + Johnby 
- + + - - + + - - - + - - + 
C@). thwai te + + - - - - - + + 
Bampton 
- + - - + - - - + - - + 
Watermillock + + + + - - - - + - - + 
Dacre 
- + + 
Penruddock - + + + - - + - + + 
Clifton + + + + - - + + - - + 
Hutton End 
- -
- + - + - - + 
Newby 
- - - + - + + + + - + + 
Cliburn + + - - + - + + - - - + + + - +:> 0' 
-+:>. 
• 
Annual increase (+) or decrease (-) in the societies of the Penrith Circuit (Wesle~an). 
s . t ·1. oc~e Yll 1889 1890 1821 1822 182~ 1824 182:2 1826 1821 1828 1822 1200 
Morland + - - - - + + - -
Plumpton + - + -
Plumpton BS 
- + + - - + - - - + 
Patterdale · 
- - - + + - - + - - - + 
Matterdale 
- + + - - - - + 
Total + 10 9 10 5 6 7 8 8 8 6 4 8 
Total - 8 10 9 10 15 8 12 8 10 9 10 7 
Circuit + or -: + - + - - - - + - - - + 
Kirk oswald 
Circuit + or -: + + + + 
1201 1202 
- + 
-
+ 
+ 
7 7 
8 6 
r 
+ + 
+ + 
1903 _1904 
- -
+ 
7 9 
6 6 
- -
1905 
+ 
+ 
10 
6 
+ 
+ 
~ 
.p 
0 
\) 
0 
Abnual increase ( +) or decrease (-) in the societies of the Penri th Circlti,_t _(Wesleyan). 
j&&iety. 1906 1201 1208 120~ 1210 1211 1212 1213 1214 
Penrith 
- - - - - - - + 
Blencowe + - - - - + + 
Shap 
- + - + + + 
Stainton + + - - + 
Martindale + + + 
Helton + - - - - - + 
Tirril 
- - - - - + 
Gt Strickland + - - + - - ~ Jol:mby + - + - -
Bampton + + 
Watermillock 
- + 
Pooley Bridge + - + + 
DaclC'e - + + 
Penruddock 
- - + - - - + 
Clifton + + - - - - - + 
Hutton End 
- - + 
Newby 
Cliburn + - + - + 
-+:>. 
0' 
0' 
. 
Annual increase (+) or decre~e (-) in the societies of the Penrith Circuit (Wes1elan). 
Society 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 121J 1914 
Morland + - - - + 
P1umpton 
- - + + + + 
P1umpton BS + - - + + 
Patterdale 
- + - + - - + + 
Matterdale + - - + - + 
Total + 11 4 4 4 6 2 6 8 9 
Total - 8 12 15 5 1 10 9 4 1 
Circuit + or +: + 
- -
- . + - - + + 
Kirk oswald 
Circuit + or -: - + - + + - + - + 
\ 
~ 
-+: 
c 
Annual increase (+) or decrease (-) in the societies of the Kirkoswald Circuit (Wesleyan). 
Society. 1840 1841 1842 1843 1844 1845 1846 1847 1848 1849 1850 1851 1852 1853 1854 1855 1856 
Kirkoswald 
- + + - - - - - + - - + - + 
Ainstable 
- + + - - + - + + + 
Ousby 
- - + + - + + - - + + + + + 
C~1in + - + + 
Gamblesby + - - + + + - - - + - - + + - + 
Renwick + - - + - - + - - - - + - + + + + 
Salkeld 
- - + + - + - + + + - - - + - + 
"1-'3 
Lazenby + + + + - + + - + - ~ ~ 
Culgaith 
- + + + - - - - + - - - - + - ro 
(X) 
Glassonby 
- + - + - + - - + + + 
Huns on by + + - + - - + - + - + + + - + 
Melmerby + + + - + - - - + + - + 
Temple Sowerby + + - - + + - - + - - + 
Longwathby 
- - - - + - + - + - - - + 
Skerwith 
- - - + + - - + - + - - + + 
Total + 6 4 7 10 4 2 8 2 6 7 6 3 5 11 7 4 5 
Total - 7 8 5 2 8 6 7 9 8 6 6 9 6 3 7 10 5 
Circuit: + + + + + - + - + + + - + - + 
.p 
c 
0 
. 
Annual increase (+) or decrease (-) in the societies of the Kirkoswald Circuit (Wesleyan). 
Society. 1857 1858 1859 1860 1861 1862 1863 1864 1865 1866 1867 1868 1869 1870 1871 1872 1873 
Kirkos:wald 
- + + + + - + - + + + + + + + 
Ainstable + + - - - + - - + - + + + + 
Ousby + + - + - + + + - -. - - - + + + 
Croglin + - - + - - - + 
Gamblesby + - - - + + - + - - - + + + 
Renwick + - - - - - - - + + - + - - + 
Salkeld 
- + + - + - + - + + 
Lazonby + - + + + + + + + - - + - + - I~ 
Culgaith 
- - - - - - + + + - + - - - -
lf;j 
[\) 
CP 
Glassonby 
- - - + - + - + + + - + - + 
Hunsonby 
- - + - - - + + + + - - - + + 
Melmerby + - + + + - - - + + - + + - + 
Temple Sowerby .:... + + - + - - - - + - + + + 
Longwathby + - + - + - + - - + + + + + 
Skerwith + - + + - - - - - + - - + 
Total + 6 6 5 8 6 6 4 7 7 5 4 10 6 5 12 a 3 
-Total - 5 8 7 5 6 7 8 7 6 9 9 2 8 7 2 6 8 
Circuit + + - + - + + - + + - + - - + 
" 
.p. 
0\ 
\0 
• 
Annual increase (+) or decrease (-2 in the societies of the Kirkoswald Circuit (Wesle~an). 
Society. 1874 1875 1876 1877 1878 1812 1880 1881 1882 1883. 1884 1882 1886 1887 1888 1882 1820 1~21 
Kirkoswald 
- + - - + + + - + + + + + 
Ainstable 
- - - + + + - - + - - + - + 
Ousby 
- + - + - + - - - - - + + + + + 
Croglin + + + + - + + - - + 
Gamblesby + + - - - - + + - - - - + + 
Renwick + - + - + + + - - - - - + + + 
Salkeld 
- + - - + + + + - + - + 
·....: 
Lazonby + - + + + - + - - + + - - - + - + I~ ~ 
Culgaith + - + + + - - + - - - - - + - - I~ 
Glassonby 
- - + - + - + + - - + 
Huns on by + - - - + - - + + + - + + + 
Melmerby - + - - - + + + + + - - - - + 
Temple Sowerby 
- + + - - - - - + - - + - + - - + 
Longwathby :; + - + + - - - + + + + - - - + 
Skerwith 
- + + + + - - - + - - + + - + 
Total + 2 10 2 8 6 11 8 5 5 6 8 5 6 3 8 6 4 6 
Total - 9 3 10 6 7 2 7 8 8 8 5 8 4 10 4. 6 8 6 
Circuit 
- - + - + + + + - + - + - + + 
.p. 
-J 
0 
. 
Annual increase (+) or decrease (-) in the societies of the Kirkoswald Circuit (Wesleyan). 
Society. 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896 1897 1898 1899 1900 1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 
Kirkoswald + - + + + - - + - - - + - - + 
-Ainstable + - + - - - - - + - + + + 
Ousby 
- - + - - - - - - - - + - + 
Croglin 
- - + - - - + - + + + + + 
Gambles by 
- - + + + - + + + + - - + 
Renwick + + - - + - - - - - + - + - + 
Salkeld + + - - + + - + - - - - - + 
8 
L!3-zonby + + + - - + + + - + - + + - - - I~ 
Culgaith + - + - - - + - - + - - - - + - IN 0: 
Glassonby + - + + + + - + - + + 
Hunsonby 
- - + + - - - - + - - - + 
Melmerby 
- - - + + + + + + + 
- + 
Temple Sowerby 
- - + - - + - - - + + - - - + 
Langwathby 
- - + - + - - + + + + 
Skerwith + + - - - - - + + - + + - + 
Total + 7 4 8 3 5 6 5 4 3 3 7 6 5 5 5 7 4 7 
Total - 5 10 5 9 8 5 8 5 8 8 3 8 7 5 5 4 7 6 
Circuit ~ 
- - + - - + - + - + + - - + - + - + -1-
. 
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1Ul. that can be stated with certainty is tha.t such leaders 1-rere vi tal 
to the uellbeing of the circuit. 1.\Iany of the colourful and important 
men had passed on by the 1880s - men like James Irving and Robert Gate 
and his wife . and there vras a lack of men to take their places. 
Population movement and changes and the cycles in the economy w·ere 
important to Uesleyan numbers, the best case being at Patterdale. 
llb.en there wn.s a population dedline or economic depression for some 
months or more, then many Uesleyan societies vrere affected. 'rhe 
influence of the existence of rival churches, particularly rival 
l~onconformists, could be fatal to the Uesleyan impact, and the layout 
of the community too was important l'l"hen considering Uesleyan member-
ship in total or as yearly changes. The implications of such studies 
for each circuit, involving a mountain of tedious work and research 
covering many years, might be of vital import when considering the 
reasons for the gronth or decline of membership of the I~ethodist 
Connexions, and a District study ought to prove vital to a discussion 
of' the national picture and the elusive and intangible causes of 
membership increases or decreases. 
The percentage of population •·rho uere Methodist members in the 
area of the t1·ro circuits was small, though it could be locally 
considerable, and many non-members were influenced by Uesleyanism 
too. I'he following section traces the changes in the proportion of 
the population who 1·rere circuit members and links this to the changes 
in population. 
Wesleyan membership had reached 590 out of a population of 
nearly 29,000 in 1841,, which meant that 2 .03~~ of the inhabitants 
belonged to Wesleyan societies. As population increased to 30,462 in 
1851, Uesleyan mambers· increased to 720, or 2 ,364~~ of the population, 
and to 2. 418~~ of the inhabitants due to an increase in members and 
· 1 t· · 1861 In 1871 the Penr;th circuit was decrease m popu a ~on, m • .... 
divided and the ..;eastern and north-;a.astern part became the new 
Kirkosi"Tald circuit, the combined membership of the societies being 
871, or 2.723% of the 31,985 inhabitants. Over the next 10 years 
population decreased to 31,476, whereas Uesleyan membership increased 
to 1,006 or 3.196~~ of the inhabitants, uhich increased to the peak 
of 3.612% (1,094 members) out of 30,285 people by 1891. Population 
continued to decline to 29,.916 in 1901 and 28,991 in 1911, matched 
by Uesleyan decreases to 984 and 929 members respectively, or 3.289% 
and 3.204% of the population. 
Penrith lias by far the largest of the societies, yet being the 
main centre of population the Uesleyans as a percentage of the 
inhabitants was small -never more than 3.2~s. From 176 members in 
1841., or 2. 7)b of the 6,429 population, membership declined to 147 
in an increasing population, to 1851, but rose to 192 members by 1861. 
as population too increased substantially. r.Iembership continued to 
rise - to 210, in 1871, 276 in, 1881. and to the peak of 290 in 1891 
(respectively 2.~~' 3.0% and 3.~fo of the population). Population 
reached its peak of 9,268 in 1881, declined to 1891, increased to 
1901 and finally decreased in the tmm. Uesleyan membership dropped 
to 232 in 1901!. and to 185 in 1911. 
Kirkosrrald village became head of the new circuit in 1871, 
despite its being no larger in population or Uesleyan membership than 
several other villages. The Uesleyans accounted for 3.5% of the 
population in 1841, with 24 members out of 691 people. This propor-
tion increased to 4•4Y~ in 1851, 5.2% in 1861 and to 9.1% in 1871, the 
peak year, both for membership at 64, and population, at 707. 
l·iembership decreased more rapidly than the population to 1881, and 
then to 1891, before some secovery from 1891 to 1911 despite a 
decreasing population. Though head of the circuit, it was not 
usually the strongest society. 
In the tables the next 9 societies were in the Penrith circuit 
right through'the century, the remainder being transferred to 
Kirkomrald in 1871. 
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The little society at Clifton registered small increase in 
numbers or percentage of population until after 1891, though only 
then did the Uesleyans manage 3~~ or 4% of the inhabitants. On paper 
Shap ought to have provided the second society of the circuit, l·Ti th 
its considerable population and scope for evangelical uork. However, 
with a population in four figures, the village could only just 
record Uesleyan members in double figures into the l860.s, and there 
nere only 7 Q)embers in 1891. Only 2% of the community uere Uesleyan 
members in 1901., but over the next decade membership increased to 35 in 
spite ofthe decreasing population. The population of Newby declined 
over the period from 284 in 1861 to 1:89 in 1901.. Uesleyan membership 
tacreased fr®m 15 to 29 between 1841 and 1851 (over l~b of the 
inhabitants) but this fie~re fell to 7 in 1881, or 2.~~ of the 
inhagitants, increasing thereafter as population decreased. The best 
year for I;Iorland 1 s Uesleyans uas 1891, when there ·Here 18 members, or 
5·~~ of the population. Like many of the villages, population• 
decreased over the 19th century and the society was a small one, as it 
·Has at Plumpton where the Uesleyan 1 s membership l-Tas boosted in 1891 
by the joint returns of Plumpton and nearby Plumpton Back Street, a 
new society Patterdale proved to be unusual, based on the mining 
communities of Hartsop, Glenridding and Patterdale, all remote hamlets 
distant from most of the circuit. From only 4 members in 1841, its 
society grel'T with mining operations to 8 in 1861, but increased again 
to. 40 in 1871 along with the increase in inhabitants. The declining 
population of 1881 returned 30 members, but out of 826 people in 
1891, 61~ \'Tere Uesleyans. The society remained substantial by village 
standards into the new century,,. though only about 7% of the population 
uere members. } ..iatterdale too rras an isolated community l'rhere the 
population rose from 325 in 1841 to 426 in 1871, before decennial 
decreases to 249 in 1911'. The Uesleyan society ahrays registered 
double figures though 48 members in 1851 was the highpoint (l3.25b of 
the population) and the society >·ras later much reduced. Bampton and 
vJatermillock societies infrequently appeared on returns until the 
1860s, and both were more typical of the 18 or so small societies of 
the circuit •·rhich remained under Penrith after 1871. 'l'hese uere the 
scattered or small settlements of the Inglewood Forest district, of 
Uestmorland to the South-East of Penrith, and of the area to the 
"tm-m 1 s Hest, lrhere r:!ethodism was stunted in growth and kept alive 
only by generous aid from the Penrith society. 
The Uesleyan societies uhich came to be in the ne>·r Kirkos,·rald 
circuit after 1871 tended to be more healthy and vigorous than those 
left with Penri th. I1lost of the villages were to the !aast and ii orth-
. east of Penrith, the Fellside villages of slosely lmit communities 
where Uesleyanism found fertile ground. 
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At RemTick the Uesleyans constituted a sizeable part of the 
population.- 8.8fi, in 1841, 9·~ in 1851, before an increase in member-
ship and decrease in population led to figures of 15.4% in 1861 and 
19.Sc}~ in 1871. Population continued to decline, but Uesleyan member-
ship increased, and recorded 1~~ of the inhabitants as members in 
1881, a drop to 12'lb in 1891, but over 18'/h in 1901 and over 17% in. 
1911.. Gamblesby Uesleyans formed less than 10% of the population 
only in 1861 and 1871, the usual figure being around 12y; to 14); at 
each census. Croglin,. a more scattered community than the previous 
two, had only three Uesleyans il:!• 1841, none in 1851, 10 in 1861 but 
2 in 1871. TP:ere were only 9 Uesleyans out of 203 people in 1901, 
but 19 in 1911., the high point for the society. Population dropped 
over the same period from 336 to 221. Ousby, Skeruith and Ainstable 
possessed stable and substantial Uesleya.n societies. 1881 uas the 
best year for membership at the latter two, 1891 at the first place, 
but population in 1911 '·ras dmm on the 1841 figure at all three. 
Hunsonby proved to be an exception and in 1911 had 276 people ~s·· 
against 191 in 1841 - though the highest figure was 362 in 1871. The 
Uesleyans w·ere a strong society there and had 43 members in 1871 and 
55 in 1891, 11.9% and 19-~fo of the inhabitants respectively. Over 
the decades Glassonby 1 s population scarcely altered, and the 
Uesleyan society there had as members 26.3% of the inhabitants 
1-Jesleyans in 1871., and a society of 10% and more of the population 
thereafter. The peak year for population in Lazonby, Cu1gaith and 
Temple Sowerby proved to be 1871 (perhaps '·rith the influx of railuay 
workers in the district) yet this was not the year of highest Uesleyan 
membership. '!'he lies1eyans vrere particularly strong at Cu1gaith in 
1841. and 1851, with a respectable figure of 5% to 7~~ of the 
inhabitants as members into the 20th century. Lazonby was one of 
the larger villages and returned a higher population in 1911 than·. in 
1841, uith the years of highest Uesleyan membership being 1871. and 
1901. The lTesleyans had bet\'reen 37~ and r=_t;h of the inhabitants as 
members, small. considering the scope for lTOrk which existed. 'l'emple 
Sowerby, betl·reen Penrith and Appleby, proved to be a small society 
un:til 1891 when membership included 12$~ of the population, a figure 
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rising to 14% in 1901 but dorm t~ 11,4%, 40 members, in 1911. Here 
too the population in 1911 uas below that of 1841. 
The official membership !:igures do not tell the uhole story, 
though more than r.lethodists at the time "V10uld have admitted. They 
claimed throughout the Victorian period that members "VTere outnumbered 
by 2 or 3 nonmembers to one member, and there is a little evidence to 
support this. When using the evidence of the 1851 Ecclesiastical 
census, it has to be said that most of the people who attended 
Uesleyan' chapels in Penri th and in the rest of Cumbria uere members, 
their children or close friends and.relations- not the host of non-
members uho are supposed to have flocked to swell congregations. 
Nor were the dozens of chapels in the Penrith and Kirkoswald circuits 
usually even a third full. On census day only one third of the 
HE~sleyan seats available during the day were filled, and on a census 
day one must assume that more people than usual lWuld attend. Official 
returners uere asked to estimate if there was any reason for numbers 
being lower or higher at services than usual, but human nature would 
encourage them to slightly exaggerate. 
In need of consideration is the upto 1,000 children at the 
circuit Sunday schools and 300 at the day school in the to1m. Ylany 
of these uere the children of members, though the day school catered 
too for non-1\iethodists, and it vms generally agreed that the Uesleyan 
children had far more fun and pleasure at their schools on Sundays 
than did most denominations. Many of these children like the adults 
attended on special occasions only, for example w~en there were free 
teas in the offing or a circuit treat. Nonetheless the Wesleyans had 
considerable influence amongst the area's youth- probably more so 
than any other Church. Despite this proof of the strength and 
influence of r.~ethodism in and around Penrith, it is certain that a 
majority of people did not go to church regularly. The direct 
influence of the Uesleyans must have been limited to 5% or 61~ of the 
adult population, and the same amongst the children, and even though 
early outdoor open air meetings reached a far uider audience than 
chapel preaching ever could, by the mid~Victorian period the 
li'iethodists of Penrith, us elseuhere, were like other Churches turning 
away from field preaching and open evangelism and becoming 
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enchapelled11 • f-ien of the wealth and social stc.nding of JoJ:m Crone, 
Christopher Fairer and Robert Gates could not ignore the fact that as 
a mass movement the J?enri th hethodists had failed by 1851. In the 
succeeding decades they retreated into chapels, gradually stagnated 
and then declined. 
A final note on the attendances at chapels and the support given 
to l·iethodist causes. Applications for several societies to build 
chapels have survived for Penrith, and these had to list both member-
ship and service attendances. Iri the 183Gls there nere only 20 
members attached to Salkeld out of 500 people, yet the stewaxds stated 
that 80 attended services. 40 years later at Blencowe there w-ere only 
4 members out of 200 people, but 40 attended the services. At the 
same time Tirril had no members yet 30 attended services, and this 
excluded children ( 1). Stewards exaggerated almost certainly in 
order to obtain official approval of their schemes, and to get 
official backing and finance, believing that a high figure - perhaps 
that for the Harvest services or the anniversary ones - l·Tould impress. 
Indeed an earlier application form 't'Thich 1·1as never sent gives the 
attendances at Blencowe as only 20. To build expensive chapels in a 
bid to promote l·lethodism uas doomed to failure since it meant the 
neglect of direct mission work and evangelism. 'ro build on the 
strength of a couple of members and unattached attenders "t<Tas to court 
disaster. 
'l'he conclusion is that during the Victorian period the Uesleya.ns 
developed into a·small, inbred sect, admittedly prosperous and 
influential,_ but not having mass appeal and only able to reach any 
significant number of folk at its special events uhen something 
worthl-Thile uas offered to nonmembers - teas, gifts, a 11 good time11 or 
entertainment. A parallel nith the Quakers and Unitarians is 
unavoidable. The gro~~h of a secular oriented society robbed the 
Hesleyans of even this final ability to attract crm·rds occasionally. 
'l'he chapels remained empty'· and the situation uorsened after the 
Great Uar. 
1. Penri th Uesleyan Methodist Circuit. CRO FC""fll/3/1/72 and 157 • 
Society 1841 185_1_ - 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901 1911 
Penrith 
Wesleyan Membership 176 147 192 210 276 290 232 185 
Population of the area 6,429 7,387 7,948 8,317 9,268 8,981 9,182 8,973 
% Population as members 2.7 2.0 2.4 2.5 3.0 3.2 2.5 2.1 
Kirkoswald 
-
Wesleyan Membership 24 30 35 64 32 24 33 38 
Population of the area 691 681 672 707 595 594 560 526 
% Population as members 3.5 4·4 5.2 9.1 5.4 4.0 5.9 7.2 ~ Clifton Wesleyan Membership 8 3 8 6 6 10 15 13 
Population of the area 288 289 342 341 393 337 330 352 
% Population as members 2.8 1.0 2.3 1.8 1.5 3.0 4.5 3.7 
Shap 
Wesleyan Membership 5 11 11 19 19 7 35 30 
Population of the area 996 1,009 991 1,270 1,416 1,260 1,226 1,006 
% Population as members 0.5 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.3 0.5 2.9 3.0 
Newby 
Wesleyan Membership 15 29 25 12 7 8 14 12 ..j:::.. 
--.J 
\.0 
Population of the area 284 274 284 243 245 234 189 178 • 
% Population as members 5.3 10.6 8.8 4.9 2.9 3.4 7-4 6.7 
Society 1841 1851 . _18_qJ... __ 1871 le.81. - -1891 1901 1911 
Morland 
Wesleyan Membership 14 11 13 11 7 18 14 10 
Population of the area 426 394 367 304 371 335 312 273 
% Population as members 3.3 2.8 3.5 3.6 1.9 5.4 4.5 3.7 
Plumpton 
Wesleyan Membership 7 6 8 10 10 14 9 5 
Population of the area 321 334 326 314 345 317 306 301 
% Population as members 2.2 1.8 2.5 3.2 2.9 4.4 2.9 1.7 ~. Patterdale Wesleyan Membership 4 29 8 40 30 52 55 63 
Population of the area 573 686 693 805 710 826 1.78 871 
% Population as members 0.7 4.2 1.2 5.0 4.2 6.3 7.1 7.2 
-
Matterdale 
Wesleyan Membership 10 48 32 24 30 21 14 19 
Population of the area 325 363 420 420 346 322 302 249 
% Population as members 3.1 13.2 7.6 5.6 8 .. 7 6.5 4.6 7.6 
Bampton 
Wesleyan Membership 0 0 0 5 11 22 13 12 
Population of the area 579 533 541 559 537 475 452 410 .p. 0: 
0 
• % Population as members 0 0 0 0.9 2.0 4.6 2.9 2.9 
Society 1841 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901 1911 
Watermillock 
Wesleyan Membership 0 0 0 0 9 22 3 4 
Population of the area 524 598 576 520 463 446 442 418 
% Population as members 0 0 0 0 1.9 4.9 0.7 1.0 
Renwick 
Wesleyan Membership 28 31 41 52 47 29 37 35 
Population of the area 319 316 266 262 258 242 201 205 
% PopUlation as members 8.8 9.8 15.4 19.8 18.2 12.0 18.4 17.1 ~ Gambles by Wesleyan Membership 26 31 21 27 38 29 30 24 
Population of the area 259 244 262 273 269 223 206 193 
% Population as members 10.0 12.7 8.0 9.9 14.1 13.0 14.6 12.4 
Croglin 
Wesleyan Membership 3 0 10 2 16 17 9 19 
Population of the area 336 304 254 219 251 244 203 221 
% Population as members 0.9 0 3.9 0.73 6.4 7.0 4.4 8.6 
Ousby 
Wesleyan Membership 12 15 26 21 30 37 20 14 
Population of the area 271 295 294 329 243 271 236 232 
-+:> 
0: 
% Population as members ,__ 4.4 5.1 8.8 6.4 12.3 13.7 8.5 6.5 • 
Society 1841 . 18.51 - 1861 _].871_ - - 1.fi81 1891 . 1901 1911 
Ainstable 
ITesleyan :Uembership 0 17 31 26 34 32 19 33 
-
Population of the area 501 524 294 329 453 439 403 376 
% Population as members 0 3.2 10.5 7.9 7.5 7.3 4.72 8.8 
""Skerwith 
Wesleyan Membership 29 20 21 21 33 22 17 31 
Population of the area 293 288 314 290 276 286 241 252 
% Population as members 9-9 6.9 6.7 7.2 12 •. 0 1·1 7.1 12.3 
Hunsonby ~ Wesleyan Membership 27 26 27 43 25 55 33 30 
Population of the area 191 200 208 362 284 282 265 276 
% Population as members 14.1 13.0 13.6 11.9 8.8 19.5 12.5 10.9 
Glasson by 
Wesleyan Membership 14 13 10 42 28 17 22 23 
Population of the area 165 165 147 160 165 161 165 144 
% Population as members 8.5 7.9 6.8 26.3 17 .o 10.6 13.3 16.0 
Culgaith 
Wesleyan Membership 38 34 23 22 26 19 13 18 
Pop~ation of the area 361 355 323 467 347 334 310 313 ~ co 
r\) 
• % Population as members 10.5 9.6 7.1 4.7 7.5 5.7 4.2 5.8 
Society 1841 1851 1861 
Lazenby 
Wesleyan Membership 20 17 19 
Population of the area 570 595 570 
% Population as members 3.5 2.9 3.3 
Temple Sowerby 
Wesleyan Membership 20 28 22 
Population of the area 381 372 374 
% Population as members 5.2 7-5 5.9 
1871 1881 1891 
30 25 26 
1,123 650 719 
2.7 3.8 3.6 
27 22 46 
476 420 372 
5-7 5.2 12.4 
1901 
37 
728 
5.1 
51 
344 
14.8 
1911 
27 
715 
3.8 
40 
352 
11.4 ~ 
.p,. 
o:> 
L.v 
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